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Abstract

Careers link the inner, subjective, world of self with the outer, objective,
world of institutions and society. As societSr increasingly reflects
turbulence and fragmentation, people may still seek the sense of
community that the old career €rrrangements were expected to provide.
Taking inspiration from "new science" ideas of self-organising, and
"intelligent career" ideas of individual learning, tJris thesis posits a new
concept of "career communities". These are presented as an alternative
organising structure through which the inter-dependence of career
experiences and ttre environment in which they unfold is recognised.

The thesis is focused around three questions. The first question relates
to the application of intelligent career theory at a group level of analysis.
Its exploration links three intelligent career "ways of knowint' to recent
conceptions of communal learning. The second question concerns
enhancing our understanding of career growth through career
communities, and the learning and social opportunities these
communities provide. The third question - in keeping with the tenets of
new science - asks how career communities function as attractors in
the way careers self-organise into collective work €urangements.

The methodolory adopted in this research advances an explicit
theoretical connection between the (individuat) subjective and
(communal) inter-subjective worlds. The approach begins with an
application of the 'intelligent career card sort' (ICCS) which elicits data
on an individuals' subjective career according to three interdependent
"ways of knowing". The results for the career community under
consideration are then aggregated to provide input data for the
elicitation of inter-subjective meaning through focus group discussions.
This data is then analysed by reference to a typologr of ten opure 

Wpes"
of career community developed as part of this thesis.

The thesis comprises four empirical studies. A preliminary pilot study
of management consultants was conducted to ascertain the
appropriateness of the methodolory. Study#l involved alt workers in a
non-for-profit organisation focused on rehabilitation of victims of sexual
abuse. This group was expected to hold a strong ideological attachment
to the work they performed. Study#2 involved Leased Executives,
selected to represent the growing proportion of people experiencing
contingency emplo5rment, and also because of their apparently high
sense of professionalism in their work. Study#3 involved a group of
Pacific Island professionals, predominantly from the public sector. This
grorrp was selected because they represent an ethnic minority whose
cultural traditions are inherently collective rather than individual in
orientation.



The results communicate the inter-subjective meanings elicited at the
group level of analysis. The patterns, which emerged from the interplay
among the three ways of knowing, were analysed according to the
typologr of career communities previously developed. Each empirical
study showed that in realiS a hybrid of career community types was
evident rather than any pure type. A comparison across the groups
illustrates the principal differences among the groups in the career
issues that tl:ey faced. The results provide support for the concept of
career communities as an alternative organising principle behind
people's careers, and one that extends beyond any single employment
setting.
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Ghapter One

Introduction

According to Peter Drucker (L997) the new economy is already here.

Drucker claims that "the world economy will continue to be highly
turbulent and highly competitive, prone to abrupt shifts as both the

nature and content of relevant knowledge continually change" (Drucker,

1997, p. 23). If Drucker is right, our traditional view of careers - as

orderly, relatively predictable trajectories largely within single company
or single occupational settings - may have less to offer in the future. In
such a turbulent environment people will need to make sense of their
own careers. Careers provide the basic repositories through which the
nature and content of knowledge unfold (Bird, 1996). There emerges a
paradox. As patterns of work and traditional employment
arrangements change, careers a-re becoming increasingly uncertain; yet
they "matter more' because of the essential knowledge that they
contribute to the new economy (Arthur and Rousseau, Lgg6, p. 3).

It is claimed that the stable social, political and economic contexts of
the industrial age are being superseded by an emerging "knowledge
societ5/ which depends on continually creating and sharing new
knowledge (senge, 1997].. The rising importance of the knowledge
worker is evident from the increasing numbers who "identify themselves

by their own knowledge rather than by the organisations that pay them"
(Drucker,1997, p. 23). The knowledge that counts as relevant is likely
to be tacit, subjectively defined and subject to change (Ellig and
Thatchenk.ry, 1996). Furthermore, knowledge has a short half-life and
so learning becomes a distinguishing feature of today's careers,

differentiating them from traditional models. Ifuowledge generation by
inaiviaua career actors 'shifts power to the person rather than to a
hierarchical position" (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996, p. lo) as they



integrate a variet5r of learning experiences into a dynamic sense-making

process. The process is a recursive one in which enacted careers create

changes in the environment (weick, 19961. Knowledge-based careers

require different management, different development and a different

understanding from traditional careers, particularly in relation to the

interdependency between the worker and the employment context.

In t.|e workplace, new organisational structures have emerged as a
response to combined pressures of globalisation, new and improved

technologr and continuous pressure to develop the new knowledge that
is seen as the key to attaining competitive advantage. A need for
flexibitity and rapid adaptation has challenged the value of top down

control models of organisation. senge (1997, p.3l) suggests that
"almost everyone agrees that the command and control corporate model

will not carry us into the twenty-first century. In a world of increasing
interdependence and rapid change, it is no longer possible to figure it
out from the top". The organisation has been a predominant framework
for careers and it still pre-occupies much career study (Tolbert, 1996).

Yet as we embrace "the end to the century of the organisation" (Handy,

L996, p. 15) the organisational frame for supporting careers may be

relevant for fewer workers in the future, indicating a need to consider

alternative perspectives.

Anticipating different forms of career has implications for this thesis. I
believe that as the variety of career experiences grows it will become

increasingly important to look for alternative theories to complement
existing ones.

Alternatives to top-down structures rely on different processes of
organising to facilitate the connections and the shared interactions. For
example, organisational structures discernible through daily rhythms of
business resemble "webs of inclusion" (Helgesen, 199s). Networked

organisations depend on relationship management to maintain
collaboration witJ. upstream and downstream partners. Cellular
organisations act effectively through common understandings that



include rights and responsibilities to provide guiding principles for

interactions (Miles and Snow, 1996). Looking beyond organisational

boundaries, occupational networks provide a context for learning to
emerge by focussing on distinct occupational problems (DeFillippi and

Arthur, L9961. There is a shift from "the organisation", as a static
concrete entity associated with the industrial age (Drucker, 1992) to

network organising as a dynamic process.

The profundity of the shift is less in the alternative structures t]lan in
the reversal of processes which are now argued to emerge from the

bottom up. In the new social structures it is suggested t]lat people

share a sense of purpose rather than of place, as has been ascribed to
recent descriptions of community (Sergiovanni, lgg4l. Authority, it is
argued, emerges from t]:e local actions of frontline citizens and workers
(zohar and Marshall, 1994). The emphasis is on interpersonal
relationships rather than authority relationships, which facilitate

connections with others and through which learning occurs.

The changing face of careers

careers have always been important for tJre personal meaning and

identity drawn from them, meaning that was drawn principally from

either organisational or occupational affiliation. While careers based on

personal meaning, identity development and generation of new learning
may still rely on traditional structures, it seems likely that alternative
explanations of ca-reer patterns will be needed in the fuhrre.

The gap between the expectations of employees and the reality they

meet when firms can no longer offer long term emplo5rment, has

reached a critical point (Peiperl and Baruch, L99T). The implicit yet

well understood reciprocal basis of careers - the exchange of security for

loyalty - has disappeared leaving workers disillusioned (Heckscher,

1995). As traditional ladders have collapsed in revolutionised business
structures, career patterns have lost much of the predictability that was

assumed to be one of their key ieatures. Security of emplo5rment has

been replaced by the notion of employability, that gives workers more



responsibility for developing their own careers (Kanter, 1989). This

requires new skills, particularly that of learning continuously, to ensure

that lcrowledge has a current market value. Personal growth including
self-awareness must develop in parallel with professional growth. Less

able to rely on corporate paths, workers have to find coherence and

continuity in the fragmentation of their lives by integration of multiple
aspects of themselves (Collin, 1996).

The profile of employment relationships is changing as firms adapt to
tJre complexity and uncertainty of the environment. The reduction of

core workers is accompanied by increasing numbers of contractors,

contingent workers, part-timers and consultants. Their careers are

based on different organising principles, which incorporate notions of
industrial or occupational affiliation, or of project-based careers

characterised by unfolding learning agendas rather than any continuing
context. These careers are variously described as "boundar;rless"
(Arthur and Rousseau, 1996), "portfolio" (Handy, 1990) or "protean"

(Hall, L996). The nature of t]:e employment contract appears to have

changed irreversibly as flexibility is sought by both employers and
employees. The shift in the psychological contract from "relationalo to
*transactional" 

{Rousseau, 1995), places a greater onus on t}re

individual to establish personal measures of psychological success.

Many of the external measures people formerly relied on, such as job

security, increasing levels of income and the status derived from titles
and employers, are becoming less available and less important (Mirvis

and Hall, 19941. Therefore the subjective (internally perceived) career

takes on renewed prominence.

The changing face of career theory

Although new theories of boundaryless careers - such as knowledge-

driven rather than loyalty driven careers (Miles and snow, 1996), are

beginning to emerge, their acceptance is not unproblematic. one of the

costs-associated with boundaryless careers is the limited opportunity
available from the freedom associated with them (Hirsch and Shanley,



1996), especially for older workers who made critical choices in a

different era. Mirvis and HaIl (L9941 point to the extent of changes in
the psychological contract and the different abilities of career actors to
adapt. what may be critical is whether the choice is genuine or

whether it is forced on people. A particular concern suggests a loss of
what Perrow, (1996) has called the "civil societ5/ as it used to be

delivered through traditional employment and benefit systems.

There is a paucity of research and empirical support for boundar5rless

careers (cohen and Mallon, 1999). Up until 1996 the vast majority of
careers research - at least reported in the management journals

focussed on organisational careers (Arthur and Rousseau, lgg1l.
Goffee and Jones (2ooo) suggest that the degree of support for
boundaryless career concepts depends on where you look. They point
out that there is support if the focus is on "knowledge workers and
other skilled professional and technical groups". However for "less

fashionable occupations...the world remains'bounded' in a recognisable

waf (p.257). According to Gunz, Evans and Jalland (2000) industries
can constrain career mobility because of the protracted lead times for
product development and performance to which people's careers are

tied.

This thesis is located between two areas of academic debate. On the

one hand is the organisational career which has a dominant position
over the other and newer stream of research into boundaryless careers.

while I respect both positions and do not wish to set up the

organisational career as a "straw mar.', this thesis is primarily a

contribution to the latter area. My aim is to contribute to the emerging
debate on the subjective and objective aspects of career boundaries by
reversing tlre narrow definition the normative view of career has

assumed, and to instead draw from the broader base posited by the
Chicago School of Sociologz.

Theorists from the Chicago School's tradition "treated the career as a
heuristic applicable to a much wider range of situations that is typically



in current usage" (Barley, 1989, p. 45). Interpretation of the career

concept from this perspective recognises the multidimensional nature of
a career (Goffman, 196I, p.461 as "any social strand of any person's

course through life" and thus allows for movement between personal

and public spheres of a person's life, a link between the self and its
significance in societ5r.

This thesis assumes the definition of career as an "evolving sequences

of a person's work experiences over time" (Arthur, HaIl and Lawrence,

1989, p. 8). In so doing, I acknowledge the inherent interdependence

between work and the life course as a whole (Eaton and Bailyn, 2ooo),

as well as a conception of career which does not necessitate formal
organisational positions (Hall, L976; Driver, 1gS0).

The subjective career

The concept of career has been noted for its ontological duality
(Goffman, 1961; Barley, 1989) which enables it to be viewed from either
an objective or a subjective perspective. The objective dimension

focuses on the externally distinguishing features such as job histories,

sequences of roles, status acquisition, work transitions and the context
in which the career unfolds. Particular components such as paid and
public work are counted in a hegemonic practice which is "part of the
control of sociegr, culturally bound and rhetorically reinforced (Bailyn,

1e89).

The subjective dimension stems from the internal interpretation of
personal experiences; the internally perceived place of work in a whole

of life context; the meaning and sense individuals make of the unfolding

of events over time. As boundaries separating career and life-course

seem arbitrary, the position I have is a broad one in which the career is
considered in terms of its interdependence with the life course that
hosts it. The personal subjective map is deeply held and operates at an

unconscious level where cognitive structures determine how people

perceive, think and feel (Derr "ti L"..rent, 1989). The subjective career

emerges from an exploration of the multiplicity of personal experiences



and may be markedly different between two people who may appear to

have similar roles or titles.

The personal focus of the subjective career facilitates the blurring of
boundaries between public and private spheres (Fletcher and Bailyn,

7996), and across the boundaries of organisations (Arthur and

Rousseau, 1996). Furthermore, the subjective career encourages

personal stories which prevent normative careers taking precedence.

This has been particularly noted by writers who have critiqued

traditional career theory on the basis of restricted perceptions of gender

(Gallos, 1989; Marshall, 1989), ethnicity (Thomas and Alderfer, 1989;

Thomas, 1989) and greater diversit5r generally within the workplace

(Hall and Parker, 1993). Compared with the externalised, role-focused

objective career, the internally perceived version represents "the other

stories, the stories of shifting identities and internrpted paths" that

"celebrate the triumphs of adaptation" (Bateson, Igg4, p.S3). Some

writers go so far as to include all experiences as career, for example the

'life-as-caree/' concept of Miller-Tiedman .199T1.

Different disciplines provide specific lenses through which careers are

researched. In psychologr the focus is on the individual and pertains to

the view that "people make careers" whereas sociologists have reflected

an emphasis on career as a social role with external constraints
imposed by societ5r, company structure and gender. From this
perspective, "institutions make careers" and "careers make people".

Whether the subjective career coincides with the objective reality is less

relevant t.}.an how individual interpretative schemes affect the

behaviour of the career actor and tl:us impact on the system in which

the career is sited (Hughes, 1958). For example, Barley (19s9) argues

that institutional systems of domination and legitimation can be

construed as scripts for individual career makers. Rosenbaum (1989)

critiqued the study of individualistic careers in isolation by

demonstrating that a tournament. framework can compromise

individual choices through competitive pressures. Kanter (rg77l



emphasises that individual progress is curtailed by opportunity

structures. The more societal change accelerates, the more attention

needs to be attributed to the interplay between individual and societal

influences.

Theorists from the Chicago School of Sociologr viewed the career as oa

lens for peering at larger social processes known as institutions"
(Barley, 1989, p. 49). It is the dialectic quality of careers that links
people to societ5r through a fusion of objective and subjective aspects.

Differentiating either aspect without reference to the other is a partial

view. Both views provide useful material "but they need to be

combined, for careers depend on the interaction of individual agency

and the constraining or enabling aspects of the social context" (Bailyn,

1989, p. a781.

The chicago school has been faulted for a focus on bounded

interpretative schemes whereas the restrictive focus on a specilic social

system is of greater concern (Barley, 1989). A key contribution from the

Chicago School is an emphasis on the person as a social being odefined

less by their uniqueness than by their membership in a category of
actors that populate some setting" (Barley, 1989, p. 5l). This

acknowledges that people may belong to several social systems at any

one time, which affords multiple interpretative possibilities. Alterations

in the subjective aspects which may occur are "not only due to major

events at work, but also when events in one's personal life (e.g., a
divorce or a mid-life crisis) provoke a change in our life-view" (Derr and

Laurent, 1989, p. asa). Because it includes the person's perceptions

and self-constructions, the subjective aspect of career may provide a
buffer from a context of continuous change, a stabilising influence

stemming from "the constancy of work motives, the enduring

relationships between individual personalities and occupational

environments, and the persistent centrality of work in the lives of
humans" (Schein, 1978; Myers, 1996, p. aLfl.



Irrespective of what experiences are included, with the blurring of the

traditional markers of hierarchy and pathways, internally ascribed

criteria assume greater importance. Although the Chicago sociologists

were "frequently faulted for overemphasising subjectivit;/ (Barley, 1.989,

p. 56), the subjective dimension has become increasingly significant as

individuals are required to take greater personal responsibility for their
own career development (Hall, 1996). when the "objective c€rreer

dissolves" the subjective career "becomes externalised and treated as a

framework for career growth" (weick and Berlinger, 1989, p. 321).

Greater reliance falls on "internal, self-generated guides, such as

growth, learning and integration" (weick, Lgg6, p. 4o). As boundaries

become less distinct and the emphasis shifts to the process of
organisinE, the internal locus of energr from the subjective career pulls
the experiences from short term jobs into a retrospective coherent
pattern. Each experience has meaning only in relation to other
experiences. This is the strength of the subjective career.

Subjective careers however, do not exist in a vacuum of self-discovery

and private experience. All careers are enacted within larger systems.
People are connected witJ: others through a variety of interactions that
simulate 'tendrils of connection" providing access and engagement like
a web ttrat radiates out from the centre (Helgesen, 199s, p. lB).

Therefore, we must recognise the web of relationships in which people

are embedded. The subjective career provides ener$/ for t] e ongoing

adaptation between the person and the environment over time. It may

also provide access to inter-subjective meanings and therefore be a
source of support and interpersonal learning.

As traditional models for explaining careers based on hierarchies and
pyramids may apply to fewer people than in t.he past, I have adopted a
boundaryless career perspective and worked specifically with the model

of tlre intelligent career developed by Arthur, Claman and DeFillippi
(1995). This framework is an holistic one and so affords people the

oppoftunity to consider work in.the overall pattern of their lives. It
comprises three distinct "ways of knowind or career competencies, and



particula-r emphasis is placed on the interdependence arnong these

ways of knowing. As this thesis will elaborate, this interdependence

supports individual learning and so contributes to the development of

employability and hence security in an uncertain environment.

The impact of the researcher

Any (career) theory is a lens that is "shaped by tl.e tools and vision of
the observer" (Herr, 1996, p. 17lr. Herr's statement points to the

importance to me as a researcher, of being explicit about the personal

values and beliefs that inform my work and of the underlying

assumptions and the motivating forces behind this research project.

My interest in careers stems from personal work in the field as a
practitioner in career counselling. Influenced by the work of Carl

Rogers (1951) my approach is person-centered and emphasises the

duality of the subjective and objective aspects of career. It is through

the subjective career that insights regarding motivation and meaning

are realised and personal identity is formed. The objective aspect

illuminates the social structures providing frameworks and boundaries

within which people function. My belief in the abilities of people to

develop in positive ways underpins my emphasis on supporting people's

personal development through the experience of work, rather than on

shaping people into jobs. The process is managed by the individual
clients and involves their learning and personal change as time unfolds.

People struggle with the tension of multiple pressures in their lives as

they cope with increasing uncertainty and complexity. A strong sense

of personal identity is important for a sense of security and also for
establishing internal criteria for success.

The emphasis on the subjective career facilitates such a focus on

development of internal meaning and identity. It elicits the interplay

among career competencies and recognises that different aspects of the
person are developed in different social situations. An holistic model

demands that the focus is on the larger picture rather than artilicially
separated parts. Furthermore, emphasis is placed on the relational

l0



perspective through which support, growth and learning is viewed as a

social activity. My focus on whole person learning is supported by

reference to the pedagogr of John Heron (1990; Igg2) and the situated

learning approach of Lave and wenger (1991). These literatures
integrate different ways of knowing that include but extend the

traditionally valued cognitive styles.

The person-centered view of career also calls for an holistic view of the

surrounding world. Work unfolds within the larger context of people's

lives and demands attention to their motivation and interests, skills and
knowledge and the inter-personal support people experience in every

aspect of their lives. One contribution of this thesis is in integrating
diverse literatures as multiple perspectives to inform career theory in
ways relevant to the concerns of career practitioners and individual
career actors. These include notably, theories of career, of learning,
and of communities of practice.

Career theory

Career theory provides an heuristic to understand change and therefore

must evolve in parallel with the social, political and economic contexts

in which career behaviour is enacted. The current turbulent
environment provides multiple possibilities for individuals to engage in
adaptive interchanges witJr the world of work (Vondracek, 199o). It is a
context characterised by continuous change as described in t]le
previous section, and one that differs markedly from the stable contexts
assumed by earlier career theories. The possibitities lead to mobility
and shifting work arr€rngements characteristic of boundar5rless careers
(Arthur and Rousseau, L9961. The rate of change in the world of work
is so rapid that it is not surprising to find that traditional models of
career that have dominated the field, are described as inadequate to
explain emerging patterns (Arthur and Rousseau., 1996). A shift away
from the positivist philosophies that have underpinned much
organisational theory as well as carebr theory, to those philosophies

ll



underpinning complex adaptive systems, may assist in the search for

alternative explanations (Leong, 1996).

Traditional career theory reflects a Cartesian view of the world, a view

that underpins Newtonian Science. For example, trait and factor

theories assume a static view of the person and tJre environment and

developmental theories assume linear progression throughout life. The

linear assumptions of traditional science focus on objective, logical and

systematic methods of analysis (Lastruchi, 1963). Concepts such as

the boundaryless career (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996l, signify that
careers are increasingly comprised of a variety of experiences that do

not conform to assumptions of linearity. As such, they cannot be

adequately portrayed within the closed system approach to which
traditional scientific principles apply.

Personality traits have traditionally been used to predict people's career

preferences. other aspects of career theory have focused on the

constraining and enabling factors in the environment. In contrast, it is
the character of the subjective experience that provides a realistic

understanding of people's experiences at work (Bailyn, 1989). This
requires a more holistic perspective than many of the traditional
theories represent, and one that embraces the idiosyncratic interactions

among jobs, occupational choice, personality and work. Rather than

supercede traditional theories, however, it is preferable to see both

traditional and new career theories as complementar5l ways of knowing.

such an integration would allow for career theory to have a dynamic

interactional perspective (Herr, 1996).

Recognising individual differences is one way to ensure that career

theory is more inclusive, thereby answering critiques about its lack of
generalisability, particularly to women and ethnic minorities (e.g.,

Leong, L996; Meara, 1996). As careers today are predicated on

learning, pedagogical concerrrs are also relevant. However, t.l.e
traditional focus on cognitive. abilities represents only a partial
perspective on knowledge and learning. Learning must be seen as
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much an emotional as a cognitive experience and therefore requires a

whole person approach (Woolfe, Murgatroyd and Rhys, 1987).

Career theory that reflects a person-centred rather than a problem-

centred focus subscribes to "a theory of the person" (Heron, 1992) and

recognises the complementarity of conceptual or cognitive learning with

imaginal, practical and affective modes, related to people's dreams,

livelihoods and feelings respectively. One benefit of this approach is

acknowledgement of the whole person. A second benefit is the

acknowledgement of the interdependency of the person and the

environment as part of a wider and changing context for career

development.

Incorporating these benefits into career theory strengthens the link
between theory and practice, a link that is vitally important "so that the

multiple individual, institutionall, and societal parties affected by

careers can be better served by the career theory we hold" (Arthur et al.,

1989, p.9). The picture of complexity and paradox painted above

suggests that different perspectives on career theory are needed to align

it with practice.

Application of career theory

The rapid changes in the world of work and the patterns of

contemporary careers have not been accompanied by similar

developments in career theory or its application to the practice of
supporting career actors (Harmon, 1996). Yet "the study of careers,

more than any other social science topics, requires a theory that is
more than a codification of knowledge" (Bailyn, 1989, p. a771. Career

helps integrate tJre unique subjective personal interpretations of life
with the objective social structure which provides a framework and

boundaries within which people function. Career theory is first a theory

of behaviour (Savickas, 1996), and therefore it must provide a guide to

applylng knowledge, The application is often effected through a process
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of career counselling, a process which aims to help people help

themselves to live their lives more effectively (woolfe et al., r987l.

There is a gap between career development theory and career

counselling theory. On the one hand this reflects the different
perspectives of academics who develop theories and seek to publish
them, from those of the practitioners who seek direction from those

theories to support their work with clients. "Counsellors insist on

relevance and journals do not provide it" (Lucas, 1996, p.s2l. There

are many calls to change the traditional separatist relationships
between career theorist, researchers, and counsellors (Collin, 1996;

[,eong, 1996; Richardson, 1996; Young and Valach, 1996). One

problem is "the fact that theory moves more slowly than practice and
practice moves more slowly than the realities of the workplace"
(Harmon, 1996, p. 43). Increasing convergence between theory and
practice demands a focus on "the social realities within which career

behaviour is stimulated and shaped "in order to understand "the

individual's construction of personal meaning " (Herr , 1996, p. 3O).

The rate of change in the world of work emphasises the need for better
integration between theory and practice. The classica-l conception of
theory development and its empirical testing preceding application in
practice has, for a variety of reasons, been found wanting (young and

Valach, 1996). One reason is the "different currencies" of practitioners

and researchers (Collin, 1996, p. 387). That is, each values different
ways of knowing which encourages each party to talk past each other
rather than creating a dialectic that may serve to transform theory.

Both the practitioners, who are "more attuned to the needs of our
diverse populations than any other group" (Holland, 1996, p. 2), and

theoreticians benefit from more frequent interactions and dialogue with
one another.

Artltur, Hall & Lawrence stress that institution as a term includes a broad view of
work settings including occupations. It is important not to equate this with
organisation.
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Application by the individual

Careers link the inner world of self with the outer world of societ5r, an

important link as it is through work that many people seek meaning.

Work provides "places to nurture our passions, places where we can

become more" (Wheatley and Keilner-Rogers, 1996, p. 63). This is a

shift away from a self-sufficiency model of "finding the right wa/ which

placed workers in a subservient position (Mi11er-Tiedman, L997, p. 89).

However "becoming more" can be problematic for people experiencing

social saturation which results from being pulled "in a myriad of

directions, inviting us to play such a variety of roles that the very

concept of an 'authentic self with knowable characteristics recedes

from vieq/ (Gergen, 1991, p.71. Yet an authentic self is necessary as

the core around which we self-organise and engage with the multiple

and emerging aspects of the person (Richardson, I996J. Thus

subjectively defined careers incorporate what may be frequent shifts

that relate to a changing, complex and multi-layered sense of self

(Collin, 1996) integrating apparently randomly occurring events into a

personal story (Arthur, Inkson and Pringle, 1999).

Career as a collective experience

New perspectives such as that of the boundaryless career have been

critiqued for their alleged emphasis on self-seeking individualism

(Hirsch and Shanley, 1996). The individualistic ideolory is associated

with themes of self-reliance, personal motivation and self-direction. In

this vein careers have been tied to a uniffing aspect of identity. That is,

people are seen to define themselves and be simultaneously defined by

others according to the work they perform. However, postmodern

critiques challenge the singular notion of career identity, and replace an

individualistic worldview with a relational reality. Identity and meaning

are the products not of individuals but of relationships. One advantage

of this perspective is a shift away from consideradon of eitler the

individual or the context to a focus, on both the individual and t}:e

context. The two are always related and interdependent in some way
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(Gergen, 1991). Similarly, the Chicago School perspective was that

while careers were experienced by individuals, they were "not solely of

the individual's making" (Barley, 1989, p. 51).

The relational view of career shifts the focus from individual traits and

abilities to interpersonal relationships and social contexts which

contribute to career development. Based on concepts of mutuality and

reciprocity, a relational view emphasises interdependence rather than

the dependence which was the hallmark of Whyte's (1956)

"orgarrizational man" with his organisationally dictated, individual and

constant identity.

In the contemporary world no concept of fixed or deep identity anchors

one's choice of career. Identities are essentially forms of social

construction which allow not only for multiple possibilities for identity

formation, but also for the continual emergence of identity which

changes over time (Gergen, 1991). Acknowledgement of the multiple

aspects of self that people integrate into their identity requires

consideration of the various social contexts in which each part of the

self is developed. This was clearly understood by Hughes (1958) and

his colleagues in their seminal Chicago School contributions. The

traditionally recognised context of paid employment may be one, but

only one, context. Others may not be explicitly linked to that arena, yet

may include the life contexts in which people flourish or to which they

contribute. Each context will influence the "sell' that the career actor

brings to the workplace. In this light, the traditional career "is simply

unfolded like a bedouin tent - possibly to vanish with the dawn"

(Gergen, 1991, p. 184).

The "entwinement" of role, self, identit5r, institution and career was

clearly signalled within the Chicago School (Barley, 1989) and therefore

is not a new idea. However, careers based on personal meaning,

identity development and the generation of new learning need not rely

only on traditional structures to. provide the frame for interactions. If
identities are forms of social construction then any single stnrcture will
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be insufficient to contain them. The shift in emphasis to focus on

"organising" described earlier in this chapter allows for alternative

approaches through which people may gain and enjoy the support of

others, learn in conjunction with others, and develop their identities in

relation to others.

Weick's (1989; 1995) concept of the individual and the process through

which he/she enacts, responds to and makes sense of the environment

has been a touchstone of qualitatively different perspectives on the

interaction and mutual influence between people and groups. His

contribution represented a shift away from "the assumed concrete

entities from the past, i.e., individuals and organizations" (Nord and

Fox, 1996, p. 157) and introduced a focus on both individuals and the

collective simultaneously. "The individual still has a role but he/she is

part of a play - a play produced by individuals heedfully interacting with

others. The play is the unit of interest" (Weick and Roberts, 1993'

p. 378).

The factors such as globalisation and improved technolory that have

affected the environment and the context in which careers develop

today have contributed to the demise of conventional forms of social

interdependence such as communities. The irony is that the "model of

community of traditional societies tJrat gave equal respect to elders for

their wisdom; teachers for their ability to help people grow; and

warriors, weavers, and growers for their life skills" (Senge, 1997, p. 32)

is currently being posited as just the model which may answer the

relativisms of postmodern life (Gergen, 1991). People belong to

commu.nities while they (communities) belong to no-one person (Handy,

t997, p. 2S). They provide a structure for interdependent social

relationships which can contribute to meaning, identity, support,

learning and skilt development. Whereas traditional communities were

identified by position, advances in technolory allow for communities to

be geographically flexible and united around a sense of purpose. As

such'they represent a dynamic neality of life that may be successfully

extended to the notion of careers.
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A new science of self-organising

Seeing the career in an holistic frame or as part of a collective

experience suggests new possibilities. The physical sciences now have a

r€rnge of accepted theories that depart from traditional mechanistic

principles (Tetenbaum, 1998; Lichtenstein, 2ooo). since management

research has traditionally borrowed from the physical sciences, a new

paradigm for management research may well be emerging. Increasingly

it is argued that the contemporar5r world cannot be adequately

explained by the prevailing theories in use, which are seen as unsuited

to the new dlmamic realities (Mathews, white and Long, L999, p. aaO).

Describing the traditional scientific world, Kuhn (lg7ol adopts a pt;azle

metaphor. While applauding the progress made by scientists in solving

problems, Kuhn (1970) acknowledges that the admissible problems can

be reduced to distinct forms such as crosswords or jigsaw puz,z\es. In
these puzzres the pieces remain the same, they only fit together one way

and are fxed in relation to one another. Above all, there is the oassured

existence of a solution" (p. 37). The problems intriguing the scientific

community today are not like jig-saw puzzles. Rather they are multi-
dimensional, d5mamic rather tJ:an static, and solutions could stem from
multiple possibilities rather than one right one. This suggests a need to

replace an either/or philosophy with a both/and perspective that
supports the nuances and interdependencies of contemporary living.

That means a shift away from tJ:e old vision of a single truth toward a
pluralistic vision that can accommodate many points of view and many

different ways of experiencing reality (zohar and Marshall, 1994). As

cohen and stewart suggest, " if we still look to science to provide an

understanding of the universe, we must acknowledge that most of
reductionism is heading in the wrong direction" (Cohen and Stewart,

1994, p.2a2l. Replacing the restrictive tenets of traditional science

with the more open perspectives of onew science" appears to be a viable

alternative.
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As scientific understanding of the way the world works is "being turned

on its head" (Parker and Stacey, 1994, p. 11), new science is laying the

foundation for a "fundamental shift in the way we view the world"

(Sanders, 1998, p. 6) New science is an umbrella term that covers a

diverse set of concepts, principles and theories spanning an

increasingly larger quadrant of the physical sciences (Bird, L9971. It

draws from an eclectic group of disciplines and is informed by various

concepts such as chaos theory, non-linearit5r, self-organisation,

dissipative systems, irreversibility, complexity, dynamical systems,

fractal geometry, catastrophe, bifurcation, and emergence.

Based on underlying assumptions that differ from traditional science,

the new science allows "the dynamics back into our interpretations"

(Cohen and Stewart, 1994, p.4421. It appears to provide "provocative"

perspectives to areas of controversy and paradox in a variety of

disciplines as diverse as Human Resource Management (Cooksey and

Gates, 1995); leadership (Wheatley, L9921; strategr (Brown and

Eisenhart, 1998; Sanders, 1998); economics (Parker and Stacey, L9941

Staubmann (1997), organisational theory and behaviour (Stacey, 19941;

and public policy (Elliott and Kiel, 19971. While most applications of

new science in the organisational literature have tended toward

metaphorical, analogical and post-modern or post-structural usage

(Young, 1991; Kiel and Elliott, 1996), the message is that academics

within many disciplines concur with Waldrops' (1992, p. 63) opinion

that "virtually everything and everybody in the world is caught up in a

vast non-linear web of incentives and constraints and corrections".

Clearly there exists a conviction shared by many that this paradigm can

change radically our perception of ourselves and the social world. This

thesis extends an appreciation of the new science paradigm to the study

of careers by using concepts from 'new science" as metaphors.

Metaphors play a role in shaping our conception of phenomena through

their "formative impact on language, oo the construction and

embellishment of meaning, and on the development of theory and

knowledge of all kinds" (Morgan, 1993, p. 277). Through our worldview,
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we interpret and understand apparent reality in particular ways. The

use of alternative language draws attention to different aspects of career

phenomena, guides our thinking and can therefore facilitate a shift in

our social construction of reality (Berger and Luckmann, 1966; Inkson,

2OOO). The key purpose of adopting elements of new science as a

metaphor in this thesis is to be open to different and creative ways of

thinking about career.

The unifying theme of the new science is the focus on change for which

it has provided ua set of powerful intellectual tools - tools to think with"

(Eve, Horsfall and Lee, 1997, p. xir). This represents trying something

different rather than trying harder to increase the explanatory power of

traditional social science (Gregerson and Sailer, 1993). "Something

different" entails letting go of our "intense belief in cause and effect"

fWheatley, 1992, p.261. It requires a change in attitude rather than an

adoption of any one new formula (Capra, 19751, embracing an approach

which focuses on relationships, inter-dependencies and inter-

connections among elements. A similar approach is evident in other

disciplines this thesis draws from. The whole person learning

perspective of Heron (Heron, L992), the holistic therapies applied in

career counselling (Savickas, 1996) and the social learning perspective

(Chartrand, 1991; Krumboltz, I99a); all emphasize understanding tJ.e

person by reference to his or her shifting relationships with others.

The underlying message within this new science relates to dealing with

complex adaptive systems (Leong, 1996). Capra (1983) emphasises a

shift in focus to dynamic patterns that change from one to another in a

continuous dance of enerry. Within the emergent paradigm of new

science, the focus is on how systems behave rather than how tlT ey are

made up. "Systems emerge from the bottom up" (Waldrop, 1992,

p.2781. Thus key features differ markedly from those of traditional

science, reflecting the different underlylng assumptions. Information is

holographic with each part containing information about the whole and

so.outcomes are dependent on .the relationships among tJle parts as

opposed to being predictable features of them. Rather than looking for a
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single cause and its subsequent effect, explanations stem from

understanding the multiple interactions that occur with mutual effect

(Lichtenstein and Mendenh aII, 1997).

New science and research methodology

In addition to providing new tools to think with, New science also

suggests new methodologies. For example, Robertson (Robertson,

1995, p. 13) notes that traditional psychologr could only conform to
traditional science by "severely limiting its view of human beings and

their potential." Similarly, Young (1996, p. 233) anticipates people's

"dignity as architects of our own fate" in a manner *never found ... in
the iron-bound laws" of classical science. Loye (1995, p. 17) sees the

prospect of human beings as "active agents in the shaping of our
future" instead of "primarily deterministicarly shaped by forces

relatively beyond our control." Goerner (1995, p.221 writes of a

"revolution" shifting our senses from the models of classical science

toward models based on "the most common types of system, non-linear

interdependent ones." Baker (1993, p. 131) argues that the assumption

of a *stable Newtonian universe" should be replaced by an assumption

of a quantum universe that "must be constantly modifying itself."

Harvey and Reed (1996, p.321) argue we ought to embrace the

premises of chaos tJreory to "seek out and understand the non-linear
dimensions of social life lying just below the surface of seemingly staid,

equilibrated institutions and groups."

In stlm, ideas from a.n embryonic "New social science" support
subjective career principles at the sarne time as they encourage a
departure from traditional science in the research method adopted.

Gregerson and Sailer (1993) suggest that whereas non-chaotic systems

can be understood, predicted and perhaps controlled, systems

exhibiting chaotic behaviour can only be understood. Similarly,

MattJrews, white and Long (1999, p. aao) argue that a complexity

theory approach is "well suited .to enhance efforts to address several

areas of controversy, paradox and equivocalit5/ confronting
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organisation theory and analysis. Harvey & Reed (1996) extend the

point, and provide a matrix which guides us to find an appropriate

ontological lit between modelling strategies and the properties of the

social entity being investigated. In the case of trr-e mobile boundary-

crossing career, their matrix stresses qualitative rather than
quantitative approaches. Such approaches are congruent with a

research objective to elicit the subjective career, which cannot be

understood from an external or objective position.

The problem is that these revisionary ideas are not yet represented in
mainstream methodological conventions (Mathews et at., 1999). These

conventions continue to constrain the approaches adopted, and in turn
t.Le conception of constructs around which research is pursued. It is
advice that invites neglect or misrepresentation of the subjective, self-

determining side of the person that is important to so much social

research.

Towards a theory of self-organising careers

The incorporation of new science as a metaphor augments our
understanding of career development within a context of uncertaint5r,

ambiguity and complexity. This approach supports the view that people

bring both ener$/ and self-organising capability to their career

behaviour. In this thesis, some components of new science are used

metaphorically as lenses facilitating a different perspective on the
puzzles that careers represent. The metaphor of the new science

presents a different kind of prtzzle, one without rigid pieces and a single

correct solution. Rather the pvzzle becomes a multidimensional one

from which a range of likely possibilities may arise. A new image of
careers and their dynamic nature is better understood by adopting a

pluralistic vision drawn from a subjective perspective. In a pluralistic
vision multiplicities and diversities of experience are not only
accommodated, but are favoured, and a subjective perspective

emphasises a person-centred paradigm (Ellingham, rgg7l. Both the

underlying assumptions of traditional science and the legitimate
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methodological procedures compromise the principle of the subjective

career. A career may be considered as a system or subsystem

comprising experiences that may appear unrelated and yet

retrospectively contribute to a discernible pattern or theme. If this is
so, greater explanatory power may be derived from an open systems

approach rather than from the closed systems approach to which

traditional scientific principles apply. (Cilliers, 1998).

A new science perspective in which a career may be characterised by

elements of non-linearity, self-organising, interdependence, emergence,

attraction and feedback in particular, may better reflect the nature of

career phenomena than traditional science, and may demonstrate more

congrLrence between the nature of the phenomenon and the

epistemological positions of the researchers (Wheatley, 19921. This

perspective provides fresh ways of thinking about the contributions to
society that people can make through their career behaviour. "Self-

organising structures are only able to maintain their overall form and

identity because they tolerate significant levels of individual and group

autonomy and freedom" (Hames, 1994, p. 1771. Thus, at an individual

level, a wide variety of seemingly unrelated experiences may contribute

to the emergence of a person's career. Furthermore, several career

actors may utilise enerry in enacting their careers to self-organise into a
more coherent, more complex and more inter-connected social structure
at a community level of analysis. Thus, these key new science themes

seem applicable and highly appropriate to contemporary trends in
careers.

Careers are emergent non-linear processes

The exploration of non-linear systems has had a profound impact on

science. It has brought about fundamental reconsideration of

established cause-effect models and the phenomena the models

describe (Capra, 1996, p. 1221. In contrast to classical approaches,

non-linearity allows for a range of effects from any experience rather

than one effect from a single cause (Parker and stacey, 1994). outputs
are not proportional to inputs and so the contribution of any experience
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may have an unpredictable effect on other experiences. Application of

tleis way of thinking to careers affords precedence to the processes

through which careers unfold, rather than to the control and

organisation of the career. Careers may be comprised of a variety of

experiences that appear unconnected, yet contribute to a coherent

pattern. The coherence emerges after reflection by the career actor on

the varieff of experiences in his or her life. The subjective career

requires personal reflection - a process of retrospective sense-making

(Weick, 1995) - that allows for contemplation on the relative significance

of particular experiences as they are woven into a narrative. Inferring
patterns from non-linear events is not only congruent with the social

world but is an essential aspect of tJ:e networked patterns of living

systems fYoung, 1991).

Careers are holographic

Focussing on the process accentuates the dynamic quality of careers

rather than "frozerl rnoments" which suggest a false stability (Leong,

1996). Holographic thinking requires viewing problems from many

dimensions at different levels of detail and from every angle (owens,

1991). This requires a shift away from examining a part in order to
understand the career as a (usually retrospective) whole (Arthur, Inkson

and Pringle, 1999). While each part contains information about the

whole the overall pattern emerges from consideration of the integration

of experiences rather than any single one of them. Furthermore, they

are likely to change for each of us "moment by moment as experience

changes'(Tiedman, 1997, p.71). In Newtonian physics there is only

one reality at a time, and therefore "neither nuance nor paradox,

neither multiplicity and difference nor plurality can be accommodated"

(Zohar and Marshall, 1994, p. 271.

Careerc comprise experiences that are interdependent

Career experiences are interdependent. In this context interdependence

refers to the interconnectedness of people's work experiences from

which careers emerge. Understanding the concept requires a shift in
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perception "from parts to the whole, from objects to relationships, from

content to patterns" (Capra, 1996, p. 290). Such connectivity was

recognised by Bateson (1980) who also urged for a shift in focus to
relationships as the basis for all definitions. However exploration of the

subtleties and nuances of social life which are essential for the

relevance of current career research demands more explicit

acknowledgement of oan awareness of the importance and

inescapability of interdependence" (Goerner, 1995, p. 34). Boundaries

become secondary to the network of relationships where the properties

can only be understood within the context of the larger whole. The

focus is on patterns over time and qualities such as flow, rhythm,

direction and shape.

Careers and the principle of self-organising.

Cilliers (1998) provides a working definition of self-organisation: -The

capacity for self-organisation is a property of complex systems which

enables them to develop or change internal structure spontaneously

and adaptively in order to cope with, or manipulate, their environment."

(Cilliers, 1998, p. 9O).

When applied to careers, the principle of self-organising contrasts with
the more prescribed images of the past. At an individual level of

analysis, a variety of work experiences may be integrated into a

meaningful and coherent pattern through a process of reflection. That
is, careers are enacted as people make sense of their past experiences, a

self-organising process that stems from people's subjective selves. The

subjective aspect of careers has long been associated with self-designing

work €urangements (weick and Berlinger, 1989). Enerry is dissipated

through thinking and acting (working). Self-organising epitomises the

continuous change of living and emphasises the need for ongoing

continuous reflection on practice for career growth. The investment of
fresh ener$/ is seen to underlie the process through which "humans

individually and collectively try to bring the world into their orbit of
control" (Baker, 1993, p. 138 - 139). The thoughts and feelings evoked

from this process provide feedback so ttrat people may draw from their
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experience, intelligence and intuition and integrate this data for future

action. What is attended to grows and produces more ener5/ (Chopra,

1e87).

People are very much a part of their own environments. Weick (1995)

uses the term 'enactment'to preserve the fact that people often produce

the environment they face. That is, in acting tJrey "create the materials

that become the restraints and opportunities they face" (Weick, 1995,

p. 31). Weick is describing a process of active organising and learning

rather than a response to an externa-l and differentiated environment

apart from the person. As Wheatley (19921 points out, Weick is
describing a quantum world in which there is no possible describing of
the environment until there is engagement with it. "Whatever we call

realit5r, it is revealed to us only through an active construction in which

we participate" (Prigogine and Stengers, 1984, p.2931. The active

construction of a career emerges from within a varietSr of social contexts

in which the career actor participates.

At a broader level of analysis, the self-organising principle can be

applied to the organisation of communal activities. Communities may

be viewed as analogous to "complex systems', constituted by a large

number of simple units (people) forming nodes in a network with a high

level of non-linear interconnection" (Cilliers, 1998, p. 91).

The self-organising potential of career actors facilitates the emergence of

iterative combinations of personal actions as outcomes that are

qualitatively different. Properties emerge at a higher level of complexity
which do not exist at lower levels. For example, through participation

in multiple contexts individual seH-organising activities contribute to

the emergence of new or more differentiated forms of community
engagement and attachment. Such emergent structures will represent

a social reality that is greater than the sum of the individual parts.

while the individuar is a distinct entit5r, the community emerges from
,h: inter-relationships arnong 

. 
career actors, exchanges that are

unstructured and provide €rn enerry from which order emerges within
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the group. Hames 1L994, p. 281) while pointing to the difficulty of

describing self-organising properties in social systems, denotes the

participants' ability to "follow rules, define boundaries and purpose,

interact and communicate in ways that lead to their mutual

development". The two-way interdependence between the career actor

and the communities within which he/she participates, allows a focus

on the individual and the community simultaneously. The attention is

focused on the process of interrelating through social interaction.

The community as a nexus of attraction

"When a number of trajectories lead towards a point (or area) in state

space, ttrat point (or area) is an "attractor', and represents a stable state

of the system" (Cilliers, 1998, p. 97l.. From the perspective of new

science, attractors have the important properry of relative stability
(Gleick, 19871. Applyrng the idea to social behaviour, we can consider

people to be elements of a social system, and attraction to be the

process through which people self-organise into communal activities.

Relating these ideas to careers, we can imagine people moving toward a

conunon theme or reference point that lends meaning to their careers.

The theme may reflect, for example, an opportunity to express personal

values, to develop new skills, or to build new relationships. Attraction

may be detected from the ebb and flow of energies expended in the flow

of a career process (Miller-Tiedman, 1997]l. That is, people can direct

their energies in different ways and creatively reorganise events to make

different sense of them. Within complex systems the parts are so

numerous that single causal links cannot be established. The parts are

connected by multiple feedback loops that provide information that is
renewing and enables reconhguration of the whole. In the emergence of

a career, the subjective perspective connects creatively within a variety

of social contexts.

Relating the concept of attraction to the formation of communities

suggests tJlat the trajectory paths of individual career themes attract
people to communities where those energies are shared by other

members. In other words, the enerry of individuals enacting their
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careers contributes to t]le process of attraction through which

communal attachments form. The outcome is a shared sense of
purpose within an emergent self-designing communit5r.

Thus, the idea of attraction helps us to imagine the idiosyncratic and

non-linear dimensions of careers which lie just beneath a seemingly

staid surface (Harvey and Reed, 1996). Careers emerge from

interactions with others over time in ways that cannot often be directly

attributed to individual elements (Lee, 19971. Attraction brings order to

the self-designing career worldll (Cohen and Stewafi, 19941. Collective

outcomes stem from the individual energr people bring to their career

behaviour.

Gareer diffusion

In social systems, organising occurs at an individual level to make our
lives more purposeful, to affirm and enrich our identity (wheatley and
Kellner-Rogers, 1996, p. 56). For individuals, career resilience has been

recommended as the way to balance purpose and enrichment and also

to cope with uncertainty and adaptation to continuous change explicit
in the new c€rreer paradigm (Bridges, 1994; waterman, waterman and
Collard, 19941. Thus resilience is a notion that is critical to the concept

of employability.

Individual resilience enables people to self-organise into new social

contexts and participate in new communities as their career interests
change over time. Individual self-organising through these

communities allows for new possibilities of accomplishment greater

than the aggregation of individual experiences. However, recognition of
the possibility of change over time must be accompanied by an
anticipation of the break-up of established community arrangements
and the formation of new ones. An important feature of effective group

work is that group members know how to leave groups as well as enter
them. Letting go is a pre-requisite for moving on (Bennis, 1996). In
new science terms, this process is one of diffusion.
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A community-focused research agenda

This thesis is anchored in two related sets of ideas. The Iirst set

concern the idea of "intelligent careers', already discussed. The second

set concern what I will be calling ocareer communities' which are

discussed below. New science is used as a metaphor, providing an

alternative lens to draw attention to particular connections and

relationships. Each of these perspectives emphasises the subjective self

and its role in mediating individual-community attraction.

Boundaryless careers a-re ostensibly the responsibility of the individual.

However, there is a strong connection between the subjective career

based on personal meaning and identity and the social context within
which people learn and develop. Several recent writers (e.g., Hall, L996;

Kram, 1996; Higgins, 1997) have recognised this and placed a new

emphasis on relationships to make lives more meaningful and to a-ffirm

and enrich identity. However, interpersonal relationships do not exist

in a social vacuum. "Through inter-connections, self-organising allows

for new possibilities of accomplishment greater than is individuatly
possible" (Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers, t996, p. 56). A particular

objective of this thesis is to extend beyond interpersonal relationships

to a community level of analysis. This thesis therefore emphasises the

interdependence between person and community in career learning.

Each shapes and is shaped by the other.

Traditionally, interest in community arrangements at work has been

largely restricted to the organisation or to affitiated occupational
groups. Both of these concentrate on a single setting. In a world in
which boundaries are increasingly blurred, it seems relevant to consider

alternative options including the option of multiple attachments being

enacted simultaneously. Why should we limit ourselves to a belief that
there is one right way "when the universe welcomes diversity a::d seems

to thrive on a multiplicity of meanings?" (Wheatley, 1992, p. 73).

Ovbr the past decade a literatr.ire on ucommunities of practice" has

emerged. This literature connects learning as a social activity with a
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sense of community around a joint enterprise through mutual

engagement. The literature is an emergent and growing one that

describes a social structure that allows (even if previous research hasnt
pursued) the possibility of diverse community attachments. As this
thesis will affirm, there are strong connections between the

communities of practice literature and tJ:e different ways of knowing

which constitute the intelligent career. Combining these two

perspectives allows for the development of the concept of career

communities. This is the principal direction of this thesis.

As I will elaborate, career communities are self-organising, member-

defined social structures from which people draw career support.

Career communities extend the relational view of career which has been

portrayed as constellations of individual networks (Kram, 1985;

Higgins, 1997). People's webs of relationships are viewed as supported

by multiple communit5r attachments which f,acilitate learning, growing

and changing in ways that support career development. These occur

within the context of a person's unfolding life and are not restricted to
traditional work environments. The voluntary participation in multiple
career conununities allows for the development of different aspects of

self at any one time, a self that engages in a range of activities that
contribute to an emerging career.

The methodologr used in this research represents a unique approach to

eliciting the subjective career at both individual and group levels of
analysis. The subjective assessment of career has become increasingly

important as objective measures become less clearly delineated. People

need to develop their own criteria to maximise psychologlcal success

(Miruis and Hall, 19941 while maintaining a learning focus. The

intelligent career provides a helpful framework for eliciting the

subjective careers for individuals, as lield testing with over four
hundred volunteers has already shown (Parker, lgg7l.2. The

instrument for eliciting the subjective career described in this thesis
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also provides a vehicle to explore the inter-subjective agreement among

"career communit/ participants. My belief that individual and

community behaviour are mutually constituitive places a strong

emphasis on a methodologr that retains the integrity of the intelligent

c€rreer at both levels of analvsis.

One of the values of using concepts of new science as metaphors

throughout this thesis is the use of language to signal a different

emphasis on aspects of career from those applied in a traditional

science paradigm. The rethinking of concepts through a new science

paradigm "embraces the complexity, uniqueness and variability within

human systems and places human beings at the centre of the stud/
(Hames, 1994, p. 260). This approach has informed the formulation of

the following research questions and is also reflected in my adopted

methodologr.

Research questions

This thesis, investigates the existence and contribution of career

communities. The aim is to posit alternative social structures to those

implicit in organisational or occupational careers. Career communities

may support career growth and learning with a focus on facilitating

relationships and do so without reifying objective structures. There are

three main questions central to this investigation.

The first question oHow well does intelligent career theory support

sense-making at a group level of analysis?" addresses ttre relevance of

the intelligent career framework in connecting individual career

competencies with community learning. In asking this question I seek

to explore ways that learning crosses levels of analysis.

The second question is uHow does the concept of "career communitieso

contribute to our understanding of career growtJr?" This question

2 In Parker (19971a report on the lirst 352 individual card sort applications is
presented and discussed. These applications supported refinement of the instrument
prior to its use in this research.
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addresses a fundamental need to consider alternative structures to
support careers in the current climate of accelerating change.

The third question is "How do people self-organise into collective work

arrangements?"

These questions provide the focus for my investigation. The

methodologr involved application of the Intelligent Career Card Sort

(ICCS) (Parker, L996; Parker and Arthur, 19971 to elicit the subjective

career aspirations of individuals. From these results, cohort3 responses

from four distinct sample populations were weighted and used as input
data to generate discussion of the items. Inter-subjective meanings

were evoked through discussion of the career relevance of tJle items for

that group.

Thesis outline

Chapter One of this thesis has provided an introduction to the

relevance of the current context in which careers unfold. Changes in

the nature of careers reflect the uncertainty of the environment and the

accelerating rate of change. There is a dynamic interdependence

between contemporar5r careers and the host processes from which they

emerge. The language of new science is used to articulate tJee concepts

involved in understanding contemporaqf careers.

Chapter T\wo describes the ongoing adaptation between the person and

the environment, a process that can be understood through the

subjective career. Incorporated within this perspective is the intelligent
career framework and pedagogical approaches that support whole

person learning.

Chapter Three extends the subjective career of individuals to engage

with environmental processes through career communities.

Consideration of the importance of inter-subjectivism in inter-personal

s Cotto.t is used as a term to describe ttie groups \pithin each sample population. In
this sense the meaning applied is that from Cha'nbers Dictiona4r "a group of people
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relationships altows for the theme of subjectivity to act as a bridge

between individual and community levels of analysis and support the

interdependence therein. A typolory is developed which serves as a

template for subsequent alalysis of empirical data.

Chapter Four explicates the research design of the thesis, which is

derived from the underlying ontological and epistemological

philosophies. The chapter consists of four sections which explain the

nature of the problem and the purpose of the study, provide a

description of the principal instrument used to elicit the subjective

career, discuss the principles underlying the elicitation of inter-

subjective data and trace tJ:e adaptation of the instmment to gather

inter-subjective data using focus group methodolory.

Chapters Five, Six and Seven report empirical data from one pilot study

and three main studies of career communities and Chapter Eight

integrates some of the main findings. Chapter Nine reflects on the

overall course of this thesis and returns to the three research questions

posed above.

sharing a common quality or belief" (p.2a21. The common quality is assumed to be
their employment situation.
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Chapter Two

Exploring the Subjective Career

lntroduction

In this chapter the ongoing adaptation between the person and the

environment that takes place through the subjective career is explored.

The subjective career is explored through the framework of the

"intelligent career' introduced in Chapter One. The utility of the

intelligent career model is illustrated as an integrative framework, and

as an holistic approach that respects the person as the focus of career

development.

An emphasis in traditional career theory on psychological perspectives

is explored through three major contributory areas. First, the dominant

force in career theory in terms of application to people's lives which has

come through trait and factor theory. This approach focuses on the

differences among people. Second, are developmental models that

emphasise process over stasis and take into account environmental

factors. The third area considers social learning theories that reflect the

current emphasis on learning and view it as a social function.

Consideration of traditional theories through the lens of the intelligent

career enables areas of congruency and omission to be identifred. Three

areas of deficiency are distinguished and discussed. The deliciencies

are in regard to a person-centred approach, which is essential for the

elicitation of subjectivity, an holistic perspective embedded within a

whole of life perspective, and a whole-person approach to learning. The

chapter concludes by drawing attention to the potential for a

community orientation as a basis. for c'areer development.
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The intelligent career

A recent approach to exploring subjective career phenomena is the

intelligent career (Arthur et al., 1995). This model was developed in

response to Quinn's ideas about "intelligent enterprise', an approach

that highlights and seeks to integrate the dynamics of new economies,

company structures and strategies (Quinn, 1992). Quinn's 'new

paradigm" features two distinct themes. A first theme is the increasingly

turbulent environment, including the employment environment, in

which companies are operating. A second theme is one linking

sustained competitive advantage to the collective competencies of
individual members of the firm, rather than to utilisation of the frrm's

physical assets. Quinn's work is representative of a broader body of

ideas linking competitive advantage to the unfolding core competencies

of the firm (Hamel and Prahalad, 1993; D'Aveni, 199+1.

The core competencies of any firm can be broadly categorised into three

distinct groups concerned with a firm's culture, know-how and

networks respectively. Briefly, culture encompasses the values and

beliefs supporting strategic behaviour, know-how involves accumulated

skill and knowledge capabilities, and networks represent the

relationships through which a lirm participates in the economic

marketplace (Hall, 1992). The intelligent career perspective responds to

these categories by suggesting three corresponding categories of career

competency, which in turn promote a new set of employment principles

to underlie intelligent enterprise employment arrangements (Arthur et

aI., 1995).

Knowing-uthg cornpetencies relate to company culture and are powerful

drivers in individual career behaviour. They incorporate themes of
individual motivation, values, and the construction of personal meaning

and identity. Knowing-why competencies further incorporate attitudes

to family, commu.nity and other non-work aspects of life that a-ffect

career choice, adaptability and com-mitment. These competencies
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change over time as experiences, interests and family situations

change.

Knowing-how competencies relate to overall company know-how, and

reflect ceireer relevant skills and knowledge avaiiable to support current

work behaviour. These competencies represent the medium of

exchange in employment. People may have, or may wish to develop, a

broader set of knowing-how competencies than their present job

demands, and therefore may seek to expand or change their work

arrarlgements, to enhance career opportunities and employability.

Knouing-uthom competencies include a person's contribution to

company networks, spanning the set of supplier, customer, industry

and internal company connections involved in work zur€rngements. In

addition to supporting the company, these connections can also

support a person's unfolding career, as can broader contacts with

family, friends, alumni and professional and social acquaintances.

The intelligent career framework stands in marked contrast to
traditional and widely held "organisational career' views that relate

careers to hierarchical, institutional or status-driven assumptions

(Inkson and Elkin, 1995). Instead, the call in the new economy is to
know one's own aspirations and strengths, to maintain a reflective

posture and adapt successfully to a changing environment (Drucker,

1997). The intelligent career framework is conducive to each of these

factors as it provides for the interplay among the three ways of knowing

to provide an holistic view of career spanning commonly disparate ideas

about, for example (knowing-why) interests (Strong, 1943; Strong,

1955), (knowing-how) capabilities (Spencer and Spencer, 1993) and

(knowing-whom) personal relationships (Higgins, 1997).

There are two important advantages to the described interplay among

career competencies. First, it provides a more holistic view than

alternative perspectives focused on Erny single way of knowing, or on all

of them separately. From the standpoint of the subjective career this is
significant, since "subjective wholes are greater than the sum of the
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parts" (Zohar and Marshall, 1994, p. 113). In the new economy,

idiosyncratic subjectively-driven combinations of knowledge may often

be of greater value than any particular knowledge component (Cook and

Yanow, 1993).

Another advantage of the intelligent career approach is that it draws

attenlion to changing career patterns, changes that can emerge from

alterations in any of the three ways of knowing. Changes in, for

example, a person's (knowing-why) interests may bring about new

(knowing-how) skill investments and (knowing-whom) professional

affrliations. Or changes in (knowing-whom) relationships at work may

bring about fresh (knowing-why) enthusiasm to take on a new

(knowing-how) job challenge. More broadly, a person's employability

can be seen to rest on the interplay among the three ways of knowing.

Also, the direction of new learning stemming from this interplay

contributes to the uniqueness of any unfolding career.

In a knowledge societ5r, the "unit of worlf is different from the industrial

era. The three ways of knowing described above contribute to a more

appropriate conception of career for individuals in knowledge era. By

emphasising ongoing personal knowledge and learning, tJre intelligent

career presents a different perspective on the relative contributions of

employee and employer as parties to an employment relationship. The

intelligent career perspective promotes a new set of employment

principles congruent with a new employment paradigm that may serve

as guides to negotiating employment relationships in the knowledge era

(Arthur et al., 1995). A new lexicon facilitates the shift from one set of

assumptions underpinning employment, to another set, when the same

word is attributed a different meaning (Arthur and Rousseall, 1996).

The intelligent career and new science

The above discussion suggests that the "intelligent", subjective career

guides individual career behaviour. The intelligent career framework

may be related to various new science approaches described in Chapter

One, emphasising a non-linear, self-organising, and interdependent
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world rather than a previously determined view of the world (Parker and

Arthur, Igg7l. Such approaches involve seeing the person as an "active

(knowing-why) agent at the grounding point for all human and human-

impacted activit5/ (Loye, 1995, p. 26), as well as seeing "the non-linear

dimensions of social life lying just below the surface of seemingly staid,

equilibrated institutions and groups" (Harvey and Reed, 1996). This

perspective concurs with the relational view of careers, which sees

personal growth involving "movement through increasingly complex

states of (knowing-whom) interdependence" (Kram, 1996, p. 1a0). Also,

as traditional structures change, recognisable work patterns may be

drawn around an attractor that reflects a (knowing-how) theme or holds

particular meaning for the career actor.

Rather than a single theory of career, the intelligent career offers an

organising framework through which people can integrate objective

knowledge with subjective interpretations of that knowledge. Thus, the

theory is holistic which is essential for practice, because in practice a

careers counsellor must deal with the whole person (Savickas, 1996).

The intelligent career allows for a variety of experiences to be examined

for emergent patterns. Discovery of meaningfulness for the career

actor, that is the harmonious connection to either the work and/or tJle

people with whom work is done, requires a synthesis of experiences

(Bloch, 19971. Such a process is intuitive rather than the ordinarily

depended upon rational approach.

Psychologically based views of the person and the environment

The positing of a new paradigm in careers (Arthur, 19941 invites a re-

examination of the traditional career theories which have been used to

explain career (or vocational) behaviour for almost a century. What

existed was a collection of theories and models reflecting traditional and

now questionable economic assumptions, and framed according to

separate disciplines of social science, particularly psychologi and

sociologr. There is little consensus about the classification of career

theories. Hackett, Lent and Greenhaus (1991) divide them into

dominant and emerging perspectives. Brown and Brooks (1996) have a
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similar division of established versus emergent theories. Inkson and

Elkin (1995) describe three major approaches: career stages, career

t5rpes, and career determinants. Osipow and Fitzgerald (1996) propose

five categories: trait and factor theory that emphasises the frt between

the person and the environment; sociological approaches that assume

the greatest influence is luck or chance; developmental processes tltat

focus on the translation of self-concept into vocational concept;

personality approaches that assume the fit between the person and the

environment is due to issues of persontlity; and the fifth approach that

focuses on people's behaviour.

I will summarise the theories that are pertinent to tJlis thesis, and their

application to career counselling practice, under three broad headings.

The lirst is trait and factor theory because its focus on matching people

to occupations has dominated both careers research and career

counselling practice since its inception. Trait and factor theory

assumes a relatively static view of human personality over the life span.

The second area comprises developmental theories, which assume a

changing view of the person and therefore reflect a more dynamic

perspective of careers over time. The third Errea relates to theories that

are explicit in their incorporation of learning and social context for

career development. These include social learning theory and social

cognitive theory.

Trait and factor approaches

Trait and factor theory is well developed (Brown, 1996a) and was

originally based on the conceptual framework of Parsons in which three

critical factors were related to career choice:

"First, a clear understanding of yourself, aptitudes,
abilities, interests, resorlrces, limitations, and otfrer
qualities. Second, a knowledge of the requirements and
conditions of success, advantages, compensation,
opportunities, and prospects of different kinds of work.
Third, true reasoning on the relations of these two groups
of facts" 

(Parsons, r9o9, p. s)
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Thus trait and factor theory is based on individual abilities, work

environment factors and the fit between these two characteristics (Betz,

Fitzgerald and Hill, 1989). Individual abilities include general

intelligence, special aptitudes, academic achievement and job skills,

interests and personality characteristics. The underlying assumption is

that the influence between people and their environments represents a

reciprocal relationship (Swanson and Fouad, 1999). Holland's theory of

vocational personalities and work environments (Holland, 1985) and

Lofquist and Dawies' (1969) theory of work adjustment are considered

evolutionary extensions of trait and factor theory (Chartrand, 1991).

Both are also recognised as foundational theories in the field of career

choice and development (Savickas and Lent, 1994; Brown and Brooks,

1996; Osipow and Fitzgerald, 1996; Swanson and Fouad, 1999).

Theory of vocational personalities and work environments

Holland's theory focuses on three aspects of career. First are the

characteristics of people and environments that lead to either positive

or negative career decisions. Second are the characteristics that lead to

career stability or change over a life span, and third are the ways to

best assist people with career concerns (Holland, L997). Holland

suggests that people can be described according to one of six

personalif types, each of which has a characteristic set of attitudes

and skills used in response to environmental issues. People are rarely a

pure type and are more likely to reflect a combination with one type

dominant. He also categorised the environment as one of six model

t5pes, determined by the dominant type of individual in it. Holland

acknowledges that there is a reciprocity between the person and the

environment and that knowing the personality type and the type of the

environment allows for prediction of possible outcomes. He claims tlat
"people search for environments that will let them exercise their skills

and abilities, express their attitudes and values and take on agreeable

problems and roles' (Holland, 1997, p. 4). Central to Holland's theory

is the construct of ocongruence" to describe the match between

personality type and the environment. Vocational satisfaction, stability
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and achievement depend on that congruence. Other constructs

included "differentiation" which related to the differences between

interests a career actor held, nconsistency" and "identity" which related

to clarity of a person's identity. Each of the constructs relate to both

the person and to the environment, with the interaction between them

being a principal prediction of career behaviour.

Theory of work adjustment

Dawis and Lofquist's (1984) theory of work adjustment is probably the

most comprehensive trait and factor theory (Betz et al., 1989). The

theory consists of a number of formal propositions relating to

individuals and to the work environment that suggest whether an

individual would be satisfied in a job and how long he/she may remain

in that job. The concept of fit in the theory rests on the use of the same

dimensions to describe people that are used to describe environments

(Swanson and Fouad, 1999). In this regard it is similar to Holland's

theory. The difference is in the mutual interaction between the person's

abilities in relation to the job and tJle person's needs and values in

relation to the rewards of the job. Thus the emphasis is on what

constitutes a satisfactory frt between personality traits and job

requirements (from the perspective of the person) and the

'satisfactoriness" of the fit (from the perspective of the job). This fit is a

predictor of future tenure and work adjustment, with both aspects

carrying equal importance.

One of the notable features of the theory of work adjustment is the

precision with which the concepts have been operationalised and

measured (BeV et al., 1989). However, the weakness of work

adjustment theory is in the simplistic treatment of learning theory that

is used (Brown, 1996a).

Application of trait and factor theories

Trait and factor theory was the originating base of career counselling

(Swanson, 1996) and has been dominant in career counselling

approaches ever since. One of the reasons for its dominance in the field
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is the number of instruments developed to apply it. This applies

particularly to Holland's theory that has had a tremendous influence on

practice through the use of instruments such as the Strong Interest

Inventory and the Self-Directed Search.

While trait and factor theory is still useful in part, the issues we face

today are not those that trait and factor theory was designed to address.

Career counselling must facilitate the consideration of different future

possibilities for the client (Mitchell and Krumboltz, L9961 and from this

perspective the use of trait and factor theory to support clients is
problematic. First there is an issue of assuming personality factors are

constant. Second, using a directive approach of telling clients about the

objective measures of personality ignores the subjective experience.

Career development must deal with "relationships with others, with

objects, with information, and with who knows what else' (Osipow,

1996, p. a06).

Through an intelligent career lens, trait and factor theory largely reflects

knowing-why attributes and projects these onto alternative knowing-

how images of standard job opportunities. Aptitude measurements are

more congruent with knowing-how. The personal traits contributing to

"knowing oneself are included in the work of Super (1953) and Holland

(1985) who both used personality type to predict occupation and by Roe

(1956) who considers the impact of social class. Greater self-awareness

as a means to increasing understanding of personal qualities has been

emphasised more recently by Arnold (1991).

Values, perceived as a fundamental aspect of personality, have long

been a consideration within traditional theories. They have been

assessed through measures that are botJ' qualitative (explored through

experiential exercises, card sorts and guided fantasies) and quantitative

(explored through values surveys, scales and salience inventory).

However, the assumption has been that values remain stable

throughout life when in fact they can.change (Mitchell and Krumboltz,

1 ee6).
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Interests have also been widely used in career assessment. Yet once

again, there is little evidence that approaches to them allow for

changing perspectives. The rate of change in the environment makes it
impossible to predict which activities will be of interest in the future.

Identifrcation of new interests requires subjective input from clients.

In sum, personal attributes including values, interests, and motivation

which comprise the knowing-why component of the intelligent career,

have been considered extensively as part of trait and factor theories.

However, there is little attention paid to either people or career

opportunities changing over time. Holland's theory, for example, claims

to be focused on the self, although his defmition and assessment of that

self is presented in global, static terms. The application into practice of

trait and factor theory has been effected ttrrough objective input

measures such as personality types on career behaviour, without

reference to the subjective evaluation of those traits by the career actor.

There is little support for attention to the interplay between the person

and the environment. Neither is attention paid to the influence of

knowing-whom networks.

Developmental theories

Developmental theories emphasise the process of people moving

incrementally through stages of development throughout a lifetime. The

different roles played out in those stages influence and impact on career

decisions. Individual differences among people mean that they may be

suited to more than one occupation, thus challenging the "one-best

fit"(between person and occupation) model characteristic of trait and

factor theories. Instead, career development theories reflect a person's

development over time and detail the stages of development which are

considered to be hierarchical, sequential and qualitatively different
(Minor, 1992l.. For example, in the growth stage the focus is on

understanding the meaning of work. An exploration stage follows in

which occupations are selected. Establishment in a chosen occupation

requires consolidation that leads into a maintenance phase of updating
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and perhaps innovation. The final stage is recognised as a decline and

transition into retirement. The descriptions of these stages were drawn

from proponents of life developmental theories include Erickson (1963),

Levinson, (1978); and Schlossberg (1995). Increased awareness of the

world of work, implementing career goals and building on personal

strengths are seen as applications of the theories to support their
practical applications in the work of Crites (1981). This reflects an

attempt to adopt an holistic view of careers including life span and

career maturity, and to view career decision making as a process rather

than an event. Key developmental theorists include Super (1957) and

Gottfredson (1996).

Life span, life space theory

Super (1957) refocused vocational psycholory by expanding its

attention to include career decision making as a developmental process

within occupational choice. His later work focused on the progression

of choice, entr5r, adjustment and transition to new choice over the entire

life cycle (Super, 1953; 1980). He placed particular emphasis on values

which he believed provided a sense of purpose and served as stars that
individuals could use to steer by in finding places within life spaces as

the centres of meaning and for expressions of interest (Super, l97}l.
His perspective that work was a subset of life in which while making a
living people live a life (Super, Savickas and Super, L996), indicates

attention to the multiple roles people occupy in life and the interaction

between those roles. Super's concept of career maturity that is
described as oa constellation of physical, psychologrcd, and social

characteristics". (Minor, L992, p. 10), describes the readiness of an

individual to cope with the demands of the environment. Career

maturity is a hypothetical concept which while difficult to

operationalise, integrates both cognitive and affective aspects of c€rreer.

Super's developmental stages or "maxirycles' which occur over a
lifetime are characterised by "minicycles", or recycling through some

stages.
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Theory of circumscription and compromise

Gottfredson (1996) in her theory of circumscription and compromise,

explained why individuals'vocational expectations varied by sex, race

and social class. This is even the case with children. She perceived the

social aspect of self to have primacy over the psychological aspect of self

and her theory explicitly addresses the impact of sex-role socialisation.

She suggests that sex g4re, prestige and field of interest are the three

dimensions which are compromised in a process which results in most

people settling for solutions less than the best possible choice. While

Gottredson's theory is considered to be complementar5l to Super's, it
has a much narrower focus of development and is therefore less

comprehensive (Swanson and Fouad, 1999).

Application of developmental theories

Developmental theories allow for individual change and adaptation over

the life course according to normative life-stage assumptions. However,

a major critique is that these models were based on men, and primarily

white, middle class men. The subsequent application to women

assumed a generalisability that was critiqued by womeD, e.9., Gilligan

(1982) who remonstrated that traditional hierarchical models obscured

the voices of women. Under models based on men, women may be

found lacking, "when actually they are only different" (Minor, 1992,

p. 13). Women advocated separate theories that focused less on task

achievement because "they construct their conceptions of themselves,

their lives, and the world around them dilferently from men' (Gallos,

1989, p. 110) and they have different ways of knowing (Belenlqy,

Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule, 1986). The centrality of relationships

and attachments was seen as crucial for women in their identity

formation (Bardwick, 1980), to the extent that the developmental

processes for men and women were perceived as mirror opposites

(Gilligan, L979). Women emphasised a sense of connection rather than

separation (Sekaran and Hall, 1989), described by Marshall (1989) as

an approach to life based on affiliative and integrative tendencies.

Women's preference for connection over separation is a recurrent theme
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in the developmental literature and regarded as the major genre

difference between men's and women's development (Chodorow, 1978;

L979; L982;Betz and Fitzgerald, 1987; Gallos, 1989).

Through an intelligent career lens, these theories view career as

patterns of experiences that evolve over time. They also place the career

within a broader context of the person's whole life and explicitly

describe different stages in the life process, that is a "dynamic

developing entity, cumulative and recursive" (Arthur et al., 1999, p. 5).

Developmental theories reflect €rn interaction between knowing-why

individual traits and knowing-how competencies, both of which change

over time. Feminist theories bring in previously neglected knowing-

whom relationships. However, the prospect of a changing environment

as the life course unfolds remains unaccounted for.

Developmental theories provide a greater role for tJre person in their

respective stages of life although there are few accounts of the link

between careers and learning processes (Crites, 1981). Learning is

anticipated in Super's theory which anticipates repeated cycles of

learning render it the most applicable to current career stages (Minor,

1,992). Levinson, another developmental theorist concerned principally

with the overall life structure, emphasises the importance of giving and

receiving mentoring as important middle career and early career

variables (CytrJmbaum and Crites, 1989). However, the principal focus

of developmental theories is on the person, leaving issues concerning

(knowing-whom) relationships relatively neglected.

Theories based on social learning

In contrast to the theories reviewed above, those related to social

learning are directly related to psychological research into the human

learning process (Scharf, 19971. They are based on an assumption that

behaviour is best understood as stemming from learning experiences

than from innate psychic processes (Swanson and Fouad, 1999). The

processual nature is reflected in the shift in emphasis away from

accepting a given reality (as is assumed in the positivist's approach to
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trait and factor theories) toward an active shaping of reality (inherent in

what social learning theorists call a constructivist's approach). Four

critical assumptions of the constructivist position differentiate it from a

positivist perspective. The lirst assumption relates to the

interconnection arnong all aspects of the universe that precludes a

separation of people from their environments. The second is the

inability to infer cause and effect. The third is the inability to
understand human behaviour outside of the context in which it occurs;

and the fourth point is explicit acknowledgement of the subjective frame

of reference as the only legitimate source of knowledge (Brown and

Brooks, L996, p. 1O).

Social learning theory

Described as a behavioural approach by Osipow and Fitzgerald (1996),

and an emerging theory by Hackett et al (1991), social learning theory

focuses on the learning derived from the interactions between the career

actor and the environment. Derived from Bandura's (L9771 general

social learning theory of behaviour, this theory acknowledges the role

played by innate and developmental processes and suggests that

"people's personalities and behavioural repertoires can be explained

most usefully on the basis of their unique learning experiences"

(Mitchell and Krumboltz, 1996, p.23al. Although he retained

Bandura's concepts, Krumboltz introduced alternative terms to describe

types of learning experiences which are influenced by social, cultural,

economic, geographic and political circumstances (Krumboltz, 1994l,.

The first type of learning is instrumental, in which an individual is
reinforced or punished for certain behaviours. The second type is

associative, in which something neutral is paired with an emotionally

laden stimulus. As a result the neutral stimulus becomes positive or

negative as a result of the association. The experience may be direct or

vicarious.
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Social cognitive career theory

Another theory in which learning is a central component is the social

cognitive theory of Lent, Brown and Hackett, (1994). This model

consists of three segments, namely interests, choice and perfofinance.

Interests enable goals to be predicted and subsequently lead to
behaviours of choosing and practising activities which lead to
performance attainment. The choice segment includes personal traits

as well as the background context that influence learning experiences

and the performance segment predicts the level of performance.

While both social learning theory and social cognitive theory emphasise

the personal construction of knowledge related to career events, one

difference between them is in the degree of explanation accorded to the

cognitive process. Whereas social learning theory focuses on career

choice behaviour, social cognitive theory focuses on the

interconnections among processes of interest, development, choice, and

performance (Lent and Hackett, 1994). Another key difference between

social learning ttreory and social cognitive theory is in their respective

approaches to human agency. In social cognitive theory, the authors

aim to adopt more of a constructionist approach through which people

are seen as active shapers of their environment rather than responders

to external forces. They believe social cognitive theory extends beyond

the basic learning issues of Krumboltz's social learning theory in which

agency is seen to reside within external forces (Lent, Brown and

Hackett, 1996).

Application of social learning theories

Krumboltz (1994) extended his social learning theory of decision making

into a learning theory of career counselling as a way to explicitly

connect theory and practice. Mitchell and Krumboltz (1996) are explicit

about four areas that career counsellors must address in working with

clients. First they suggest that counsellors need to help people explore

new areas in which to develop skills rather than merely identify past

interests. Second, counsellors need to prepare people to enter a rapidly
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changing work environment. Third, people need to be empowered to

take action that means supporting them beyond decision-making to

actual implementation of the process, and finally they need to broaden

their scope of problems. Mitchell and Krumboltz are clear that the goal

of career counsellors is to facilitate learning.

From an intelligent career perspective, the theories of social learning

address areas of career growth. While these theories have a

behavioural orientation with a specifrc focus on cognitive processes,

different aspects of the theories relate to aspects of knowing-why and

knowing-how. For example genetic endowment which is explicitly

included as one of four factors inherent in the ability of people to make

career decisions. It can be argued that a person's (knowing-why)

interests and motivation are critical underpinnings to career decision

making. One other factor is the task approach skills which directly

concerns knowing-how. Social learning theory includes €rn

acknowledgement that these skills involve cognitive and emotional

processes. Thus these theories go further than either trait and factor or

developmental theories in highlighting the self-organising activities of

the individual. In other words the complex developmental and d5mamic

processes are critical for people to maintain a coherent sense of self and

to interpret their experiences (Mahoney and Patterson, 19921. They also

retain a focus on the social nature of learning and how people learn

from others.

The recent popularity of assessing and subsequently developing

"managerial competencies" (e.9., Spencer and Spencer, 1993) relates to

the social learning model in that it seeks to link between people's job

performance experience and their future learning investments. Some

commentators see the approach as having the greatest potential to

influence career development practice (Arnold and Davey, 1992l,.

However the approach relates personal (knowing-how) competencies to

existing job descriptions and therefore company prescribed measures of

success. Competency assessments are relative measures based on

successful performeince on the job and are therefore context specific
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(Spencer and Spencer, 1993). Consequently, they are reminiscent of

traditional "organisational careet' thinking and fall short of an holistic

approach.

Knowing-how job related skills and knowledge include the above

described competencies and also allow for a broader interpretation.

This includes not only skills beyond the existing job context, but also

macro-skills such as learning to learn. Such skills are important to

allow people to develop new job related knowledge. Thus mini-cycles of

learning may occur throughout the career invoking frequent returns to

the status of novice. Within a context of continuous change mastery of

a single skill or set of competencies may render the career actor

obsolete in the job market. Continuous sca.nning of possibilities and

benchmarking precede thinking strategically in order to respond to

personal ambitions and simultaneously external opportunities.

The described theories largely ignore the career competency of knowing-

whom. Table One summarises the underlying assumptions of the

traditional theories that have been explicated in the section above.

They are presented from the perspective of the intelligent career.
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Knowing-why Krlowing-how Kaowing-whom

Vocational
Guidance

Values and
interests are
largely formed
before the start of
working life and
provide a
stabilising
inJluence on
career behaviour

Occupational
preference and
skill investments
are a response to
people's values
and interests,
and are stable
provided a match
is sustained

Largely neglected,
although there is
an inference that
satisfied workers
doing similar
work will relate to
one another

Developmental
Theories

Career motivation
is inlluenced by
the person's
present life stage
and its associated
developmental
tasks. Knowing-
why identity may
be confirrred
after early years
of experience

Unfolds in
distinct stages
reflecting
sequences of
early
experimentation,
more focused
achievement
aspirations, and
eventual
acceptance of
one's place as a
contributor to the
world of work

People afffiate
most with their
own age cohort or
generation. In
addition there is
a natural shift
from mentoree
toward mentor as
the career
unfolds. Does
not account for
women's
affiliative
behaviour

Social Learning
theories

Career decisions
are the result of
learning
experiences and
genetic
endowment

Skills are
developed in a
problem solving
mode as people
strive to control
their
environments

Families,
communities and
forrrs of social
organising play a
role in career
development

Table 2.1 Traditiond theories from an intelligent career
perspective

Alternative sociolog ical views

Social network theory (Wellman and Berkowitz, 1988) has focused on

tlre structure of networks of interpersonal relationships. In relation to

careers, many of the measures focus on objective aspects, such as

position changes in networks, cliques and their analysis, and vertical

movement reflecting status changes. This well established literature

covers many social stmctures including cliques, primary groups,

secondary groups, and reference groups. A brief description of these is

given below.
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Gliques

Clique models can be thought of as ways of considering small groups in

large networks (Erickson, 1988). A1l clique models stress tJle

identification of sets of people tied to others in their network. Thus

clique analysis "is a good way to analyse whether there are strong and

intimate or short-term and limited interactions, and whether members

have common purposes and goals" (Burt, 1992, p.97l'. The suggestion

is that clique structures will provide fewer opportunities to access

information than entrepreneurial networks with multiple structural

holes (Raider and Burt, 1996). Jones (1996) has considered how the

structure and content of individual's networks has affected job mobility.

Primary groups and secondary groups

One of the broadest and most fundamental distinctions made by social

psychologists is that between primary and secondar5r groups. Primary

groups are characterised by their intense and frequent interaction. The

formation of primary groups is encouraged by physical proximity and a

small number of people as they involve two or more people who relate to

one another in direct, intimate, personal ways. Examples are families

and close friendship groups. SecondarJr groups are those characterised

by indirect, non-intimate, impersonal interactions. They involve us in

everyday transitory relationships in which there is little or no knowledge

of others. In secondar5r groups, communication is rational and

purposeful, role expectations are specifically defined; interaction is goal-

oriented, not person centred (Vander Zanden, 1978).

Reference groups

Reference groups are defined as "the actual (or notional) grouPs or

social categories with which social actors identiff and make

comparisons in guiding their personal behaviour and social attitudes."

(Jary and Jary, 1991, p.524l.. Reference group affiliation is a

psychological identification (Kelly, 1955). Thus people use reference

groups as a normative measure against which they define their

behaviour and evaluate themselves. Reference groups may or may not
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constitute a membership group, i.e.,

individual acrually belongs. Negative

groups are possible.

Network analysis

a social group to which the

as well as positive reference

Network analysis has been used as a tool to explain the sociological

concepts of role, status and group boundaries while retaining an

emphasis on the dynamic processual views of social structure (Howell,

1988). Networks are represented as a set of nodes (or social system

members) and sets of ties depicting their connections. The complexity

of networks has been assessed by measuring tJle strength of ties

between nodes within network structures. Granovetter's (1973) seminal

work suggests that weak ties, that is ties to socially distant others, are

more important than strong ties because they bridge social systems.

While there is considerable ambiguity as to what constitutes a weak tie,

and the strength of ties has been measured in different ways

(Krackhart, 7992), they have been shown to be important determinants

of outcomes in traditional (career) labour markets (Castaneda, 1999).

The various sociological (environment-centred) views reviewed above

complement the previous psychological (individual-centred) ones. A

new science perspective suggests consideration of the interdependenry

of these perspectives and a focus on the relationships among career

actors, and the patterns these relationships form. I will now turn to

further ideas that connect psychological and sociological views.

Linking people and the environment through a dynamic

process

The increasing focus on relationship processes rather than structures

has resulted in a focus within social network theory on the dynamic

processual views of social structure to explain changes in roles over

time (Howell, 1988). There are more relational approaches which tap

into the subjective aspect of career as defined by the participant and

capture the subtlety and nuances of an internal perspective. These
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approaches to career explore the "subjective career as it is played out in

today's environment" (Hall, 1996, p.21.

A relational approach to careers

A relational approach has long been the focus of feminist writers (e.g.

Gilligan, 1979; Diamond, 1987; Gallos, 1989; Marshall, 1989), who

have challenged the socially ascribed nonns of development and career

development which have generally been studied from the perspective of

white, middle class males. Women's preference for connection over

separation, the acknowledgement of multiple viewpoints and personal

construction of meaning are all elements drawn from feminist literature

that underpin an holistic perspective to life activities. The centrality of

relationships and attachments for women not only marks the

significance of this literature, but also has informed the relational

perspective on careers.

A relational approach is associated with affrliative behaviour

characteristic of women and traditionally undervalued in society. It is

rooted in the belief that "by forming mutual and meaningful

connections with others, individuals gain a greater sense of enerry,

purpose, vision and, ultimately, self-understandingl (Walsh, Bartunek

and Lacey, 1998, p. 10a). In careers the relational approach describes

career growth and development as a process of "moving through

increasingly complex states of interdependence" (Kram, 1996, p. 140),

in contrast to traditional approaches that emphasised autonomy and

individual mastery.

Beyond agency to communion

Traditional approaches to growth and development view maturity as a

process of differentiation and separation, with growth moving from

relatively dependent states to those of "ind.ividual mastery and the

development of autonom5/ (Hall, 1996, p. 2). This view is characteristic

of agency, an expression of independence in which control over the

environment is a goal preceding a future-oriented plan. Agency is a

coping stratery that is marked by separateness from others. Self-
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protection and self-assertion are strategies aimed at reducing the

tension from ambiguity by changing the surrounding world. Associated

with linear progression, pure agency tends to encourage raw assertion

of power coupled with an unwillingness to become vulnerable in order

to learn (Weick, 1996). Therefore, while agentic behaviour may have

been a key to success in a world structured around hierarchies and

where career growth was measured in terms of upward advancement,

these qualities are less helpful in the world of work described in

Chapter One where external markers are fading. Agentic behaviour is

still important as people assume greater responsibitity for their careers.

However, agency needs to be tempered by alternative ways of being in

the world which necessitate a greater awareness of one's position in

relation to others. Bakan's (1966) principles of agency and communion

are useful polar opposites to contrast two fundamental tendencies of

human functioning (Marshall, 1989).

Marshall (1989, p.279) defines communion as "a sense of being 'at one'

with other organisms; its basis is integration". Communion functions

as a continuous realm of possibility, seeking union and co-operation.

Characterised by contact, openness and fusion, commrlnion prodrf,ces

intense personal subjective impacts that provide an extra emotion-

based dimension of sensing that contributes to understanding.

Communion is about trust and tolerance, being oriented to the present

which facilitates being open to opportunities as they present. As a way

of being, communion offers a different and more appropriate way of

connecting to the current world of work where in the absence of stable

jobs individuals are "that much more dependent on relationships as a

vehicle for developing a sense of identity and for developing new skills

and competencies" (Kram, 1996, p. 138).

The characteristic behaviours of agency and communion reflect different

value sets. Marshall (1989, p.280) suggests a path of ucommunion

enhanced by agenc/ as a formulation that allows communion to "draw

6n ' agenc! to supplement, protect, support, aid, focus and arm it".
Such an integration points the way to enhancing career growth by
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recognising a role for two complementary ways of being. Weick (1996,

p.471 affirms this notion in explaining that "the agency of choosing is

integrated with tl:e communion of accepting".

Enactment theory

The concepts of agency and communion are integral to Weick's (1996)

theory of enactment. Like Marshall, he discusses the combining of

agency and communion as "the communion of organized learning, the

agency of controlling the environment, the communion of accepting the

environments ... and the agency of further structuring initiatives driven

by new recognition of what remains to be done.' (p. 471. Enactment

theory assumes greater significance for career actors in situations

where there is more ambiguity in the workplace, created when

traditional boundaries become less distinct and more fluid, as described

in Chapter One. Some individuals cope by asserting tJremselves more

strongly while others seek greater union and co-operation with others.

There is more room for individual personality differences to surface

when there are fewer salient guides of expectations or resultant

behaviours.

The blurring of boundaries means that previously strong situations urith

clearly defined expectations, are becoming increasingly weak.

Traditional career scripts responded to the strength of stable situations.

However, in weak situations people must improvise to learn. This

occurs at a local level through formation of alliances and local

interactions that have larger repercussions. Through the act of

organising, people strengthen the situations which alters the

environment which then acts as a source of constraint (Weick, 1996).

Thus enactment theory contrasts udth traditional views on the

interactions between people and their environment by emphasising the

reflexive nature of the interaction between people and the environment

in which they work.

Reeiprocity is essential. Each work experience has the potential to

contribute to learning, and build the experience and knowledge which,
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in addition to their social networks mediates the choices career actors

make (Arthur et 41., 1999). While the capability for learning is

dependent on the adequacy with which people can alternate between,

and integrate assertion and acceptance (Weick, 19961, a pre-condition

for learning is a norm of compassion to allow the necessa4/

vulnerability on the part of the career actor, to surface. Compassionate

behaviours underlie the kind of career support that accentuates tntst

and facilitates learning, behaviours that enhance relationships and

build social capital, a precursor to human capital (Coleman, 1988).

There are different perceptions of social capital. Coleman points out

that social capital exists in the relationships among people and is an

intangible resource, one that is built up through affective ties to other

people with whom trust and acceptance is reciprocated. Social capital

may be invested in order to produce other forms of capital such as

human capital. Putnam (1993) reinforces Coleman's emphasis on the

bonds of trust and reciprocity. He explains how a shared history of

experiences arlong a group of people creates a recognisable boundary

around a system effectively containing it. The trust within the

boundaried system is a pre-condition for social capital to evolve.

Individual development occurs within a social structure of support and

civic engagement.

Another perspective emphasises the structural dimension of social

capital. From this perspective social capital refers to the overall

connections among people. Burt's (1992) theory of structural holes

describes how certain network structures provide access to greater

opportunities to develop social capital. The pattern of linkages differ

arnong people in terms of their density, connectivity and hierarchy.

These differences produce inequalities which manifest in the higher

social capital returns from people with connections to diverse and

disconnected individuals and groups (Raider and Burt, 1996). From

this perspective social capital may accrue from instmmental rather

thaq affective ties, co-operation to meet shared targets rather than from

trtst in the people involved (Cohen and Fields, 1999).
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The relevance of social capital to careers has been highlighted in the

boundaryless careers literature where mobilit5r across the boundaries of

separate employers, a key distinguishing characteristic of boundaryless

careers, can facilitate the formation of valuable network connections

(Arthur, 1994l,. Careers which span multiple firms are associated with

several career benefrts which accrue from the shape of the networks.

As traditional career models become less prescriptive the subjective

career assumes greater importance. The intelligent career approach

provides a framework through which people c€ul enact their careers and

connect people and their environments.

There are three principal reasons that suggest both a theoretical value

and a practical utility of the intelligent career framework over any single

traditional model. Furthermore, these three issues are fundamental to

an enactment perspective. First, both the relational and enactment

perspectives outlined above are enhanced by payrng attention to the

subjective career. In turn, eliciting subjectivity requires a person-

centred focus and traditional theories are problem-centred rather than

person-centred. The second issue is that traditional theories relate to

parts of people's lives and therefore encourage segmentation rather

than integration of competing interests and responsibilities. Integration

into an holistic whole is necessary to provide a full picture which

informs career development. An holistic perspective requires that

people are seen as being in a process of growth, a constant state of

becoming, evidenced in patterns of behaviour (Ellingham, 19971. The

third issue is in the approach to life-long learning. Although social

learning theory and social cognidve theory focus on learning, the

emphasis on cognition perpetuates the normative practice of devaluing

alternative ways of knowing. These issues will be addressed in the

following section.

El iciti ng su bjectivity

Elicitation of the subjective career begins with the central organising

core of the person and all activities that contribute to their central
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identity. Therefore it is qualitatively different from the rational

approach that ignores the essence of a clients unique character. What

clients believe and feel about life is expressed in the unified indivisible

pattern that is more than a sum of the parts. As Gestalt psychologr

asserts, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts (Savickas, 1997,

p. 8). The subjective career emerges from stories rather than

inventories. "Stories are modes of knowing that capture the richness,

uniqueness and complexity of what life means to a client" (Savickas,

L997). Discovering the stories requires a process that examines the

private sense people have about life and the meaning attributed to that.

This demands an holistic conception of the person and a person-centred

approach. It also requires that different ways of krrowing are recognised

and valued. Eliciting subjectivity therefore requires a person-centred

approach.

Person-centred approaches

Few theories of career account first for the person as the centre of the

issue. Instead ttrey are segmented in that they focus on a problematic

aspect of career and aim to solve it. Trait and factor theory dominated

career theory and also its application into practice, witJr an array of

assessment tools that measure aspects of the objective career, such as

personal interests, needs and work values. Drawing from previous

experiences actuarial methods systematically match individuals,

characterised as an assembly of traits, to normative data (Super, 1953).

Objectively the pattern of traits scores suggests whether the client fits

with an occupation which places the occupational problem ahead of the

person. That is, work is considered in relation to an occupational

structure rather than an integral aspect of people's lives. "The

subjective 1' cannot be measured like the objective 'me- (Savickas,

1997, p. 8).

Carl Rogers (1951) challenged the directive approach of matching traits

to occupations and advocated a focus on the client rather than the

problem, giving rise to 'client-centred counselling'. While, this

alternative perspective "did little to lessen the grip of trait and factor
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thinking on

1996, p. 2),

practice of career counseling" (Brown and Brooks,

an approach that is congruent with the elicitation of

the subjective career and therefore an important aspect to consider

when using the intelligent career frame. Client or person-centred

approaches focus on "the idiographic, the phenomenological, tJre unique

ways in which the individuat perceives and constructs realit/ (Crites,

1981, p.58). This approach contrasts vrith traditional approaches

which defined the individual nomothetically, comparatively and as an

aggregate of traits and factors.

A client-centred approach is based on several important underlying

assumptions which themselves are interdependent. One is tJrat people

are at the centre of a continually changing world of experience.

Irrespective of how that world is measured, it can only be known in any

genuine sense by the person themselves. The best vantage point for

understanding behaviour is from the internal frame of reference of the

person themselves. Their perceptual world is their reality, and they

react to it as an organised whole being. Fresaging new science

principles, Rogers spoke of an increasing acceptance of the person as a

totally organised system in which 'alteration of any part may produce

changes in any other part" (Rogers, 1951, p. 4871.

Another key aspect of Rogers' theory of personality is that the basic

relatedness of all needs is aimed at striving to actualise and enhance

the experience of the person. The direction of movement is forward

towards independence and self-responsibility but the final goal appears

to be in the direction of socialisation. Emotion accompanies and in

general facilitates this goal directed behaviour. Thus he views the

central self as a motivating force in actualising and becoming which

stems from emotional and social adjustments (Rogers, 1951). The

application of Rogerian principles to eliciting the subjective career can

enrich and extend the utilisation of career theonr.

Considering counselling as .separate from career counselling

perpetuates the myth of a false split bet'ween pathological and normal

the

it is
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functioning. This split is extended into careers by acknowledging

multiple aspects of self exist but only considering a "vocational sell'

separate from any central organising self when it comes to career

(Richardson, 1996). The skills to facilitate a process to elicit subjectivity

are those usually associated with general counselling rather than career

guidance. Establishing and maintaining a relationship, empathy,

listening skills and dealing with feelings in depth are different from and

more important than matching traits to occupations.

The preceding section has considered the segmentation characteristic of

traditional theory as it manifests in a focus on the problem rather tl'ran

the person. It has another implication for career theory when

considered as a lack of integration of work life within a whole of life

focus. This aspect will be discussed in the following section.

A person-centred perspective means viewing the person as a system

interacting within a larger system, a view that is congruent with a new

science perspective of integration rather than fragmentation.

Traditional theories of career development such as initial choice, work

adjustment or life-span career progress which are used to explain

vocational behaviour, are inherently partial. They segment aspects of

work as well as treating life and career transitions separately. Such

separations are not experienced by most people in post-industrial

societies (Boyatzis and Kolb, 2OOO). Therefore they are not helpful in

making sense of careers. Considering partial theories in relation to

other parts allows for a complete picture, one that acknowledges the

holographic quality of careers described in Chapter One. Self-

organising systems constantly engage in self-renewal that provides

opportunities to move beyond current boundaries. This is a dynamic

process that is unique for each individual, similar to a life-career ethic

that "encourages the steady and contin'uous connection between the

affective and cognitive, the physical and spiritual" (Miller-Tiedman,

1997, p. 99). From a life-career perspective career development reflects

the self in relation to others in a continuous process of emergence. It is

a person-centred process and emanates from the internal perspective
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through a web of relationships to connect with the larger systems rn

which it is embedded. Furthermore, it reflects a significant shift both in

people's experience and scholar's inquiry into career matters. The shift

in career thinking from "outside to inside as the place where the career

lives" emphasises the importance of the subjective career (Hall, 1996,

p. 1). Recent explorations of the subjective career as it is played out in

relation to today's work environment are expressed in the relational

approach to careers, an approach that provides a more holistic view of

life (Ikam, 1996).

Learning takes on a new meaning in the new employment era shifting

from acquisition of knowledge by individuals to a multi-level

phenomenon in which knowledge is considered a socially constructed

activity (Arthur and Rousseau, 1996). Learning is the third area that

stands out from a comparison of the intelligent career frame and

traditional theories. While there has been recent attention paid to

learning as a component of careers, emphasis has been on cognition.

Retaining a focus on a person-centred approach and combining this

with an holistic perspective indicates that whole person approaches to

learning will have the most to offer. Such an approach supports the

underlying assumptions of the intelligent career and also facilitates

career development within that frame.

Learning as a social activity

Careers predicated on growth and development rather tllan
advancement or the result of increasing experience over time require an

ongoing process of learning. The rapid rate at which knowledge

becomes obsolete draws attention to the need to continuously learn and

also to the prospect that we may find ourselves in the position of novice

many times irrespective of chronological age or experience. This has

important implications for the way people learn. One point is to
differentiate learning from schooling, which has a focr:s on the one way

transrnission of cognitive knowledge. 'When schooling has resulted in

negative experiences for many adults, the meta skill of "learning to
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learn" is even more important to maintain a continuous process of

knowledge development. The needs of adult learners is different from

children and so the principles of adult education are particuiarly

appropriate for learning as an underpinning of career development

throughout life.

There is a tension in contemporary adult education "between the ethic

of individualism and the spirit of collectivism" (Tennant, 1998, p. 107).

The emphasis on individualism stems from the romanticist tradition in

which "the self with its inner needs and desires and its claim to rights,

emerged as all important. Society was just a neutral stage on which the

self played out its private drama (Zohat and Marshall, 1994). One

result of this has been the isolation and fragmentation of the individual

described in Chapter One, which has led to a renewed focus on

collectivism. The collectivist orientation to adult learning is exemplified

in the work of Freire (1972l'aimed at radical and political social change.

Some emphasis in adult education has been placed on group dynamics

yet this literature is more easily identified within the individualistic

focus on learning than the other end of the continuum where

collectivism would be placed. In a relational perspective knowledge is

viewed as socially constructed and socially distributed. Reorienting the

discourse of management towards a relational perspective on knowledge

has been posited as one way to address the inadequacy of prevailing

understanding to cope with "the growing complexity and ambiguity,

with the rapid changes and the increasingly multicultural

organisational world" (Hosking, Dachler and Gergen, 1995, p. xi).

There are two aspects of learning that I believe are critical to support

career development. One is a learning approach that is inclusive of

different ways of knowing. For example, Belenky, Clichy, Goldberger

and Tarule (1986) revealed that women valued engagement, subjectivity,

dialogue and interaction in the process of constructing knowledge, ways

that differed from men. While this is posited as a gender difference, the

ferninization of the work force '(Arthur and Rousseatl, 1996) draws
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attention to a need to be more inclusive of a range of styles of learning

and being.

John Heron's approach to learning also extends beyond the traditional

emphasis on applied intellect to encompass body awareness, feelings,

attitudes, interpersonal relations, social and political processes and

psychic and spiritual awareness (Heron, 1989). He integrates a person

centred approach with learning, an approach that holds particular

value to an elicitation of the subjective career as it connects directly the

subjective experience and a learning focus.

The other significant aspect of adult learning that supports career

development within an intelligent career frame is the ability to reflect on

practice. Included in the perspectives of Meizerow (1983) and

Brookfield (1994), reflection and critical thinking are prerequisites for

change. Carr and Kemis (1983) go further and build on Habermas'

(1972l. distinction between instrumental, practical and emancipatory

knowledge. Instrumental knowledge is typically cognitive and generated

through analytic processes related to cause and effect. Practical

knowledge provides interpretations of events and therefore informs

practical judgement. Emancipatory knowledge supports breaking free

of taken-for-granted assumptions that guide behaviour and distort

understanding.

Conclusion

The theoretical value and practical utility of the intelligent career

framework as an organising framework has been highlighted. An

examination of traditional theories of career has illustrated their

segmented and partial nature. Trait and factor theories are problem-

focused rather than person-centred and therefore draw from objective

rather than subjective measures. Developmental theories designed to

explain a single life cycle are less helpful in an era where multiple cycles

occur within a career. Traditional ap.proaches to learning emphasise

cognitive knowledge to the detriment of other ways of knowing.
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In contrast, the intelligent career framework provides an holistic focus

and explicitly links three career ways of knowing: knowing-why

motivations and values with knowing-how job related skills and

knowledge and knowing-whom social networks. The omission of

emphasis on relationships that is evident in traditional perspectives,

belies recent advances in relational approaches that suggest how much

relationships matter. They matter not only because they provide

support for career actors, but also because of the effect they produce on

individual (knowing-why) identity and also (knowing-how) skill

development. The interplay among these ways of knowing mediates the

career choices an actor makes, linking people with their environment

through a dynamic process of enactment.

The changes in the world of work discussed in Chapter One suggest

that a shift away from individualism towards collectivism can provide

an alternative context for career development. In this chapter, the

theory of the intelligent career indicates tJlat while the explicit inclusion

of a (knowing-whom) relationship component would enhance career

theory, acknowledgement of the interdependency arnong career

competencies would make a broader contribution. In the following

chapter, the interplay arnong the three ways of knowing will be

considered at a community level of analysis, thus developing these

points further.
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Ghapter Three

Gareers and Community

Introduction

In Chapter TWo I discussed the concept of career from the perspective of

the individual, a frequently used level of analysis for the construct of

career. Particular emphasis was placed on the subjective career as a

medium through which the ongoing adaptation between the person and

the environment takes place. In this chapter, I suggest that the

subjective career is also important in inter-personal relationships and

in turn at the group level of analysis. Therefore, it can be useful as a

connecting bridge between the two levels. I draw from literatures on

community, situated learning and communities of practice to posit the

concept of "career communities" as self organising, member defined

social structures through which career actors draw career support. The

concept is one that can contribute to our understandings of career

patterns in a knowledge-based society. A typolory of ten "pure types" of

career communitv will be outlined.

The intelligent career framework at the group level of analysis

The intelligent career framework was detailed (in Chapter Two) and

linked to various new science approaches (outlined in Chapter One) that

emphasise a non-linear, self-organizing, and interdependent perspective

rather than a previously determined view of the world (Parker and

Arthur, 1997l.. This framework, in emphasising the subjective career,

stands in marked contrast to traditional and widely held "organisational

career' views that relate careers .to hierarchical, institutional or status-

driven assumptions which mark the objective career (Inkson, L9971.
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Instead, the framework emphasises the need for people to know their

strengtJrs and aspirations, to develop and engage in reflective practice

and to adapt successfully to a changing environment. The intelligent

career acknowledges the interplay among a person's interests and

values, job related expertise and network relationships.

The intelligent career model can be applied at the group level of analysis

and in so doing provides a bridge between tJre agency of the individual

career actor and the communion that can be experienced within

collectives. The interplay among career competencies at the individual

level of analysis can be mirrored at another level of analysis to suggest

corrrmunity aspects of career. An interdependence emerges through

which development occurs at each level for the three career

competencies. This interdependence appears similar to what Wheatley

(L992, p. 44) has described as a orelational holism that transcends

separateness" in as much as the separate aspects of career community

existence make greater sense when taken togetJrer.

One advantage of consideration of the interplay at different levels of

analysis is that it allows for greater understanding of each level through

study of the other (Klein, Tosi and Cannella Jnr., 1999). Yet this is a
non-linear transition. Consideration of the community is not a step up

from the individual level toward a larger entity such as the organisation,

or even society. One is not a subset of the other. Rather, the two are

interdependent and benefits for each accrue from the interaction

between levels. As people enact their careers they connect with others

with multiple opportunities for reciprocal influences. Through

combining, recombining and changing, their (local) interactions allow

for more complex macroscopic effects (Lee, 19971.

Changes in relationships at the local level emerge through self-

organising behaviour into a different level of complexity, one that is not

discernible at lower levels. The pattern produced by the change cannot

be 
,ex.plained by the agents or reduced to the behaviour of the agents.

Thus aggregation of individual properties does not equate to community
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level properties even although each contributes to the constitution of

the other (Wheatley, L9921.

A perspective that emphasises interdependence also allows for a
contrast along different dimensions. For example on a dimension of

agency vs. communion (Marshall, 1989) the individuality, autonomy

and self-interest of a single agentic career actor can be contrasted with

a sense of belonging and the importance of socialised expectations and

understandings that the actor may gain from interaction within a

community. The subjective perspective of the person is complemented

by the inter-subjective meaning generated from interaction within

community. These dimensions avoid the restrictive and unhelpful

valuing of one dimension over another (Bateson, 1994) by encouraging

a view from multiple perspectives simultaneously. While each

dimension may be separated out for analytic purposes, in practice tJrey

are synthesised and integrated into a more complete, albeit complex,

illustration of career. Self-organising careers for individuals (Weick and

Berlinger, 1989) interact with self-organising community systems.

This perspective overlaps with those of Kram (1985) and Higgins (1997)

in its parallel concerns for people and the relationships that sustain

them. However, it adds an explicit focus on the community level - that

is on "hgureso (Capra, 1996) that overlapping relational attachments

create.

Individualism vs. community?

A frequently raised objection to models of boundaryless careers

(including the intelligent career model) is that they reflect a societal

emphasis on individualism and autonomy at the expense of a sense of

community (Hirsch and Shanley, 1996). However, there are a variety of

calls (e.g. Drucker, tggZ) within current management and

organisational literatures to cope \Mith the increasing ambiguity and

complexity in the world by recalling the sense of traditional community

that provided strong connections with others (Drucker, 1997lr.
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For example Rost (1991), following a review of decades of work in

leadership, viewed leadership as a community phenomenon linked with

mutual purpose and the intention to change. Wheatley (1992) suggests

that a key task for leaders is to facilitate relationships among others to

accentuate qualities such as rhythm, flow, direction and shape. Her

focus relates to an awareness of the whole rather any analysis of the

parts, a theme pervasive in new science perspectives'

The classic studies of community are in sociolory such as Gergen,

(1991; Gergen, 19941 who calls for a "return to the traditional

communities from which judgements of good and evil spring organically

from relations of interdependence" (Gergen, L991, p. 211). Sociologists

have been less concerned with categorising and identifying the physical

and geographical characteristics of community than with examining the

nature and quality of relationships sustained within them. Recent

sociolory has also been concerned with the analysis of community

action and collective resistance to social problems (Castells, 1996).

Stemming from sociological origins, Sergiovanni (1994, p. 2L71, calls for

a change in the metaphor of choice from organisation to community in

order to create a different reality within education. He recognises life in

a community as being different in quality and kind, one that focuses

"less on rights, discretion, and freedom and more on commitments,

obligations and duties people feel towards one another".

In the management literature, the concept of community in the

workplace is seen as one which encompasses "a set of values and a way

of being that is only now being applied in tJ:e business world"

(Nirenberg, 199415, p. 67). Creating workplace communities conveys a

concerrr for the success both of the organisation and the individual

members within it. There is a plethora of changing structural forms

aimed at promoting collaboration and co-operation among individuals

to achieve company purposes. For example, Nirenberg (L99415),

describes a move towards a post-managerial era in which everyone will

execute managerial responsibilities and be accountable to each other in
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a network of teams. These local forms of architecture allow

relationships driven by a shared sense of purpose and values,

collegiality and professional socialisation to flourish. Within the careers

literature Goffee and Jones (2000) employ concepts from classic

sociological theory to focus on social architecture of organisations as an

alternative to individualism. However rather than any fixation on forms

and structure, "in human communities the conditions of freedom and

connectedness are kept vibrant by focussing on what's going on in the

heart of the communiq/' (Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers, 1996, p. 14).

The current enthusiasm for communitarianism is an example of

political and social ideas about community. "Communitarian remedies

for the fragmentation of communities are not about imposing past

traditions. Rather ttrey "a-re concerned with realizing the full potential

of community life" (Tam, 1998, p. 25). Work, community and identity

are inter-related. Payne suggests that "the organization of working life

is central in conditioning self and group identity and therefore many

aspects of community life" (Payne, 1998, p. 1180). These ideas have

been applied to the functioning of economies (Boswell, 1990) and to the

political domain where 'politics as mutual education irnplies some

notion of a common good transcending private goods" (Marquand, 1988,

p.232).

The diversity of the disciplines from which these examples are drawn,

provides evidence of the desirability to focus on community to cope witJr

the 'social saturation" of contemporary life. Individuals are pulled in

m€rny directions making it difficult to retain a sense of an authentic self,

a condition described by Gergen (1991) as "multiphrenic". However

socially embedded views of self may be revealed in relationship

patterns, a focus that is well established in feminist writings and one

that now informs the careers'literature.

A relational approach has long been the focus of feminist writers (e.9.,

Gilligan, 1979; Diamond, 1987; Gallos, 1989; Marshall, 1989) who have

challenged the socially ascribed norms of development and career
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development which have generally been studied from the perspective of

white, middle class males. The significance of this literature is the

centrality of relationships and attachments for women. Marshall (1989)

describes the integrative and affiliative orientation towards

relationships. Women's preference for connection over separation, the

acknowledgement of multiple viewpoints and personal construction of

meaning are all elements drawn from feminist literature that underpin

an holistic perspective to life activities.

In the career field, the recent prominence of the relational approach is

an exploration of the subjective career as it is played out in relation to

today's work environment which contrasts with the traditional view of

"individual mastery and the development of autonom/ (Hall, 1996,

p.2). Relational does not merely mean interpersonal, but " interactive

with the person's entire social environment" (Hall, 1996, p.342). In the

relational approach personal growth and development involves "moving

through increasingly complex states of interdependence" (Kram, L996,

p. 1a0). Relational factors have become increasingly important as

"individual's work lives span multiple social and organizational

networks" (Higgins, L997, p. 2). The theme integrates social capital as a

form of human capital that occurs best in a context of connection with

others. Despite this acknowledgement the relational focus in careers

has remained on the individual relationships rather than on social

interactions within collectives,

The concept of community

Essentially, a community is about collective participation (Payne, 1998).

The concept of community has both descriptive and prescriptive

connotations in popular and academic usage. The examples of the calls

for community used in the above section reflect a universally positive

connotation of the term yet there is little agreement about what

precisely is being commended in terms of empirically detectable

features (Brier and Lovelock, 1996). Within the literature cited above,

there seems to be a desire to replace externally constructed
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relationships codified by hierarchies, titles and roles with those marked

by shared purposes and values. Commonly used phrases such as "a

sense of communit/ or "community spirit" make it clear that it is not

only a descriptive term, but also normative and ideological one. In fact,

the term has attracted so many different interpretations that Lowe

(1986) suggests that it ranks with the notion of class as one of the most

difficult and controversial concepts in social and political life.

Definitions vary. One delinition of community is "any set of social

relationships operating within certain boundaries, locations or

territories (Jary and Jary, 1991, p.97). Others emphasise the inherent

essence of community, such as Plant's (1996, p. 271 mandate that a

community is such if, and only if, "it embodies a sense of solidarity and

significance". Sergiovanni (1994, p. 2I7l suggests that communities are

"socially organised around relationships and the felt interdependencies

that nurture them" and determined by their centres of values,

sentiments, and beliefs that provide the needed conditions for creating a

sense of " we" from a collection of "l's".

The essence of the bonding and binding that is critical to Sergiovanni's

delinition of community exists as a tension reflecting the duality of

persons and groups (Breiger, 1988) or as a "paradox of individualism

and connectedness." (Wheatley and Kellner-Rogers, 1996, p. 11). This

suggests the possibility that any definition of community may be

problematic. One issue is that generating a shared sense of vision or

purpose and beliefs, may endanger individual thought and initiative.

Oppressive subjugation of individuality may lead to a community that is

inflexible ideologically and endangered from an inability to embrace new

ideas or challenge existing ways. Kibbutzism provides an unusual

example of balance between these two extremes among utopian

communities. Although it has its share of problems, it is a community

in which home life and leisure are brought together and at the sarne

time a high value is attributed to entrepreneurship, successful business

outcomes and joint participation in work to achieve outcomes (Payne,

1ee8).
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Drucker, (1998, p. 3) refutes the romantic notion of traditional

communities by pointing out that the realit5i was always somewhat

different and the community in the rural societ5r was both compulsory

and coercive. Whereas Sergiovanni saw the unity underpinning the

pronoun "vve", Sennett (1998) warns that it may actually be an indicator

of the restrictive bonds of group conformity. He refers to it as "the

dangerous pronoun" which may result in shared yet demeaning and

superficial interactions. The question of the authenticity of a

communigr emerges. Does, as Sennett suggests, 'shared superficiality

(keep) people together by avoiding difficult, divisive, personal

questions?" (Sennett, 1998, P. 108).

Sergiovanni (1998) concedes, that community, like fire, can be helpful

and harmful. How then does the current concept of community differ

from the bonds of group conformity? Tonnies (1963) twin concepts of

gemeinschaft and gesellschaft help elucidate this issue as many of the

above discourses mav be framed in Tonnies'classical distinction.

Gemeinschaft and gesellschaft

Tonnies (1963) presented a theory of social organisation in which he

developed the concepts of gemeinschaft and gesellschaft. He believed

that these contrasting types could be found in all social relationships'

The two types were defined by the social status of the person whether

achieved or ascribed. Gemeinschaft denoted relationships

characterised by their intimacy and durability. They w'ere spontaneous

and affective and tended to be related to the person's overall social

status, a status that was ascribed rather than achieved. Ties were thick

and symbolic. They were moral ties (Sergiovanni, 1994). The

relationships were intrinsically meaningful and significant, and formed

naturally.

Tonnies developed his constructs within a context of the societal shift

from an agricultural societ5r into an industrial one. He placed a high

value on the old social ord.er. He feared that the processes of

industrialisation and urbanisation would destroy traditional community
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life that would then give rise to contractural relationships which were

rational and calculative rather than affective. He described these

impersonal, and, fleeting relationships as gesellschaft. They were based

on merit and therefore achieved rather than ascribed. Modern

industrial societies were seen as moving towards gesellschaft 'ffith its

impersonal consequences.

In contrast, traditional communities have often been portrayed as close-

knit and facilitating co-operation and mutual aid between members. It

is this romanticised view of traditional society that has given rise to the

association of the concept community, with ideas of social support,

intimacy and security. In contrast the urbanisation and

industrialisation processes were identified as destructive to communit5r

(Wolin, 1961; Plant, 1996ll. Other research has however, raised serious

doubts about any such simple association between urbanisation and

loss of community (Gans, 1962; Young and Wilmott, 1973)

Despite the difficulties involved in theorising about communities three

broad meanings can be identified. According to Sergiovanni (1994),

these are kinship, place and mind. Worsley (19871describes them as a

network of inter-relationships, locality, and spirit. The similarities are

obvious.

Kinship emerges from the unity of similarity, 8s in families.

Sergiovanni's (L994, p.2I9) interpretation of this aspect is one of

"binding people to common goals, shared values and shared

conceptions of being and doing". Yet in Worsley's usage, it may also

allow for community relationships characterised by conflict as much as

mutuality and reciprocity. A community of place arises from the

sharing of a common habitat or locality. Worsley describes this as

settlement within a fixed and bounded local territory. A community of

mind refers to an ideological aspect. For Worsley tllis infers the

qualities of community spirit and approximates the popular image

mentioned previously.
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Sergiovanni suggests that tlre three types of community represent "webs

of meaning that tie people together by creating a common identity and

belonging". These webs link back to Capra's (1996) webs of

relationships discussed in Chapter One where patterns emerge from the

interdependent nature of the relationships.

Boundaries

Consideration of communities and what constitutes them forces the

issue of boundaries to the forefront. Whatever the definitional

difficulties, all communities, both real and symbolic, exist and operate

within boundaries and territories. In some cases, community

boundaries are rigidly maintained (e. g., religious communities), while

in others the boundaries are more fluid and open. A characteristic of a

participative community may be that the power to include is retained in

the group (Payne, 1998). Yet while boundaries provide a sense of

coherence they also prevent integration (Leong, 1996).

By its very nature, corrununity can be both inclusive and exclusive. The

determinant boundaries and their demarcation of membership from

non-membership is significant, creating a "buffer zotte between inside

and outside that allows identity to be consolidated" (Williams, 1996,

p.921. Inclusion in patterns of work are crucial to identity formation

(Payne, 1998) but once an identity is created it excludes those who do

not participate. Exclusion may become a political factor (Ben-Rafael,

1997) and boundaries that are externally prescribed may differ from

those internally perceived by members. This is congrulent with careers

in which boundaries have both subjective and objective existence (Gunz

et al., 2000).

In practice, boundaries both create and reflect differences in

perspective, language and style. They confront newcomers and

outsiders. Both identity and communigr are represented in linguistic

structures and are constructed by, linguistic competence among

participants (Gustavsen, 19921. Therefore, the capacity of community

members to use shared language has a crucial impact on the successful
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generation of identity and commitment (Payne, 1998). Speech is "a
natural expressive essence of subjectivit/ (Williams, 1996, p. 95) which

reflects collectivity among members. However, collectivity incorporates

ell senses and so the question of inter-subjectivity arises. i.e., the

extent of internal agreement that may be reflected in the language

available to or used by participants. Inter-subjectivity is more than the

sum of the (subjective) parts and cannot be gained or understood from

an aggregation of individual results. Therefore the process through

which agreement is reached takes precedence over individual

demarcations of boundarv.

Inter-subjectivity

Inter-subjectivity at the group level of analysis parallels the subjectivity

described in Chapter TWo but as the level of analysis shifts from the

individual to a communit5r, so does the mode of inquiry. Inter-

subjectivity involves "shared experiences arnong people" (Jary and Jary,

1991, p.3271, in which shared meanings are derived from a social

process in which people engage cognitively, emotionally, socially and

physically. Generating inter-subjective meanings places inter-

subjectivity "at the centre of the inquiry process " which enables us "to

move above the subject-object dilemma" (Butler, 1997, p. 9281. The

phenomenon of inter-subjectivity nsurpasses the limits of language

bound by subject/object or self/other categories" (Hanna, 1996, p. 28).

The concern is ontological and epistemological related to the processes

of knowing tJrrough which inter-subjective data emerge. The process

itself becomes the unit of analysis (Hosking et al., 1995).

The process (of generating inter-subjective data) gives rise to

interactions €rmong people from which meaning is derived. Each person

contributes to the complexity that emerges through a self-organising

process of negotiation. Benjamin (1998, p.xir) provides an apt

metaphor which helps to conceptualise inter-subjectivity. She suggests

we"try to understand "the shadow cd.St by the other in the space in-

between". The shadows give rise to a need for "consensual norms which
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defrne what is real and valid in any sociai situation" (Candy, 1989, p. 4).

Inter-subjective reality may be experienced variously as a "sense of

harmony with others, with those with whom one works, with those who

are served by the work, with the community of the workplace, the

community of a neighbourhood, the community of a profession, craft, or

trade, or the communig of those called to do similar work " (Bloch,

1997, p. 189). Of the multiple perspectives, none has primacy over

another. Community always exceeds local constructions of meaning

because it draws on resources outside the self-contained individual

(Williams, 1996).

Many terms are used in the literature to discuss meaning-making or

sense-making processes. They vary in the degree to which they

emphasise the social-relational aspects. Some describe live face to face

processes, while others speak of enactment, discourse, conversations,

dialogues or accounts (e.g. \(Garfrnkel, L967; Harr6, 1979; Winograd

and Flores, 1986; Potter and Wetherall, 19871 and (Weick, 19791.

Irrespective of the terminologr used, inter-related narratives and

community-based stories (Bennett and Feldman, 1981; Orr, 1990)

result from a meaning-making process.

Learning and knowing at a group level of analysis

The primacy grven to the generation of inter-subjective meaning by

writers (e.g. Hosking et al., 1995; Butler, 1997) is based on an

assumption that learning is better understood as a social/cultural

process rather than as an aggregation of individual/cognitive constructs

(Dachler and Hosking, 1995). Much of the discussion of learning at a

collective level of analysis is found within the organisational learning

subset of management literature. In discussing the ontologies of

organisational learning, (Easterby-Smith, Snell and Gherardi, 1998)

highlight two approaches. In the first, inquiry focuses around channels

and flows of information which reflect the structures of the system (e.9.,

Argrris and Schon, 1978; March, 1991). In the second, the inquiry

focuses on how meaning is created, communicated and imposed
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through stories, mytJrs, rhetorical devices and the use of formal and

informal power (also see Sims, 1998). The latter perspective is

congruent \ rith a shift away from a perception of shared learning as an

aggregation of individual cognition. Rather than an extrapolation of

individual behaviour to the level of collectivity, the focus is on an

emergent outcome which results from the "acquiring, sustaining or

changing of intersubjective meanings' (Cook and Yanow, 1993). My

focus in ttris thesis is congruent with this view.

There is a call across disciplinary lines to reorient the discourse of

management and organisation theory towards a relational perspective of

knowledge as a way of coping with the "increasingly felt inadequacy of

prevailing understandings to cope with the growing complexity and

ambiguity, with the rapid changes and the increasingly multicultural

organisational world" (Hosking et al., 1995, p.xi). In the relational

perspective knowledge is viewed as socia-lly constructed and socially

distributed.

Lave and Wenger (1991) also emphasise the relational character of

learning and knowing in which the learner is a "whole person"

participating within a socio-cultural communigr. They ascribe to a
social theory of learning, articulated as "sitrrated learning" in which

meaning, understanding and learning are all defined in relation to

actional contexts. Learning is an 'integral and inseparable aspect of

social practice" (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p.31) occurring within a

framework of participation rather than in an individual mind which

gains mastery over knowledge.

The complex concept of "legitimate peripheral participation" is one Lave

and Wenger present to emphasise how participation means changing

locations and perspectives within groups which contributes to the

development of personal identities. Initially participation is peripheral

(occupied by a newcomer) and it gradually increases in both

eng€rgement and complexity until.a learner becomes a full participant in

a socio-cultural practice. A central position (occupied by an old-timer)
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reflects full participation in a community. Lave and Wenger

differentiate this concept from reflection on practice or "learning by

doing" and emphasise the difference between talking about practice

from the outside as opposed to talking about it from the inside. In
order to participate, an actor must first gain legitimacy within a
community which means learning to speak as an insider rather than

learning from the speaking of others. Being "situated" is not about

locality as much as it is where "agent, activity and the world mutually

constitute each other" (Lave and Wenger, 1991, p.31). Thus the focus

is on community rather than the individual.

While Lave and Wenger's focus on the structure of the community to

enhance learning draws attention to the need to understand knowledge

and learning in context many of their claims can be contested (Tennant,

1998). There remains a major gap in the theory and the literature

"regarding the development of shared meanings across wider and more

strategically dominant collectivities" Easterby-Smith, Snell et al. (1998)

point to the shortcomings of the perspectives of both Cook and Yanow

(1993) and Lave and Wenger (1991) for organisational learning. They

criticise the limited applicability for large units of analysis.

Additionally, in the case of Lave and Wenger they criticise the

insufficient attention to the incorporation of formal structural power.

On the other hand, Liedtka (1999) is a writer who supports new

ttrinking on dynamic behaviours rather than structures to allow

movement beyond these traditional dichotomies that have often been

accepted in the management field. She suggests that learning occurs

more efficiently when people are united socially in both action and

meaning without necessary reference to organisational stmctures. The

focus is on process and the purpose underlying them. The challenge is

one uto find the shared purpose that links individual development with

institutional direction in a far more reciprocal way than the old dictum

of llVhat's good for the firm is good for the employee- (Liedtka, 1999,

p.7l: She suggests that a personal, local focus (within overlapping

communities) reflecting an ethic of caring and learning is exactly what
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is required to create and sustain competitive advantage in the

marketplace for organisations. She recognises the on-going value

creation in a time of change that preserves, supports, and develops

each individual's uniqueness within the context of the community.

As the concepts of learning, working and careers become more explicitly

inter-dependent, a key issue appears to be between that of preserving

autonomy for the individual while at the s€une time finding a supportive

frame within which those same individuals can experience a sense of

solidarity and significance. The concepts of Gesellschaft and

Gemeinschaft underlie the contrast between the individual (Chapter

Two) and community (this chapter) perspectives. In Chapter TWo, the

development of careers was reflective of the utilitarian principles

characteristic of Tonnies' concept of gesellschaft. That is, they are

portrayed as competitive, rational and individualistic entities. However,

Tonnies'concept of gemeinschaft was applied to the study of careers by

Van Maanen (1977) as an intra-organisational concept. Occupational

communities had long been recognised as an organising principle for

careers but gained prominence when Van Maanen and Barley (1984)

linked them with concept of gemeinschaft. In so doing, they

emphasised the collegiality underpinning learning and identity in career

without reference to an organisation, thus moving away from the

traditional career models which considered organisationally defined

positions.

The occupational career and occupational communities

There is a long strong research tradition relating to occupational careers

including the Chicago School of Sociolory and the work of Salaman in

the UK (Salaman, 1983). Van Maanen and Barley's (L984, p. 2951

definition of an occupational community, is "a group of people who

consider themselves to be engaged in the same sort of work; who

identify (more or less positively) with their work; who share a set of

vah-les, nofins, and perspectives.that apply to, but extend beyond work

related matters; and whose social relationships meld the realms of work
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and leisure. Their definition strongly reflects the principles of solidarity

and significance which are criticat to Tonnies' concept of gemeinschaft.

The principles also concur with the calls described earlier in this

chapter for community ideals to be connected to situations within the

workplace.

There were two key premises underpinning the theory of occupational

communities. First, Van Maanen and Barley (1984) emphasised a

sense of community gained from people bounded together by common

interests and a sense of tradition, people who shared bonds of solidarity

and a communal way of life. The distinctiveness of the culture was

produced and continuously reproduced through referent providing

rituals, language and stories. Thus the coherence attributed to

traditional communities was achieved through an occupational

orientation.

A second premise underpinning occupational communities related to

identity. While the construction of identity is important at an individud

level it was their collective identity that shaped their lives and was a

defining feature of these communities. An occupational orientation was

also used as a lever for the communit5r to secure occupational

autonomy and free themselves from administrative (organisational)

control. Perhaps the most central cultural element was that the

membership was subjectively defined in that "the relevant boundaries of

an occupational membership are those set by the members themselves"

(Van Maanen and Barley, 1984, p.295). Traditional conceptualizations

of community membership revolved around the identification of

common attributes (Lawrence, 1998). Therefore, the phenomenological

basis approach of Van Maanen and Barley which recognised the

differences between subjective and objective criteria for community

membership, represented a significant advance for the legitimacy of the

subjective career in surpassing the authority of "independent"

observers. The internally prescribed association was only part of the

boundary setting however. Membership within occupational

communities was affected bv other criteria which were bot]: formal and
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informal. Examples include the codified entry requirements for

professional associations or financial fees for trade unions as well as

the "day to day explicated discourse that serve to exclude others"

(Lawrence, 1998, p. 1106).

Van Maanen and Barley's contribution to the concept of occupational

communities was creative in its extension beyond a single organisation

setting and in its consideration of social activities that extended beyond

the immediate work environment. The implications for individual

careers as well as for careers research, are still relevant, However until

recently, relatively little attention has been paid to the importance of the

occupational community in the organisational literature since the initial

conception (Lawrence, 1998).

More recently a variety of occupational communities have been

reported. Ethnographnic studies by Barley, (1996) and Zabuskey and

Barley (1996), presented the subjective careers of technicians as

exemplars of shifting portfolios of knowledge. Lawrence (1998)

highlighted the dynamic nature of occupational communities drawing

on an empirical examination of Canadian forensic accounting. In each

example the melding of work and leisure within occupational

communities was a defining feature.

Central to the reported studies of occupational communities is a

singular focus on the work itself as the binding influence among

members. Yet the "conflicting interests and multiple roles of members

restrict the degree to which individuals will share attributes and values,

despite their membership in the same communit5/ (Lawrence, 1998,

p. 11O5). The focus on one community (occupational), while providing

an alternative organising principle for careers, still restricts people to a

single lens which may be as limiting as the single organisational lens.

In Chapter One careers were described as dlmamic, emergent, non-

linear and self-organising entities. One critical aspect related to their

holographic qualities that benefited from multi-dimensional viewing. In

Chapter TWo, careers were described as holistic integrations of multiple
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aspects of identity drawn from a variety of experiences of (paid and

unpaid) work. The implications of these perspectives are that singular

contexts for the development of career growth and identity are

insufficient for our understanding of the phenomenon. More attention

to alternative patterns, such as those of boundaryless careers,

highlights the gap in career theory surrounding the implications for

people of sustaining learning and support in multiple settings (Arthur

and Rousseau, 1996).

A related but different perspective to the occupational community is

that of Communities of Practice (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Lave and

Wenger, 1991; Wenger, 1993). An application of this perspective would

support the holism of career as described in the previous paragraph.

The theoretical approach of communities of practice - like that of

occupational communities - views learning as fundamental and as a

social endeavour rather than an individual activity. Brown and Duguid

(1991, p. 149) obserwe that communities of practice can be discerned to

be "often crossing the restrictive boundaries of the organisation to

incorporate people from outside." This suggests that learning,

belonging and a sense of identity may occur in many communities and

incorporate various experiences that contribute to emergent careers.

Thus the possibility emerges to apply a theory of learning through

practice in multiple communities that would bypass traditional

constraints, such as the single lens, that have been associated with

career theory.

Communities of practice

Lave and Wenger developed the theory of communities of practice in

1991, to provide a new way of thinking about how work gets done.

Communities of practice are naturally occurring groups of people who

engage in particular kinds of activity. Obvious examples may be those

that occur within work environments such as Orr's (1990) study of

photocopier service technicians, or Zabuskey and Barley's (1996) study

of medical technicians. However, a helpful example that illustrates the
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breadth of the concept as well as its utility is that of a group such as

Alcoholics Anonymous (Wenger, 1996). In this community of practice,

participants learn not only the information and behaviours about how

to be sober, but also how to learn (or regain) an identity as a sober

person. The support for atl aspects from other members of the

community is critical.

Members of communities come to develop and share ways of doing

things - ways of talking, beliefs, values, and practices - as a result of

their joint involvement in that activity (Linde, 1993). The shared ways

of operating reflect the practice and provide the source of coherence

within it. Wenger (1998) suggests that this practice, and the process

through which it is negotiated among the members, involves a level of

discourse through which a community of practice can be understood.

As with the concept of legitimate peripheral participation (Lave and

Wenger, 1991), communities of practice are based on an assumption of

learning and knowing as social participation in practice. Four key

components of meaning, practice, community and identity, which are

inter-connected and mutually defining (Wenger, 1998), are integrated

into an approach which embraces intuition, judgement, expertise and

tacit knowledge. In this regard the approach is congruent with the

whole person learning perspective of Heron referenced in Chapter Two,

positing a critical stance towards cognitive approaches to learning. The

focus shifts from the transmission of knowledge between individuals to

a negotiation of meaning rvithin a community as a measure of learning

(Lave and Wenger, 1991; Galagan, 1993). Communities of practice have

a life cycle that reflects the coming together, mutual evolution and

dispersion of members according to the "timing, the logic, the rh5rthms,

and the social enerry of their learning" (Stamps, 1997, p.39). The

development of learning, through the various practices engaged in,

includes both tacit and explicit knowledge (Cook and Yanow, 1993).

Communities of practice theory offers. a fresh perspective on learning

which is located outside of the intellectual tradition of the literature on
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cognitive development or adult intelligence (Tennant, 1998). The

emphasis on participation through social interaction connects in

important ways with the three ways of knowing developed in intelligent

career. The communities of practice theory incorporates three

dimensions: mutual engagement; joint enterprise; and shared

repertoire,a which "should be viewed as a unit because its constituent

terms specify each other (Wenger, 1998, p.72). The fundamental

dimensions are interdependent and relate closely to intelligent career

ideas. Consequently, a congruence emerges between the significance of

the self through its focus on identity (knowing-why), of relationships

through its focus on community (knowing-whom), and of career through

its focus on personal and shared learning outcomes (knowing-how).

Mutual engagement

Mutual engagement within a community of practice is the experience of

engaging in and defining an endeavour as a co-participant with others

around a shared focus. A sense of belonging stems from the negotiation

of meaning that ultimately defines the practice. Such engagement

requires more than a declaration of allegiance. Rather, it is through the

application of knowing-how skills and knowledge (both tacit and

explicit) that a community of practice evolves through discovery of how

to speak and act, who belongs, and who is good at what. Learning

occurs throughout the process of mutual engagement.

Engagement does not imply agreement or consensus, and a community

of practice may be characterised by conflict. Part of the negotiation of

meaning involves the challenge of working with diverse points of view

and dealing with the complexity inherent within group dynamics.

Synerry within a shared practice means drawing from the relevant

knowledge of members to negotiate meaning. Connecting meaningfully

with what is unknown as well as with aspects that are known requires

members to be able to give as well as receive knowledge. Therefore, it is
more important to know how to give and receive help than to try and do

4 Although direct quotes are acknowledged in text, the following section draws heavily
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everJrthing yourself. Thus "mutual engagement is inherently partial

"(Wenger, 1998, p.761. This is a resource as well as a limitation.

Relationships are built through mutual engagement, which in turn

reinforces the interdependencies with the other two dimensions.

Joint enterprise

As the result of their mutual engagement, members of a community of

practice learn from their interactions with one another as they engage

in an activity (enterprise) around a shared interest. The enterprise is

"defined by the participants in the very process of pursuing if (Wenger,

L998, p. 77llwhich may involve reconciling conflicting interpretations of

what the enterprise is about. A mutual accountability evolves among

those involved as they work together and develop a shared

understanding of a practice as they engage in it.

There is an interdependence between the community and the context in

which it develops. Similarly, engagement in a learning experience

contributes to the dynamic development of both individual and

community identities. People usually belong to multiple communities

simultaneously, and so learning and the development of ma.ny aspects

of self-identity occur concwrently. Forms of membership within each

community vary as a person participates in a central position in one

group and from a peripheral position in others. Each provides a context

for negotiation of meaning as people align themselves in relation to

others within that community. An holistic identity is then constructed

from the various engagements. Importantly, Wenger argues that

neither the external context, nor any individual member can determine

the enterprise. The enterprise unfolds through a process of

participation that belongs only to the community.

Shared repertoire

While mutual engagement delines each communit5r, over time that

engagement to build a joint enterprise creates further capability for

from Wenger's (1998) book on Communities of Practice.
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negotiating meaning through the development of a shared repertoire.

As individuals participate through the application of knowing-how job

related skills and knowledge, the community develops a store of

symbols, stories, activities, language and routines. The repertoire

"includes the discourse by which members create meaningful

statements about the world as well as the styles by which they express

their forms of membership and their identities as members" (Wenger,

1998, p. 83). Various elements of the repertoire may be renegotiated

through the telling and retelling of stories, and the creation of new or

the breaking of old routines. In providing a resource for mutual

engagement, the shared repertoire acknowledges a history of the

community and simultaneously allows for activity in the future

negotiation of meaning as it relates to people's work and learning

investments.

The three dimensions described above together provide the coherence in

communities of practice. The interdependence among those dimensions

generates the outcomes of practice and gives rise to the possibility of

disruption of the unit from a pertubation of any of the parts. Wenger

(1998, p.971 points out that na small perturbation can have

repercussions throughout the system". For example, the introduction

of a new member may have vexing repercussions for each dimension

and therefore for all aspects of the practice. However, the practice may

manifest a resiliency that comes from its adaptability to change. In this

sense, communities of practice exhibit characteristics of non-linear

dynamic systems and therefore, along with careers, may be envisioned

within the metaphor of new science introduced in Chapter One.

Engagement in practice involves participating within an internal

configuration as well as engaging in external relations. Because each

practice is interconnected with other practices it cannot be considered

in isolation or separated by simple lines of demarcation. Rather,

through the weaving of boundaries and peripheries, corntnunities of

practice create a complex social landscape (Wenger, 1998).
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Boundaries around communities of practice

The dual nature of boundaries was discussed above in relation to

communities. Boundaries are both useful and necessary. The degree

to which they work in communities of practice depends on how they

affect participation; e.8., the status of outsiders to a community of

practice can be reilied through the use of jargon which excludes them.

People on the periphery of a community may act as brokers by

introducing aspects of practice from one community to another for

negotiation. Wenger points out the value of brokering across

boundaries as a critical function that some people perform which

enables new connections across communities of practice, ald gives rise

to new possibilities for meaning. Boundary crossing enables aspects of

practice (boundary objects, such as documents or concepts) to be

negotiated within other practice locations. It may be through boundary

objects that the community of practice connects its enterprise with the

larger context in which it is embedded. Whether intentional or not, the

"experience of multi-membership always has the potential of creating

various forms of continuity arnong them" (Wenger, 1998, p. lO5).

People in boundary spanning positions may need to address conflicting

interests to gain alignment among multiple perspectives. This situation

is comparable with the dissonance of occupational oriented workers

employed in an organisation.

In sllm, Wenger's theory of practice emphasises the relational

interdependency of the actor and the world in which he/she lives, the

activities engaged in, the subjective meaning of those activities and the

learning and knowing generated during the process of enacting tJrem.

Learning and identity are inseparable. Communities of practice are an

emerging domain of work-based learning, which recognise and

encourage "the development of tacit collective practices of individuals as

they develop a common enterprise and shared ways of doing things"

(Raelfn, 2OOO, p.63). Already there ar€ arguments being forwarded for

using them as a metaphor for thinking about whole organisations
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because 'such a perspective allows one to move beyond the emulation

of fragmented best practices to focus on the underlying system"

(Liedtka, 1999, p. 5).

The interdependency among the constituent dimensions of communities

of practice (mutual engagement, joint enterprise and shared repertoire)

means that their separation creates a false division and undermines the

overlaps arnong them. However the separation assists understanding of

their respective contribution to the overall concept of a community of

practice. There is a similar overlap among the ttrree ways of knowing of

the intelligent career. Both theories reflect a congruence with a new

science perspective of interdependence among the parts, and an

emphasis on dynamic process through which the parts seamlessly

integrate. A further congruence is with the emphasis on relationships

rather than structure to explain the emergence of form over time.

Therefore there is an ease in combining these two theories based on

harmonious underlying assumptions. In the next section the

constituent dimensions of each tJreory will be considered. There is no

intention of implying a direct correlation between the dimensions.

Rather, I make a separation in order to compare the evident similarities

and reinforce the overlaps. In so doing I emphasise the value of

sSmthesis for a new concept of career communities.

Combining communities of practice and careers

Several streams of thought suggest that we need to think differently

about careers, how work is organised and how people develop their

identities within them. Careers formed within the boundaries of a

single comp€rny are reportedly on the decline in the US, yet the pre-

occupation with them still exists and is reflected in both

psychologically-oriented literature on careers and sociological literature

on internal labour markets (Tolbert, 1996). I suggest that a s5rnthesis

between career theory and the emerging theory of communities of

practice would enable a new conceptualisation of supporting structures

for careers. The theory of communities of practice does not merely
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privilege the organisation as the structure from which careers emerge.

This is an important (and necessary) contribution so that new concepts

do not just provide a superficial understanding and a renaming of

existing structures (Sergiovanni, 1994).

A communities of practice perspective would allow for the explicit

reintroduction of Tonnies' concept of gemeinschaft. This would extend

previous attempts to reconcile the two perspectives which have

emphasised a single community attachment whether it is the

organisation, the occupational group (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984);

the immediate work group (Barley, 1996), or the geographic locality for

the communitarians. When combined with the concepts from new

science introduced in Chapter One, the theory of communities of

practice allows for a theoretical pluralism from which we can better

understand emergent career behaviour beyond single settings.

A social theory of learning which places learning within the context of

lived experience underpins the theoretical perspective of communities of

practice (Wenger, 1998). There is a congruence between this

perspective and that of whole-person learning underpinning the

intelligent career which was discussed in Chapter TWo. Both differ

markedly from cognitive approaches to learning and knowing. However,

in borrowing concepts from other authors, we must first examine

carefully the underlying assumptions (Easterby-Smith et aI., 1998).

This is particularly important with regard to their ontologies and the

subsequent epistemological perspectives.

Knowing-whom and mutual engagement

The relational emphasis invoking social support is an underlying

principle that is fundamental to both mutual engagement and knowing-

whom. The close relationship between these constituents emphasises

the dynamic nature of processes of inter-personal relationships,

through which information flows, the potential for additional

information increases and reputation is transmitted. The focus is on

participation and the processes embody the struggles to negotiate and
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renegotiate meanings aS ways career actors have to cope with

complexity and diversity in their environment. These interactions

require competence which links back to knowing-how and the

development of a shared enterprise. However, it is also about

competence such as knowing how to give and receive knowledge and

support when each is appropriate. The ability to connect meaningfully

and effectively with others requires such competencies.

The interactions among members defines the community engagement.

In that process a sense of cohesion and connection is engendered. The

boundaries around the community are subjectively defined rather than

objectively prescribed. Therefore the boundaries de-marking any

structured group or team are likely to be dissirnilar to those around

career communities.

Knowing-why and joint enterprise

If mutual engagement defines the communitSr, then reinforcement

comes from working together in a joint enterprise. The motivation to

work, a key component within knowing-why, is continuously re-

negotiated through a process of redefining the sense of purpose that

career actors are focused on. The changes that occur as a career

develops may reflect a variety of aspects inherent in the subjective

career such as growth, changing circumstances or new interests or

goals. Members'overlapping motivation to participate and contribute to

a joint enterprise engenders a sense of belonging and reinforces the

shared values that underlie motivation.

Furthermore, participation contributes to identity. This is a reflexive

construction of individual identity and community identity as each

contributes to the other. For individuals participating in multiple

communities simultaneously, different aspects of self are developed in

each community. Each contributes to the "self' that career actors take

into any context in which they participate. Forms of membership var'\ir,

reflecting different areas of expertise and enabling an individual to

participate in some communities as an expert and in others as a novice.
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These multiple aspects of self are integrated into an holistic perception

of self. This emphasises that people's work identity is only one aspect

of their overall identity. Learning changes who we are and therefore

what we contribute in any area.

Knowing-how and shared repertoire

Individual career actors participate in communities through the

application of personal knowing-how skills, areas of expertise and

knowledge. Participation in community overlaps with mutual

engagement ("nd relational ways of knowing) in developing a joint

enterprise that in turn reinforces identity, motivation and values. Over

time, the community develops a shared repertoire of symbols, activities

and areas of expertise. In that process a shared history emerges which

manifests as for example, specific routines. The repertoire is always a

resource for negotiation of meaning and so links inevitably with the

other dimensions.

Gareer communities

Discussion of the dimensions of the tJreory of communities of practice

and their congruence with the constituents of the intelligent career

theory dimensions contribute to the positing of an a priori concept of

career communities. I define a career community as "a self-organising,

member-defined social structure through which career actors draw

career support". In other words, c€rreer communities are social

structures where people learn, change and grow in ways that support

their emergent careers.

Career communities take a wide variety of forms. Some will have

explicit narnes and formal status ald others will be barely identifiable.

Some will be harmonious and others conflictual. The size of career

communities varies: any community requires at least two participants.

Most will have more, although their constitution will change over time

as .their life cycles reflect processes of learning. Thus some career

communities will demonstrate more enduring characteristics than
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others. Each community has its own codes which are used to

demonstrate membership and consequently, each develops a history

that is shared by members, often manifested in the repertoire of

artefacts, stories and experiences they share. The same object or

process may have different meanings within different communities.

As described earlier in this chapter, occupational communities also

have a fundamental, subjectively defined, shared interest in and

identification with the sarne sort of work. Furthermore, their

interactions extend beyond work-related matters where their social

relationships meld the realms of work and leisure (Van Maanen and

Barley, 1984). While these characteristics may appear to be identical to

those described for career communities, a more refined analysis reveals

clearer distinctions. An occupational community represents a "pure

t5rpe' of career community in that people's knowing-why motivations
and interests, knowing-how job related skills and knowledge and

knowing-whom social relationships may all be understood with
reference to their occupation.

Lawrence (1998) discussed the restrictions imposed on the occupational

communit5r by the conflicting interests and multiple roles of the

members. The uniqueness of the career community is revealed when

the subjectively defined members separate out their multiple roles and

specify in which communities these will be developed. Therefore, there

is a shift from a focus on the occupation and the other community
members with whom that is shared, to a focus on the communities
based around the development of practices - for example in volunteer

work or social support groups -where people may take the benefit from

shared experiences into quite separate work arenas. Overlapping
memberships reflecting shared participation in several communities
then becomes visible. Also, close friends at work may participate in a
shared occupational community and also a support community outside

of the work environment that may include other people. While many

communities may reflect shared membership by some people, not all

communities have identical memberships. Therefore, consideration of

the specific joint enterprises allows for finer elucidation of membership

overlaps.

Career communities also encourage a multiplicity of ways of knowing.

Knowing and learning are not separated from doing and are not
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restricted to any form of learning process. Knowing-how career

competencies may represent ttre most obvious aspects of engagement in

communities, yet equally, aspects of knowing-whom or knowing-why

may be developed simultaneously. Why we work and how we work and

with whom we work all come together seamlessly within our

participation rather than separated out as was the case in traditional

career theory. The competence to participate in a social activity is the

pre-requisite and from there the learning changes our ability to

participate in the world.

Gareer communities as pure types

Having identified the critical distinguishing features of a career

commu.nity, a further literature search was made for various possible

forms of such communities. The question that presented itself was

"What would career communities that arise from interdependent self

organising behaviours look like?" To answer this question, a typolory

was developed that accounted for members' intelligent career

competencies: overlapping knowing-why identities and motivation,

knowing-how skill and knowledge investments and knowing-whom

work relationships, and the three dimensions of communities of

practice: mutual engagement, joint enterprise and shared repertoire.

I have identified ten kinds of career community as "pure types". These

are described below. The discussion also makes connections to

examples of work that promote each community perspective.

Industry communities

These are communities centred around a particular industry such as

construction, retailing or high technologr. Industry has long been an

assumed basis for classifying economic activit5r, and for studying the

activities of employer firms (e.g., Porter, 1985). Industries also often

have their own "recipes" (Spender, 1939) both reflecting and influencing

a qeRse of participation within them. They may also have their own

training or employment boards influencing collective career
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arrangements. A sense of industry participation may be transmitted by

firms and industry and trade associations to their members, or it may

be nurtured within an industry as a whole through trade publications,

annual conferences and exhibitions.

Occupational communities

Overlapping with but more precise than industry communities are

occupational communities. The traditional professions, such as law are

included in this broad category, as well as more manual or technical

pursuits such as carpentr5r. An industry, (such as construction) can

have multiple occupations within it (architecture, civil engineering, the

building trades) or all occupation (such as computer programmeming)

can have application in multiple industries. Occupations typically have

their own associations and membership arrangements, often involving

credentialling through examination and continuing education.

Occupational communities also support themselves through regional

and national conferences, as well as perhaps increasingly through

emergent informal arrangements at work (Barley, 1996).

Regional communities

This kind of community is centred around a particular geographic

location, such as a city, a harbour area, or a valley. Regional

communities, and so "regional labour markets" may be sustained by

people's desire to stay in the location where their social life has become

established (Piore and Sable, 1984). Regional career communities may

also be sponsored by, for example, chambers of commerce, or any other

kind of regional economic institution. Many regional communities

reflect professional association or trade union chapters, again

presumably to promote the benefits of direct member interaction. Other

kinds of regional community can evolve through government initiative,

or from people's propensit5r to organise in their own economic self-

interests (Best and Forrant, 1996).
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ldeological communities

These communities are centred around a particular ideological belief or

goal. Perhaps most prominent among them are church congregations,

through which people share a common religion, as well as a convenient

means for social interaction, mutual support, and networking about

matters of personal or mutual significance. Other communities can

form around a particular cause, such as helping the aged, relieving

hunger, or counselling people in distress. Charitable institutions

cultivate or spring from people's ideological beliefs providing a shared

outlet for expressing those beliefs and putting them into action. The

tasks and training of charitable institutions can also have a direct

impact on work careers, for example when training for book-keeping or

counselling transfers into useable skills at work (Richardson, 1996).

Project communities

Project communities occur where there is a distinct point of closure to

the work, such as in a construction project, the delivery of a suite of

computer programmes, the making of a film, the development of a new

d*g, or the conclusion of a particular research project. What typically

binds such communities together is a shared sense of purpose in the

project's completion or success (Heckscher, 1995). In such project-

based organising, careers are interdependent with project

afrangements, and commonly move - or reflect people's attempts to

move - from one employment situation to another as old projects

terminate and new ones come into being (DeFillippi and Arthur, 1998).

Alumni communities

Alumni communities evolve from a shared experience, notably that of

graduating from the same high school, boot camp, training programme

or college or university experience. Such communities are often the

basis for long-term friendships, or for the exploitation of uweak ties"

whereby it is common to call on people who share the sarne background

experience for occasional career'assistance (Granovetter, 1985). Even

when connections aren't directly made, shared experiences can still be
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the basis for overlapping identities and skill sets. People may find tacit

support or enjoy particular reputation from being a member of the sarne

alumni group, even if they make no active inveslments to sustain

relationships (Litchfield, 1993).

Support communities

These kind of communities evolve for mutual support and include such

arrangements as parent-teacher associations, women's or men's

support groups, and groups which share common interests or

recreational activities. Some support communities promote specific

skills, such as public speaking, while others, such as alcoholics

anonyrnous, offer new coping skills in the face of personal difficulties.

The broad intention of a support community is to bring together people

with common interests and to both affirm and promote those interests.

Family communities

These are communities that derive their underlying logic from family or

extended family work €urangements. Most obviously these communities

reflect the widespread family business activities common to many

coUntries' commercial arrangements. Moreover, these family

communities often maintain futl or partial private ownership

Eurangements so that the family can retain economic control and in

turn control the opportunities for members' careers (Margretta, 1998)'

However, family communities can reach well beyond the single firm, as

reflected, for example, in the sprawling international family networks

behind much of South-East Asia's developed countries' commercial

activities (Granose and Chua, 1996).

Virtual communities

These are communities that exist without their members being in direct

contact. This kind of community is facilitated by information

technologr, which allows people to communicate and work together

without physically meeting. Sgch virtual communities have often

evolved through a shared company, occupational or other interest
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group. It may be argued that other forms of virtual community were

precipitated by the arrival of the mail service, which allowed

professional and trade associations to organise and identi$r with one

another even when their members did not directly meet. As voice-mail

begins to replace electronic-mail, and as video-mail is likely in turn to

begin to replace voice-mail, the lines between what is a virtual and what

is a real community are likely to become increasingly blurred'

Company communities

Finally, the employing company itself. This is the kind of community

promoted in the widespread literature on employee participation and

involvement that has been accumulated in the post-war years. This

kind of community has been promoted through multiple attempts to

satisff what Maslow (1987) influentially called "social needs" through

company employment arrangements, as well as by more recent

initiatives promoting company-wide teamwork (Hackrrran, 1990),

gainsharing (Case, 1995) or shared values (Senge, 1990). In larger

companies, the business unit, department, or work group are often

targets for the sarne kind of thinking at a more local level of analysis.

In sum, the employer company is one, but far from the only,

mechanism through which people may gain a sense of community

through their work.

Although I have described all ten types in pure form, most career

community situations are likety to be hybrids of the above types of one

kind or anotJrer. For example, Porter's (1990) evidence of globally

distributed "industry regions' suggests a common combination of

industry and regional types, and therefore a related combination of

career investments. Saxenian's (1994) work on Silicon Valley lays a

further occupational (electronic engineering) theme onto the regional

(valley) and industry (high-technolory) themes, and suggests alternative

occupational community connections for others, such as

complementary venture capital specialists. People working for

charitable institutions commonly combine botJ ideological investments

to serve the charitable cause and support for one-another's devotion to
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that cause. Construction workers join together in overlapping industry

and project community investments while also sustaining separate

occupational subgroups. Political campaign workers combine

ideological, project and support community arrangements. Alumni of

nursing programmes retain connections with their educational past

while practising their craft in different emplo5rment settings.

Participants in family business may also have overlapping religious

(ideological), geographic (regional) and extended family (support)

community investments.

Conclusion

The application of intelligent career tJreory has been discussed at the

group level of analysis to bridge a schism between two levels of analysis.

Interdependency at an individual level may mirrored as overlapping

group identities, shared areas of expertise and collective networks of

relationships at a group level. Such an extension of intelligent career

theory supports the development of career as a collective concept and

extends prevailing notions of community into career theory. While this

approach has been presented previously in theories such as

occupational careers, in this chapter the concept is further extended

beyond any single context.

The communities of practice literature, detailed in this chapter, is an

emergent one that is congruent with the underlyrng principles of the

intelligent career. The potential of integration of these two theories is

realised through the positing of a concept of career communities. A

typotory of pure types of career communities has been presented. In

the following chapter a research design to investigate the existence and

contribution of career communities is reported.
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Chapter Four

Research Design

lntroduction

Chapter One examined the dynamic inter-dependence between

contemporary careers and the environment. I drew on the tenets of

"new science" as a metaphorical underpinning to help explain the

reality of careers today. New science is an interdisciplinary framework

that focuses on patterns rather than cause and effect relations, on self-

organising and non-linearity. In Chapter Two I showed how the

subjective career underlies the process tJrrough which ongoing

adaptation between the person and the environment takes place.

Incorporated into this perspective were intelligent career theory, aspects

of whole person learning, and broader perspectives on career which

support its exploration through resonarlce and personal meaning rather

than through objective measures. Chapter Three showed how the

subjective career engages with the environment through career

communities. Consideration of the importance of subjectivism in inter-

personal relationships allows for the development of inter-subjective

meaning as a bridge between individual and community aspects of

career. Moreover, the bridge is two way, providing connections between

individual and community perspectives. In tllis chapter I discuss the

overarching design of the research project and show how the emergent

design was derived from a particular ontological and epistemological

position.

This chapter consists of three main parts. In the first part, I will outline

how and why the research locations and participant samples were

chosin. I will describe some of the features of each group including

anticipated community attachments, as well as features of the research
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process relevant to each. In the second part, I will explain the context:

the purpose of the methodolory, the research questions and the

assumptions underlying the study derived from the ontological and

epistemological perspectives of the researcher. In the third Ptrt, I will

report on the methods of data collection and analysis. These may be

pre-summarised as follows. Individual subjective data were elicited by

means of the Intelligent Career Card Sort (ICCS), " method which I had

developed in previous work as a means of assessing, at the individual

level of analysis, the three "ways of knowing" of intelligent careers.

Subsequently, the above ICCS data were fed back to participants in

focus group meetings in order to initiate discussions designed to elicit

inter-subjective data from each group.

Research locations

A pilot study: Gem Corporations

Investigating career communities required looking beyond any

canonical work group (Brown and Duguid, 1991). However, a group

within a somewhat traditional organisational frame was a useful place

to assess the viability and practicality of a new methodolory. It seemed

practical to start with a group indicating a shared occupational interest.

I also sought a group with an espoused shared learning agenda.

Such a group became available as a consequence of an invitation to

work with a team of Recruitment Consultants (Gem. Corporation). The

expressed pu{pose of the intervention was to work with the ICCS and to

provide individuals with individual feedback on their results followed by

collective feedback and processing of the implications with the team

together. I was explicit about my desire to condtrct a trial of a new

methodolory that could then be used as a pilot for my doctoral

research. There was an ethical issue here regarding participation in a

work situation that also serves as a trial for other purposes. Therefore,

participants were given the opportunity to withdraw from the study if

l0l
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they chose to do so. No-one did. Anticipating an interplay between

company and occupational career themes, my working proposition was

that I would observe occupational and client-centred project community

investments along with muted company investments.

The Rose Foundation

The next study was conducted at the Rose Foundation,6 a not-for-profit

Charitable Trust that deals with the victims of sexual abuse. This

sample was also purposively selected because of what appeared to be a

clearly espoused ideological commitment to their work. I expected the

participants would identiff this as a primary reason behind their

attachment to the Trust, especially since the work was reported to be

poorly paid. However, there are different disciplinary areas within the

Foundation which led me to anticipate a likelihood of finding multiple

"pure types" of career community within the same group. My interest

was in how much both ideological and support community themes were

interwoven with more fundamental company and occupational tttemes.

At the very least, conducting a second shrdy provided a basis for

comparisons. One comparison would be t.l:e size of the group that I

would work with. In the pilot study I worked with a specific team

within the company and although that study was primarily to test the

utility of my methodolory, I made it a point to analyse the data for

themes. The total number of employees in the Rose Foundation (19)

afforded me the opportunity to work with everyone, a situation that the

participants also welcomed (because of their commitment to a shared

ideologr). One potential benefit was the possibility of emergent patterns

of career communit5r types within an overarching (organisational)

structure.

Leased Executives

The next study was of LeaseC

growth and significance of the

Executives, selected because of the

contingent workforce internationally

6 The Rose Foundation is a pseudonom
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(Filipezak, Hequet, Picard and Stamps, 1995). Leased Executives are

professionals, "usually with a specific area of expertise, who contract,

often through an agency, to provide a client company with short-term

cover, trouble shooting in an area of expertise, or completion of a pre-

defined project" (Inkson, Heising and Rousseau, in press). Within this

group I expected mobility to be a characteristic trait and so the

community orientations would be of particular interest. I anticipated a

hybrid of pure community types because all of the members are self-

employed professional contractors who are persistently attached as frrll-

time workers at client locations. They are placed on assignments by the

agency and so potentially there was a tension between two kinds of

overlapping "company communit5/. There was also an issue of

overlapping professional community identities in-as-much as many of

the sample group performed similar (accountancy) work.

Pacific professionals

The Pacilic professionals were selected because of their collective

orientation that is markedly different from the individualistic

orientation that characterises New Zealanders of European descent

(Traynor and Watts, 1992). Furthermore, ethnic minority groups have

been recognised as people who cultivate broad networks across

traditional boundaries in order to establish supportive developmental

relationships with others. (Ibarra, 1995). Pacific people are a minority

ethnic group comprising six percent of the total New Zealand population

(Fakahau, 1998). An opportunity arose to facilitate an intelligent career

workshop for a group of Pacific professionals attending a leadership

development course. The participants were all New Zealand residents

who worked in the public sector throughout the countr5r. An integral

part of the workshop format, similar to the previous sample

populations, was completion of ICCS. As a follow up to the workshops,

I invited all participants to work with me to investigate the concept of

career communities. For Pacific peoples, a strong community

orientation is part of their cultures, and is espoused in their explicit

beliefs and evident in their actions. Therefore this study was of
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particular interest for the exploration of the career conununity concept.

My expectation was that religious, ethnic and or family commitments

would over-ride more traditional individualistic and comp€rny career

stereotypes.

The Pacific professionals tested the career community concept clearly

beyond the boundaries of any single or dominant employer although

most worked within the public sector in Health or Housing. My

anticipation was that there would be evidence of giving and receiving

support which would be a dominant theme because it reflects one way

that minority groups seek career support across a diversity of situations

(Thomas and Higgins, 1996).

Limitations of the sampling frame

While the career groups studied by no means exhaust the diversity of

career communities that may be studied in the contemporary

workforce, they provided an opportunity to test the relevance of the

career communigr concept in a range of contrasting situations.

Furthermore, each group represented a quite different set of

motivations, background and context underpinning their careers. Table

4.1 reports basic demographic statistics for the four groups studied.

Table 4.1:Demographic profile of pattieipants who conpleted the
ICCS

The research context

This study is centred in the emerging new

careers are predicated on learning and

internally prescribed measures of success.

explicated in previous chapters clearly

career paradigm in which

marked by mobility and

The theoretical frameworks

point to ttre increasing

Gem
Corporation

Rose
Foundation

Leased
Executives

Pacific
Professionals

Males 0 0 35 l9

Females ll l9 16 40

Age range 24 -36 25-48 26-65 26-64
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inadequacy of traditional career models based on the assumption that

organisations are sponsors and providers of externally-defined career

opportunities. Instead, these frameworks represent a move towards

models involving individually-generated career strategies. This re-opens

a series of assumptions within traditional career theory about tJ.e place

and role of communitv attachments.

Purpose of the methodology

My experience as a practitioner underpinned a growing awareness that

career research, as well as having academic validity should also have a

utility in practice. tntegration of theory and practice has previously

been sought (see Chapter Two) and yet trends in the world of work have

combined to challenge the relevance and utility of traditional theoretical

models of career (Harmon, 1996). Different language is used by

practitioners and academics and the looseness of the terms such as job,

career, and occupation, is problematic (Herr, 19961. Furthermore, there

is also an increasing tension between the notion of career as an

individual construct and the demise of the supremacy of the

organisational career model. A major issue rests around 'whether the

construction of career theory continues to rest primarily on

psychological assumptions about the primacy of individual action or on

dynamic and interactional, sociological, anthropological, and

organisational perspectives that put people into contexts that shape or

restrict individual action and create barriers and obstacles that must be

understood and surrnounted" (Herr, 1996, p. 28l..

From my client based work field testing of the theoretical model of the

intelligent career has by now shown significant relevance for a wide-

ranging group of over 4OO clients. This framework is effective to

support clients establish their personal criteria for career success and

for constructing subsequent action plans for their career choices.

However it seemed increasingly important to relate these plans to a
context in which personal career growth could be understood without

necessarily referring to an organisational frame of reference. Another

personal observation was the enthusiasm with which clients embraced
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the knowing-whom aspect of the frame that suggested the value in

maintaining strong social connections to enhance career development.

Therefore a key pu{pose in this study was to facilitate the integration of

theory witJr practice while exploring possibilities of career communities

as a social structure beyond those boundaries assumed to prevail

within company or occupation.

Assumptions underpinning the research

Axiology

Ifuowledge cannot be free of values (Clandinin and Connelly, 1998;

Denzin, 1998). The dynamics and results of the research processes I

engage in inevitably reflect my personal philosophies, my value base,

my previous experience and the interaction between these (House,

19971. Therefore, as a researcher I need to acknowledge my own

values, beliefs, and assumptions. Incorporated into my world-view,

these aspects of personality inevitably affect the way I frame my

research purpose, derive my research questions and design my research

plan. Thus my worldview influences the ontological and epistemological

frames that together inform the methodologr used. To explicate my

ontologr and epistemological position, I need to draw from my personal

experiences.

My experiences as a teacher, counsellor, consultant and coach have

provided an heuristic on which I have been able to reflect in order to

uncover implicit assumptions. Engaging in a process of reflection to

facilitate learning from practice has been recognised as a skill within

adult education and learning (Schon, 1983; Brookfield, 19941. I have

enjoyed the benefits of the support of a facilitator for this self-reflexive

approach for extracting mea:ring from personal experiences as a way to

maximise my learning. The positive nature of these experiences has

resulted in my integration of this process into all aspects of my work.

Furthermore, as McMillan (1997, p. 206l explains, 'my understanding

of blother person is entirely ddpendent on how I interpret my own

experiences, as this will always influence my appreciation of the other's
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experience". I believe this to be true of any transpersonal work in which

I engage.

As a counsellor, I subscribed to a Rogerian-based humanistic practice

(Rogers, 1951). This model is person-centred and predicated on the

practitioner holding an unconditional positive regard for the client as

the practitioner supports the client move towards self-actualisation.

For Rogers, this practitioner characteristic is a pre-requisite to the

establishment of empathy, a defining characteristic of which is an

ability to:

perceive the internal frame of reference of another with
accuracy, and with the emotional components and
meanings which pertain thereto, as if one were the other
person, but without ever losing the 'as if condition.

(Rogers, 195/,, p. 210)

One misinterpretation of the person-centred approach is the belief that

empathy simply constitutes reflecting back tJre responses of the other

person. Rather empathy involves the taking of multiple perspectives

including cognitive and affective phenomena such as perceptual cues,

self-experience, imagination, and the use of intuition and idiosyncratic

modes (McMillan, 1997). Thus, the separation of cognition and emotion

is difficutt to effect within a therapeutic relationship. Similarly, in all

other relationships, the separation is arbitrary. This view is congruent

with the person being conceptualised as oa seamless whole, an

interacting system which in simplified form has four psychological

modes of beingl (Heron, 1990 p. 17), which has profound implications

for learning and for research. The "procedures we embrace reflect our

personal character structures, defences, and the extent (or otherwise) of

our own personal psychological integration" (House, 1997, p. 2O2).

Similarly, my work as a career consultant involves supporting clients to

retrospectively engage in sense making. A person-centred learning

approach assumes that the client is capable of autonomous action (Lent

et pl., 1996). Furthermore, there is a recognition that the concept of

self-efficacy has important implications for career behaviour (Hackett
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and Betz, 1981). The shadow side of that assumption is the reality of

the constraining influences of context and circumstance. There is an

ongoing struggle for many career actors to reconcile many competing

aspects into their career.

Ontological and epistemological perspectives

My perspective, as outlined above, is ontologically subjective. I believe

that there is a subjective and interpretative process through which

reality is perceived. What counts as reality in the subjective career

involves recognition and interpretation of personal events that influence

career behaviour. The subjective career is a social construction of

events and their meaning. The interpretative and evaluative component

inherent in the subjective career highlights the difference between the

constitution of knowledge from an internal perspective as opposed to an

attribution of meaning for the same event from an external perspective.

However, my position is not congruent with a post-modern view of

subjectivity that suggests there is no reality external of the construction

of it (Morgan and Smircich, 1980). Rather my position is consistent

with a r€rnge of views that emphasise that human phenomena must be

understood subjectively and that the social world is understood from

within. This ontological position drives an epistemologr that seeks to

understand the subjective career.

Epistemological position

Traditional frameworks, based on a positivist epistemolory, which have

previously underpinned career studies, have been useful. However, as

outlined in Chapter One, today's environment requires a shift to redress

the imbalance of attention between subjective and objective career.

An approach to elicit and describe the subjective career must allow for

ongoing development and must account for a range of evolving a:nd

incomplete episodes within the working and non-working lives of career

actors. The process for elicitation muSt be dynamic and must allow for

personal interpretations of reality and sense making through ongoing
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dialogUe \Mith self and others. One perspective is that the process may

be seen as valid.ation of individuat perspectives that acknowledge that

personal private concerns have equal status with public aspects of

career.

Eliciting the client's subjective career is congruent with a humanistic

philosophy and requires a qualitative phenomenological approach to

generate data (Ellingham, 1997; House, 79971. However, it is important

to acknowledge that any interaction with a client serves as an

intervention and has an impact on the process. The dynamics of the

relationship will be affected by the degree to which each party is able to

focus on the client's world. The interaction will also affect both parties

over time.

Methodological position

A qualitative methodological approach is appropriate glven the

assumptions explicated above. Understanding meaning from the

participants' perspective is one of tlre key strengths of qualitative

inqurry (Maxwell, 1996). The "local grounding", that is the intrinsic

interest in the participants and the processes involved in eliciting

subjective and inter-subjective meanings (Miles and Hubennan' 19941,

has particular relevance for this research. Furtherrnore, the outcomes

of the research will derive from an interpretation of the participant's

reality and an understanding of the individual's constrttction of

personal meaning (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). The social sciences have

always been caught between the need to be scientilic and the need to be

human, (Jean Lee, 19921. Those aspects of the social sciences based on

humanistic principles, require methodologies which honour both "our

need for communicable inter-subjective knowledge about the world and

our core humanistic principles, which elevate the values of holism and

human meaning above those of mechanism and quantifiabiliq/' (House,

1997, p. 2O3).

The subjective career has been recognised for its unique contribution to

explaining career patterns and career lines. However it has been
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explicitly relegated to a secondary position in relation to the objective

career by researchers who consider that "it presents more problems in

terms of validity and reliability of measurement and therefore should

only be used when other methods prove inadequate" (Stebbins, I97O,

p. 42ll. Increased acceptance of the use of qualitative methodologies in

the social sciences has accelerated a diversity of approaches in

management research and theory. The notion that theory could be

developed without independent and dependent variables, that only a

decade ago was 'new and controversial" is now viewed as a "trivial

truth" (Elsbach, Sutton and Whetten, 1999, p. 633). Thus qualitative

approaches that elicit subjectivity have also acquired greater

acceptance.

The research questions

Three research questions that underpin this study were listed in

Chapter One and are as follows:

The first question "Hout weII does intelligent career th.eory support sense-

making at a group leuel of analgsis?" addresses the relevance of the

intelligent career framework to connecting individual career

competencies with community learning. In asking this question I seek

to explore ways that learning crosses levels of analysis.

The second question is "How does the concept of ucareer cotrurLunities"

contibute to our understanding of career groutth?" This question

addresses a fundamental need to consider alternative structures to

support careers in the current climate of accelerating change.

The third question is 'FJow do people self-organise into collectiue work

arrangements?"

These questions provide the focus for my investigation' The

methodolory involved application of the Intelligent Career Card Sort

(ICCp) (Parker, 1996; Parker and Arthur, 1997) to elicit the subjective
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career aspirations of individuals. From these results, cohortT responses

from four distinct sample populations were weighted and used as input

data to generate discussion of the items. Thus inter-subjective

meanings were evoked through discussion of the career relevance of the

items for that group.

The method

The purpose of the project was to elicit inter-subjective data in order to

ascertain the possible existence of career communities. I believe that

inter-subjective data requires first the elicitation of the subjective

perspective of the individual participants. As described in Chapter One,

subjective data is unique to the person and therefore it was important

to begin at this level of analysis so that effective connection between tJ'e

individual and the community could be made. The inter-subjective data

was fundamental to the work reported in this thesis. Therefore a

methodologr was needed that both a) elicited individual subjective

career phenomena and b) sought to synthesise overlapping subjective

phenomena at the group/community level of analysis.

The research design involved two stages, one at an individual level of

analysis and the second at a community level of analysis. Stage one

was the application of the intelligent career card sort (ICCS) in which

each participant in each group completed an individual sort. The

development and underlying properties of the ICCS are detailed in

Appendix One. The card sort was designed to elicit individual

subjective career data on the makeup of a person's (intelligent career)

ways of knowing under the headings of knowing-uthg, knouing-hou and

knowing-wtwm (described in Chapter Two). Stage two of the research

design involved aggregating individual card sort (ICCS) results for use

as input data in subsequent focus group discussions. One pilot study

was conducted which served primarily to test and refine the

7 Cohort is used as a term to describe the groups within each sample population. In
this sense the meaning applied is that from Chambers Dictionar5r ta group of people
sharing a common quality or beliel" (p.2a21. The common quality is assumed to be
their employment situation.
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methodolory. Three subsequent studies were conducted. A description

of these four studies can be found later in this chapter.

Eliciting individual level subjective data

The intelligent career card sort (ICCS)

The intelligent career card sort (ICCS) was developed through a research

project I conducted in 1995 (Parker, 1996). The card sort was

developed specifically to elicit the subjective career using the tenets of

the intelligent career theory (Arthur et a1., 1995). On completion of the

project a comprehensive literature review was conducted to refine the

card sort with a view to increasing its applicability to a wider range of

participants than the convenience sample of MBAs with whom it was

originally developed (Parker and Arthur, 19971. The instrument was

then field-tested, a process that is on-going. A report of the first 352

applications was presented in December 1997 (Parker, 1997). At the

time of submission of this thesis approximately 6O0 individual results

have been recorded. Appendix One details the development of the

instrument through the four studies that comprised the research

design.

The intelligent career card sort comprises 111 cards that are in three

colours to differentiate between the dimensions of tlre intelligent career

theory. There are 40 blue cards that concerrl knowing-whg; 35 yellow

cards that concern knowing-how and 36 green cards that concern

knouting-ulhom.

Administration of the intelligent career card sort

Participants take one set at a time and through a sorting procedure,

identiff the cards that best reflect their current career situation under

each of the knowing-whg, knowing-twut and knowing-whom categories.

Participants are recorrunended to sort the cards in each set quickly,

working from their immediate reactions rather than from a considered

cogniti re approach. The initial iirstmction is to create three piles, one

of cards containing items with which the participant readily identifies as
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relevant, one pile that the participant readily identifies as irrelevant and

an intermediate pile that the participant is unsure about. This

represents a crude continuum along which participants distribute their

responses and resembles data collection principles of Q-technique in

which "the subject is directed to sort the set of objects (e.9., verbal

statements, single words, phrases or pictures) by putting varying

numbers of cards or stimuli into several piles between two extremes'

(Carr, 1992, p. 4).

Participants are then asked to take the pile they decided were most

relevant and divide those into two piles: one representing items that are

more relevant, the other representing items that are less relevant. An

iterative process continues through which participants reduce the

remaining cards to sevens. They are then asked to rank these in order

of importance. The process is repeated for all of the three card sort

subsets.

When the card sort is used for individual career counselling the clients

then move onto a process of reflection on their own career practice.

This evokes individual meanings grounded in personal experience and

encourages the person to move to a deeper level of inquiry involving the

subjective career. For the purposes of this research, I was interested in

generating data to illuminate experience and gather insights into the

nature of relationships and social interaction within a career

community. The production of meaning is a social process, one that

witl guide the nature of our experience (Wetherall and Maybin, 1996).

My emphasis is hermeneutic,.focussing on interpreting the meaning of

"collective or inter-subjective features of socio-political life" (Schwandt,

1997, p. I 15).

Qualitative assessment techniques were considered most appropriate as

outlined in the previous discussion on ontologr and epistemolory. They

offer several advantages over standardised tests. In discussing

8 From field testing, seven is the number that appears to capture the essence of
relevant issues for participants. Form the qualitative processing in career counselling
situations, within these seven, the top four have shown to be most pertinent.
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qualitative career assessment (at the individual level of analysis),

Goldman, (L992]l identilies five particular advantages of qualitative

assessment measures. These are that they are usually more informal

than standardised tests and allow for more flexibility in application,

they do not require the statistical competencies involved in number

scores, norms, or reliability and validity data, they involve the client

more actively in the search for self-awareness and leads more directly

into counselling interactions, they are more open-ended, divergent, and

holistic and finally that they are especially useful with groups of clients.

Rationale for the method

There are several qualitative methods through which qualitative

subjective c€rreer data could be effected. These include for example,

career histories, personal diaries or in-depth interviews. While each of

these represents an inductive approach from the participant's

standpoint I selected a card sort for several reasons.

There is a long tradition in career counselling of using both

occupational (Gysbers and Moore, 1987) and values (Mossop, 19941

card sorts. My previous experience with the use of card sorts in dealing

with sensitive issues (in Health education) supported the reported

advantages.

One advantage is that the card sort items can be adapted to individuals

who differ in language, ethnic identity, &g€ or mental abilities (Goldman,

Slaney and Croteau, 1995). Another advantage is in the central

position afforded participants in not just reporting information but as

actively organising and interpreting it (Crouteau and Slaney, 19941.

This active position of internally generated responses contrasts with the

passive one when participants wait to receive reports (of a questionnaire

for example) from an external source. Therefore participants may feel

that they are active agents in developing their own careers. Such

agency links back to the application of social learning theories

described in Chapter Two.
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While there is little empirical evidence to differentiate between methods

in career assessment, some differences have been reported in education

indicating that different assessment methods elicit different types of

knowledge. Card sorting tasks provide information on people's

conceptual organisation for clusters of concepts. In contrast, interviews

and discourse transcripts were most effective in revealing the processes

and prior knowledge used to interpret new observations in the light of

pre-existing experiences (Jones, Carter and Rua, 2000).

I have found the tactile aspect of physically working with cards is

particularty favourable for those people who have a kinaesthetic

learning style. Amundson (1998) reports greater satisfaction of clients

with the results follo'rving this concrete procedure even though more

preparation may be required. One theme throughout this thesis is a

valuing of individual, personal and subjective viewpoints and extending

this to accommodate learning styles and preferences at the data

collection phase seems both congruent and appropriate. My own recent

experience in using the ICCS instrument in career counselling practice

generated feedback from clients that they found the card sort more

interesting than writing a career history or keeping a personal diary.

Reference was made in Chapter One to the deeply held and often

unconscious level of operation of the personal subjective map.

Therefore to elicit the subjective career often requires a platform from

which the exploration of personal experiences occurs.

Some people who had previously tried other means of career

exploration, including face-to-face counselling and journal writing

reported difficulty in expressing their inner thoughts. The use of card

sorts was helpful in providing a stimulus for those people to develop

own narrative. In this sense the card sort provides a guideline without

imposing objective criteria. Self-directed searches to elicit subjective

responses (e.g., Holland's (1985) self-directed search or Bolle's game

called 'the part5r' in "What color is your parachute?" (Bolles, 1997, p.

80)) are similarly based on an assumption of underlying self-knowledge

and awareness which can be successfullv elicited.
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Participants vary in their confidence to articulate their concerns. One

reason for variation is in individual reading and writing ability which is

less of a problem with a card sort than when asking people to generate

their own material from scratch.

A possible criticism, that the card sort domain restricts the participant

to items of researcher interest, was tested by allowing all clients in early

fields testing to write their own cards if there was any item that was not

covered in the sort. Reports were that the items provided more than

enough choice and narrowing their selections was a more difficult task.

Personal narratives in the form of journal writing were trialled in the

pilot study as I had incorporated them as part of tJle individual

applications of the card sort in field testing. However, it became clear

that the journal writing helped develop the depth of individual

understanding rather than providing for any substantially different

story to emerge at the inter-subjective level. Working with individual

clients eliciting subjective rather than inter-subjective career data was

also a highly time-consuming exercise. The combination of the costs in

time and tJ:e marginal benelits in community-level data moved me to

drop the individual interviews in further studies.

Gatheri ng inter-subjective data

In Chapter TWo, the concept of self is presented as a profoundly social

phenomenon. A critical aspect of self is subjective experience that

includes consciousness and a sense of agency and also incorporates

cognition to make sense of experience. Chapter Three positions the

subjective career within the social practices of career communities.

This chapter emphasises my phenomenological approach to empirical

investigation. This approach involves generating data to illuminate

experience and provides insights into the nature of relationships and

social interaction within a career communit5r. The production of

meaning is a social process, one that will guide the nature of our

experience (Wetherall and Maybin, 1996). My emphasis is hermeneutic,
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focussing on interpreting the meaning of "collective or inter-subjective

features of socio-political lile" (Schwandt, 1997, p. 115).

Inter-subjectivity refers to the shared understanding "occurring between

or alnong (or accessible to) two or more separate subjects or conscious

minds" (Dreier, Lgg6, p. 1O7). Moreover, there is a dynamic quality to

people's shared understanding as social lives unfold. The point applies

particularly to meanings within a community which are constituted

inter-subjectively through the experiencing of shared activities. There

are implications stemming from these assertions for the exploration of

career communities. My purpose is to capture what appeal as the most

prominent individual career concerns as part of the agenda for group

discussion. My expectation is that understanding how people's career

ener$/ draws them to congregate around certain attractors could be

effected by developing and extending the individual level data. This is

because the assumptions inherent in the generation of inter-subjective

data were congruent with those underpinning the Intelligent Career

Card Sort.

Gathering of inter-subjective data was effected through focus groups.

As reported in the pilot study below, my initial technique involved use of

nominal group technique. However, the formalised structure around

the process compromised the emergence of inter-subjective data that

was critical to the work. Therefore, a less formalised approach to focus

group method was adopted in the three main studies.

Another change that was adopted as an integral aspect of the research

design, following reflection on the pilot study, was the appointment of a

co-facilitator to assist with each focus group to improve the rigour of the

process. In each case the co-facilitator was from the same background

as the cohort group. For the Rose foundation the person was an

experienced counsellor who had considerable knowledge of working in

voluntary organisations and therefore could also identify with the

financial restrictions the Rose Foundation operated within. Participants

at the Rose Foundation agreed unanimously to allow this person to
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attend and act in a supportive capacity. For the Leased Executives, the

co-facilitator was a Leased Executive and had a positive working

relationship with the same company the participants were drawn from'

For the Pacific professionals the co-facilitator was of Samoan ethnicity

and ptayed a key role in establishing the career programme for Pacific

professionals in New Zealand. Thus, each co-facilitator identified with

the distinguishing characteristics of the cohort group in addition to

their ability to act in a supportive role of processing the focus groups.

Adaptation of the ICCS to gather inter-subjective data.

Application of the ICCS at an individual level included asking

participants to rank their card selections in order of importance and to

reflect on that ranking in further consultations. In considering how to

apply the ICCS at a community level of analysis, there was a choice of

whether to apply the salne criteria (of importance) or to focus on

frequency measures that are useful to gauge the extensiveness of

phenomena. Both have potential to generate valuable data. However, I

decided work with a method of weighting the cards to assimilate and

compare the most popular card selections. Therefore, rather than

reporting simple frequency of responses to any item, I developed a

weighting system to incorporate both the rankings and the frequency of

card sort selections. This follows a precedent established in the

aggregation of Q-sort data (Carr, L992llas discussed below.

In early triats of the card sort I experimented with the number of cards

that could be selected in each (knowing-uhA, knowing-hout or knowing-

whoml category. The field- testing demonstrated ttre limitations of

working with more than seven cards. One limitation was the time

involved if more than seven cards were selected for each way of

knowing. The freld-testing showed that people typically took up to forty-

five minutes to complete the full card sort. A converse limitation

involved the opporhtnity the cards provided for people to describe their

subjective careers. Here it was shown that people were generally

satisfied that the number of seven cards was sufficient to extract their

principal career themes, and to develop subsequent action plans.
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In further trials, people were invited to assign their own weights to the

cards they selected. It emerged people differentiated very clearly

between the weights of their first and second ranked cards, but less

clearly across the remaining five cards. As a result of these trials, it

was decided to weight the selected cards in four subsets: a) the first

ranked card; b) the second ranked card; c) the third and fourth ranked

cards; and d) the fifth, sixth and seventh ranked cards.

There is a controversy among Q-sort advocates about whether or not to

weight people's card sort selections. The controversy revolves around

the assumptions about relative importance any weighting system

applies to individual selections (Carr, L992ll. From the standpoint of

individual clients, a weighting system appears presulnptive. I have

avoided using any in my own counselling where I prefer to be ggided by

the Client'S own Sense of each card's importance. However, at the group

level of analysis there is a need for some method of aggregation- A

simple frequency count would also be assumptive since it would neglect

the importance people placed on each of their card selections. In the

extreme, a card ranked by, say, 4Oo/o of participants as most important

would be treated the same as a card ranked only seventh in importance.

A weighting system brings uniformity to the aggregation process and

allows for both frequency and rank of card sort selections (Carr, 1992l'-

This would also allow for clearer comparisons arnong cohort groups of

research participants (Carr, t992l..

Another significant aspect of the weightings versus frequency debate is

that the items were to be a gUide for the focus group discussion. Thus,

even after tl.e weights were assigned, the emergence and interpretation

of inter-subjective meaning was under the focus group participants'

influence. They would be the final arbiters of the relative importance

ascribed to the card sort items, which I considered appropriate.

The question then arose as to what weights to assign. The question is

dependent on the number of cards in the set. However traditional Q-

Sort approaches presume a "balanced set" of likes and dislikes in the
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cards used. Field testing made it clear that a) participants had

diffrculty in identifying with "least relevant' items and b) that to have

done so would have doubled the time taken to complete the card sort

which participants would have found irksome. These negative aspects

of card sort application have been noted within the literature on Q-sort

applications (Daniel, L989; Carr, L9921. Therefore, consistent with my

third question and my interest in people's self-organising into

community €urangements, I focussed on the positive end of the

continuum.

The notion of balanced sets could still help me however, in the

assignment of card sort weights. If card sorts with balanced sets had

been created, they would have been somewhat larger than the sets of

40, 36, and 35 cards adopted. I will suppose, for the sake of argument

that a full balanced set may have consisted of around 50 items for each

of the three card sort subsets. Establishing the weights to be assigned

involves turning to elementary statistics, and in particular to the

norma-l distribution curve, in the way Q-sort methodolory has

traditionally done (Stephenson, 1953; Carr and Kemmis, 1983).

The normal curve approximates to the histogram of likes and dislikes a

person would assign if sorting a complete balanced set. In a fifty item

set, each item takes up one fiftieth (that is .02) of the area under the

curye (see Figure 1). This means that the highest ranked card occupies

the area beyond the remaining 98o/o of the area under the curue. Its

midpoint lies at a point separating 99o/o of the total area under the

curve, or 49Vo of the area beyond the mean. Making similar

adjustments for the second card, the third and fourth cards (together)

and the fifth, sixth and seventh cards (together) the equivalent areas

beyond the mean are .47, .44 and .39 per cent of the total (See Figure

21.

The numbers .49, .47 , .44, and .39 were looked up in a normal

distribution table. The "z value" .for the table entry closest to 49 - that

is the number of standard deviations from the mean - in this case is
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2.33. Similarly, the "z values" or weights for the numbets .47, .44 arrd

.39 are 1.88, 1.55 and L.23. If converted onto a range from O to 2,

these numbers take the ratios of 2.0O, 1.56, 1.26 ay3d I'O3, or 2-O, 1.6,

1.3 and 1.O when rounded to the first decimal place.

Fortunately, the normal distribution is not very sensitive to the actual

number of items involved. For 40 items the weights come out as 2.AO,

1.58, !.28, and O.97. For 6O items the weights come out as 2.OO, 1.55,

1.32 and 1.06. The differences are minimal. Therefore the weights of

2.O, L6, 1.3, and 1.0 could be reliably adopted for all card sort subsets

without regard to either tJ:e actual number of cards used or the

hypothetical number if a larger balanced set of items had been

developed.
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Focus group methodologY

Focus groups are well established in marketing resea-rch as a means of

exploring consumer preferences' but they have been neglected in

broader social research. Morgan (1996) reports a steady increase in use

of focus groups within the social sciences especially within sociologr

and other disciplines promoting qualitative research. In 4Oo/o of recent

cases, focus groups were used in conjunction with other methods

(Morgan, 1996). In previous research I had demonstrated its

appropriateness for gathering and analysing qualitative career-relevant

data (Parker, 1996). For the pu{poses of this research I hold that the

collection of data from focus groups offers distinctive group data that

complements the individual-level card sort data and thereby contributes

to a comprehensive overall research design.

Subjective meanings within a cafeer community cannot be assumed

from an aggregation of data from an individual level of analysis.

Community meanings and the processes associated with them are

distinct from any simple aggregation of individual meanings (Daft and

Weick, 1984; Brown and Duguid, 1991). Research into the comparative

merits of focus groups versus aggregation of individual data focuses on

a numerical count of idea generation (Fern, 19821, or the polarization

effect on participants' attitudes (Sussman, Burton, Dent, Stacy and

Flay, 1991). These aggregation arguments miss the point that the

synerry within a group dynamic is not necessarily about production of

ideas. My purpose was to generate a shared understanding of the

meanings and processes within a career community. I drew on specific

items, namely the most popular card sort items from the individual

data, to prompt for community insights into shared perceptions. The

approach is consistent with tJre recent use of focus groups to seek

amplification of understanding and specification of practice (Ward,

Bertrand and Brown, 1991; Morgan and Kreuger, 1993; Saint-Germain,

1ee3).

Using aggregation of individual results as a point of departure would

serve to prevent participants, perhaps under the influence of more vocal
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or powerful members, from starting out with any false levels of

agreement or disagreement among them. Instead, the prompts from the

card sort selections would be used to encourage participants to explore

their degree of consensus and diversity. This is consistent with the key

strengths of the focus group method (Morgan, 1993; Morgan and

Kreuger, 1993; Morgan, 1996). Furthermore, initiating focus group

discussion around the most popular card sort selections would provide

an opportunity to "give voice" to what would otherwise be neglected data

(Byers and Wilcox, 1991; Morgan, 1996).

"Voice" is an important concept drawn largely from feminist philosophy

reflecting central concerTls about with "what is voiced" and "whose

voice?" is being heard (Olesen, 1994). In contemporary qualitative

inquiry there is a literature questioning the associations among voice,

authority and the representation of social phenomena. According to

Schwandt, one issue is tJ:e implicit and apparently unproblematic

reproduction of social reality from the perspective of the authoritative

voice of the "lone researcher' (Schwandt, 1997, p. 175). The use of

focus groups to elicit the subjective voice within career communities

emphasises the process as much as the product. Using a participatory

approach to inquiry (Reason, 19941, is congruent with the

epistemological and methodological position explicated earlier in this

chapter and allows for collaboration with participants to elicit data that

they can apply in their own settings (Kreuger and K.g, 1998)'

An action research approach also reduces the artificiality of the

separation between my position as a researcher and my position as an

expert facilitating prospecti-ve change. When the position of the

researcher takes precedence over that of the participants, there is a

danger of objectifying the data by de-subjectifying subjective responses

(Dreier, 1996),

Focus group methodolory offers the opportunity to observe process and

"provides the chance to observe transactions between and arnong

participants" Byers and Wilcox (1991, p. 64). However, the knowledge
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and perspective of insiders may be essential to 'understand the

complexity of events or the subtle nuances present in people's actions"

(Kreuger and King, 1998, p. 10).

Analysis for the researcher may involve making sense of what is taking

place as a framework for the collected data. Thus the research process

is a collaborative effort in which I am able to draw on my strengths to

facilitate group process, a critical feature of the success of focus groups

(Stewart and Shandasani, 1990). The participants assist in refrning the

terms of reference, adding to the credibility of the study. That is, by

actively developing a shared understanding of product and process

aims, researchers and participants make the work mutually

advantageous at all stages. My approach parallels dialogical research,

which is another example of a redefinition of the traditional research

process in terms of both outcomes and purposes to gain greater

empowennent for the subjects (Padilla, 1993).

Much of the group dynamics literature over-emphasises the skills of the

facilitator as a director of group process, and neglects the skills of the

facilitator to empower the group (Tennant, 1998). However, a critical

underlying assumption of focus group methodolory is that group

dynamics can be used to generate genuine information, and that the

facilitator can help people retrieve information (Lederman, 1989).

I believe that my role as a focus group facilitator extended to

empowerment of the group and that this was consistent with my

research philosophy. I also believe that the active involvement of

participants in the research goals would minimise the risk of "group

think" contaminating the data. I was aware that research in group

dynamics continues to investigate "the powerful influence of the group

on individual actions, perceptions, judgements and beliefs" and begs

the question of nwhose interests are predominant in the learning

accrued?" from this research. (Tennant, 1998, p. 1f O). Re-framing the

negativity of group think into the advantages of group effect changes the

focus, and values the direct interaction within focus groups as a way to
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investigate complex behaviours and motivations (Carey, 19941. In this

project, each participant would have already reflected on their own

position through engagement with the ICCS process prior to engaging in

the group discussion. This is one way to minimise influence from other

group members. It incorporates an underlying assumption that people

are a valuable source of information and that they can report on or

about themselves. These two assumptions also underpin focus group

methodolory (Lederrnan, 1989; 1990) and so reinforce the suitability of

the method for the purposes of the research.

Number and size of groups

Rules of thumb for the number of focus groups vary, although there is

consensus on the necessity for more than one group within each

separate cohort (Kreuger, 1988; Morgan, 1988; Stewart and

Shandasani, 199O). However the quality of the study is less dependent

on the size of the sample than tJ:e requirement to reach "theoretical

saturation" of data (Morgan and Smircich, 1980). Kreuger, (1988,

p.72), says this is "akin to redundanc/. That is "we are watching for

patterns in our interview results and we will sample until we discover

that we have 'saturated'the tJleo4/. Patton (1990, p. 185) emphasises

the "validity, meaningfulness and insights generated from qualitative

inquiry have more to do with the information richness of the cases

selected and the observationalf anatytical capabilities of the researcher

than with sample size". Homogeneity of the communities may also

affect the number of grou.ps required for theoretical saturation to be

achieved. There is an intersection connecting size, segmentation and

structure (Morgan, 1996).

The size and composition of the groups will affect the group interaction.

From the literature, the suggested numbers for the ideal focus group

vary between four and twelve (Kreuger, 1988; Morgan, 1988; Stewart

and Shandasani, 1990). Morgan (1996) suggests that smaller groups

are better for more emotionally charged topics to generate high levels of

participant involvement. I do not consider career discussions to be

necessarily emotionally charged. However, I certainly wanted high
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levels of involvement and I believe that as a facilitator, I am able to be

more sensitive to the group dynamic with fewer people present.

The group composition affects the size and therefore must be

considered. Again there is variation in the literature about the

homogeneity of group members with some advocating a disadvantage

when members know each other (Kreuger, 1988; Stewart and

Shandasani, 1990), and others suggesting that it is only a problem

when ignored by the facilitator (Morgan, 1988). The conceptual nature

of a career community suggests that members should know or at least

closely identiff with one another.

Moderation of focus groups

The role of facilitator has been described as both a strength and a

weakness of focus groups, reflecting the critical role the facilitator plays

in maximising a successful outcome from the focus group method.

Morgan (L996, p. 1441, says that "the presence of the moderatore is one

of the most striking features of focus groups" and that further strength

comes from "the researcher's ability to ask participants for comparisons

among their experiences and views rather than aggregating individual

data and speculatingl.

Reported research on the impact of the moderator (Agar and McDonald,

1995) directly questions the assertion that focus groups "mimic

conversation" among the participants. The point is that managing a

group dynamic is more than listening to people talk. There is a control

option related to timing of intervention and providing direction if this is

considered appropriate. It is directly related to the degree of stmcture

imposed by the facilitator because her behaviour and experience have

implications for data collected (Kreuger, 1988). Thus, one important

aspect of control is to ensure that some participants do not occupy an

inordinate amount of air-time which compromises the range of views

being sought.

9 The terms moderator, facilitator and researcher are all qrnonymous in relation to
this research
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Administration of the ICCS established a level of empathy and rapport

with each participant prior to the focus group discussions (although

less so for the Leased Executive cohort which is described in Chapter

Six). One advantage from this primary stage was that I had some prior

knowledge that I was able to use subtly at times to elicit issues that

may have been alluded to and yet not brought out clearly or picked up

by other group members. In this vein, I believe that sensitivity to the

career issues being explored was an asset. The shadow side of that

benefit is an issue of interviewer bias that is not limited to focus group

interviews.

The moderator is not neutral. Recognition that eliciting the opinions of

the participants may be facilitated by the presence of a person with a

similar background was reflected in the recruitment of a co-facilitator

for each sample population. Following the recommendations of Kreuger

(1988) conscious consideration was given to factors including gender,

ethnicity, dge and socio-economic characteristics to maximise the

comfort levels of participants. The co-facilitator attended to hosting

issues such as formalities, venues, refreshments and room

arrangements, appropriate for that population. During the focus

groups, the co-facilitator observed responses such as head nodding,

body language cues and gesturing. Immediately after the interwiews the

co-facilitator assisted me by debriefing as a cross check on the

important themes and ideas that emerged. Following transcription of

the tapes, the co-facilitator checked the data analysis against the career

community typolory.

The focus group interviews

The items selected by all individuals within each sample population

were processed to establish the significance of items. The first seven

items within each of the three ways of knowing were used as input data

for each focus group. The interview schedule was thus structured

around these data. For each group a brief explanation was made of

ho# 
-these 

data were derived. An icebreaker exercise was used to

introduce participants to one another. Minimal ground rules were
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agreed upon to maximise safety for all participants, in addition to

signing University of Auckland Human Subjects Committee Ethics

approval forms. Clarification was made of confidentiality issues and

ownership of the elicited data. Participants were advised that the

interviews would be taped for transcription and that they could each

check the transcripts personally. Five people requested and were sent

the transcripts.

In each focus group interview the knouing-uhg items were discussed

first. Sometimes this meant that there was more enerry of the

discussion within this section, and in the later knowing-how or knowing-

uhom sections there was less discussion if participants felt they had

already covered some of the material they had to offer.

Each group was asked the salne question at the beginning of each

section: "What can you tell me about these items that would help me

understand how they affect your career?" A rough time allocation was

made to ensure that the groups had sufficient time to discuss all three

ways of knowing and still kept within the two hour schedule that they

had been informed of.

Empirical data collection and analysis

An emphasis on research design is necessary to illustrate the quality of

any project. A demonstrable audit trail is necessary, particularly in

qualitative approaches where the role of the researcher as a-rl "insideC

(Jean Lee, L9921 is explicit and has a major role throughout the

process. The research design must show congruency between the

overall purpose, the processes of data collection and analysis and the

qualities of the researcher (Lee, 1999). Morgan (1996, p. A7l bemoans

the historic reporting of focus group procedures which he describes as
ua haphazard affair at best". Explic.it principles of design may

contribute to clearer guidetines in the use of focus groups and potential

avoidance of perhaps inappropriate "rules of thumb" which have guided

past practice (Kreuger, 1998)
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My methodolory for investigation of career communities reflected an

emergent design throughout the study with each stage informed by the

previous stage. The overall research design is grounded in the

ontological, epistemological and axiological perspectives discussed

earlier in this chapter. Empirical data was collected from four different

sample populations, which are reported in detail in Chapters Five, Six

and Seven. Some aspects of design relate to each data set and are

discussed in the next section. These issues include the sampling

strategr, the framework for the gathering and analysis of the empirical

data, the questioning frame and moderation issues.

The selection of participants is critical to the success of focus groups

because of the specilicity of the information required. Therefore

purposive sampling is necessary (Stewart and Shandasani, 1990).

Data analysis

Qualitative data analysis is a creative process through which a focus on

the research questions facilitates the recognition of emergent patterns

(Huberman and Miles, 1998). Efficient processing of data requires a

coherent analytical system to enable identification, description and

explanation of patterns of relationships. This requires a set of

conceptually specified analytic categories (Mishler, 1990). The ideas

developed and presented in Chapter Three concerning the pure form of

career corununities provided the basis for a template for analysis prior

to data collection. Each pure community type is described under the

three ways of knowing of intelligent career theory to form a typolory and

to sere as a template for research analysis. This typolory is presented

in Table TWo below.

The data from the focus groups were transcribed and used to augment

my personal notes and additional notes taken in the debriefing sessions

immediately following each interview. Data were analysed within each

of the three ways of knowing and checked for coherence against the

typolory presented in Chapter Three. In the initial analysis, all data

were classified according to their lit with the typologr. In subsequent
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analysis, finer matching waO possible as patterns emerged' F'or eaeh

sample population the focus group'analysis w.as alsq eheclEed by the co'

facilitator. Elxamples- of the strronger patterRs age repof,t€d in the

ernpirical ctrapters, as ttre careef community types- tllat ern€rged are

derived from, these patterns,.
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Conclusion

This chapter has detailed the overall design of this research in four

parts. In the frrst part, the purpose of the study and the assumptions

underlying the methodolory were made explicit and the research

questions were listed. In the second part, an explanation of the

development and application of the ICCS was presented. This

methodolory has been used successfully to elicit the subjective career of

participants, providing a field test at an individual level of analysis. In

the third part of this chapter the focus was on the elicitation of inter-

subjective phenomena through focus groups. A unique feature of this

research design is the aggregation of individual ICCS data to provide

input for the elicitation of inter-subjective data from focus group

interviews. Part Four describes the necessar5r adaptation of the ICCS to

facilitate ranking of the items selected by each sample population for

subsequent use in eliciting that inter-subjective data.

The results of the pilot and three empirical studies will be reported in

the following three chapters. In Chapter Eight tJee data will be reviewed

and compared.
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Ghapter Five

From Theory to Practice: lllustrative Career Communities

lntroduction

In this chapter, on the basis of the methodolory outlined in Chapter

Four, two initial empirical studies are reported. While each study

helped in the further refinement of the methodolory, the emphasis in

the first study was on the assessment of the effectiveness of the

intended methodolory. This study was conducted as a pilot study with

a team of management recruitment consultants (Gem Corporation)

operating within a larger corporate environment. The research was

conducted over a three month time period. The second study involved

sexual abuse workers employed within the Rose Foundation. The

research was a shared venture with the members and myself and it took

place over a six month time period. Results from tl.is study provided

stronger evidence to support the suggestion that people's "webs of

relationships" may self-organise into career communities held together

by the overlapping knowing-why, knowing-how and knowing-whom

attachments of their members. That is, the typolory described in

Chapter Four, appeared distinctly useful in interpreting the multiple

purposes these particular career communities sened.

The chapter concludes with a consideration of the contribution of these

two studies to the overall research design. The limitations inherent in

these studies are reviewed in conjunction with the support they

provided for recognition of the career communit5i concept. These

limitations tl:en inform the following studies reported in Chapters Six

and Seven.
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Gem Gorporation: a pilot study

A pilot study was conducted with a team of specialist recruitment staff

within a large company of management consultants. I was invited into

Gem. Corporation by the Human Resources Manager to conduct a

career-based team-building initiative with the Recruitment Division. I

suggested beginning with administration of the ICCS to team members,

a process would enable explication of individual career goals. A broader

intention was to ascertain the level of collegial support available to

people in the team. The process was also consistent with my

methodological approach described in Chapter Four.

One of the reported problems was that the team was geographically

spread between two separate locations within the s€une city. An

additional problem was that tJ.is reported split was paralleled by a

deeper psychologlcal division. The change mtrnagement initiative took

place at a time of rapid employee turnover that was in itself a trigger for

the sessions to occur. Three people resigned and were replaced by

three more people over the three-month period of the research. Thus

eleven people were involved in total, although only live participated in

the focus group discussions. Although the staff carne from diverse

backgrounds, they all described themselves as consultants and

appeared to share a common professional interest in their work.

The restructuring that was under way made it difficult to anticipate or

generalise about people's commitment to the company. While I

expected participants to discuss their personal investments in the

company, a broader intention was to observe the possibility of

attachments to other communities, notably the occupational

community of professional consultants. Furthermore, there seemed a

likelihood of project community attachments as participants discussed

their career agendas in relation to work projects they shared with one

another. Support community attachments were also conceivable

depe4ding on how participants described their overlapping interests

and how much they perceived their individual career learning targets
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being supported through their personal networks. Support community

attachments were also possible as a result of the geographical split

intensifying the localised support provided by team members sharing

the same physical space.

My first meeting was with both sections of the recruitment team. The

meeting was called by the Director of Human Resources who introduced

me and outlined the proposed project including the inherent aims,

procedures and expected outputs. She explained that this initiative had

a joint purpose. For Gem Corporation it provided an opportunity to

strengthen the morale and cohesiveness of the recruitment team

through a process of identification of individual career aspirations and

subsequent discussion of those results in shared sessions. As a

research project, tJre process afforded the opportunity to assess t.|e

viability and effectiveness of a methodologr that had a practical utility

with individuats yet was untested as a group process. The Director (of

Human Resources) then maintained a low profile and to demonstrate

her commitment to an impartial process, she did not attend subsequent

meetings

The second meeting involved each team member sorting ICCS cards. A

general discussion was held to provide guidance into the personal

journal writing that was required of each person. T\vo weeks were

allowed for the personal writing aspect of the process to occurlO. I then

spent three hours with each person individually working from their card

sort selections to elicit their personal narratives. While I did not read

the journal writings I supported a process in which personal reflection

on learning was effected in order for themes to emerge from their

descriptions of their own subjective careers. My behaviour was

consistent with the process for eliciting the subjective career. Each

person developed action plans (with time frames) based on the themes

that emerged from their personal experience of the ICCS' The

individuals reported personal benefit from the individual ICCS

experience.
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The next stage involved weighting of the ordered selections of each team

member and aggregating the items to determine their relative

significance (as detailed in Chapter Four). T\vo focus group meetings

were held as forums for people to share their personal views of their

most significant card sort selections with other team members.

At the outset of the first focus group meeting I worked with the group to

jointly develop ground rules within which we would operate for the

feedback and focus group discussions. Ground rule setting is uul

important procedural aspect of group dynamics and it is often used to

minimise either the possibility of conflict or possible degeneration into

"heated debate, accusation and blamingl (Stringer, 1996, p.721.

Although I did not anticipate these difficulties, I believed the

establishment and ownership of ground rules as a preliminary activity

by the group was a critical pre-requisite to the success of the process.

My aim was to maximise the conditions likely to promote openness and

honesty from the participants for the sharing of their personal

information.

The opening discussion provided an early opportunity for the group to

explore their understanding of specific common terms. For example,

considerable discussion ensued around the issue of confidentiality and

some concerns were expressed relating to the boundaries around their

forthcoming discussions. As members articulated their thoughts, the

issues became clearer and subsequently discussed and negotiated by

the group. In a sense, the establishment of ground rules provided a

forerunner to the subsequent discussions that elicited shared

agreement of meanings pertaining to ICCS card sort items. At the sarne

time, establishing these rules afforded the group ownership of their

process in the elicitation of inter-subjective data. The process required

the group to negotiate and collaborate with one another to co-create

meanings that were different from the sum of individual

understandings. The complexity and ambiguity inherent in this process

was challenging for the group.and highlighted the strengths and

lo The journal writing and individual interviews were not part of the thesis data
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weaknesses that existed in the inter-subjective explication of

knowledge.

An ice-breaker exercise was used to shift between ground rules and a

discussion of career issues. Each person reflected on their individual

process and offered the group a connecting comment to link forward to

the group process. Particular mention was made after that round of the

value of gaining a different perspective on each of the items and the

reasons people had given for their selection. I then presented tJre

aggregated scores from individual card sort selections as input for a

focus group discussion. (See Tables 5.I, 5.2 and 5.3). The aggregation

of card sort items provided some anonymity within the group thereby

allowing people to participate in the discussion without having to claim

any particular perspective as their own.

Managing the group dynamic: nominal group technique

A potential problem with focus groups concerned tJ:e issue of certain

group members dominating the conversation and in turn influencing

the generation of issues raised. One concern in Gem Corporation was

the presence of the leader (a relatively recent appointee to the team) and

the influence of her voiced opinions on others, particularly those

members who were relatively new and therefore less confident to

comment on issues. I was also concerned about the political divisions

reported (by the Human Resources Director) between people from the

two sites represented in the recruitment team. I therefore decided to

attempt to minimise any potential dominance within the group sessions

by initiatly adopting a nominal group technique (NGT), designed to

emphasise within the group process techniques and structure to

minimise behaviours that might interfere with the level of openness

within the group

NGT was specifically designed to circumvent factors such as verbal

aggressiveness and status that can have an adverse affect on groups.

NGT is based on concepts of creativity and particularly on Osborne's

work with brainstorming begun in the 193O's and formalised by Delbecq
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and associates (1975). NGT is a method that allows individual

judgements about a topic or issue to be pooled effectively, particularly

in small groups where uncertainty or disagreement exists (Moore,

1994). The technique is intended to enable groups to generate more

alternatives than the limited number they would produce in a

traditional interacting group, thus allowing a group to be more effective

(Delbecq et al., 1975). This description matched my aim to overcome

status and political barriers to the expression of potentially important

inter-subjective data. The process is not a substitute for focus groups.

Rather it is a tool that ocan be utilised to help achieve the goals of a

focus group" (Moore, 1994, p.2];, that is of seeking greater insight into

the group's subjective positions.

Results

Data analysis began upon completion of the individual card sort

processes and prior to the first group discussion of the pilot study.

Participants reported that speaking about their career was not difftcult

and the process generated a lot of personal interest. Each group

discussion was facilitated in order to gather responses within the pre-

determined categories of knowing-*hA, knowing-how and lvtowing-

whom. Each group discussion began with an explanation that my

purpose (written up as a visual reminder) was to understand the

meaning of items selected by the group. An open-ended discussion

began with the most significant item. My aim was to explore the

evidence for career community attachments with a particular sensitivity

to the occupational, company, project and support community

attachments referenced earlier.
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Knowing-why

Table 5.1: Aggregated knowing-why scores: Gem Cotporation

Item Weighted score Frequency V"l

I enjoy seeing how I
help other people

1.16 80

I like to be
recognised and
admired for my work

o.98 60

I enjoy being a
member of a high
performing team

o.90 60

I like the feeling of
sheer excitement in
my work

o.80 40

I like to gain a sense
of achievement in mv
work

o.64 40

I want to make as
much money as I
possibly can

o.60 40

I want to maintain
financial security

o.40 40

To avoid confusion, the selected card sort items are given in and

illustrative participant responses are given in quotations italics in the

report below.

The knouing-whg discussions began with the highest weighted card

selected by participants which was .[ enjog seeing lnut I twlp other

people. Their discussion focused on helping clients, for example, "I love

it when someone sends me a card to say "thank you" when they have

been placed". Another volunteered that "the attraction here is the

satisfaction of helping otherso. As the discussion developed, further

illustration emerged of the connections between helping others and the

recoglrition by clients of that help. Importance was also placed on the

role for team members of helping individual consultants thereby
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connecting with the second most popular card item I like to be

recognised and admired for my work Both aspects were associated with

the strong service focus the consultants brought to their work.

Further comments made the need for recognition more explicit: "I like to

give (to Gem Corporation) but I also want them to acknowledge that I do

that". However, people felt uncomfortable telling colleagues about their

individual achievements. Moreover, a lack of feedback was noted

around the company's own measure of success, namely the attainment

of sales quotas, not being made public information: "The emphasis here

is on sales but it is all individual and the information is not made

public so we do not know how others are goingl.

Helping others and / enjog being a member of a high performing team (the

third highest weighted card) resulted in general agreement about the

fact that "we have a shared interest which is focused on finding jobs for

the candidates" and that "l know I contribute to the others in the team

and to (Gem Corporation) when I can help a colleague". Working closely

with cotleagues appeared important in the maintenance of professional

identities. One participant commented that "my identity comes from

how others see me, so the feeling of being with people who are good at

what they do is very important", and several participants agreed with

the person who offered, "Although this is a new team and we are very

competitive, when we help one another we all become better

consultants." Another provided further elaboration of this by saying, " I

am learning to be a good consultant which means I can be a bit outside

of my comfort zorLe and see that as growth".

Moving onto consideration of what it meant for participants to like tle

feeltng of sheer excitement in my work, a suggestion was made that

'there is always lots happening here", "I have to rely on myself a lot to

come up with solutions to a variety of problems" and "there is an

unknown and so I am always anticipating what will be different". The

voice tone and enthusiasm of the people who spoke about this item was
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itself an energising point for the team. People's enerry also re-

connected with the theme of high performance.

However, a significant point was that during the individual sessions,

when asked to name the team, each person (including the team leader)

named only the people from the site at which they were physically

located. When this was pointed out to them, the discussion became

more animated and centred on communication issues between the sites

and emphasised that "the giving and receiving support is a two way

thingi', and that "we need to recognise the barriers that prevent us from

reaching full potential in high performa-nce". It was further suggested

that "potentially we are a very good team but we need to all feel like

insiders", to which tJre response was offered: "I like having a theme that

we all share and maybe we need to talk about that more.o The

discussion here supports the anticipated support community theme

wittr the geographical split emphasising the psychological juncture

within the team.

People's overall concern with shared success dominated the discussion

and the last three items appearing on the group list received less direct

attention than the more heavily weighted items. The feeling of sheer

excitement in mg work reflected the enerry of the environment, an

enerry that was also evident in the discussions. It is possible that the

items relating to financial seanifu artd making as much moneA as tleg

could reflected individual concerns tJeat people preferred to deal with

privately as there was little public mention of them.

Some time was spent discussing the patterns that emerged for the

team. For example, one member realised that none of her individual

selections were reflected in the aggregated scores. From that she

concluded that her feelings of discomfort within the group were

understandable, to the point where she sought feedback from other

members. In response to her request, other members suggested that the

difference in her item selections helped them understand her different

approaches and partially explained some discomfort that was similarly
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felt by them. Participants later described this aspect of the

communication as difficult and yet extremely valuable for them both

individuallv and as a team.
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Knowing-how

Table 5.2:Aggregated kaowing-how: Giem Corporatioa

Item Weighted Score Frequency V'l

I ern developing
knowledge about my
own abilities

r.24 80

I enjoy working with
people from whom I can
learn

1.16 80

I seek to improve my
range of business skills

t.r2 80

I enjoy working in job
situations from which I
can learn

0.98 80

I want to be a better
coach to other people

o.72 60

I am open to fresh ideas 0.60 40

I pursue qualifications
and skills that make
me distinctive

0.60 40

I am deueloping knouledge about mV own abilities, was the most critical

factor. As one participant expressed "a lot of what I need here can't be

taught. After six months I'm beginning to see tJle skills required

through my internal process, through concentrated effort and self-

reflection". Another suggested that "reviewing situations within the

team would be useful so I could benchmark myself . These comments

take on specific meaning when considered in the light of the youth of

this team. They were keen to grow and develop both personally and

professionally. Furthermore, two of the newest recruits had recently

come into recruitment from other disciplinary areas and were realising

how transferable their skills were.

The discussion led naturally into consideration of the next card sort

itern which was I enjog working utith people from whom I can learrf . I

can learn business skitls by working with someone more experienced on
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an assignment and then develop my own st5rle". A level of distrust

within the team was hinted at when people spoke in generalities about

"observing rather than asking" because of a fear of "being criticised for

something I am supposed to knou/'. One of the newer team members

described herself as oa newcomer to this field" although she had a lot of

experience in another area. As a result she felt it was important "to

have good people to learn from" and furthernore to "have the right

atmosphere so I can learn from everyone's mistakes. I don't have the

time to begin again".

The people in the team emphasised improving their range of business

skills. During the individual card sort processes, people had itemised

specific skills and considered them separately as areas for personal

development. Within the group the discussion related to the support

that team members could give to further each other's development in

what was acknowledged to be "a relationship driven business." There

was a shared focus on interpersonal skills. For example, "I think we all

need to ask for more feedback. It is hard but we could help one another

here', and "I have learned a lot here in the last six months but I would

have learned more if we communicated better". Thus ttre discussion

linked back to the people with whom they worked as a key source of

learning.

There was some commentary on specific project activities. Participants

saw them as "great to work on and therefore to learn from except for the

lack of (knouinguhgl recognition" associated with them. A connection

was also made back to the knouing-utltg concept of a being in a high

performing team, and then linked to a perceived lack of available

(knowing-utnm)mentors within tJre company. For example, "I have an

empathetic approach to candidates but I would like a mentor from

within this company to guide me'.

Specific examples of areas where learning occurred most readily were

then discussed based on the item: I enjog working in job sifuations from

which I can leant. One person spoke of situations where "I can go with
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X on job visits and this helps me because when there are issues with

clients, she has done it before". Others agreed that it was important to

go uoff the deep end in order to develop" and "especially to gain

confidence in new functional areas".

Time restraints prevented full discussion of the last three items.

However, a brief discussion took place about how skills and

qualifications were required to make progress in their kind of consulting

career. By supporting one another to develop their personal career

aspirations, each member would also become more distinctive in the

field through their personal portfolio of skills.

In sum, the knowing-how discussions showed how these people were

looking to the career community to enhance their personal learning

agendas. The data illustrate the potential of career communities to

assist individuals through mutual contributions.

Knowing-whom

Table S.3:Aggregated knowing-whom scores: Gem Corporatlon

Item Weighted Score Frequency

I develop and maintain
relationships with
familv

0.98 60

I develop relationships
with people outside my
company

o.84 60

I gle support to
people inside my
industry

o.78 60

I develop relationships
to receive social
support

o.72 40

I develop relationships
with people inside my
company

o.52 40

I spend time with
peg'ple from whom I
can learn

o.52 40
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I maintain I O.52 40
relationships with
school / colle ge friends

Participants emphasised the importance of deueloping relationships with

familg which participants linked to the pressured environment in which

they worked, for example, uMy family are very important for the

support, understanding and the comfort they provide." There was a

related need for overall balance between their work lives and their non-

work lives, described by one person as an nessential Separation of my

private life". Another participant added that "the problem here is

exhaustion - and the cost is to my partner. I need more enerry or

balance or something'. Most agreed witJl the participant who described

her family as "the most important thing - I place a lot of weight on their

opinions".

Participants also attached an importance to developing relationships

outside the company and linked this to an erpressed desire to get away

from what they saw as a very demanding work environment, " I think it
is very important to keep a wide and diverse circle of friends". "My

background is varied and I've found the culture here very closed and

white middle class". The mutual recognition I have with people outside

of this company reinforces the value of relationships in this business. I

get a lot of support outside of here". There is a reinforcement here of

the reciprocity of giving and receiving of support in relationships and

how that was balanced by a breadth of relationships.

Further knowing-uhom items selected show a range of external

communities from which people draw their social capital and support.

There was a recognition that deueloping relationships with people inside

mA industry actively contributes to individual and team learning.

However, the fourth card, I deuelop and maintain relationsfups to receiue

social support and the desire to find a balance in their lives emphasised

that their relationships needed to cover diverse areas. There appeared
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to be an attempt to make a distinct separation between work and non-

work relationships for better sustenance of their "whole" lives.

Interplay among the three ways of knowing

In the concluding stages of the focus group discussions, time was

specifically allocated to considering the interplay among the three ways

of knowing. The (knowing-why) motivation to work for these

participants came from their enjoyment of seeing how they helped other

people, usually in terms of successful candidate placement into job

situations. The participants liked to be recognised for this, an aspect of

their work that they also associated with being a member of a high

performing (recruitment) team. The feeling of sheer excitement due to

tJre pace and energr of their work was also infectious.

There was a lot of consensus regarding these motivations and the

overlap into the knowing-how areas of expertise they wanted to acquire

was also clear. Developing knowledge about their abilities was

attributed by the participants to being a member of a high performing

team which provided them with many opportunities to learn from their

peers. They also saw it as a way to develop further business skills. A

positive spin-off that was apparent from the discussion was a team-

building effect as the focus group participants appeared to develop a

degree of consensus about the items under discussion.

The knowing-whom impact on both knowing-why and knowing-how has

two aspects. First and foremost, the time spent with family was

regarded as essential to strengthen intimate ties that provided career

support and energised them to work hard when they were at work.

There was a strongly expressed sentiment that the separation of work

and family was helpful and necessary to recognise the different spheres

in their lives. For the home sphere, depth in relationships was

important whereas for the work sphere, was more important. The other

aspect of knowing-whom related to relationships outside of their

company and inside of their industry which were Seen as ways to

extend their reputations and therefore gain further (knowing-why)
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recognition, an aspect that also reinforced their developing self-

knowledge of ability.

Reflections on the Gem Gorporation study

The Gem Corporation data illustrated the anticipated high level of

occupational community attachment and also highlighted the tension

people were having to reconcile both occupational and company

community bonds. The tenuous nature of the latter was

simultaneously illustrated by the high level of consultant turnover

during the research period, the reported politics associated with the two

separate offices, and the atmosphere of imminent restructuring. The

anticipated attachment to project communities didn't fully show in the

data although there was some evidence to suggest it could have done if

the company had chosen to do more to reinforce and reward project

success. The high concern of some people over family time was not

anticipated, but does make sense in the pressured environment in

which participants reported they found themselves. This may be

preliminary evidence that the members of this career communit5r were

also participating in other career communities, specifically family and

support community types.

A limitation from the pilot study involved the generation of data using

the Nominal group technique. My experience showed that it was too

restrictive and my insistence on everyone having an equal say at the

outset inhibited free-flowing discussion. The discussions were useful

but they did not realise the possible depth of inter-subjective meanings.

Because it was important that potential connections were not missed

because of the method used in eliciting the data, I decided to modiff

future facilitation and manage the group dynamic with a less directive

style. Allocating more time for discussion of each item and pushing for

the collective understanding of the items as opposed to hearing

sequential individualistic interpretations may elicit inter-subjective

me.aning more effectively
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While the Gem Corporation data offered reasonable support for the

framework underlying the empirical investigation, it had some clear

limitations. The study was conducted within a traditional

organisational frame and involved a company that was driven by

"bottom line' accountabilities. This is not a criticism of either the group

or the organisational career. The limitation stems from my attempt to

explore an organising framework for careers that complements or

extends traditional notions and therefore working with groups with a

broader orientation seemed necessary. While broader personal goal

orientations were espoused, the primary business goal affected all

interactions. There was initial support for the argument that career

development involves multiple career community attachments.

However, the typolory and the research method needed to be applied to

a broader and more diverse group of careers and career settings.

The Rose Foundation

The second study was at the Rose Foundation, a not-for-profit

organisation. Different occupational groups co-exist within the Rose

Foundation, although all workers are united by a shared commitment

to their work. The Foundation epitomises a social practice in which the

employees have a shared sense of purpose working from a feminist

ideological base to effect social change. The work in therapy,

counselling and supporting the victims of sexual abuse differed

markedly from the commercially driven Gem Corporation and so

allowed for an interesting contrast related to different organisational

goals.

Furthermore, because of the size of the organisation there was a-n

opportunity to work with everyone rather tllan one sector or team

within it. The Foundation could be regarded as a canonical work group

in the sense of appearing as an organisational entit5r, yet it also

represents a communit5l of "mutual engagement, a negotiated

enterprise, and a repertoire of negotiable resources accumulated over

time" (Wenger, 1998, p. 126). In tJlis sense the Foundation could
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constitute a community of practice. Therefore' an empirical study at

this site provided an opportunity to see whether my concept of career

communities was an organisational concept or whether multiple "pure

t5rpes" of career community would exist within one umbrella

organisation.

The Rose Foundation is a registered charitable trust that provides 24

hour crisis callout support, telephone counselling, information and

advocacy service and on-going therapeutic counselling for the victims of

sexual assault. The ultimate aim of the group is to work toward a

society where relationships a-re based on co-operation and respect

rather than competition and power, an aim that is explicitly stated in

the mission statement of the Foundation. The Foundation has on-going

relationships with some government institutions, in particular the

Police and Social Welfare departments. However, while the Rose

Foundation members are clear about the need for the service they

provide, a tension exists between their perceptions and those of a

society tl.at largely denies the existence of sexual assault. The tension

manifests in resource allocation that is dependent on changing political

and economic climates.

Environmental forces, particularly recent regulatory and funding

changes, had culminated in a need for a radical transformation from an

organisational culture based on feminist values (aimed simultaneously

at personal healing and effecting social change) to more of a "bottom

line" business model. The external environmental changes were

mirrored by internal change that exposed levels of uncertainty and

conflict arnong employees. As the changes occurred people appeared to

hold rigidly to their roles to secure a sense of well-being and self-

assurance. This served to make change at the organisational level more

diffrcult. Sub-cultures developed promoting individual (professional)

status and worth over ttre basic tenet of collectivism upon which

previous achievements had been built. Individual work histories and

pensonal career development emerged as new phenomena to be

considered. Thus, there was a tension between the internal dynamics
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and the espoused aims of the foundation to foster relationships based

on co-operation and resPect.

Empirical study #1: The Rose Foundation

The management team of the Rose Foundation saw their task as

alignment of the past culture (supported by basic assumptions of a

participative, feminist, dialogue) with the work group of the future.

They believed that an essential step was to acknowledge individual

values and to assess their congruence with the mission and values of

the organisation, in order to build a frame for the future. Furthermore,

their hope was that the members' relationships with each other within

the foundation would reflect the principles of trust and respect it was

seeking to promote externally through the work. The ICCS process was

used initially to clarify people's career aspirations. The management

team believed that all of the workers would feel more commitment to

and make a more meaningful contribution to the joint development of a

strategic direction once their personal goals were expressed and heard-

Nineteen Rose Foundation members completed the ICCS individually

and participated in a personal process of reflection on their career

situations. As in Gem Corporation, this included the facilitated

elicitation of themes on an individual basis and the subsequent

formulation of action planstt. Subsequently, their individual selections

were aggregated and fed back to the group as an input measure for

focused group discussions on the shared meanings and the

implications individual choices had for the group. That is, the most

popular card sort selections were highlighted as a basis for focus group

discussions from which collective career communit5r investments could

be ascertained.

A more relaxed style of facilitation brought about a significant difference

between the gathering of data from Gem Corporation and the Rose

Foundation. Both methods supported the natural overlaps in the
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discussion between the aggregated items. However, the focus group

approach adopted with the Rose Foundation, excluding the NGT'

allowed for clearer negotiation of inter-subjective meaning among the

participants.

One of the difficulties I experienced in the analysis of the Gem

Corporation data was distinguishing among the inter-relationships of

tJre career community "pure types". My attempts to categorise the data

according to the typolory revealed a tension between reducing the

ambiguity evident from the discussions, and interpretation of data to

"match the model". This problem receded significantly after altering my

facilitative style with the Rose Foundation groups as freer discussion

ensued and areas of agreement were clearer. I was also greatly helped

by the co-facilitator I took on board, a colleague who, qrith the

permission of the group, attended each focus group and observed with

the express purpose of picking up nuances (such as body language)

that contribute to inter-subjective understandings and which may be

missed by a sole facilitator.

1r As for Gem Corporation, the journal writing and individual interviews were not part
of the thesis data
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Results

Knowing-why

Table 5.4: Aggregated lrnowing-why scores: Rose Foundation

Item Weighted Score Frequency (Trl

I enjoy working in a
supportive
environment

r.t2 78.9

I like to gain a sense of
achievement in mv
work

0.91 73.7

I want to work in an
industry that matters

o.62 42.r

I like to make a
contribution to socieW

o.52 36.8

I want to plan and
organise my work

o.42 26.3

I like to fulfll personal
goals through my work

0.40 26.3

I want to feel I belong
at work

0.40 26.3

The evidence from tlle discussion suggested people's knowing-why

investments were of particular importance to them. Individual

interpretations coalesced around the shared feminist values underlying

their work. I enjog utorking in a supportiue enuironment was the highest

weighted card selection. The emergence of a shared understanding

appeared to pivot on a parallel process of seeing how their individual

career needs were reflected in the support they offered to their clients.

For example, in considering how the support was manifested within the

context of collegiality in which they worked, they considered how the

support processed with each other compared with those they offered

their clients. Members believed that the quality of their conversations

with one another deepened their'understanding of how colleagues were

thinking and feeling, and thus how to best support them. As one
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participant put it, "I want us to share more, making that as safe as

possible, and to hear how someone says things. That is fundamental to

our life-blood." The conversation turned to consideration of what

personal support meant to the group members. It was presented as

something they needed to receive without addressing the issue of what

each would give. Possibly the problem was heightened by the

realisation that some of them were not clear about what other workers

did and so what support could be usefully offered.

I like to gain e. sense of achieuement from mA work led to an explication

of an undercurrent that there had been insufficient discussion about

multiple roles, role needs and conflict within the organisation.

Achievement was expressed as "making a difference", particularly

contributing to a healthier community through "breaking the silence"

and "speaking the truth" about sexual abuse and encouraging others to

do so.

As is often the case in not-for-profit organisations there is a tension

between a large work-load and limited resources and staff have more

than one role to perform. Some were comfortable with that while others

expressed feelings of guilt about not doing more because of the need to

balance outside commitments. These constraints led back into the

issue of how to provide support for others, both internally and

externally. That is, the discussions illustrated how the external

expressions of achievement required internal feelings of support from

colleagues.

I utant to utork in an industry ttnt matters and I tike to make a

contibution to socbty evoked personal values that had drawn people to

work for the Foundation in the lirst place. There was a desire not to

lose touch with the fundamental philosophy: "We need to agree on the

fundamental philosoph/ while they recognised the need to adapt to a

changing environment. One participant, for example, described her

"ny*9 sense of achievement in being political, being able to respond".

Another saw "crisis work as being fundamental to social change. There
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needs to be integration of individual and agency needs. How do you

support a girl who has been assaulted and (at the same time) cut down

on the impact of historical assault?"

Knowing-how

Table 5.5:dggregated knowing-how scores: Rose Foundation

Item Weighted Score Frequency (%'l

I enjoy working wittt
people from whom I
can learn

r.o7 73.7

I enjoy working as part
of a meaningful project

0.88 66.7

I am developing
knowledge about my
own abilities

0.85 66.7

I pursue skills and
knowledge specific to
my occupation

o.55 42.1

I enjoy working in job
situations from which I
can learn

o.53 42.1

I seek training and
development beyond
my current job

o.49 36.8

I seek skills and
training for my current
job

o.49 36.8

I enjog utorlang with people from wlwm I can learn was the most highly

weighted knowing-how item. Discussion about the meaning of this item

highlighted the importance of being visible to others within the group so

that "we don't short-change ourselveso. One woman warned of "getting

into competition about which aspect of our work has the most impact".

The desirability of a forum that was broader than the clinical aspects of

the work became apparent. However several people commented on the

necessit5r to "feel safe" as a pre-.requisite for learning. Providing that

safety within particular occupational orientations resulted in the
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creation of sub-groups within the broader context of the foundation.

The divisions were perceived by the group as a constraint on both

dialogUe and learning. It was expressed by one woman as "cells of

safety d.ecrease the flow of information and reflect the struggle between

small groups and the whole communit5/.

The ideological motivator to contribute to societ5r, (knowingtahgl was

linked to the context of people developing knowing-hottt investments in

skills and knowledge specific to participant's occupations (that is, in

counselling and psychotherapy). When pressed to be explicit about how

that happened, the response from one participant was: "l learn by

watching, listening to people and mimicking. It is good within the small

teams but interfacing happens less and less these days. We have come

full circle and are aware of the disadvantages of that."

During the skilt development process, / am deueloping knowledge about

mA own abilities allowed people to gain personally and contribute

through the foundation to societ5r at large (i.e., knouing-whg driving

knouing-how investments). "It seems this (knowing-twrtt) is about what

I get and how I can reciprocate that and then gine". Awareness of

personal growth and development was a source of pride, and considered

to be a pre-requisite for the reciprocity valued by the community. One

participant offered "I have a lot to learn and a lot to offer. This is my

passion". Another described her desire to relate her personal growth

with her professional development: "I can acknowledge where I am as a

therapist. Integrating that with my relationships is fundamental and

reciprocal".
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Knowing-whom

Table 5.6: Aggregated knowing-whom scores: Rose Foundation

Item Weighted Score Frequency (%l

I develop and maintain
relationships with
familv

0.98 57.9

I develop and maintain
relationships within
my occupation

0.66 47.3

I develop and maintain
relationships to receive
social support

o.58 42.L

I maintain
relationships to keep
old friends

0.57 36.8

I grve support to
people inside my
industry

0.50 42.L

I cultivate
relationships with
professional colleagues

o.50 36.8

I work with teams from
whom I can learn

o.50 3L.6

People's principal focus on knowing-uhom was .[ deuelop and maintain

relationships with familg and I deuelop and maintain relationships within

mg occttpation. Discussion of the relevance of these selections for the

group linked back to the issue of support explicated within knowing-

whg, and linked forward to the next item, I maintain relationships to

rereiue social support. Drawing support from the group in order to

increase their effectiveness in society was the enerry source that

enabled them to appropriately support their clients. While personal

support was clearly perceived to emerge from their individual networks,

their cotlegiality reinforced their shared sense of identity as

compassionate providers of a needed service in societ5r. As one member

asked "What would be the healthy practices that we would need to have
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collectively in order to actually work effectively and meet our collective

values?"

There was a related tension between the shared ideological focus and

the need to survive in a business environment that placed a prernium

on revenue-generating capability. One of the participants expressed

"trying to bridge those two things (counselling services and revenue-

generation) is when we get into trouble. The value base is flat but tJ:e

structure is two-levelled. And, how can we make that work in a feminist

organisation?"

Interplay among three ways of knowing

Discussions within each section illustrated the overlap and

interdependence Ermong the most highly weighted items. When

participants thought further about the interplay among the three ways

of knowing they focused again on how to effect meaningful social

change. The patterns that became evident emphasised the need for

congruence between personal agendas and actions and those of the

agency. The tension of this balancing act was characterised by one

participant as "a dilemma of 1' versus \ve' leading to the question:

"How do we be both simultaneously?" Describing her discomfort and

her wish to integrate them more, she continued, "so how can we develop

practices that can create safety so we can all learn more?"

Other members reaffirmed the previously expressed sentiment about

how the sharing of information and knowledge increased personal

knowing-how through knouting-whorn relationships. One was explicit

about how engagement with each other amplified their learning and

skill development, and then reinforced their values (knowing-uthAl. She

called it the "ripple effect" whereby "If I get support I can achieve what I

- and we - want through contributing (to society). The ripple effect goes

wider and wider and becomes a political effect".

The (knowing-why) sense of achievement was of critical importance

these women as a manifestation of an ideological career communitSr.

for

In
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addition the way their achievements were effected through a supportive

environment points to a separate yet overlapping support community

type. Both of ttrese career community types existed alongside the

company community of the Rose Foundation that represented another

point of allegiance for these women. Furthermore, there were

references to specific occupational orientations which also overlapped'

In sum, the anticipated interplay was confirmed from the focus group

data. Ideological, occupational and support community themes

emerged from the Foundation's employees. Even though the Rose

Foundation exists as an organisational entit5r, there is minimal evidence

of company community attachments of the kind long envisaged by

management writers. Instead, the members' community attachments

involved three distinct kinds of career community attachments. The

data also supported the dominance of these three community types over

other community types not identified in the discussion.

Reflections on Rose Foundation

The d.ata from the Rose Foundation provided further evidence of career

community attachments linking the development of knowing-whg,

knowing-hotp and. lvtowing-wlwm career competencies to the proposed

typologr of career communities. The career situations of the sexual

abuse ttrerapists can be interpreted as involving multiple career

communities, parlicularly ideological, occupational, support and

comparly attachments.
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Conclusion

Data from two initial sites have been reported. Both studies illustrate

the interdependence of the three areas of career competency with

overlapping "knowing-why'' identities influencing "knowing-houl' areas

of expertise and supported by "knowing-whom" social interactions.

Despite both of these preliminary studies occurring within company

settings, there was evidence that people's careers were indeed

influenced by multiple community connections external to the formal

employment setting. Furthermore, there was also support for the view

that a particular subset of career communities would be emphasised in

any given employment situation. This was exemplified, for example, by

the strong ideological community investments of tJle sexual abuse

therapists that were not found among the management recruitment

consultants, and by the family community concerrrs expressed by the

consultants but not by the therapists. For each group of workers,

interdependence with their particular combination of career

communities was suggested by the enerry members directed toward

constructive change. Further research will seek to broaden the limited

evidence provided here and to build a more coherent picture of how career

community processes urfold.

The next step was to apply the typolory and research method to a

broader and more diverse group of careers and career settings. That is

not to say that company career communities would be unimportant,

but that such communities will might be better understood beside a

more complete picture of related and potentially more enduring career

community attachments. Therefore community attachments need to be

accounted for with a group in situations that does do not reside

oneprimarily within
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Ghapter Six

Empirical Study #2: Leased Executives

lntroduction

This chapter reports the data from a cohort of Leased Executives. As

the use of contingent workers becomes more popular with both

companies and individuals, this group provided €ul example of a
different perspective from either the consulting company pilot study

Gem Corporation, or the Rose Foundation. Leased Executives are

recognised as inter-company workers who are self-employed. There was

a tension between two kinds of 'company communitJ/ in tJlat all of

these participants were registered with at least one agency and yet

always performed work for another company, the agency's client. There

was also an issue of overlapping professional identities in as much most

of the sample group performed similar work (accounting) and therefore

could be expected to illustrate an allegiance to an occupational

community. In addition, a furttrer context was possible in that the

client companies were all located within a single region, which raised

the possibility of relatively local personal networks and reputation-

building.

The data from this group emphasised the advantages and

disadvantages of an alternative pattern from normative careers, as the

Leased Executives epitomised an emerging breed of knowledge workers

who self-managed themselves and their careers. As a cohort group

their attitudes to learning, employment rdlationships and t.l.e balance of

work and family afforded the potential to illuminate challenges and

strategies of work patterns without reference to any particular

orghnisational career system.
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The contingent workforce: A growing form of employment

The changing world of work that was described in Chapter One has led

to subsequent changes in the workforce including a dramatic growth in

the use of contingent workers. The use of flexible staffing arrangements

is becoming widespread among establishments of all sizes, in ali

industries and it is predicted to increase (Filipezak et 41., 1995:

Whitehead, IggT #289] . A recent American survey showed thatTSo/o of

companies used at least one Wpe of flexible staffing arrangement

(Houseman, 19971. According to estimates, one person in four in the

American workforce is a contingent worker already (Albrecht, 1998) and

over eight million individuals participate as independent contractors

(Castaneda, 1999). While some writers believe that most new jobs are

eitlrer tempora4r or part time (White, 19961, Bridges (1995; 19971

believes that all workers are contingent. He suggests that it is not just

that jobs are becoming briefer in duration, but also that jobs are

qualitatively different from before. The rise of knowledge work over

industrial work, in addition to social and economic factors (reviewed in

Chapter One), have together caused "de-jobbing" of the workplace'

In an environment characterised by challenges and competitive threats

it is increasingly difficult for companies to predict what skills they need.

Therefore, both prospective employees and companies need to retain

flexibility (Epperheimer, 19971. New technologies have eroded the

security of regular full time emplo5rment (Houseman' 19971, an erosion

that is changing the nature of employment relationships to reflect a

transactional rather thart a relational focus (Rousseau, L9971. Some

argue that the career benefits inherent in traditional employment

relationships are missing (Allan and Sienko, L9971. They argue that

whereas hiring as needed may be attractive for the employers it may be

less glamorous for the employees, many'of whom like stability (DeVoe,

lgggl. Despite these objections, jobs that lack benefrts and provide

little security have been described as growing in importance (Kosters,

rssr).
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It is ironical to consider that a contingent workforce was evident before

the advent of the industrial era. Labourers "worked when work was

available, (and) had no contracts of employment' (Peiperl and Baruch,

IggT, p. 13). With the advent of the organisational society the career

evolved into a bureaucratic Wpe in which growth was marked by

advancement up the corporate ladder. Professional careers were always

perceived differently and organised around a speciality or an

occupational expertise. Kanter (1989b) suggests a third type of career

logic based on adding value, to complement the bureaucratic and

occupational types. Called the entrepreneurial career, it emphasises

individual activity with low security and high risk. This kind of career

resonates as much with the pre-industrial era as it does with the

growing contingent workforce today.

However there is another more upbeat view on tJ:e trend towards

contract workers. It is a view that sees the emergence of a whole class

of workers who thrive on new challenges (Bayliss, 1998). The positive

side of contingent work emphasises flexibility and choice in the balance

of work and family (Fletcher and Bail5rn, 1996). Flexibility may be

translated aS "low cost" for employers, but rather ttran perceiving

contingent workers as "throw aways" they are increasingly being

recognised as importalt contributors of human capital (Albrecht, 1998).

Furthermore, the workers are responding with instrumental attitudes to

match those they perceive from employers, attitudes that take personal

responsibility for employability and skill development (Bayliss, 1998).

The question here is how do these workers build and retain communit5r

attachments when their work alTangements are continually changing?

Gontingent workers and their agents

The literature covers many terms: temporar5r workers; short-term hires;

regular part time workers; on-call workers; interim managers; contract

workers and out-sourced employees (Szabo, 1993; Larson, 1996;

Hopseman, IggT). Irrespective of ttre terminolory, contingent workers
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are described to not perceive themselves as having ongoing employment

with a single company (Barker and Christensen, 1998).

Both clerical and information technologr (IT) workers have long been

associated with temporar5r work. While the former may still be the

mainstay, many other occupations are now represented, particularly

arnong professional and managerial workers (Henkoff, 1993)' A small

number of studies have explored the nuances of contingent work as an

alternative to traditional employment (e.g., Davis-Blake and Uzzi, 1993;

Pearce, 1993; Rousseau and Libuser, 1997). These studies suggest that

the attitudes and behaviours of contingent workers set them apart from

permanent employees and therefore represent "phenomena distinct

from their parallels in traditional employment" (Castaneda, L999' p' 6)'

Temporary employment agencies intermediate between worker and

employer. The shift in the responsibility for career development from

the contracting company to the person has seen hiring agencies

assuming more leadership. For example, agencies now offer training to

gain the loyalty of contingent workers, training that was previously

afforded only to permanent employees within the agencies' client

companies. This is in contrast to traditional temporary work, where the

workers are not on an agency payroll and so do not represent a cost to

the agency when they are between jobs. The new agency leadership

provides a professional service for client companies, while many of

these companies see employment of contingent workers as a strategic

tool. This contributes to a win/win solution for the growing number of

contingent workers who consider that creating their own portfolio of

emplo5rment experiences is also an attractive strategic option for them.

Many are reluctant to take regular jobs as they don't want their growth

to stagnate, especially when employment opportunities as contingent

workers are bright (Albrecht, 1998).

International trends are reflected in the New Zealand market where the

contingent worldorce is also growing (Gray, 1998; Hurman, 1998). One

group of New Zealand contingent workers is known as "Leased
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Executiveso, defined as a professional "usually with a specific area of

expertise, who contracts, often through an agencY, to provide a client

company with short-term cover, trouble shooting in an area of

expertise, or completion of a pre-defined project" (Inkson et al., in

press). A particular feature of Leased Executives is tJ:at they are self-

employed. They are registered with one or more placement agencies

who assume the responsibility of finding employment sites- The

relationship with the agency frequently outlives the relationship with

the client for whom the work is performed.

Empirical study of Leased Executives

The growth and significance of the contingent workforce led to the third

empirical study, with a group of Leased Executives all working in the

Auckland area. The participants were selected randomly from a list of

3OO supplied by one of the largest New ZeaJand agencies. Of 77 people

who were approached, 50 took part. They were all interviewed

individually about aspects of their career and all completed the ICCS.

The card sort was therefore part of a larger study of tJ..e career patterns

of Leased Executives in New ZeaJand. Results of the larger study are

reported elsewhere (Parker and Inkson, 2000b; Inkson et al., in press)'

The participants were offered the opportunity to engage in tl.e

individually facilitated follow-up process to the ICCS although very few

did so.

Following completion of the card sort applications, the results were

aggregated. Subsequently, all participants were invited to participate in

a focus group interview to discuss the meaning and significance of the

results obtained. Although the desired number within any group was

preferably small (to maximise the participation rates and facilitate inter-

subjective understandings), these groups were difficult to recruit.12 TWo

12 First, people were reluctant to give up two hours of their time without payment in
addition to ttre time they had alreidy frlely given to be interviewed and to complete tJre

card sort. Second, many reported busy.schedules, which did not coincide with
available times for the majority of volunteers. Thus, on several occasions there were
insuffrcient numbers to conduct a focus goup. ThAd, mElny people had were simply
unavailable
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focus groups were held with people from the initial sample. A further

group was convened from a later invitation to new additions to the

agency's Leased Executive pool. In total 17 people joined in the focus

group discussions. The third focus group was expected to yield similar

data because, a) it may be argued that the subjective career exists

before the card sort activity, which simply elicits what is already there,

and b) the set of 50 card sort administrations is sufficient to provide a

representative sample of Leased Executives. That is, ttre third group

was as representative of the whole sample as the first two groups as

there was no guarantee that any member of any group actually selected

the items within the card sort that provided the input measures for the

focus groups.

Results

Results from the three focus groups were transcribed and analysed.

The researcher's own interpretation of the data was checked with that of

two other readers. One was an independent reader familiar with career

community theory and using the researcher's t5polory (Chapter Four)

as a point of reference. The other reader was the co-facilitator who

attended the focus group discussions and obsenred the dynamics of tlte

group interactions. Her instruction during the focus group discussions

was to monitor the tone in which the comments were offered and to act

as a back-up interpreter of the results. This additional cross-checking

of reporting was intended to afford both enrichment as well as a

refinement to the data reported (Kreuger, 1998).

A table of each of the three aggregated knowing-why, knowing-how and

knowing-whom data sets is set out below, including the weighted scores

and the frequency measures. A report of the focus group discussion

follows, which describes the key issues that emerged for the Leased

Executives. This section concludes with a table that highlights quotes

from the participants indicating where their career community

orientations appear to be.
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Knowing-why

Table 6.1 Aggregated lrnssilg-why Scores: Leased Enecutives

Item Weighted Score Frequency (%)

I like to gain a sense
of achievement from
my work

o.99 70.o

I want to be
challenged in my
work

o.85 58.O

I like having a choice
about the work that I
do

o.62 48.0

I like being directly
responsible for the
results of my work

o.62 42.O

I like being involved
in new business
opportunities

o.46 38.0

I want to contribute
to innovation at work

o.42 34.0

I want employment
to support my
lifestyle

o.42 32

Knowin g-why discussion

The first item was f tike to gain a sense of achieuement from mg work-

One issue that became immediately evident was an apparent tension

between achievement as perceived by the individuals and that expected

from the client company. Several people mentioned the value of

boundaries around a clearly defined project because it led to set

outcomes, set objectives and a clear explication of expectations based

on results. No one disagreed with the importance of achievement

although there were differences within the group as to what

achievement meant. For example, one area of discussion focused on

whether an outcome set by the client company was sufficient from the

perspective of the Leased Executive. A longer-term focus by some of tl.e
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participants was described as a tension between the quality of an

immediate or short-term result and "what was possible'. " It'S great to

conclude something" was at odds with "they don't ask what could be

done". Overall, the project-based focus and its associated specificity

were quickly established as a desired and motivating factor to work as a

Leased Executive.

The problem solving focus which was fundamental to project activities,

was seen as a positive attribute of the work. That the Leased

Executives were "brought in to solve problems" was offered as an

example of achievement in itself. While their work performance was

important, a key issue was adding value through that perforrnance'

Comments such as "I want to do something tJlat the customer cannot

do for themselves'; "I do not just want to fitl in for someone" and " I

need to feel that I am adding value, delivering something new' were

examples they offered to illustrate a contrast between problem-based

work and the relatively routine kind of work they associated with

regular employment.

Other aspects of achievement derived from performance were tlte

autonomy and recognition associated with Leased Executives being

direc'ttg responsibte for th.e results of their work when they were working

in a client company. One shared understanding that emerged was the

value of the authority they were afford.ed in order to complete their

work. Participants described an assumption made (by the client) that

Leased Executives required less supervision and were therefore

subjected to a parallel expectation that tJrey would use their initiative to

complete the task. Thus owe are seen as independent" and "we are

expected to achieve the results for them" meant that "we have more

power to get id.eas out there than perrnallent employees". Even the

Leased Executives felt this was unfair, although tltey enjoyed the

attributed position of power it gave them.

One 
. 
part of the autonomy and assumed independence was the

separation from local politics within the client company. "We can avoid
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that stuff' and "you can call it as you see if were two examples of the

expressed sentiment of a sense of freedom Another slant on the

political aspect was that it was important to be removed from politics to

maintain the integrity of the Leased Executive's role. "We have to be

able to tell them what we see without worrying about whose toes we

step on" and "my integrity and maybe my next job depends on my being

honest". It was a shared sentiment tJ:at company politics was seen as a

"cloak and dagger activity that distracts you from the work".

I tike hauing a choice about tle work tlwt I do was an item that was

frequently mentioned and drew widespread agreement. However, many

of tJle participants compared their own criteria for career development

with those defined by others: the subjective versus the objective criteria

for career success. For example "people ask you what you do and you

say "I arn a contractof . Then you realise that you don't have a "job" or

medical insurance or a car park. Youte not moving up a ladder or

achieving anything that others can recognise". Discussion about t.Le

different criteria for success stemmed from tllis discussion on choice,

occupying a lot of air time.

The second item, I utant to be challenged in mg utork also generated a lot

of animated conversation. There was general agreement that the very

nature of being a Leased Executive was chaltenging. 'You wouldn't be a

Leased Executive if you didn't like challenge". One elaboration

concerned the overall unfamiliarity of the workplace: "You have to go

into an organisation not knowing aiyone, having to ask where the

photocopier is and work out how it all is and things like that." Another

elaboration covered the larger challenge of an unknown environment:

"Yeah, it is a challenge before you even start the job - many people

couldn't do that ever in their lives". The agreement among participants

appeared to reflect a strong sense of fortitude that they enjoyed sharing

with one another.

A related focus was on the challenge of tl:e actual work, which held

potential for achievement and also crossed over into the third item that
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was about choice. There was agreement that people could be and

needed to be selective about the assignments they chose. "You choose

to be challenged by the contracts you choose", and "Ho-hum contracts

bore me out of my mind but I am still committed to completing them".

Others put a more pragmatic perspective: "sometimes I do things I

prefer not to do"; "sometimes it is a desperation thing" which received

like-minded responses such as "You may have to take a job at a lower

rate of pay simply because you need it" and "Overall, I have made a

choice about something, and there are occasions when I am perhaps

doing something that I would probably prefer not to do but I know that

it is actually part of the overall choice that I have made, therefore, it is
alright".

Choice within, rather than about the work assignment, was also a

prominent item. "Work is often not what you are taken on for - but

there is an industry factor where they just think you have all of the

skills". Others saw the client testing them out which for many ended

up as a different kind of choice: "The choice may be about staying on -

some jobs are for temps on trial and when you do a good job they offer

you a perrn€rnent one - I never take them though!" The last speaker

asked about others'experiences and none said they wanted to stay on

perrnanently. Another agreed that being asked to become permanent

was a common occurf'ence yet one to be viewed with some scepticism:

'It is easier for them to take you rather than go down the recruitment

track and find someone to fit into the culture".

Choice was also about being realistic about capabilities. "I have to be

up front. I can't set myself up to tail because - and I know it's a cliche

but you're only as good as your last assignment". There was

widespread agreement about the "trade-off" to perform well and also

learn and keep at the cutting edge of their occupation. One aspect of

personal learning involved an accurate self-awareness so they could

match their own skills and knowledge with assignments that were

offered. "My first contract was probably one of my least successful ones

because the job wasn't actually lined up specifically against my skills".
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A further aspect of choice that received a lot of airtime and a lot of

enersr from both men and women, was choice in relation to the seventh

item, I want emplogment to support mg life-sfule. Defence of their non-

traditional position was strong. "We can choose and it is so good not to

define your whole being through worlC. Other representative comments

were "I'm tr5ring to pull myself out of that rat race. There are other

parts of my life that need attention". "Choice for me is really about do I

want to live my job all day every day or do I want a job where I can get

good financial rewards and only have to work eight hours a day?"

Others added to this. "I think everyone gets to a point in their life when

they have had enough and they want something more. You have to

balance your work life and your home life". Flexibility was a critical

issue here and again one that men as well as women were explicit

about.

The fourth item, I tike being directly responsible for mg work tied in very

much with the sezlse of achieuement item discussed earlier. Part of t.l.e

motivation to work within the d.efined project-based style was taking

responsibility for the results achieved. In all three focus groups a

comparison was made between personal responsibility and the next

item, I tike being inuolued in new business opportunities. Discussions

suggested that despite the fact that they utant to contribute to innouation

atutark(the sixth item), there was limited opportunity for that except for

innovation that directly added value to the project. "I like to set new

strategies but it is within my brief usualf. "l can choose more

innovative and challenging projects next time". That "success is

measured in outputs" appeared to have a dampening effect in reality'

Others adopted a defensive position when they tJrought their work was

routine rather than novel, saying things like u each new project is a new

business opportunit5/.

In strm, the discussions on knowing-why emphasised that ttrese

workers are strongly motivated to engage in project-based work. They

enjoyed the challenge of project.work, and the sense of achievement

upon its completion. The autonomy it afforded them and the associated
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assumption of expertise contributed to an identity that manifested as

both competent and confrdent. They also enjoyed the opportunity their

work allowed for them to have greater control over the interf,ace between

their work and their larger lives. Discussions around the table

appeared to reinforce these aspects of the motivational drivers for

Leased Executives.

Knowing-how

Table 6.2 ltggtegated knowing-how scores: Leased Executives

Items Weighted Score Frequency

I am open to fresh
ideas

o.82 66.0

I want to work on
successive projects
instead of a
continuous job

o.77 50.0

I enjoy working in
job situations from
which I can learn

o.72 60.0

I enjoy working as
part of a meaningful
project

o.72 50.o

I enjoy working with
people from whom I
can learn

o.7 L 54.0

I seek to improve my
range of business
skills

o.64 48.O

I am becoming a
more strategic
thinker

o.46 36.0

The first and clearly the most important item was f am open to fresh

id.eas. The surprise in this was the strength of the support for a project

orientation in the initial knowing-why discussion of each focus group.

However, being open to fresh ideas raised issues of innovation and

uncertainty inherent in accepting a project with a problem focus. Each
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job was perceived to be an opportunity for fresh ideas. It was also

interpreted as a conduit for learning. "What you bring in is fresh ideas

to the client company but you must take up fresh ideas as well or you

dry up". Thus rather than the Leased Executive simply being an expert

downloading knowledge into the client company, reciprocity and the

idea of knowledge exchange were fundamental. This was affirmed in

comments such as, oI look forward to learning something ne\ff in each

place I work" and "the whole process is a learning process".

Participants spoke of the value of comparing different ways of

performing the sarne task and being able to then decide which works

best. Thus, they saw themselves as always looking for new ways to

achieve". However, such a range of response options is only possible

after a number of assignments within one industr5r, a position that was

both recognised and valued by the participants. Discussion here was

broadly related to project work and therefore attended to both the

second item, I want to utork on successiue projects instead of a
continuous job, and also to the fourth item, I enjoy utorking as pafi. of a

meaningful projeet. For example, "I am always giving them fresh ideas

but I am also in there exploring - partly for my own personal gain. I am

conscious of that".

Not atl participants agreed. Some were clearly in possession of

expertise that they knew was valued and valuable. Furthermore, some

described how they saw themselves repeatedly applying the same skills

which precluded broader development. "I find I don't have enough time

to do that. At the end of the day tJre company is in trouble with cash

flow and they want my expertise - I've been doing this for 25 years and

nothing much is different". A challenging response was: "Yeah, but I

realised that I always needed to be on my toes and I couldn't sit back

and let things stay the same". Or similarly, "I learned that if I wanted to

be more creative I had to learn from others in each assignmentn.

Wo_rking on successiue projects rath.er tlwn a continuous job also picked

up on and reinforced many of the arguments forwarded in the earlier
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discussion on the challenges of working as a Leased Executive' "The

appeal is in the change" and "I couldn't stand to be in the same job

doing the same thing day in and day out". "It relates to choice" which

again reinforced the flexibility they had and appreciated. "I like to be in

this industry and. within that I have an expertise that feeds my choice".

"I do not pass my use-by-date this wa/.

Discussion included learning styles and the respective value of books

versus practice aS a Source of new ideas. "I read as much as I can to

expand my ideas". Thus, there was a cross over with the next item that

specifically mentioned, worlctng in job situafions from which I can leam.

Closely associated with this item was item five, f enjog working with

people from uhom I can leam. On-going learning strategies were freely

discussed and the focus group itself was openly regarded by many as

an opportunity to pick up new ideas and to compare notes with others

in a similar situation. Furthermore, these workers were explicit about

their interest in picking up fresh ideas outside of the work environment.

Many described their friends as also being self-employed and as such

purposefully discussed ideas in order to generate a broader perspective.

"Sometimes the best ideas are ones where you transfer the knowledge

from other experiences - or other people's experiences". Further

comments such as: "Mind. you there are some very boring people out

there", spoke to the selectivity required to learn effectively.

Discussions about the sixth item, I seek to improue mg range of business

skrlls were mixed in terms of the participants' support for extra agency-

sponsored training. This was another opportunity for the participants

who felt they were applying narrow areas of expertise to deliberate on

the difficulties of acquiring new skills. Mention was made of the limited

time for training that was available. Having opted for a life-style that

allowed them to achieve a better sense of balance than was possible

with permanent employment, there was a reluctance among some to

allocate that time to training. Then there was the issue of cost because

"the time you take out is $$s in your pocket". This was one of the few

times when perrnanent employees were perceived as having a better
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deal: 'Employees are paid for the time off and someone pays for the

courseo. Others felt that learning was inherent in the way projects were

done: "you develop new skills each time", oy.", learning as you go

along". The ambivalence that was evident from some participants was

generalised by them to their colleagues: "l do a few short courses,

mainly IT related, but most of the contractors that I have come across

don't do anything at all. They are not interested".

Views on the last item, I am becoming a more strategic thinker were also

mixed. strateSr was discussed as though it referred to a "grand plan"

and thus "doesn't apply to my work". The attention in each focus group

was on the process of developing usome really good skills in the next

couple of years" rather than any long-term plan. One participant felt he

learnt omore about being a strategic thinker at my pennanent role than

I have done contracting from an overall big picture point of viev/'.

In sllm, the discussion on knowing-how reinforced tlte strong

motivation from knowing-why regarding project work. The skills the

participants applied in a variety of contexts reinforced their identity as a

specialist in a particular area. Learning tleen became a matter of being

open to fresh ideas and adopting different approaches to familiar

problems, which carne from both the job situations and from the people

they met. Stratery was perceived as a long term plan which many

seemed to think was different from their own work patterns made up of

continuous short-term engagements.
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Knowing-whom

Table 6.3 Aggregated knowing-whom Scores: Leased Executives

Items Weighted Score FrequencV (Yol

I develop and
maintain
relationships with
family

1.17 64.O

I maintain
relationships to keep
old friends

o.96 68.0

I cultivate
relationships with
customers or clients
for my work

o.50 40.0

I develop and
maintain
relationships with
previous employers

o.4r 36.0

I spend time with
people from whom I
can learn

o.38 28.0

I cultivate
relationships to
make new friends

o.37 28.O

I develop
relationships with
people outside my
company members

0.34 32.O

Knowing-whom

I deuetop and maintain relattonships with familg was the highest

weighted item. Support gained from family was described as being

particularly important for "advice, guidance and that sort of stuff'. For

most participants the conscious decision to avoid the corporate full-

time scene had both positive and negative aspects. For example "I miss

some of the corporate niceties now that I don't travel much. I used to

enFy staying in hotels but I don't get that now. However, I have a

much better relationship at home". A pattern that was evident earlier of
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participants' holistic approach to life was reinforced through the

discussion about family. An experience of several participants, either

personally or felt vicariously through friends, was trauma associated

with the 1987 stock market crash.l3 "A lot of people worked themselves

to death in corporate organisations and ended up with nothingl. This

connected directly to a rethinking of their lifestyle and the balance of

work and family. A recurrent comment, which received agreement in all

groups, was about the relative importance of work and family. For

example, "I have decided that family is more important than worlf.

Others agreed that "I can spend more time with my family this wa/ and

"It is better to be able to work around things". One male participant

described his pleasure at being able to "work it out for mysell' so he

could support his son at school events. One summing-up comment

was that all of the comments orefer back to our lifestyle".

The Leased Executives felt that the autonomy they were afforded within

client companies gave them "more negotiating power" to say when they

were taking time off. "They know you'll be back and will do the worlf .

"They see that you have a different definition of career and I know that

the ones who feel threatened by that I wouldn't work for any more'.

One of the flow-on effects of this was the increased self-confidence they

had about their orrn abilities to negotiate terms of employment. 'They

still think tJley own you".

The next item, I maintain relationships to lceep old fiends, was selected

by a greater number of participants overall than the family item

discussed above. The relative significance of the first two items was

reflected both in their weightings and also in the time and energr

expended in tJle discussion of them. The item concerning old friends

was perceived by many to describe an extension of their families.

Participants' relationships with old friends also provided a major

support network and one that reflected effort invested in these

relationships over time. The work of Leased Executives meant that the

13 dris experience spoke to the pennanence with which people engaged in "temporar5/
work
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relationships with family and old friends provided a "constant" in a

changing world of work relationships, even for those who socialised a lot

with work colleagues. "I make a lot of new friends but the old ones keep

me sane". "Moving between companies means that old friends become

far more important". "They have a similar mindset" and again a

conscious decision often had been made to nconsciously get out and

spend more time with famil/. "A shift from being a permanent

employee to a contractor allows you to focus on fami$.

I cultiuate relationships with anstomers or clients for my work and /
d.euelop and" maintain relationshrps with preuious emplogers both seemed

high on people's agendas, but only if they respected and/or liked the

people involved.. The aspect of choice was important and any

maintenance of relationships was due to a genuine regard for the

person rather than an instrumental interaction that may provide career

benefits. "I do develop relationships with those I get on well with, and I

get work from that, but that is not the reason I do i(, "l still maintain

communication with them but it's more like having one-night stands"'

Others suggested that it was more a case of being true to themselves,

and so agreed with the participant who offered 'we don't do what we

don't want to do so much".

The fifth item, I spend time with people from whom I can leam was

reminiscent of the similar item from knowing-how and thus discussed

only briefly. The issue of choice and the bounded nature of the project

had a recognised effect on their interactions with people. "There is that

choice thing with your relationships whereas if you are working full-

time you are stuck working with a bunch of people and building

relationships with them because you are working with them all the

time." There was an element of instrumentalism about a basic pre-

requisite level of inter-personal relationships. Thus: "I think it is true

that you do what you have got to do, as part of selling on the one hand

and marketing yourself, but also part of getting the job done. You have

to get co-operation and support or whatever it is you are looking for."

The present situation paved the way for future ones and an awareness
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of reputation was ever Present'

down the track too".

"You are also looking for repeat work

I Cultiuate relatianships to make new friends was the sixth item yet

appeared to receive little support in the focus group discussions'

Simitarly, I deuelop relationships with people outside mA campanA

attracted little interest and what little discussion there was seemed

almost dismissive. "If you meet people and become good friends then

that's fine. Contracting builds up a huge network of people who know

you - you can only take so many people".

In sum, the knowing-whom discussions illustrated how clearly these

participants separated out their family and friendship networks from

those relationships that enhanced directly the learning of new skills and

the reinforcement of recognised areas of expertise' Support was

primarily derived from family members. There was a reinforcement of

identity through the maintenance of relationships with others similarly

(or self) employed. However, a notable feature was the conscious and

explicit balancing of work and family and the trade-offs inherent in that

overall plan.

Interplay among three ways of knowing

A pattern of interdependence among the three areas of career

competency was evident within the Leased Executives' focus groups.

This pattern was similar to that of Gem corporation and the Rose

Foundation. For the Leased Executives, the primary focus was on the

bounded nature, in both time and scope' of the projects they worked

on. Their knowing-why motivation was driven by a desire to achieve

and experience challenge in their work. There was a strong focus on

completion of any project, even those that held little challenge or

interest. While their inter-subjective meaning of achievement differed

from the other cohort groups, it had a similar impact upon their

knowing-how skill development. The strong (knowing-why) motivation

to work with a project orientation was supported by their particular

areas of (knowing-how) expertise. To maintain that experLise, they
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recognised the need to remain at

Completion of projects was one

contributed to their knowledge and

future employment possibilities.

the cutting edge of their field'

marker of that exPertise and

reputation in the freld that led to

Being open to fresh ideas and learning continuously was effected

through work on successive projects. Both reputation and learning in

turn were inextricably linked with their knowing-whom relationships.

The support of family and old friends was particularly important in light

of the transient nature of their employment. For many participants it

was highly symbolic to choose a career udth apparently greater risk and

less security in order to spend a greater amount of quality time with

their families.

Furthermore, the high calibre of their working relationships not only

sustained them in daily routines but also provided a conduit for

transmission of reputation, essential for the acquisition of projects in

the future. Their attitude toward their knowing-whom networks

reflected the importance of maintaining integrity in all relationships to

safeguard reputation and enhance the possibility of future employment

contracts.

In the following table selected quotes reflect the orientation toward four

overlapping carer community types. The quotes are separated into the

three ways of knowing according to intelligent career theory.
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Reflection on Leased Executives

The cohort group of Leased Executives showed a very clear project

orientation. Both the length of time and the limitations in the scope of

ttreir work projects were fundamental to the overall career pattern that

emerged from this group. The focus group discussions reflected botlt

advantages and disadvantages inherent in a shorter-term project focus.

For example, on the one hand a project provided a clarity of outcomes

which gave structure and direction to their work. On the other hand it

sometimes meant compromising longer-term personal ambitions for a

more immed,iate result for a client company. In this situation, retaining

the bigger picture in terms of their chosen career direction was

important for the Leased Executives.

The explicit exchange of expectations and rewards for performance

highlights the transactional nature of their employment contracts. In

this w&y, the Leased. Executives epitomise a cohort group that is

enacting new p€rradigm employment principles foreshadowed in the

literature five years ago (Arthur et al., 1995).

Competent performance was seen as an essential pre-requisite to

maintain reputation. A project orientation rather ttrat permanent full-

time employment meant that each measurable outcome contributed

significantly to emergent career patterns. To remain at the cutting edge

of their field, the Leased Executives recognised their need to be gaining

fresh ideas at the sarne time as contributing their expertise to a client

company. It was their broad knowledge of specialist occupational or

industry fields that facilitated smooth inter-project transitions.

A series of projects also contributed to the broad number of people with

whom they were in contact thus maximising tJ:e opportunities for

learning and for transmission of reputation. Leased Executives seemed

to maintain a clear boundary between work and family and many

reported on the enhanced relationships with family that had resulted

from maintaining that separation. Although not explicit in their
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knowing-why selections, for many one motivation to pursue proJect

work with its explicit outcomes and bounded time frames was to effect

such a balance.

Leased Executives coped with a lot of ambiguity and uncertainty in the

long term. One way of coping was to have clearly defined personal

criteria for job satisfaction and success. Therefore the subjective career

held greater significance for them than objective career measures. One

manifestation of this was the holistic view of life they sought. To this

end they valued the freedom from corporate command which allowed for

individual independence. While tJlis required assuming greater

individual responsibility for both personal and professional development

than would be the case for permanent employees, Leased Executives

found the use of companies as a resource for their c€rreers empowering

and different from the norm. In this sense, the Leased Executives

epitomised the twenty-f,rrst century career as described by Miles and

Snow (1996, p. 1la) in that "individual and organisational roles will be

reversed - the organisation will become a tool of its memberso.

Conclusion

The Leased Executives showed evidence of overlapping project, support,

family and occupational career communigr types. However, the

strength of the project orientation was pronounced. There was very

limited support for the idea of industry community, although this notion

may have been embedded in other more general comments about

exploring fresh ideas and engaging in project-based learning.

By definition, Leased Executives are inter-organisational workers and

the data from this study suggest that in place of the previously

definitive company boundaries, Leased Executives have chosen to

contain their work as discrete project bound entities which allow for

greater long-term career flexibility. An alliance existed between the

agency who employed them, the client company for whom they worked

and themselves. In order to sustain and grow this alliance and to

remain at the cutting edge of their field, Leased Executives pay
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particular attention to competent performance and continuous learning.

A shift towards a project orientation enhanced the breadth of

relationships to which career actors were exposed. These relationships

provided a further source of potential employment possibilities and

therefore a resource Leased Executives carefully maintained.

An increasing number of specialists afe choosing to be Leased

Executives that suggests growing interest and importance of the career

patterns of these workers. Changing attitudes towards a "job for life"

alters the nature of loyalty and increases the likelihood that temporary

labour may become more culturally acceptable to both individuals and

employers. For individuals making such a shift requires personally

defined criteria for success which emphasises the importance of the

subjective career.

The Leased Executives are perhaps the antithesis of tJle traditional

organisational employee. In assuming responsibility for their own

career development they recognised that the advantages such as

autonomy, flexibility and choice needed to be weighed up against the

disadvantages such as lack of time out for "off the job" learning,

perceived lack of security and recognition of external career success

markers.
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Ghapter Seven

Empirical Study #3: Pacific lsland Professionals

lntroduction

In this chapter I analyse the results drawn from a study with a gfoup of

Pacific Island professionalsla. The group was composed of a sample of

pacific professionals who attended one of two national workshops on

leadership development run in association with Victoria University of

Wellington School of Business in association the Ministry of Pacific

Island Affairs. The cohort group was of interest for two principal

reasons. The first reason was because of the way minority and ethnic

groups have been described to cultivate broad networks across

traditional organisational boundaries in order to establish supportive

developmental relationships with significant others. This boundary-

crossing activity may be a source of career success for minorities if their

contacts are instrumentally useful. Furthermore, if minority group

networks are a source of career success, the question may be aSked

how their model of broad community networks may be used as an

heuristic for all career actors operating in the current uncertain

environment.

The second reason for selecting this cohort group was the inherent

sense of collectivity that is a fundamental element of Pacific peoples who

constitute an ethnic minority group within New Zealand (Traynor and

Watts, Lgg2l. A collective orientation contrasts with the individualism

14 There is no oflicially sanctioned term to describe people living in New_Zealand who

have migrated from the Pacific Islands. Since 1995 the Ministry of pacific Island
Affairs h?s used ttre term "Pacific peoplesn to describe this group. "The term "Pacific
peoples" does not refer to a single ttttiricity, nationality or culture. The term is one of
convenience used to encompasl a diverse rzlnge of peoples from the South Pacifrc

region. Hence the use of "ploples" rather than "peoplet lMinistry of Pacifrc Island
Affairs, 1999, P. 4).



traditionally associated with successful career actors (Hirsch and

Shanley, 1996). As conventional career markers are affected by the

flattening of traditional structures in which normative careers unfold,

attention to the influence of the reported relational orientation on career

dynamics was considered. While the networks of ethnic minorities have

been linked to their career success, empirical examination is rare

(Ibarra, 1995). Working with Pacific professionals provided a good

opportunity to relate the anticipated collective orientation to the concept

of career community explored in this thesis.

The first section of this chapter provides a general context for the study

of ethnic careers by considering literature that is predominantly focused

on American ethnic minorities. There is a strong research tradition on

ethnicity that provides a general backdrop for this study. Then I

examine the literature relating to the Pacific region to provide a local

context for this study of Pacific professionals.

Ethnicity and careers

The relationship between ethnicity and work has been viewed through a

number of disciplinary lenses. Economists have reported on issues of

remuneration, psychologists have considered the origins of prejudice

and the links between personality types and racialts attitudes, and

sociologists have explored issues of status attainment and stratification.

The principal studies reported on careers and ethnic groups are

American and relate the experiences of African-Americans, Hispanics

and Asian-Americans. A number of themes are explored such as multi-

culturalism, cross-race relationships (especially developmental ones),

racial identity, remuneration (compared with whites), and gender

issues.

Concern with diversity has grown in many nations in the last decade

and can be expected to continue given the projected demographic

is Where possible the term ethnicity is used in preference to "racial". Adoption of the
term was to acknowledge the positive feelings of belonging to a cultural group and
move away from biological determinism (Spoonley, 1993).
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figures for the next decade (Johnston, 1991). Recognition of the

pertinence of the issue has not been paralleled by research into issues

of the management of diversity, a dearth noted by several reviewers

(Alderfer and Thomas, 1988; Nkomo, 1992]|. For some time, politically-

driven affirmative action legislation of the USA has "dramatically

increased the hiring of women and minorities, but it has done less to

ensure their promotion or retention" (Gottfredson, 1992, p.2821' While

affirmative action legislation has been credited with increased returns

on education for minority ethnic groups the benefits are still less than

for white Americans (Friedman, Kane and Cornfield, 1998). Support for

affirmative action has also been under fire (Lynch, 1989) with

complaints that members of minority groups are ignored, isolated or

overlooked for promotion (Driscoll and Goldberg, 1993). There is a

paradox in the outcomes of affirmative action in that while progress has

been made at some levels, particularly for elite groups, it has not been

the general trend. Progress is much more evident in a few sectors such

as goverrrment organisations and occupations such as healthcare and

education, than in the private sector. Discriminatory barriers still

remain with many whites finding it "hard to accept affirmative action as

a remedy for white bias in hiring and selection" (Thomas and Alderfer,

1989, p. 1a9). Companies now seek better ways to manage diversity

(Friedman et al., 1998).

While explanations of career barriers for minorities vary, evidence of

systematic discrimination from bias and stereotS4ping has been provided

in many studies. For example, in relation to competence testing

(Heilman, Martell and Simon, 1988), minorities frequenfly receive

harsher evaluations (Kraiger and Ford, 1985), and attribution of positive

characteristics can be harder to come by (Gaertner and McLaughlin,

1933). In a 199 L llgg2 Career Development Survey, commonly referred

to as the "Glass Ceiling Surve/, career patterns of ethnic minorities

were found to be more dependent on formal factors such as education,

prior experience and performance ratings for career success than were

those of white males (Daley, 1996). There was considerable

improvement in the economic status of black women in comparison to
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white women from 1940 until 1980. However, since then there has

been a decline relative to white women, a pattern which is similarly

reflected in other parts of the black population such as youth (McCrate

and Leete, Lgg4l and men (Bound and Freeman, L992).'

In a study which focused on women, Anderson and Shapiro (1996)

concluded that the segregation of black women into low-paying

occupations resulted in black women being disproportionately

represented in service work and lower paid jobs. Race also played a

major role in explaining the wage gap between black and white women

(Anderson and shapiro, 1996). The explanation of the significant

difference in occupational structure reinforced earlier work of Blau and

Beller (Lgg2l and supported waddoup's (1995) findings that differences

in individual characteristics were insufficient to explain the racial wage

gap.

Discrimination is also suggested as a factor in differential access to

occupations for non-whites. Under-representation in higher paying

occupations is ubiquitous (Cox, 1993). Minorities are over-represented

in lower income occupations and they may enter organisations at

signilicantly lower levels despite the fact that they have essentially

identical education and years of experience, factors that have a

significant effect on later career success (Cox and Harquail, 1991)'

Hiring practices are said to account for three quarters of the observed

differences in later career success between whites and ethnic minorities.

Not only is discrimination concealed, but both hiring and training

decisions shaped the strategic choices of black candidates with the net

affect of allowing a few to be successful (Wilkins and Gulati, 1996).

parallel effects were reported by Baldwin (1996) in his description of the

glass ceiling in the United States Army, showing that both women and

minorities were under-represented. Furtherrnore, the disproportion to

representation of women and minorities increased with rank.

Friedman and Krackhart (1997) suggeqt that ethnic minority groups are

less able to translate human capital (operationalised as educational
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status) into the social capital necessa4/ for career success. citing the

example of Asian employees who are often considered to be the "model

minorit5/ in the USA because of their educational prominence'

Friedman and Krackhart draw from several studies which indicate that

Asian migrants attain occupational achievements that are not

proportionate to their educational achievements. Asian migrants

frequently have poor English and they also have the added disadvantage

of a lack of familiarity with American customs (Tang, 1993)' Increased

language proficiency has a positive effect on earnings for Asians (Tainer,

19SS). US born Asian -Americans fare better with earnings than those

from abroad, with the financial returns being maximised for those who

are self-employed (Barringer, Takeuchi and Xenos, 1990). US born

Asians also have higher returns on education (Ko and Clogg, 1989)

although discrimination is still seen as an explanation of lower returns

to education for Asians in general (Duleep and Sanders, L992; Zhou

and Kamo, 1994).

Beyond a focus on discrimination or on human capital variables, there

is increasing evidence that patterns of social ties represent another

dynamic (Friedmal et al., 1998). Differences have been reported in

network patterns between minorities and the dominant cultural group.

The networks of minority managers had fewer intimate network

relationships and more heterogeneous relationships than those of white

managers. Within minority groups tJ:e differences in advancement

potential were analogous with different network configurations. High

potential minorities had more contacts outside of their groups' fewer

high status contacts and less overlap between social and instrumental

ties (Ibarra, 1993; 1995).

That different network structures exist is congruent with a central

theme on ethnic minorities in corporate settings concerning the

difficulties members of minority groups have in gaining significant

instnrmental and social support in the workplace (Thomas and Alderfer,

1989). There is a natural tendenry towards homophily, a well

established pattern that reflects a desire by people to interact more with
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others who are similar to them (Marsden, 1988). This means that

members of minority ethnic groups have fewer others to relate to at

work and fewer affective ties with colleagues than people from the

majority culture (lbarra, 1993).

One example of a different approach (in the United States) to increasing

equity for non-whites has been the emergence of purposively designed

network groups. These minority network groups are formally organised

and publicly recognised. They have emerged as a stratery by employees

who are members of ethnic minority groups to gain social and career

support and increase career optimism (Friedman et al., 1998). Network

groups represent a different approach from affirmative action

legislation, as they are organised by the employees themselves and they

are self-managed. While one aim is to alter social interaction patterns

and attitudes, there is also the hope that these groups may effect

organisational change through encouraglng diversity training and non-

discriminatory hiring policies. While the greatest benefits are expected

to emerge at the level of social networks, analysis revealed that network

groups had a positive impact on ties with other African-American

employees, had a positive impact on mentodtg, but had no impact on

discrimination or on feedback on performance (Friedman et al., 1998).

These network groups were formally established to enhance social ties

and career success for ethnic minorities which lends support to the

concept of career communities as social structures to effect similar

outcomes. That the members of ethnic minorities instigated these

groups as a perceived solution to redress inequities in career progress

adds significance to the underlyrng premise that careers are enhanced

through strengthening relational ties. The career benefits of strong

developmental ties are well documented (Thomas and Higgins, 1996).

While network groups enhanced career optimism and may increase the

affective ties of minorities, their career effect is necessarily limited by

their intra-organisational focus. The sociological literature defines

network utility as a function of two dimensions, one of which is network
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range. People whose network contacts extend beyond their required

work flow requirements tend to have more powerful influence in their

work environment (Brass, 1985). In order to develop a range of ties with

their reference groups, minority members are likely to have to reach

further out beyond immediate peers and functional areas (Ibarra, 1995).

This suggests an extra-organisational focus, a factor supported by

Cunningham and Zakolar (1992l. who identified both occupational and

industrial contexts as important factors in minorities' networks, thus

supporting an extension of the intra-organisational perspective.

Therefore the networks of members of minority groups can be expected

to extend frequently beyond organisational boundaries and thereby

contribute positively to career success.

Adapting one's behaviour to approximate tJlat of the host culture has

been advocated as a way to improve international business

relationships (Black and Mendenhall, 1991; Thomas and Ravlin, 1995)

although whether the same philosophy is useful in career development

has yet to be determined. However, rather than suggest that minority

careers copy the models of others, perhaps they may provide the lead.

For example, recent work on bounda4rless careers has stimulated

consideration of boundary crossing activities of ethnic minority groups.

This is particularly evident in the work of Ibarra (1995) and Thomas and

Higgins (1996) who appear to offer a distinctive perspective on social

and instrumental ties for minority groups. While pointing out that

minority groups will have "an even greater need for extra-organizational

ties to help them develop strong career anchors" (Thomas and Higgins,

1996, p. 275), they also ask a further pertinent question. Do minority

groups' broad patterns of relationship networks, and developmental

relationships in particular, provide a template for the portfolios

dominant culture employees may adopt in the future as well?

New Zealand and Pacific peoples

New Zealand was named Aotearoa by the first wave of Polynesian

migrants and was culturally part of Polynesia for over a thousand years.
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However, the country became'"economically, politically and to a large

extent culturally an extension of the United Kingdom from the time of

annexation in 1840' (Crocombe, L992, p. xviii). The European

domination of Aotearoa began with its renaming as New Zealand and

continued to grow due to factors such as technolory, economic

prosperity and migration from Great Britain. This domination and

perceived superiority of European ways over the South Pacific Island

nations states is an issue that affects the migrants when they settle in

New Zealand. It manifests as colonial thinking, a position from which

migrants feel an inherent sense of inferiority (Traynor and Watts, 19921.

Post World War II industrial expansion in New Zealand included

recruitment of Pacific Island workers particularly for low skilled and low

waged positions in industrial production (Ongley, 1991; Krishnan,

Schoeffel and Warren, 1994). Initially welcomed as cheap and

convenient labour (Mara, Foliaki and Coxon, 19941. Pacific peoples

suffer from negative stereotyping resulting from their overrepresentation

at the "bottom-end of the socio-economic scale compared with other

New Zealanders" (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, 1999, p. 8).

Furthermore, projections into the new millennium indicate a widening

gap in social and economic status between Pacific peoples and

European New Zealanders.

New Zealand has the largest Polynesian population in the world and

Auckland is by far the largest Polynesian city in the world. "There are

nearly as m€my Polynesians in New Zealand as in all other nations of

the world put together" (Crocombe, 1992, p. 5). Beyond the indigenous

New Zealand Maori, there are six main Polynesian ethnic groups. Fifty

per cent of the New Zealand Pacific population are Samoart,22.5o/o are

Cook Islanders, L6Vo Tongan, 8.5% Niuean, 2o/o Fljiart and Lolo from

Tokelau (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, 1999).

The notion of social differentiation in New Zealand society runs against

the myth that New Zealand is e.ssentially egalitarian (Pitt and

Macpherson, 1974). Maori are recognised as the indigenous people of
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Aotearoa and as such demand to be afforded special status although

New Zealand is a country struggling with bi-culturalism. "Where

differences are allowed they are seen in the context of a bi-cultural

Maori-Pakeha societ5/ Pitt and Macpherson, 1974, p. 11a). The

European tendency to equate Polynesians with Maori was resented by

Pacific peoples, and Samoans in particular who "in some ways feel more

separate from the Maori community than from the Europeano (Pitt and

Macpherson, 1974, p. 114). Although this position has softened, it

highlights a particular perspective on settlement into a host country

that is still in conflict over the fundamental issue of bi-culturalism. In

New Zealand, Pacific peoples share a common bond as migrants and the

danger of acculturation into Aotearoa requires retention of significant

elements of their own traditions if they are to retain aspects of their

identity.

There is a danger in assuming that the peoples of the Pacific region are

an homogenous group (Crocombe, 1992]1. Many of the Pacific States

and their communities in New Zealand, want to retain their own identity

which is marked by distinctive cultural features including their own

language. Problems of adjustment have been addressed to some extent

through social resources and an inherent desire to retain significant

elements of the traditional cultures. Thus there are distinct Pol5mesian

sub-cultures extant in New Zealand, and in tJris respect Pacific Island

cultures differ from other minority migrant cultures, such as Indians,

who tend to assimilate into the dominant social group (Pitt and

Macpherson, I974l.ro

The larger Pacific groups have retained critical social institutions which

have had a significant impact on both the identity of their migrant

populations and the manner in which they adjust to the host

environment. TWo social institutions are particularly important. The

first is the church that is a traditional institution that exerts much

influence over the social behaviours of pacific peoples. The second is
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the concept of the extended family (Tiatia, 1998). Samoans for example,

have the "aiga" which is the basic family unit within Samoan society.

The migrant aiga performs functions made necessalT by the host

community as well as traditional functions" (Pitt and Macpherson,

1974, p.27). Members of an aiga may be geographically spread but

they will be connected through a centre. Economic dependence on the

aiga may be lessened after settlement in New Zealarrd, but emotional

dependence may not be. "Mataio are important members of Samoan

society who are appointed to a chiefly status through family connections

and village discussions. While the position and power of the matai

within the extended family is different in New Zealand than in the

village life in Samoa, their influence and power remain considerable.

Both the church and the aiga ease the difficulties of adjustment to New

Zealand society, particularly in areas such as emplo5rment. Not all

Polynesian cultures have these social institutions however. For

example, neither Maori nor Cook Island communities have aiga

arrangements although their cultural norrns do include both religious

and extended family (whanau) orientations. In a study of Tongan

immigrants into Australia, Morton (1998) found that within contexts

such as church and family, immigrants are self-consciously defining,

constructing and contesting the nature of "anga fakatonga" (the Tongan

way).

Palagi education and good English skills are positive attributes that

assist Pacific peoples to find employment and increase their earnings

(Tiatia, 1998). These attributes are available to New-Zealand-born

Pacific peoples in a way that sets them apart from their migrant elders.

This factor is one that contributes to conflict and contradictions for New

Zealand born migrants between the host (NZ) culture and their

traditional one (Tiatia, 1998). In terms of careers it raises many issues

making this cohort group one of particular interest in New Zealand.

16 Having emphasised the importance of not treating Paci.fic people as Ern homogenous
group, in this empirical study the participants are considered to have a degree of
homogeneity that sets them apart from the other cohort groups.
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The most distinguishing feature that epitomises Polynesian cultures

relates to the collective orientation of the people. The individualism -

collectivism dimension is reportedly one of the most heavily researched

with respect to on cultural differences (Cox, 1993). For Pacific peoples,

"the individual - the self - does not exist. One only exists in reference to

others." (Waddell, Naidu and Hau'ofa, 1993, p. xiii). The individual is

immensely dependent, physically and emotionally, on membership in

the family group (Pitt and Macpherson, 19741. Stemming from this is

an accepted practice, within the cultures of the Pacific region, of

frequent meeting \Mith others and continuous consultation through

which issues are talked out. A11 decisions are basically collective ones.

Empirical study of Pacific Professionals

The last study was with a group of Pacifrc professional workers. The

participants were drawn from a sample of Pacific professionals who were

sponsored by the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs onto a three day

leadership development course run by Victoria University (Wellington,

New Zealand). TWo courses were held, one in Auckland and the other in

Wellington. Participants at the Auckland course were residents of the

upper half of the North Istand. Participants on the Wellington course

were residents from Central or Southern areas of the North Island and

from all areas of the South lsland. There were 62 participants in total.

Selection of participants for these courses was based on several criteria.

First, participants were Pacific peoples. Second, they were professional

workers, mostly employed within the public sectors of housing and

welfare. Third, they were each recognised by their employers (who

nominated them) as having leadership potential. These participants are

in embedded in both organisational as well as Pacific cultures and

therefore occupy a unique position. Many of their clients are also

Pacific peoples and therefore a special empathy may be assumed in

those relationships. Thus there is benefit for both employer and

employee in recognising and developing leadership potential.
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One half-day was devoted to career development, a section that I was

invited to lead. There was some resistance from certain participants to

a "palagi"rT conducting the workshop. There is a growing recognition

that solutions to many of the issues faced by Pacific communities lie

within those communities themselves. The objections reflected the

feeling that the momentum for change must come from the Pacific

people themselves. They are encouraged to be more proactive in

pursuing their own solutions to perceived problems, especially in areas

such as employment, health, education and housing (Crocombe, 1993).

Furthermore, there are a,n increasing number of providers of "By Pacific,

For Pacific" to deliver (Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, 1999).

However, the invitation was extended from the organiser who is a New

Zealand born Samoan. She was explicit in her support of a palagi who

would emphasise process and culturatly appropriate approaches while

facilitating an adaptation to the context in which these professionals'

careers would unfold. Furthermore, she believed that it was an

important strategr to raise the awareness of these professionals to tl.e

tertiary educational environment to encourage them to pursue further

opportunitiesls. Such explicit support was a critical factor in the

success of working with this cohort group.

As part of the half-day spent on careers, all participants completed the

ICCS. A workshop was held in each course during which individuals

processed their personal card sort data. The processing occured vrithin

groups ttrat were self-selected to enable on-going work and action plans

to be shared as required.

Following both courses each participant was sent a copy of the overall

aggregated ICCS data for their information. During both courses when

these results were promised the question of ownership of the data arose

and was discussed at length. A critical issue for Pacific Island people

concerns research being done 'on subjects' that is inherently

rz palagr is the term for foreigner and is a parallel term to pakeha in the Maori
language
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problematic for minority groups. Therefore, it was important to discuss

and subsequently reframe the research as a joint action-science project

that was effected collaboratively with the leaders (Stringer, L9961. A

pre-requisite for this was to jointly establish research aims that would

contribute to the research reported in this thesis as well as providing

data for the Pacific community that they could use for their own

pu{poses.

In order to effect these joint aims and to negotiate the terms of

collaborative participation, a meeting was held in Auckland with

members of the communit5r. As a result, a letter was drafted, endorsed,

and sent to all participants inviting them to participate in a focus group

exercise on which the aggregated data from both courses would be

discussed to elicit inter-subjective meanings of the items.

Three focus groups were held involving 17 participants in total- One

group was held in Auckland, one in Wellington and the third in
Tokoroa, as the three most densely populated Polynesian regions of New

Zealand. A co-facilitator was present for the groups in Auckland and

Wellington. The process followed that of the previous study. The

results of the aggregated data were fed in as input measures for all

groups and the weighted scores were shown to participants. A table of

each of the three aggregated knowing-why, knowing-how and knowing-

whom data sets is set out below, including the weighted scores and the

frequency measures. A report of the focus group discussion follows that

describes the key issues for the Pacilic professionals. In the s€une

manner as previous empirical reporting, this section concludes with a

table that highlights quotes from the participants indicating where their

career community orientation appears to be.

18 "At least L0 professionals have attributed their subsequent enrolment in tertiary
education to this experience"
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Results

Knowing-why

Table ?.1 Aggregated knowing-why scores: Pacific Professionals

Item Weighted score Frequency Vol

I like to gain a sense
of achievement from
my work

o.70 50.0

I like to make a
contribution to
society

0.63 45.0

I enjoy working in a
supportive
atmosphere

o.59 46.8

I want to provide for
my family

o.55 35.5

I want to maintain
financial securit5r

o.44 33.9

I want to be
challenged in my
work

o.40 30.6

I enjoy sharing
work/life
responsibilities with
my partner

o.38 25.8

Discussion of knowing-why

The first item was about gaining a sense of achieuement from mg work.

For this cohort Broup, achievement was unmistakably related to

enhancing the well-being of Pacific peoples within the New Zealand

environment. There was a unanimous expression of a feeling

participants had of wanting 'to achieve to the best of (their) abilityz.

Supporting their young people was a critical aspect of achievement that

seemed to take two forms. The first was maintaining traditional values

within the New Zealand born youth, and the second was "being able to
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help our young people believe in themselves and do well for themselves".

Prevalent examples were offered concerning the tensions of being

brought up in two cultures. "Regardless of how hard we try and push

our values there is no way you can stop them adopting palagr values as

well".

Achievement for this cohort group needs to be placed in the context of

Pacific cultural values. Success and achievement by a family member

results in pride not only for that person but also for the whole family.

While for some this can be inspirational, for others the pressure of

representing your family and your people can be immense (Tiatia,

1ee8).

One area where that tension manifested itself was in school, a context

from which descriptions of the work done with the young Pacifrc peoples

were expressed as achievement and simultaneously encompassed item

six concerning chnltenge in mg work. One participant thought of herself

as oan agent of change" where "working with a hard core bunch of kids

the school doesn't want" provided "a challenge all by itself". She went

on to describe how the community had talked about it a lot. Her

perception was that'it is like moulding mats into a square box and a

circle doesn't frt in the square box and so you have the corners to deal

with. If the kids don't understand and it is not in their language they

are lost and they are left".

Described in different forms within different groups, the essence of

achievement was verbalised by one participant as "What can I do to

make a difference today?" What was clear was that their sense of

achievement was less about making money or receiving gifts as "just

being acknowledged for the work", and the "buzz to know that other

people are beneliting from the work I do". A useful explanation of

achievement was "whenever I do something that helps my community'.

This message was reinforced by a participant from one group who

explained that society meant in fact oour communit5/. The overlap with

the second item I tike to make a contributton to societg became obvious.
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For some making a contribution was as practical as raising awareness

of the available services, as in 'I spend three quarters of my time with

work trying to get in touch with our people to make them focused, to

make them understand", Another participant who worked for the

government agency WINZ (Work and Income New Zealand) provided the

example of "helping them to apply for a house or to fill in a form".

Others described working in different areas at different stages to

broaden their knowledge about what was available - "What is available

to the palagi may not be of value to us". Whatever their contribution,

these participants were articulating "tJre avid interest in working hard

and providing better opportunities for their children than would have

been available in their country of origin" (Mara et al., 1994, p. 199).

Much of the contribution to societ5r is effected through the church.

There was evidence of a shift in attitude from those who were Island-

born to those born in New Zealand. The latter group was very aware of

the shift which provided another example of the tension between

maintaining traditional values and adapting to the New Zealand context.

"We have always looked up to palagis" spoke of the respect for others

inherent in Pacific cultures. However, it also suggests a level of

discomfort in finding their own way in a different context. Traditionally,

and particularly for the elders, the church took priority over everything

else. For New Zealand born people, while the church is important, a

lesser proportion of their wages is gifted to it and the immediate needs

of their extended family have taken precedence. One participant who

was a minister explained the point and spoke strongly about it. He

emphasised that people were encouraged to take care of themselves and

their families first as a way of contributing to the church. The

contribution is to the extended family and 'it is hard because often you

dont work for yourself - you work for your family which is part of larger

society. It is hard to maintain that".

The contribution to society item was also integrated \rith item four /
want to prouid.e for mg familg, The motivation to work was for

betterment of the family at large rather than any personal gain.
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"whatever I do and achieve, I give that back to my famil/. The

symbolism of providing meant much more to these people than the

financial support. Item five, .I want to maintain financial sea'ritg was

inevitably connected to this part of the discussion. Yet again the

tension between traditional ways and palagi ways surfaced. There was

a belief that everything they did reflected on their families and the

strong family values which included respect and honour for family

members. Thus, achievement went hand in hand with financial

security.

Providing for the family was publicly demonstrated in festivals such as

"weddings, funerals, birthdays and the church". When "the individual

is received tJ:e family is received" and everyone contributes. "We share

whatever little we have". "It is collective rather than individual for the

good of that particular family. If one celebrates, the whole lot

celebrates". However, the younger generation are looking at it from a

different standpoint after being brought up in their new countr5r. The

struggle for older participants was expressed by one woman who said

"There are things that are really dear to our hearts but there are also

things that we as parents need to understand - where the children are

right'. With some sadness, another agreed that for the older generation

"the big occasions were blown out of proportion".

The communication and understanding that was evident within the

group paralleled the third rated item about working in q supportiue

atmosplere. "It is a great feeling of collectiveness rather than working

by oneself'. "We all need each other and we can certainly support each

other'. The support at work was also mentioned in the context of being

understood. There was a clarity about critical differences in style

between palagi, where ?ou have to talk" and Pacilic styles in which

?ou pick up on non-verbal cues'and you "listen with your heart as well

as your earso. This was particularly important in mentoring roles where

was an expressed need to have "the person understood as well as the

job:, - One participant described a key attribute of a mentor as someone

who "knows how my people think", and that to find this "I need external
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support (from the immediate workplace)". This spoke to having a range

of network connections, including connections beyond the immediate

workplace.

There was an attitude of self-effacement that differentiates Pacific

cultures from palagr and exacerbates tensions for Pacific peoples to

thrive in "other" cultures such as that of New Zealand. The presence of

the course co-ordinator facilitated an explicit discussion about this

issue. "We get hindered to achieve because of the palagi system" and "it

is the palagi system that sets us up to be individually competitive'. A

particular diffrculty for career development is growth in a system in

which an individual is expected to speak on his/her own behalf. This is

not the norrn in Polynesian cultures where people speak on behalf of

others as a norm. "We have to bring ourselves (to an interview), and yet

all the goodness in us and our culture hinders us". "It is the palagi

system (where) the interviews are set out that puts us down". There

was a cultural style being illustrated here and a subtle distinction

between competitiveness among themselves as opposed to being openly

competitive with palagrs. There exists a paradox as Pacific peoples need

to do well so that their families are regarded as successful and yet they

ca:rnot appear openly competitive.

Participants appeared to rely heavily on their spiritual beliefs to exhibit

a confidence that enable them to be assertive in a palagi world. A

criticism of themselves was inherent in the comment : "We become

passengers rather ttran drivers". However, there v/as a feeling

throughout this section of a positive drive to enhance the position of

Pacific Island people. While they did not identify qrith an agentic stance

that typifies palagis, tJre young participants in this cohort group saw

that they had been "built up as individuals in order to make a

contribution to society". "If our PI community has so much faith in me,

how can I let them down?" Thus the knowing-why discussion had come

full circle and led smoothly into the skills required to contribute as

leaders of the future, the first knowing-how item.
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Knowing-how

Table 7.2 Aggtegated knowing-how scores: Pacific Professionals

Item Weighted score Frequency Vrl

I want to be a better
leader

o.67 38.7

I am becoming a
more strategic
thinker

0.66 48.3

I am open to fresh
ideas

o.62 40.3

I enjoy working with
people from whom I
can learn

0.61 54.0

I seek training and
development beyond
my current job

o.53 54.0

I enjoy working in
job situations from
which I can learn

o.45 32.2

I seek to integrate
information from
different sources

o.44 37.O

Discussion of knowing-how

I utant to be a better leader was not a surprising first choice for people

attending a leadership development course. However, this does not

minimise the impact of the item or its significance for those

participants. The amount of air-time and energz given to discussion of

the first item seemed to add to the significance of the weighting. When

one participant declared that she didn't think that she would ever make

a leader at the beginning of one knowing-how discussion, the issue was

aired of what constituted leadership. That woman supported her claim

by saying that she was "a worker rather than a delegator'which again

raised the issue of working in a supportive environment. "Because of

the culture, I am not going to challenge" (meaning challenging palagi

authority), yet leadership was highly valued. One woman who holds a
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leadership role in the health sector described how she ("our voice") was

now "heard at all levels of the organisation and not just on health

issues". A colleague explained that she had become recognised as

someone to be consulted "on all needs of the organisation where a

cultural component was necessar5/. While this is congruent with a

leadership role, the person involved didn't see this leadership role as

work. "I have to say with our work that we don't regard it as work. It is

actually part of our mission to serve our people. It is an extension of

who we are and we just love it to the max. ...It is an expectation of our

people".

Some of the younger participants were prepared to be more explicit

about their roles as "leaders of tomorrou/'. One described how "a lot of

our old people are at the retirement stage" which had the potential to

leave a "big gap". Thus the opportunity to sen/e the community was one

way to repay "the good grounding and the better lifestyle that our

parents worked so hard to give us". "You don't do it for yourself, it is for

our communit5/. "We know we have to be leaders because we have

been told that we have to be leaders". Another emphasised the powerful

voices that drove them: "Our husbands are just there - but our mothers,

you can always hear their voice saying lou can do better, that is not

good enough. I expect more from you'. Thus, an overlap with the

knowing-why discussion on what motivated them became apparent.

Leadership was about getting the work done rather than leading from

the front. "We don't have any degrees or bachelors in business, but we

get the work done". "What we have is loyalty and commitment to get the

work done". It was also a matter of "being passionate about who should

serve our peopleo so those in positions of influence could dictate terms

to the professionals. "We are very honest with these doctors we train.

We are really giving it to the medical professionals".

Another version of "getting the work done" style of leadership was

reinfo,rced in one group that describe.d how leaders were people rldth

specific attributes such as diplomacy and listening skills. The role of
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minister or matai was not necessarily a hallmark of leadership.

"Knowing everything" was less important than knowing "the key people

whom you can develop as support, whom you can trust". Several

examples were described to attest to progress that had been made

"because of that approach". In sum, leadership was a competency tJrat

built on multiple contributions. It seemed to be a way of valuing

collective efforts of the communit5r. "People make good contributions.

The best people are medium, not any professor'. One critical aspect of

leadership within the current New Zealand context was *someone who

understands both worlds - Samoan (or) Tongan and palagl systemso.

The last comment illustrates the importance of contextual factors in any

situation and tJle value attributed to recognising them.

The point was well made however that such a discussion of leadership

was in itself a palagi concept. "You wouldn't ask these questions of a

Samoan leader. Leadership comes naturally to them" and "If you calne

to a Samoan function you would know a different feeling. It
automatically comes to you that I aln a matai, this is how I perform,

how I behave, where I sit, where I stand. Leadership in that context is

wider and a natural component (of Samoan life)". Yet again, these

comments illustrate the contextual nature of leadership and the

inherent knowledge of place and position within society. The power of

Pacific leaders depends on the high level of social cohesion and almost

total absence of resistance to assigned social roles and practices. A

distinctive feature of lower hierarchies was their complete faith and

trust in leaders to make decisions that would preserve order and

stability (Tiatia, 1998).

Discussion moved to thinking strategically which was the second item.

"We know what strategic thinking is from a palagi point of view, but

what do we call it?" asked one participant. Another person drew

everyone's attention to work done 25 years ago by Pacifica (a women's

community organisation) to promote leadership and strategr among

Pacific peoples. She said "we often dont transfer that kind of natural

cunning that we all have to survive in our world. We often don't
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translate that into the workplace". Thinking strategically involved

"finding the right kind of people in the workplace to connect into". She

lamented the fact that "not enough of us do this. We know how to do it

in our own world and I want us to be able to do it in two or three

worlds'. "Getting skills from the palagi" was one description of strategic

thinking, which again suggested a vision for enhancing the position of

Pacific Island peoples in New ZeaTand. On the other hand, there is a

possibility that this participant may not actually hold such a perception

but was merely saying what he thought a palagi researcher may wish to

hear. Overall, strategic thinking was seen as "seeing the bigger picture"

or "taking an approach of seeing things overall rather than taking the

tunnel vision approach".

Item 3, being open to fresh ideas, was described as a way to learn from

each other. There was a heightened awareness of the value of fresh

ideas because of the leadership course these participants had all

recently attended. "l listen to as many people as I can" although for a

few that in itself provided the problem of "knowing which ideas to act

ono. In agreement, one suggested that "I think it is my weakness that I

listened to so many ideas (on the course) that everything was in a

muddle".

The informal style preferred by the Pacific peoples gave rise to fresh

ideas through discussion with others they respected and trusted. Item

4, I enjog utorking with people from ulrcm I can learrt, overlapped with

that. They learned from each other and their range of networks is

increasing in parallel with an awareness of the strategic value held

therein. Even during the focus group discussion when participants who

were regarded as more senior spoke, the others carefully listened. Thus

when one participant offered, "l have actually got a very large network

outside of work; to have tJre professional people who I can look up to. It
is both great and overwhelming", a role model was in action.

Little time was spent in any group on the last three items, mainly due to

the time and enerry spent on the leadership issue. Seeking training and
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deuelopment begond mV atrrent job was perceived as "attending courses"

and pursuing academic qualilications that would "be recognised by

palagi". Item 6 about working in job sifitations from uhich I mn learn

was discussed within an organisational context which illustrated the

restrictiveness of the "job" concept. Item 7 about integrating information

from different sources was scarcely mentioned except for a comment

that this ability'came with experience".

Knowing-whom

Table 7.3 Aggregated knowing-whom scores: Pacific Professionals

Item Weighted score Frequency (%)

I develop and
maintain
relationships with
family

r.22 69.3

I spend time with
people from whom I
can learn

0.64 45.2

I seek to develop
relationships to
access new
information

0.63 48.4

I cultivate
relationships with
customers or clients
for my work

0.48 35.5

I cultivate
relationships with
people who have
power and influence

o.42 35.s

I grve support
people inside
industry

to
my

o.42 33.4

I cultivate
relationships with
professional
colleagues

0.40 29.O
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Discussion of knowing-whom

Discussion of the first item, I deuelop and maintain relationships with

familg, almost served to summarise the other sections. The weighting of

the first item was more than double that of the second, which

graphically illustrates the significance of family within the Pacilic Island

cultures. "To us Pacilic people, the most important people in our life are

our family and that is why we make this (item) more important". That

"our families are our backbone really" was undisputed in any group.

"Anything that affects an individual affects the fami$, provided further

elucidation in that the comment emphasises the depth of family ties. It
is "unlike palagi thinkingl where "if you did something wTong, it is your

problem and you are the one in disgrace, for the Samoans and Pacific

Islanders if somebody does something wrong it affects everyone and it

hurts".

However the meaning was even deeper because it was the source of

identity and self-esteem. As explained by one of the senior participants,

"the fundamental thing is that people know themselves - for stability

and securit5/. In one group one man told a story of how he could now

speak Samoan when standing at a crowded bus stop because he felt

secure in himself as a person. Such security had been expressed many

times as a vision several participants held for young Pacific Islanders, a

motivating force that inspired them to work. There was widespread

recognition that in order to be accepted the initial response is to "act to

be like them" (palagis) whereas "when you mature you realise that is

wrong". For these participants, agreement was easily reached about

knowing-whom, namely that it was about "knowing who you are, and

identifying yourself and knowing where you stand". All subsequent

items were subsumed under this umbrella.

The relationship between family and community was changing for those

who were New Zealand born. It was explained that uthe concept of

knowing your family first before your community is the best way to do

thing-s" although for others "within our community at home, the family

colnes after communit/. Apparently this shift to reverse the order was
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a matter of emphasis as a way of encouraging self-care "before looking

at a bigger or wider community". It was a way of retaining cultural

values while adapting to life in a foreign context. The message here was

to "look after your family first".

Spending time with people from uhom I can learrt, the second weighted

item, was mainly considered in relation to the immediate work

environment. "I think knowing the organisation, knowing everyone in it
and how they function helps you to go further in that organisation".

Some however, took a broader view drawing on the family elders for

support. "With the old people there is a different level of language and

through learning that you earn their respect". The support (of family)

was also seen aS a resource to be leveraged as required. 'YoU are

fortunate enough to be able to go back to your community, get to know

how to go about things, because you have the ticket". The ticket in this

instance referred to a knowledge of the system that "enables you to

become a leader" (by applying knowledge of the system). "In a Pacifrc

environment you can do anything", whereas to be accepted in the palagi

context required application of knowledge in an organisational context.

The theme of these comments suggests the complexif of learning about

contexts in order to appropriately apply knowledge. Whereas the Pacific

environment was known, the New Zealand workplace was perceived to

be the domain of the palagi and therefore acceptance at work had to be

earned differently for Pacific peoples.

Item 3 about deueloping relationships to access new information

reinforced the message from the knowing-how discussion about being

open to new ideas. Relationships with anstomers and clients was

regarded as a context in which respect for others could be demonstrated

as a fundamental principle of inter-personal relationships. Some

criticisms were voiced about aitiuating relationships uith people who

lwue power and influen@ even though it had been weighted as tlle fiftlt

item. "I don't like power' was contrasted against benefits such as "it

helps you to help people" and "as the network spreads wider and wider

you can help someone else'. When the speaker was pushed to provide a
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context, relationships with professional colleagues (item 7) was offered.
While these comments were reminiscent of an overarching theme of
working to enhance the position of pacific peoples in New zea)and,, there
is again the possibility of providing responses that are culturally
appropriate (regarding power). Power in Pacific communities relies on
solidarity and traditional (hierarchical) social structures (Tiatia, 199g).
Therefore power relations are not likely to be explicitly claimed.

Interplay among three ways of knowing

Each area of career competency for this cohort group centred around
their family connections and the pattern of inter-dependence among tJre

three areas of career competency reinforced other a-reas. The knowing-
why motivation to work was to enhance the position of pacific Island
peoples in New zeaJand. particular emphasis was placed on the young
people who were perceived by the participants as being at risk of
becoming lost in a foreign culture and "losing their wa/. Thus their
sense of achievement as well as the challenge from supporting their
youth was also a way to contribute to society, a society defined within
cultural parameters. Many tensions were experienced in trying to
maintain traditional values at the same time as acculturation into a
broader context of life in New zealand,. Because of this tension
considerable value was attributed to working in a supportive
environment. support in this sense carne form two major sources.
First and most fundamental was the support of the extended family who
understood both the purpose of the endeavour and who had a shared
meaning of support. Second was support within the immediate work
environment which often was sought from palagi colleagues rather than
kinship ties.

Providing for family required maintaining financial securit5r, and so
these items were significant. The "mana" leof the family was reflected in
the provision made by individual members to the family, and public
cerFmonies such as weddings demonstrated the standing of families in

19 mana refers to stand.ing a person has within their ethnic communitv
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the community- Furthermore, m€rny families still provided for members
resident in the Islands increasing the number of people dependent on
any single worker.

The strength of the knowing-why drivers explains the rationale behind
the selected knowing-how items, especially among this group.
Leadership was seen as a critical aspect of achieving and contributing to
society. Many participants felt that providing leadership was a service
that they had been developed specifically to carry out, and therefore
tJrey accepted the challenge on behalf of and with the explicit support of
their people. Leadership was not described as a self-serrring position.
Strategic thinking was perceived as a skill that was useful in the palagi
culture and a skill to be learned from palagis. Strategic thinking was
recognised as potentially making a d.ifference to the results of leadership
for Pacific Island peopre. Similarly, there was a desire for and a
recognised need for openness to new ideas and new ways of doing
things' Learning new skills and new processes was sought to enhance
the overall standing of pacific Island peoples.

Knowing-whom items reinforced the centrality of family, and the
support provided from that extended infrastructure. The highest
weighted item in any category of the card sort concerned developing and
maintaining relationships with family. Family values were inherent in
the all of the knowing-why, knowing-how and knowing-whom
discussions. Each pointed to the power of the motivation to work to
enhance the family position, which in turn drove ttre skills required to
effect such enhancement, and further strengthened the relationships
within the family directly, and also indirectly outside of the immediate
family.

The other items of significant weighting in the knowing-whom career
competency €rrea reflected the inherent knowing-why qualities of respect
towards others- Cultivating relationships with others to learn and to
gain new information was arso connected to the expressed knowing_how
items of finding new ways in a paragi context. Furthermore, a]r
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relationships and interactions reflected on the broader family as well as

on the individual, providing further reasons to maintain integrity in

relationships.
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Reflections on pacific professionals cohort

An analysis of the data to ascertain specific career community
orientations showed that this cohort group reflected a very srong
alignment with the family communiff rypolory as presented in chapter
Three' The concept of family is fundamental to all nations of the pacific
Islands' Their concept differs from the Western notion of a nuclear
family in that it is broader and more inclusive of looser familv ties.

overlap with the ideological community and also the support
community is profound. The shared desire of these participants to
make a contribution to societ5r reflects their inherent belief in
community values. The collective sense of purpose in enhancing the
position of Pacific Island people in New Zealand, reflects an ideological
underpinning to family relationships that differs from sustaining family
structures as perhaps is the case with chinese family business
(Granose and Chua, 1996).

There was also strong evidence of a support community orientation.
This is particularly evident within the knowing-why career competency
because of the focus on minimising the tension between two cultures:
sustaining traditional values at the sanne time as maximising
effectiveness and comfort to make their way in a palagi societ5r.

Also evident, although to a lesser extent, was an orientation to a
company communit5r. The loyalty and respect inherent in Pacific Island
cultures was expressed as a characteristic of relationships within the
workplace by several participants. seeing royalty as a pre-requisite for
career development was one aspect of that, but there was also the
broader and more subtle issue of the integrity of each interaction
reflecting on the family, and thus incurring greater significance than
individual reputation. Thus, relationships with clients and customers
were perceived to be as important as relationships with colleagues. The
company orientation was also seen as a way to progress the primary
objective of enhancing the position of pacific Island people. There was
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added significance of the immediate effects from
working in both the health and the housing sector

those participants

as these were two
areas of greatest need for migrant groups.

Conclusion

This cohort group illustrated the expected strong orientation toward
family" However, there was considerable overlap with both ideological
and support community types. There was also some evidence of a
compa.ny orientation. The extended networks of Pacific Islanders in
New zealand provided considerable psycho-social support which
sustained the participants in both their home and work environments.
The support sustained a shared sense of purpose which involved
enhancing the position of the young people of the island nations to
acculturate into New Zealand and still maintain the traditional island
values. Furthermore, there was an ideologrcal underpinning to both
family and support community orientations. The desire to contribute to
the betterment of society, specifically the Pol5mesian societies with
which they identified, was a fundamental aspect of the collective
identity of the participants and also led to work situations through
wtrich their desire to contribute could be expressed. Key relationships
reinforced this motivation.

cultural differences can account for many of the actions and
interactions of Pol5mesian peoples. Benefits to individuats are
secondary to the collective advantage of the ethnic group. Through
such a lens, this cohort group provided a unique perspective on career
community orientation and one that transcends other, more
conventional community attachments.
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Chapter Eight

Evidence from the data: Career Communities

Introduction

Chapters Eight ald Nine constitute a conclusion to this thesis. This
chapter integrates the evidence presented in chapters Five, Six and
Seven- The data reported were collected in response to a new theory of
career communities developed in Chapter Three. Each of ttre preceding
three chapters has allowed for exploration of the theory in the lives of a
particular group of research participants. The focus here is on
reviewing' comparing and combining the evidence the three chapters
provide and on responding directly to the research questions that this
thesis was designed to address.

The methodology

For each group of research participants, ttre methodolory was
essentially the sarne. It began with the application of the ICCS and the
subsequent aggregation of results. The results were reported to
participant group members in focus group settings, and the focus group
data were analysed by reference to the set of ten "pure t5pes" of career
community outlined in chapter Three and the typolory detailed in
chapter Four. The data from the focus groups are discussed below
within the framework of tJle three intelligent career "ways of knowing".
Then a comparison of the focus group discussions against the typologr
of 'pure t5ryes" of career communities is presented.

The inter-subjective data generated from tJre focus groups illustrate the
value- of obtaining individual selections first to provide a frame for
discussion at the community level. Specilically, the frame ensured that



the most significant selections for a particular cohort group were
brought into the conversation, rather than items salient for vociferous
individual group members. The frame also provided for the observed
reflexivity between individual subjectivity and communit5r inter-
subjectivity described earlier. Moreover, the similarities and differences
in selections between cohorts enabled further comparisons to be mad.e.

Without the initial items being presented, the meanings of some of these
issues might not have been explicitly negotiated among cohort group
members. The alternative of relying either on the facilitator's idea of
relevance or an open discussion would have risked domination by the
views and biases of a few members, rather than generating more reliable
inter-subjective data for each group as a whole.

Inter-subjective data is more than shared language. The studies
illustrated a process whereby knowledge was made explicit either
through negotiation of meaning using language, or by explicating
meanings that were known tacitly to those within a cohort but not
necessarily understood by an outsider such as myself as researcher.
Moreover, the assistance provided by the co-facilitator for each focus
group was invaluable in picking up cues about body language,
explaining nuances and challenging words and phrases tlat were not
clear to €rn outsider. Through the process of interacting with one
anotJrer, tJre participants drew on their own subjective interpretations to
contribute to the discussions. In so doing they appeared to develop a
rapport which allowed for the explication of finer interpretations by the
researcher.

The results within each different intelligent career way of knowing have
been tabulated. The pilot study, reported in chapter Five, was
conducted to test the appropriateness of the methodologi and the
results have not been included in this comparison. The tables below
include all items that were selected rvithin the lirst four of any cohort
group. A discussion of the results follows the tables. The numbers
represent the rank of the item assigned by each cohort group based on
their weightings. For each group there was a notable division between
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the weightings assigned the first four items and those of the final three.
Therefore, in these comparisons, only the first four items for each group
are listed.

Knowing-why

Table 8.1 Knowing-whyi comparative item rankings ll=highf

Rose
Foundation

Leased
Executives

Pacific
Pr*ssbnab

I like to gain a sense of
achievement in mv work

2 1 1

I like working in a
supportive atmosphere

I 3

I want to be challenged in
my work

2 (6)

I want to malce a
contribution to societv

4 2

I like being directly
responsible for the results
of my work

$=

I like to have a choice about
the work that I do

3--

I like to work in an industry
that matters

3

I want to provide for my
family

4

Discussion of knowing-why selections

The patterns that emerged from each cohort group illustrated specific
career concerns of the participants. While there was overlap of items
that each group selected as the most significant for their careers, the
inter-subjective meaning attributed to the item allowed for differences to
be recognised across groups. However, rather than comparing results
based solely on the discussions of each item, it must be noted that it
was the combination of items selected by each group, particularly the
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first four items, that enabled finer distinctions to be made among the
cohort groups. The meanings underlying any one item became clearer
once the surrounding three or four items were discussed. In the
process of eliciting inter-subjective meanings several strong themes
emerged.

only one item was selected by all groups. I like to gain a sense of
achieuement in mg work was rated as most significant by both the
Leased Executives and the Pacific Professionals, and it was rated second
by the Rose Foundation. Each group had attributed its own meaning to
achievement.

For the Pacific Professionals the derived sense of achievement was an
expected outcome of enhancing the position of pacific people in New
Zealattd. Particular reference was made to capturing and channelling
the positive energ/ of Pacific youth into tangible educational
achievement. The item was closely allied to their second choice, I want
to make a contribution to society, and sixth , I utant to be cltallenged in mg
uork showing how achievement was a ma:rifestation of their
contribution to societ5r, a contribution they perceived as important and
challenging. They described the challenge as welcome. I enjog working
in a supportiue enuironment, item three, was a necessary pre-requisite to
effect their aim. One characteristic of the cultures of pacific nations is a
sense of togetherness and support, so it is not surprising that the
support item was so highly rated. I want to prouid.e for mg familg was
the fourth rated item. Again, family support is inherent in the
traditional values of Pacific peoples. That the item was ranked fourth
reflects their societal focus beyond that of the immediate family.

The Leased Executive cohort group also rate d I tike to gain a sense of
achieuement in mg work, most highly of all items. However, for them
"achievement" had a much more individualistic connotation. Also, there
was more variation of meaning within the cohort group. It required
more.discussion to elicit the shared meaning of this item. For most
members, a sense of achievement is experienced upon completion of
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projects. Because Leased Executives are sought after by employers to
solve problems, fulfilling that expectation provides a sense of
achievement and reinforces individual feelings of positive self-esteem.
Thus feelings of achievement indicated that they were adding value at
work. Achievement is related to the challenge felt from working in the
manner required of them as contingent workers. They wanted to choose
the work they perform although there was a recognition that the choice
olf work was secondary to the choice to work. The sentiment that I like
being directly responsible for the results of mA utork was effected by
exerting some control over the outcomes and outputs. In sum, their
motivation to work was much more personal, individual, and
instrumental in orientation than that described by the pacific

Professionals cohort.

Much of the work of the Leased Executives related. to their occupational
knowledge and connections. They spoke of sometimes participating in
work that they had not been specifically engaged for. That is, employers
took a view that if they were successful in the work they had been
engaged to do, their occupational knowledge and/or their knowledge of
the industry would equip them to perform other work. Thus there was
a sense of occupational and industr5r career community types among
the cohort group even though this was less explicit.

The participants from the Rose Foundation were similar to the pacific

Professionals in the way they discussed gaintng a sense of achieueffLent,
in that their focus was on collective rather than individual achievement.
Their personal beliefs were reflected in each of the first four items. They
described how a sense of achievement was evident when they felt they
were able to effect some degree of social change. In this case "adding
value" means supporting victims of sexual abuse on an individual and
personal level to enable them to lead "normal" lives again. At the same
time, however, there was a focus on a larger goal, which was, I want to
make a contribution to societg. Achievement on a broader scale was
measured by changes in societal attitudes and required political action.
However, such achievement is also very difficult to gauge. working in an
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industry thnt matterc was a very important aspect of their careers.
Furthermore, to effect societal change, a critical factor was that they like
utorking in a st'tpportiue enuironment. The support that the participants
provided for their clients was outgoing support. To effect their
ideological aims, they also needed incoming support from one another.
In sum, the personal and shared beliefs held by participants of this
cohort group were critical drivers in the particular patterns that
emerged in their career attitudes and behaviours.

Knowing-how

within knowing-how, two items were selected. by all three groups and
four items were selected by two groups. The tabte includ.es any item
that appeared within the first four selections of any group.
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Table 8.2 Knowing-how: comparative item 6attings

Rose
Foundation

Leased
Executives

Pacific
ffissiornb

I enjoy working with people
from whom I can learn

I 5 4

I enjoy working in job
situations from which I can
learn

(5) 3 (6)

I am open to fresh ideas I 3

I enjoy working as part of a
meaningful project

2 4

I want to work as part of a
meaningful project instead
of continuous job

2

I an developing knowledge
about my abilities

3

I want to be a better leader 1

I am becoming a strategic
thinker

(71 2

I pursue skills and
knowledge specific to my
occupation

4

Discussion of knowing-how selections

The two items selected by all groups were I enjoging working with people

from uhom I qn learn and I enjog working in job sifitations from uhich I
can leam. Many people commented on the similarity of these two items
when selecting the cards. Therefore there seems to be an added
signifrcance when both cards were subsequently selected by all of the
groups.

Ranked as the most important by tJre Rose Foundation, .[ enjog utorking
with people from uhom I can learn reflected an important aspect of their
relAtional orientation. A safe environment as a context for learning was
a high priority. Mention was repeatedly made of needing to feel safe in
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order to admit to making mistakes. Furthering their collective cause
necessitates understanding many aspects of the work beyond those
areas that they are immediately involved in. This helps explain their
second selection, I enjog utorking on a meaningful project, as this was
often described as the way in which they are able to work alongside the
others from whom they wanted to learn. Developing knowledge about
their abilities reflected the feelings of many of the cohort that they are
able to extend themselves and contribute in a broader context than
their initial involvement suggested.

For the Pacific Professionals, r enjoy uorking with people from uhom I
can learn was rated fourth. Their immediate focus was on becoming
better leaders. As mentioned in chapter seven, this item suggests a
bias emanating from the selection of the cohort group in that th"y were
all participating in a leadership development course. However, when
considered in conjunction with their other top three selections, a
pattern emerges of a group who were acknowledging that to effect their
overall (knowing-why) aims of enhancing the position of Pacific peoples,
the (knowing-how) skills they required were leadership skills including /
am becoming a more strategic thinker and / am open to freshid.eas. Many
saw that the most effective way to do this is to work with people from
whom they could learn.

The Leased Executives cohort illustrates a different pattern. Their
selection of I enjog working with people from whom I can learnwas rated
as the frfth item. While their discussions reinforced a theme of personal
orientation and learning evident in the knowing-why discussions, the
issue appeared to be less important than a shared concern to gain new
ideas from projects. The most important item for this group was .I am
open to fresh ideas - perceived by the group as a necessar]r aspect of
maintaining their employability and ensuring they retained a
competitive advantage in the labour markets in which they participated.
Their second item, I want to work on stccessiue projects instead. of a
continuous job and their fourth. item, I enjog uorking as part of a
meaningful project also reinforced their knowing-why motivations and
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their strong project alignment. This cohort was the only one to attribute
greater value to the job situation than to the people within it as a pre-
requisite for learning.

I am open to fresh ideas seemed to be an important aspect of learning
for many participants, and was explicitly rated by two of the three
groups. For some, increasing their range of relationship contacts was
one way to effect this. For example the Pacific professionals spoke of
new ideas developing among their ethnic colleagues as well as ideas
from the Europeans with whom they worked. Leased Executives spoke
of the value of moving from project to project as a means of gaining new
ideas that were often realised in short term assignments.

The Rose Foundation participants related their third item, I am
deueloping knowledge about mg abilitie.s to an increased awareness of
their abilities to work in chalenging situations such as working
alongside more senior team members on case loads to develop broader
occupational perspectives. This reinforces the notion that fresh ideas,
personal development and a desire to work with a project orientation,
may have strong interrelationships.

Finally, the data indicate a project-based approach within arl
participating groups. Both the Leased Executives and the Rose
Foundation members were explicit about this. For the Leased
Executives, moving from project to project was the principal mechanism
through which they pursued their learning goals. The Rose Foundation
members described episodic period.s of working alongside others in
order to learn more broadly about the context in which they all worked.
Cases, viewed as projects, often involved particular combinations of
therapists and counsellors who worked together for a specific time
duration. The Pacific professionals also clearly embraced a project-
based view in the causes and initiatives they took on. These results
suggest that the notion of project-based careers may be more
widespread than is evident from the nature of the work performed. That
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is, people may define projects for themselves that punctuate and lend
meaning to their work, even if the work itself does not require it.

In each cohort srouP, the knowing-how selections were interpreted as a
manifestation of the strength and character of knowing-why
motivations. This interpretation may have been emphasised by the fact
that knowing-why selections were discussed first. The knowing-whom
selections tabulated and discussed below are similarly interdependent.

Knowing-whom

For each cohort group, the variation a.mong items was broadest within
knowing-whom. only one item, I d.euelop and. maintain relationsfups
with family, was selected by all groups (and was similarly selected by
Gem Corporation). However, the remarkable aspect of this result is that
each group rated the item as the most significant. The table below
illustrates all items that appeared within the first four selections of any
group.
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Table 8.3 Knowing-whom: conparative item rankings

Rose
Foundation

Leased
Executives

Pacific
Messionab

I develop and maintain
relationships with
family

I I 1

I develop and maintain
relationships with old
friends

4 2

I spend time with people
from whom I can learn

(s) 2

I develop and maintain
relationships with
customers and clients

3 4

I develop and maintain
relationships within my
occupation

2

I develop and maintain
relationships for social
support

3

I seek to develop
relationships to access
new information

3

I develop and maintain
relationships with
professional employees

4

Discussion of knowing-whom selections

The item I deuelop and maintain relationships withfamilg was selected as

the most significant by all groups. In some cases the weighting was

double that of the next item. However, discussions pertaining to this

(family) item illustrated some differences as to what these particular

relationships meant. The Leased Executives were explicit about the

separation of work and family in order to obtain and maintain balance

in their lives. For them, spending time with family was frequently

mentioned as a critical reason for working as contingent workers. That

many of these participants were older than the participants in other
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cohorts may explain their general agreement about reaching a point in

their lives where they described wanting more than could be obtained

from work. The Leased Executives seemed to differentiate clearly

between "what I do" and "who I am".

Neither of the other two groups demonstrated such separation. Rather,

they demonstrated through their discussions the reverse situation,

where integration of "what I do' and "who I am" was important. For

both the Rose Foundation participants and the Pacific professionals,

family was an inherent part of their support networks. For the Rose

Foundation participants, receiving support was the most important

contributing factor underpinning their motivation to work. As

previously mentioned, for Pacific peoples, family is one of the most

important parts of their lives. Their concept of family is different from

the typically Western notion of a nuclear family. The extended family

concept is broader than that of a nuclear family and may include people

who do not necessarily share blood ties. These ties shape and are

shaped by their individual and collective identity and are also critical to

their feelings of belonging. For a minority ethnic group in New kaJand,

it could be understood to take on even greater significance as the

majority of the population are palagr.

The second to fourth selections within each group provide a clearer

picture of the similarities and differences arnong the cohort groups.

Patterns emerged from the choices that reflect idiosyncratic styles of the

groups and reinforced tfre selections they had made in the other two

ways of knowing. For example, the selections of the Leased Executives

specified the role played by intimate ties vdth, I deuelop and maintain

relationships with old friends. They spoke of them as an extension of

their families, people who are particularly important because of tle
transient nature of the work patterns of leased executives. I deuelop

and maintain relationshrps with anstomers and clients featured highly on

the priority list of relationships, which is not surprising grven the

reli.ance of leased executives on such people for future work prospects.

Retaining integrity from past relationships was evident with the Leased
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Executive's fourth choice about relationships with previous employers.
The notion of "free agenc/ was a prominent feature of their
relationship- building activities.

The Rose Foundation participants' second to fourth selections were
occupational, followed by relationships for social support, again
congruent with the emerging pattern of their larger social agenda. Old
friends were also seen to contribute to this aim. For pacilic

professionals the emphasis of their second through fourth rated items
was on learning and accessing new information through relationships
with others, with the fourth item speci$ring clients and customers. The
strength of the relational approach and the social context for learning
reinforces the collective orientation that emerged for each of the three
ways of knowing.

An overall pattern that emerges from knowing-whom pertaining to all
cohorts is the importance of support and the breadth of sources of
learning for their careers. The integration or separation of items differs
among cohorts. one surprising result is that even though the ICCS
contains six cards that explicitly mention work colleagues, these items
received few endorsements. This result contradicts normative ideas of
organisational careers. However, the significance of the item ratings,
and the level of animation within focus group discussions, both affirm
the combined importance of both individual learning and community
support. Also, the almost universal selection of the item emphasising
developing and maintaining relationships with family - even though the
meaning of family varied - further supports the meaningfulness of
knowing-whom as an essential consideration in career enhancement.

Interplay of different ways of knowing

In each cohort group the interplay of the three ways of knowing clearly
showed a pattern of interdependence. The discussions within each
empirical chapter provide specific evidence of a pattern that emerges for
each cohort stemming from specific item selections. The review of
frndings and the comparative discussion above illustrates how a similar
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patterning is reflected across the groups. Knowing-why motivations

linked to learning of knowing-how skills and expertise, which in turn

connect to knowing-whom relationships. Completion of the pattern

requires another link between knowing-whom relationships and

knowing-why motivations and identities. This link was clear from the

engagement and energ/ people brought into discussion about the

interplay among the ways of knowing. In sum, there was an evident

interdependency for all cohort groups. However, the groups seemed to

differ on the primacy they afforded to the different ways of knowing and

the main connections they saw among them.

The cohort groups reflecting an ideological community component

illustrate the influence of knowing-why most strongly. Individual

choices about values, beliefs and passions, plus the balancing of work

and family, reflected the strong subjective career investments of each

participant. Within the focus groups, participants engaged with one

another to negotiate shared meanings. These inter-subjective responses

reinforced people's personal selections at the same time as creating new

data about the group as a whole.

The Rose Foundation participants worked from a (knowing-why)

feminist ideological core that was explicit in their charter. Their

individual and collective belief in the power of explicit political attitudes

to effect social change for women was a fundamental assumption

under\ring their careers. Their shared working history was grounded in

this approach. The effect of members leaving had minimal impact on

the enterprise because incoming members also shared the ideological

perspective.

The Pacific Professionals cohort also showed an unwavering strength

stemming from their knowing-why motivations. Their strongly

expressed identification with the support type of career community

reflected a shared belief in the power of their extended family concept.

The fervour of their work aspirations emerged from the hopes they

carried for the enhancement of their peoples' social attainment.
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In both of the above cases, the strength of their (knowing-why)

ideological beliefs moulded their knowing-how selections and focus
group interpretations. Their choice of paid emplo5rment is a
manifestation of their beliefs. For the Rose Foundation participants, the
particularly low wages they received emphasised the point. For the
Pacific professionals, their discussions of remuneration showed that
their concern is to provide for their family. Particularly for these
cohorts both individual and collective identity were strongly reinforced
through their knowing-whom relationships. The belief in family
illustrated by the Pacific professionals is analogous to an ideologrcal
belief.

The interplay of t|e career investments of the Leased Executives also
drew upon their (knowing-why) motivation to work. The difference for
this cohort is that this was expressed as a desire to create more balance
between work and family and therefore their (knowing-whom) relational
attachments were fundamental. The reinforcement and support they
received from family (and old friends) reinforced their motivation to
continue working on projects to make this manageable in the longer
terrn.

The knowing-how career investments in each cohort emerged as a link
with other ways of knowing. Learning with other people was a source of
engagement with others that reinforces both knowing-why motivations
and knowing-whom relationships. ongoing skill development was
recognised within all cohorts as a way to continue to fulfil their personal
career aspirations. Gaining distinctive competence through cumulative
learning was a means to empower themselves while working in
connection with others.

The research questions

I will now turn to a review of the three research questions posed in this
research. I will give most attention to the first question since it is the
most fundamental. I will also draw more directly on the data collected
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in reviewing the Iirst question, since that will also serve as background
to the other two questions.

Sense-making at the group level

My first research question was "How ueII does intelligent career theory
support sense-making at a communitg leuel of analgsis?"

weick (1995, p. xi) says that "sense-making is best described as a
developing set of ideas and explanatory possibilities". weick,s
explanation of sense-making is consistent with the interplay among the
three (intelligent career) ways of knowing at both the individual and the
group levels of analysis. The patterns that emerged within each cohort

8rouP, as a result of the discussion of items and the meanings ascribed
to them by each group, were idiosyncratic to each group. The
differences among groups appeared as expressions of the subjective
careers of the members and of the inter-subjective commonalities across
those careers.

The utility of the intelligent career as an integrating framework at an
individual level of analysis has therefore been extended to a community
level. Individual (lnowing-whal motivations, interests, and personal
identities contributed to and were reflected in the (knowing-wlla)

overlapping identities of the cohort group data presented. in this work.
Personal (knowing-how)job-related areas of skilt and knowledge became
manifest in the shared tearning agendas discussed in the focus groups
reported in tJle empirical chapters, and summarised above. Similarly,
(knouing-whom) personal constellations of networks that provided
support and transmit reputation, fed into the interwoven networks of
communal relationships. In sum, the language and framework of the
intelligent career showed a utility at both the individual and the group
level of analysis.

Moreover, a reflexivity was evident between two levels of analysis, as
people moved between individual and communiqr concerns, and
articulated inter-subjective *."t irrg". It is from the elicitation of inter-
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subjective meanings drawn from the focus group discussions tl:at the
clarity of the communal interplay of the three ways of knowing emerges.

The discussions of inter-subjective meanings across Chapters Five

through Seven demonstrate the existence of specific career community
orientations. The Rose Foundation participants showed clear
orientations toward ideological, support, company and occupational
communities. The Leased Executives cohort revealed a different pattern
with a strong orientation towards project communities. However there
was also evidence of occupational, industrial, support and family
community orientations. Orientations towards support, ideological,
family and company communities emerged from the pacific

Professionals.

Table twenty-one below summarises the career community orientations
elicited for each of the studies. It also provides a snapshot of the
different emergent combinations of career community types relevant in
each of the three studies, and to which this discussion now returns.

Table 8.4 Evidence of career community types

Rose
Foundation

Leased
Executives

Pacific
Professionals

ldeological
aaaaaaaa aaaaaata

Support
aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaa aaataaaa

Occupational
aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaa

Project
aaaaaaaa

Industrial
aataaaaa

Gompany
aaaaaaaa aaaaaaaa

Family
aaaaaaaa aaaaoaaa

A "pdre type" ideological communigr is
ideolory, belief or goal. In the case of

one centred around a particular

the Rose Foundation, their goal
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was one of effecting meaningful social change in society by reducing the
power inequities that have an impact on relationships. Their shared
belief in this goal was evident in their desire for congruence between
personal agendas and actions, and those of the agency (Rose

Foundation). Their primary (knowing-why) motivator was gaining a
sense of achievement, feasible only through the support of others in an
interplay of (knowing-how) learning and (knowing-whom) relationships.
This interplay, which explicitty highlighted the support required as a
pre-requisite to effect their goals, illustrates the overlap with a support
communiV Wpe. The learning and development of specific areas of
expertise affirmed their shared goals as well as their community
identity.

The relationships through which they gave and gained much of the
support involved €rn occupational focus over shared client concerns.
Thus, there is evidence of an occupational community type.
Furthermore, members shared an allegiance to a company communitSr
type as the Rose Foundation represented the means tJrrough which
their expertise was demonstrated a:rd recognised by societ5r.

The passion of Pacific peoples in their career motivations to work to
make a contribution to societ5r mirrored that evident in the Rose

Foundation. The Pacific Professionals' fervour for enhancing their
people's social situation in New Zealand reflected an ideologlcal belief
which underpinned their commitment to their career behaviour. Key
relationships through the aiga and the church reinforced their collective
sense of purpose. overlap with a support community type was also
strong. Again, the aiga (extended family) and the church were central to
the maintenance of their shared interests. Active (knowing-whom)
encouragement of one another supported (knowing-how) learning and
reinforced (knowing-why) identity and motivation.

The discussion above implies a family community type that was
reinforced through the inter-subjective meanings elicited in this
research. The loyalty to the aiga was a fundamental driver of their
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career and life direction. The breadth of their interpretation of family is
reflected in their identification with Pacific Professionals who may not
share blood ties but who can be expected to receive support whenever
possible.

The Pacific Professionals also provided evidence of a company
communit5r type. Active and on-going participation within their
companies was important to them, particularly as a means to access

new (knowing-how) ideas and furthering the social support available
through (knowing-whom) relationships. The interplay wittr (knowing-
why) identity provided them with an alternative source of well-being,
linked to continuing participation in the company.

The pattern of career community types that emerged from the Leased

Executives'cohort differs from the previous two examples. Evidence for
the project community type is powerful. Their (knowing-why) career
drivers are strongly associated with specific projects. Participants are
drawn to short-term contracts which when completed provide the sense
of achievement that they sought. This achievement plays an important
role in maintaining their sense of identity as specialists with (knowing-
how) areas of expertise. It is these areas of expertise, and the on-going
learning to maintain them, that keeps these people so employable. A
considerable breadth of (knowing-whom) relationships is developed
through the variety of project assignments that are accepted. The
importance of ensuring high quality relationships is an explicit
consideration as they all have the potential to provide access to future
information and work.

Associated with and overlapping the project type €rre occupational and
industrial career community types. Sometimes the distinction between
these two types reflects t]:e language and. perspective of the l-eased
Executive rather than a clear-cut distinction between either "pure type".
Most of the cohort comprised accountants and some of these were
explicit about their association, with. similarly qualified professional
people. while there is very litfle evidence of close (knowing-whom)
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associations with occupational colleagues outside of project work, there

is evidence to support (knowing-why) identities through the implicit

structure of belonging with other accountants. There is also some

evidence for industry career corununity types. Their (knowing-how)

knowledge of the industry as a (global) whole facilitates local moves

between projects. Their reputation in the industry re-affirmed their

sense of (knowing-why) identity and allow for a breadth of (knowing-

whom) relationships which are a resource for future project work.

Leased Executives also provided strong evidence for a family t5rpe career

community. A key aspect of their expressed (knowing-why) motivation

to adopt flexible working arrangements was to spend more time with

their families who provided support and security. The (knowing-whom)

family relationships they reported had a depth to them that contrasted

with their reported (knowing-whom) work relationships. Close friends

represented an extension of family community principles. The

'arbitrar5/ division within their (knowing-whom) relationships enhanced

different aspects of ttreir career attitudes and behaviour. That is, a

clear separation was made between relationships that improved their

chances of positive work experiences and those that enhanced the

juxtaposition of their work within their whole lives.

The above discussion of evidence from the empirical studies illustrates

how the language and framework of the intelligent career were used in

communities to reveal patterns stemming from the subjective careers of

cohort group members. Rather than revealing EIny pure types of carer

community, several hybrid forms of community type, involving much

overlap, emerged in practice. What was also evident was that the group

members were describing personal career growth, and therefore

speaking to the second research question, to which I turn next.

Career communities and career growth

My second research question was "How does tle concept of career

communities contribute to our understanding of career grotuth?"
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The key to this second research question seems to lie in the link
between inter-subjective data and its pre-requisite subjective data. The

reflexivity between these two draws attention to the process through
which subjective data and inter-subjective data form and are formed by
the other. That is, participation in a career community is a learning
experience that contributes to transformation of both the individual and
the community. From the data summarised above, the career learning
and development for people were reinforced and affrrmed by the shared
goals at the community level. Such affirmations have been reported in
knowingtahg areas of motivation and identity, knouting-how areas of
skills and knowledge and knowingtthom shared networks of
relationships, for each cohort group.

For any individual career, the actor may identiff several aspects of self
that are developed in different career communities. The reciprocity
between tJre person and the community may occur within several co-
existing career communities. Some members of these may share
membership in more than one community. A career community may
align itself with the employing company. There was evidence of such
intra-organisational alignment, in two of my three empiricat studies.
However, career communities may also extend beyond the boundaries of
an organisation. That is, multiple career attachments emerge

irrespective of formal boundaries.

The first research question is explicitly focussed at the community level
of analysis. The second question reflects on the benefits of the
community to the person. Previous writers have identified the multiple
sources of support and development for individuals for their career
development. Other writers have considered individual differences
within conununities at a group level of analysis. One contribution of
this thesis is in linking these two levels through an explicit focus on the
reciprocal effects in career development.

In Chapter TWo it was noted that career actors at an individual level,
typically have a constellation of relationships from which they draw
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learning and support. These relationships also serve to reinforce
personal identity and meaning (Kram, 1996). Similar findings were

demonstrated from the card sort selections made by all participants in
this study. Their knowing-whom selections specified inter-personal
relationships, while tle interplay among the three ways of knowing
emphasised that relationship constellations were one single, albeit

important, aspect of career. However, this research points to
relationships serving as more than a link to other useful people.

Rather, these relationships appear to incorporate substantial
communitSr attachments that serye to enhance careers in multiple
mutually benefi cial ways.

This research has therefore broadened the relational perspective. It has
envisaged personal interactions as embedded within a community, and
has incorporated a shift from individual to community analysis in the
research design. The adopted metfrodologr allowed individual
subjective career data to be collected and then reconsidered to elicit
group communit5r orientations. The inter-subjective data gathered

shows how the underlying career issues of the people involved give rise
to the formation of multifaceted community attachments. Like
communities of practice, these career communities provide practice

sites on which overlapping identities and social interaction drive shared

learning opportunities. In so doing, tJ.ey provide further opportunities
for personal growth.

Self-orga n is in g an d col lective relationshi ps

My third research question was "Hou.t do people self-organise into
colle ctiu e utorking arrarg ements ? "

The significance of the results of this thesis is that tJrey provide support
for an alternative model of career that extends beyond any single
institutional setting. Mapping and udlising subjective career data from
an individual level of analysis for collective discussions using inter-
subjective data has illustrated an inherent self-organising process. It is
a process that contrasts with the more formal and prescribed career
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images from the past, images that used language of planning and

control and external organisation.

In the industrial era, the organisation was the primary structure
considered to support t]le development of careers. In turn, the

organisation was also expected to provide the necessary community
support from which career success could be pursued. one
longstanding alternative has been that of the occupational career, as

emphasised by the traditional vocational guidance approach described
in Chapter TVvo. Occupations can be seen as alternative sources of
community attachment. In particular, Van Maanen and Barley's (19g4)

work on occupational communities, detailed in Chapter Three, offers an
alternative to the organisation as a meeting-ground for exploring
people's identities, social attachments and career investments. Another
alternative community framework stems from the work on industry
regions (Saxenian, 1994, 1996 #90) that suggests career communities
as hybrids of industry, occupational, and regional community types.

The communities of practice literature is innovative in that it is not
lirnited to a particular company or occupational setting. Both Brown
and Duiguid (1991) and wenger (1998) have focused particularly on
learning as an inter-subjective social activity that reflects informal
rather than formal structures. Specifically differentiating careers of
advancement from careers of achievement, Zabuskey and Barley (1996)

have reported on the careers of medical technicians to illustrate how
work-related communities rather than employer organisations provide
distinctive non-hierarchical measures of success. Orr (1990) offers a
similar conclusion from his work on photocopier service technicians.

An important point made by Brown and Duiguid (1991) is that
communities of practice are often not recognised by the organisation.
That is, they are not formal canonical work groups but rather fluid
groups of people bound by informal relationships who share a common
practice. Communities of practice ooften cross the restrictive
boundaries of the organisation to incorporate people from outsideo
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(Brown and Duguid, 1991, p. 4g). The boundaries around them are

defined by the joint sense of purpose of the practice, and are not the
sarne as organisational boundaries created by business units and
processes (Wenger, 1996). Despite the clarity with which these points
are made by the writers credited with the original concept, communities
of practice are now being promoted as the route to competifive

advantage for organisations (Liedtka, lggg). This would appear to
exacerbate the propensity to interpret research that connects the
notions of community and work as supporting a traditional view of an
intra-organisational focus on practice communities.

The trust and collaboration which are inherent in communities of
practice epitomise the dense rich social communit5r that Putnam
describes as a precondition for other forms of economic development
(h.rtnam, 1993). while the social interaction may suggest that
communities of practice are the "shop floor of human capital" (Stewart,
1996). it could be that the trust emerges from the process itself rather
than existing as a precondition for it. In a critique of Putnam's work,
Cohen and Fields (1999) point to the success of the Silicon Valley where
trust emerges from people working effectively together. This view tJlat
performance leads to trust is supported by Granovetter,s (1973)
perspective on the strength of weak ties. Cohen and Fields (1999)
suggest that the pathway for ideas is along the connections of people
committed to innovation over and above €rny company. The research
reported here suggests ideas flow more broadly among identifiable
career communities where shared commitment reflects their members
career investments.

The informal social structures I call career communities emerged from
the inter-subjective data and reflected a principle of self-organising.
The career communities approach suggests that a range of institutional
"pure t54res" can be seen as overlapping orientations that manifest in
practice as a hybrid, one that is both driven by and responsive to its
members' concerns.
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The data presented in Chapters Five, Six and Seven, which are reviewed

and compared in this chapter, suggest that particular organisational,
occupational or other institutional perspectives all contribute to a larger
story. It is a story of career communities as hybrids of "pure t5pes" of
community as presented in the typology. Thus, rather than seeking to
replace or supersede any of the alternatives presented to date, the
concept of career communities provides a vehicle for the integration of
previously separate theories, and for appreciating the overlaps among
them.

The research population for this thesis was selected for particular
reasons. Each group investigated was anticipated to offer data relevant
to the underlying theory of career communities outlined in Chapter
Three. It remains to be seen how well the theory stands up to broader
testing. However, the affirmation of the theory in the reported findings
is encouraging and suggests the full potential of the career community
approach has yet to be realised.

The focus group discussions also illustrate the contribution of the
process outlined in Chapter Four to elicit inter-subjective meanings
from each cohort group. The meanings attributed to the same item in
different groups reflect the value of probing beyond the words
themselves. The elicitation of data from each cohort group illustrates
the specific meanings attributed by the group, thus facilitating a deeper
understanding of why items were selected. Just as at an individual
level the subjective career is distinguishable by the differences in
personal meaning ascribed to particular items and events, parallel
processes were evident at the group level of analysis.
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Ghapter Nine

The Prospects for Gareer Communities

Introduction

I began this thesis by noting that traditional views of career have some

limitations in their interpretative value in the current environment. It is
an environment with markedly different characteristics from the relative
stability of the past. It is an environment that is shifting toward a
knowledge societSr, one in which careers will be predicated on learning
as their most distinguishable feature. In contrast to earlier ideas about
careers, the knowledge that counts toward career growth is tacit,
subjective and changing. There is, therefore, an urgent need to extend
theoretical perspectives and increase our understanding of career
patterns.

My interest in the topic stems from my personar experience as an
educator and a career counsellor. I have experienced first hand the gap

between career theory and it's application into practice. In my
experience, established career theory is inadequate to understand and
explain the career experiences of many people. I came to believe that a
better approach would be to adopt a more holistic view of both the
person and his or her career situation. In this thesis therefore, I
emphasise the subjective career, concerned with the internal meanings
that people construe from their career situations.

One advantage of the subjective career perspective is that it affords an
entry into inter-subjective meaning. In turn this allows for the career to
be considered in relation to shared collective experiences. A collective
perppective provides a possible answer to the criticism of individualism
tJ1at has been directed toward contemporar5r boundaryless career



theory. Traditional theories of career development also largely took an

individualistic approach. Viewing community as a social structure to
support ccrreer growth provides an alternative to traditional ways of
conceptualising how careers unfold.

I have drawn upon new science as an alternative metaphor to illuminate
the understanding of contemporary careers, and to draw attention to
particular aspects of career. I have drawn particular attention the non-

linearity and interdependence of diverse experiences that contribute to

careers. A new science perspective suggests envisioning careers as

emergent processes that self-organise around shared areas of attraction
or themes around which people's experiences cluster. Careers and

community experiences are enacted as people make sense of past

experiences and project themselves towards possible futures. A new

science perspective is also congruent with a focus on the subjective

career (Bird, Gunz and Arthur, 1998). Adopting a new science

approach, together with the focus on subjective meaning, has

implications for the adopted methodological approach and gives rise to a
series of questions that underlie the development of this thesis.

The state of career theory and practice

Seeking convergence between career theory and its practica-l application
is a dynamic process aimed at enhancing the ability of career actors to
maximise the benefits of theoretical approaches. The relevance of
theories to reflect the links between career actors and the societ5r in
which they live changes along with the realities of the workplace. In
Chapter T\uo I highlighted the theoretical utility of tJ'e intetligent career

for the current environment, and through that lens I considered three
theories of career development tJ:at have previously served career actors
well. When considered through such a lens, deficiencies become

evident that compromise these theories' value in tJle environments
discussed in Chapter One.

Within trait and factor theory a static view of both the person and the
environment is assumed. Within developmental theories an assumption
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is made that people change and develop over time. However, there is an

implicit assumption that people develop in a predictable way over the
life cycle rather than experiencing many mini-cycles. Furthermore,

developmental theories are largely based on traditional careers of (white)

middle class males and therefore there is a tendency to oversimplify the

range of people's experiences, especially in the contemporaqr economic
environment. The third area of career theory I considered is composed

of theories that are explicit about learning and the social context for
career development. However, the principal problem with this last set of
theories stems from a.n over-reliance on cognitive ways of knowing.

Various aspects of older career theories have the potential for further
development. For example, super's perspective on work as a sub-set of
life makes explicit the fact that career actors occupy multiple roles in
life, and that these roles are inter-connected (super et aI., 1996). A
relational approach to careers, which has long been the focus of
feminist writers, also emphasises inter-dependence between the people's

roles and the environment (Marshall, 1989). women's preference for
connection over separation and the centrality of relationships in many
women's personal and professional development both reflect affiliative
behaviour. These stand in contrast to notions of mastery and autonomy
that are usually associated with careers. Thus a relational perspective

and a recognition of multiple attachments provid.es an alternative
platform from which to view careers as a link between people and the
societ5r in which they live.

The interplay between individual agencg aurtd, shared communion is
highlighted in weick's (1996) enactment theory. This theory is both
appropriate and helpful as an heuristic for understanding the dynamic
nature of careers as an emergent and reflexive process. Drawing from
weick's theory, I have explained how the weakening of environmental
constraints facilitates the changing conditions in which people learn
through improvisation.
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Both the relational and enactment perspectives are congruent with the

processes inherent in the new science paradigm. Furthermore, the

subjective aspect of career is prominent in both perspectives. Eliciting
t-Le subjective career requires a person-centred focus, one that views a

career actor as a system within a larger system. An embedded view of

the person supplants previously narrow perspectives that focused on

partial aspects of the person. People enact their careers in inter-related
webs of connection.

The person-centred focus integrated with a new science emphasis on

the whole rattrer than on parts suggests tJlat effective learning
approaches continuously connect with multiple ways of lceowing

including cognitive, emotional, and practical. The key tjreories of
learning presented in Chapter Two focused on learning as a socially
constructed activity and while there is an acknowledgement,
particularly in Krumboltz's theory, that learning involves cognitive and

emotional processes, these theories do not go far enough. A particular
value of the intelligent career theory is the explicit connection to the
predication of careers on growth (rather than hierarchical advancement)

which require continuous learning. The interplay among different ways

of knowing portrays knowing and learning as a dynamic ongoing
process of enactment. Furthermore, intelligent career theory applies to

both individual and inter-personal levels of analysis.

Careers and community

Subjective aspects of career are usually considered at an individual level

of analysis. In Chapter Three, I considered a theoretical application of
intelligent career theory (Arthur et al., 1995) at the level of community.
At this level of analysis the interdependency among the three ways of
knowing can be shown to parallel that at an individual level. Similar
connections between individual careers and community are evident in
the work of van Maanen and Barley (1984), who applied the twin
concepts of gemeinschaft and gesellschaft to careers.
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Recently the concept of community has been revived to fill a perceived

void that has appeared in people's lives today (Gergen, 1991).

Communitarianism is one example in which explicit connections are

being made to integrate work, communiV and identity. The concept of

community is generally perceived with positive connotations, despite a
lack of consensus about the concept's precise meaning. It is argued

that continuous change in the environment has compromised people's

sense of connection with others. The concept of community is now

being applied in the business world as a means of promoting co-

operation to achieve business goals (Nirenberg, 1994/Sl.

Meaning within communities stems from tacit and explicit inter-
subjectivity. Inter-subjective meanings emerge from processes that are

social in nature and therefore a socially constructed approach to
learning is necessary. Socially constructed learning reinforces the

situated learning perspective of Lave and wenger (Lave and wenger,
1991). The importance of the context and the interpersonal process are

afforded as much importance as the content and the cognitive processes

through which knowledge is acquired.

Learning as a social activity is fundamental to the recently developed

theory on communities of practice. The added value of communities of
practice over occupational communities is that learning, a sense of
belonging and identity are seen to occur in many communities
simultaneously and therefore enable the incorporation of a variety of
experiences into an emergent career. The key concepts are meaning,
practice and identity, all of which are inter-connected and mutually
defining.

Through a s5rnthesis of fundamental aspects of both communities of
practice and intelligent career theories I posited a new concept called
career communities. These are social structures through which people

learn and grow in ways that support their careers. The concept of
careef communities led to the .development of a typologi of career

communities. The typolosr suggests "pure t54res" of career communit5r
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stemming from overlapping

knowing-how skills and

relationships. In practice

communities rather than any

knowing-why identities and motivation,

expertise, and knowing-whom social

one would expect to find hybrid career

pure type.

lnvestigating career communities

Chapter Four outlines the research process designed to investigate the
existence and contribution of career communities. Inherent in the

research design were the ontological and epistemological assumptions
that informed my method. In tJle first instance, this involves making
explicit the axiological assumptions that are derived from my own
personal experience and beliefs. Secondly, it involves making clear my
views that reality is perceived through a subjective and interpretative
process, and that the subjective career needs to be etcited and
interpreted from the internal perspective of the career actor. Thirdly,
my focus is on the whole person who, in turn, is embedded within a
larger system. This leads to an holistic approach to learning and to
research.

These assumptions informed my methodolory. As the investigation
involved two levels of analysis it was necessary to utilise a process that
was congruent qrith the elicitation of the subjective career at the
individual level, while also valuing the social embeddedness of shared
experiences among people. The ICCS instrument was applied at the
individual level and focus group methodolory was considered the most
appropriate for collection of inter-subjective data at the communit5r
Ievel. conventions relating to this method.ological approach were
explained in terms of their application in this study. A weighting
system to rank individual level results was devised to provide an input
measure for focus group discussions. The typologr of pure career
community types which was presented in Chapter Three was specifrcally
related to intelligent career theory and developed into a template against
which the empirical results could. be patterned.
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The populations from which my participants were drawn and some of
the limitations therein were described. Each cohort was purposively

selected: the Rose Foundation for the strong ideological underpinning of
the work, Leased Executives because they had no permanent company

affiliation and were a group reflecting an alternative career pattern, and
the Pacific professionals because they are an important ethnic minority
group in New Zealand that is known to value highly an inherent sense

of community. I selected these groups in anticipation of illustrating a
variety of career situations each suggesting distinctive career

community arrangements.

Empirical studies

In chapters Five, six and seven I presented data which had been

collected and analysed from one pilot study and three subsequent
empirical studies. The principal aim of the pilot study was to trial and
reline the methodologr. While this aim was successfully effected, useful
data were also gathered. The Gem Corporation provided evidence of
multiple community attachments. The typologr appeared useful in
highlighting how a group could be understood by reference to the career
communitJr framework. While the research aflirmed the career

community concept, there were limitations in the research approach.
As a result, refinements involving the dropping of the nominal group
technique, and the use of a co-facilitator, were introduced for the next
phase of this research.

A review and comparison of results across the empirical studies was
presented in Chapter Eight. The research questions were addressed

with specific reference to these questions. while each cohort was
selected for a particular purpose, comparisons of data enabled

distinctive patterns from the respective inter-subjective meanings to
emerge across the samples. While there was individual variation within
three distinct cohorts, the inter-play €rmong three ways of knowing at
the,community level showed as patterns from which overlapping career
community types were evident. I have interpreted these results as
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initial validation of the career communit5r concept. Furthermore, the

results encourage extended applications of the method designed to elicit

inter-subjective meaning in a greater variety of career situations.

The existence and contribution of career communities

My thesis is that career communities provide a social structure that
sustains career growth. While further research is clearly needed, the

findings of this study provide strong support for this argument.

In this final section I address the contribution of this thesis by further
explicating the concept of career community, what distinguishes it from

other perspectives on community at work, how it provides an alternative

social structure to other perspectives, and the implications the concept

holds for practice.

Reflexivity

A central concern of the intelligent career concept is subjective meaning

that subsequently provides a platform for the elicitation of inter-
subjective agreement. Application of the intelligent career at a different
level of analysis provides a framework to move beyond an individualistic
model to observe the interplay of different ways of knowing within
groups. One contribution of extending intelligent carer theory to the
group level is that the shift from subjective to inter-subjective meanings

makes explicit the desirability of taking an holistic view of the dynamic

relations between people and the recognisable communities to which

they attach themselves. These relations have importance for their
subjective career meaning.

There is a tension between individualistic and collectivist theories of
behaviour that is manifested in a frequent ideological debate in which

one view is given priority over the other. Individualistic theories are
grounded in a suggestion that "ttre aggregated outcome of individual
actions and reactions are always potentially reducible to their
component parts" whereas the collectivists theories at the opposite end

of the spectrum refuse nto recognise individual actors as constituent
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components' (Reed, L996, p.47). However, applying the intetligent

career theory at a group level of analysis is not merely shifting from one

ideological debate to another. In bridging across levels of analysis,

attention is drawn to the reflexiviff between the levels.

Focussing on either individual or communiqr levels of analysis to the

exclusion of the other is inherently partial and misses the reflexivity

that connects one level with the other. A focus on one level means less

attention for the other. The key is not to focus on or value either level

over the otlrer, but to emphasise the dynamic process through which
connections can be made between the levels. The two levels are

interdependent and make greater and unfolding sense relative to one

another. This reflexivity emphasises a continuously shifting figure-
ground position of one person in relation to others. One way to retain
the flexibility to shift the focus between levels and to keep both fields in
sight is to exercise peripheral vision (Bateson, lgg4l.

Exercising peripheral vision is relevant along several dimensions that
traditionally have been perceived as dichotomies in the consideration of
career growth and success. For example, on one dimension the
autonomy of the individual career actor is counterbalanced by
participation with others in a collective. on another dimension,
competition is contrasted with collaboration. A broader dimension is
that which separates the objective career from the subjective. These

dichotomies are normative, and illustrative of the subtle ways through
which careers are characterised in the contemporary literature. The net
effect is often a constraint on people's perceptions of the significance of
career, as reflected for example in the neglect of a career perspective in
much of the literature on organisational learning (Cohen and Sproul,
L9961. In contrast, reflexivity facilitates greater sense-making at botJl

the individual and collective levels of analysis attributable to the study
of careers.

Thus, applying intelligent career P"oty.at a community level of analysis
illustrates the value of shifting from an either/or structure to
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incorporate a both/and model in which neither pole is superior.

Rather, each represents a different voice in a single conversation about

different ways of being. The emphasis is on holism rather than partial

views. People's individual knowing-why, knowing-how and knowing-

whom investments take on a collective value. Weick's (1996) theory of

enactment, explained in Chapter TWo, has considerable power to

explain the d1'namic picture that unfolds as career investments are

made. As people enact personal ways of knowing they contribute to

career communities which in turn affect individual careers. The

reflexivity between the interplay of the three "ways of knowingl at an

individual level and a collective level may be paralleled to the learning

process that is also both personal and communal.

Focussing on the reflexive interaction between levels of analysis is a key

contribution of this thesis. It suggests an extension of tJle individual

constellation of relationships (I(ram, 1996; Higgins, L9971 in reaching

forward to focus on the interaction of those personal relationships in

relation to others. The focus also extends the acknowledgement of

individual differences within communities by speaking back to the

impact of the communiry on the person. The focus therefore bridges

two existing and signilicant perspectives.

Gareer growth through learning

Career growttr is explicitly linked with learning in the new career

paradigm (Arthur et al., 1995). The reflexivity discussed above

facilitates a shift away from the primacy of individual agency to

consideration of the context in which learning occurs, and also to the

reciprocity between an individual and their communities.

There are several different conceptualisations of collective learning

related to work including work teams, project teams, learning teams,

and communities of practice. Each of these approaches highlights the

role of an individual orientation in a group setting and each is different

from-a career communit5r. Work.teams retain an explicit task focus on

work-based assignments. Learning teams have a specific agenda and
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members are assigned particular roles focused on individual

development. Personal agendas are enhanced through facilitated

reflection on practice (Raelin, 2OO0).

Recent writing on project teams portrays projects as sites for investment

of personal career capital in which the individual career is shaped by

people's overlapping community-based project investments (DeFillippi

and Arthur, 2000). The career community approach incorporates these

factors through the pure 'project community' type. However, the

concept also allows for the overlaying of other (e.g. occupational,

industry and ideological community agendas) onto the project

framework. This approach is not limited to project teams.

None of the perspectives mentioned above, in and of themselves explain

the emergence of a community of practice as earlier described in

Chapter Three. In order for a community of practice to become evident,

the notion of 'agenda' is replaced by that of an 'enterprise'. A

corlrnunity of practice requires evidence of three dimensions - shared

repertoire, joint enterprise and mutual engagement - which are

overlapping and mutually constituitive (Wenger, 1998). Through

mutual engagement in a joint enterprise a shared repertoire is

developed over time.

Similarly, career communities are grounded in a three dimensional view

and emphasise the dynamics of learning as a process occurring within a

social setting. Specific examples detailed by Orr (1990) and Zabuskey

and Bartey (1996) highlight the particularity of tl.e community as a site

for learning. Although the communities of practice theory has

emphasised that communities of practice are not canonical work groups

(Brown and Duguid, 1991; Wenger, 1998), most reported applications to

date have been within organisational settings. It would seem that the

emerging lield of communities of practice has much to offer academics

and practitioners in its explication of learning as a social activity that is

reflexive with practice. Thus it is not surprising tJ:at capturing inter-

subjective meanings from work-related teams makes sense. An
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organisational emphasis makes explicit the development of informal
learning to foster and advance learning and expertise for
(organisational) competitive advantage (Garrick, 1998; Liedtka, 19991

Discussion has even been raised about the whole organisation as a
community of practice (Raelin, 20OO).

Adopting a focus on paid work and learning within work settings,

however, appears to restrict the potential for understanding career

enhancement. career communities are not synon]finous with work-

based communities of practice. As a departure from traditional
thinking, t]le spectrum of career communities extends beyond the

workplace to include a range of sites that reflect the specific career
concerns of career actors. The variety and range suggest that
collaborative arrangements are much more volitional than preordained.

This view also moves beyond seeing individual networks as a product to
viewing engagement within career communities as a process facilitating
learning for the enhancement of career growth.

The issue of reflexivity, discussed earlier, is a reminder that viewing two
levels of analysis simultaneously illustrates that the person has some

control over his or her own learning. A career community is not an
intermediary level of analysis. Participation in career communities is
fluid and reflects adjustment over time as people grow, develop and
change. Change occurs continuously, as *emergent processes rather
ttran planned structures, ensure long-term system stability and
survival" (Reed, 1996 p. 37). Thus career communities may provide a
link between people and the society within which they reside that is a
source of stability within an otherwise turbulent en'rironment.

Careers may engage with a range of institutional settings (Arthur,
Inkson and Pringle (1999). Four principal institutional forms are

industry, occupation, company and society. Each is reflected in the
career community typolory, the first three as pure types and society as

a hybrid type. Thus, career communities can reflect these institutional
properties but are not so restricted in their formulation. The concept of
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career communities is a broad vision that allows for preceding separate

theories and the overlaps uunong institutional forms to be better

interpreted. This breadth of vision is reminiscent of the perspective of

tJle Chicago School of Sociologr (Barley, 1989).

Occupational communities provide an analory in the particular case of

the occupational Wpe, especially in the emphasis on achievement as

ascribed by the peer group versus advancement up any objective career

ladder (Van Maanen and Barley, 1984). While occupational

communities extend to exploring people's identities and social

attachments in addition to their knowing-how learning, the concept of

career communities offers further options. These options include

broader conceptions of context in which careers unfold, like those

suggested by various writers who have engaged with alternative

frameworks for careers such as industry regions (Sarenian, 1996).

The point of the above discussion is not to claim that career

communities are all things to all comers, but that tJre specific career

concerns of the members, and the reflexive properties of community

activity, may be better calibrated according to the particular czlreer

community in question. One value of career communities is that they

reflect career enactment driven by personal as well as collective ways of

knowing. The data presented in this thesis affirms that the process of

knowing is altogether a wider concept than is generally indicated by

most writers on knowledge, even when tacit knowledge is included. The

intelligent career framework has illuminated that knowing-how skills

and job-related expertise contribute to only one driver of community

engagement. Subjective career issues of (knowing-why) personal

awareness of motivations, values and the balance of work and family,

and (knowing-whom) interpersonal relationships are also primary

drivers of career community activities. Each driver is also inevitably

engaged in career communi$r learning processes.

Th.. data from the studies of. Gem Corporation and the kased

Executives have shown tllat the leveraging of knowing-how expertise is
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important. However, in other cases, different career drivers exist. The

principal driver in the Rose Foundation was the ideological values

shared by community members. Analysis of the data from the Pacific

Professionals indicated that their knowing-whom relational links were

fundamental. Thus a communit5r perspective enriches our

understanding of careers as career communities allows researchers to

identiff different community-based drivers of career behaviour. These

understandings return to the point of reflexivity, and explicitly to how

reflexivity relates to learning, and how learning is guided by the

particular career agendas that people bring to their shared experiences.

The career community as a nexus of attraction

The concept of attraction relates back to the new science paradigm that

is a thread throughout this work. I have adopted concepts from new

science as metaphors through which to seek new insights into careers.

These metaphors may add value if they assist people to consider

alternatives to accepted normative models. The use of metaphor creates

a way to think more creatively and develop new understandings of

career phenomena. Thus, the use of metaphor "is not just illustrative

use of language but also a way of cognitively appreciating and

understanding the world" (Inkson, 20OO).

In traditional career studies normative models emphasise the primacy of

the autonomous self and individual agency over relationships with

others, and also promote and value the objective over the subjective

career. Metaphors of new science facilitate a shift in thinking about

careers not as a series of logical work progressions, but rather as the

result of possibilities stemming from multiple opportunities, each of

which link inter-dependently with each other.

Through the subjective aspect of career, people construct a vivid model

"of reading its past, projecting its future, making choices about those

futures, and controlling them through not only manipulation of control

parameters, but (through) creating new, novel spaces and solutions"

(Abraham, Kugler, Min and Abraham, 1995, p. 11). Thus people 'can
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critically influence the choice of (their) future states" (Laszlo, 7987,

p. 1291. The subjective career has long been recognised as an important
resource for self-organising activity (weick and Berlinger, 1989). The

reduction of explicit external markers of career success, stemming from

the continuous changes in the environment, increases the relevance of

subjective career criteria as a measure of growth and learning. Personal

meaning is derived from internal criteria rather than external causes, a

source of change that is a key feature of self-organising systems.

Enacting the subjective career draws from the energies people bring to
their work. In this sense careers can bring about the 'negative

entrophy' new science authors acknowledge (Goerner, l99s) and

through which established work Eu:rangements may be replaced by new

ones. That is, careers contribute to the processes that dismantle

established work arrangements at the same time as they provide

foundations for new growth (Harwey and Reed, 1996).

The new science emphasis on notions such as process, flow and rhythm
suggests that such themes are in continuous motion, revealing patterns
rather than ever achieving a linal point. Thus changes in the subjective

career may manifest themselves in the variety of experiences a person

encounters over time, and reflect new bases for attraction toward inter-
subj ective experiences.

My focus on the principle of self-organising is used to suggest that
people self-organise into collective working arrangements. The evidence

in this thesis shows that people are drawn to different communities
based on their subjective careers. The interplay of individual ways of
knowing underlies the process and provides reference points around
which careers unfold. The attraction of the individual career to the
corununit5r, based on the interplay of people's knowing-why, knowing-
how and knowing-whom investments, has been shown to reflect
overlapping identification, social interaction and shared learning
investments. In t]lis sense career. communities can be seen as

stemming from people's self*organising activities.
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The reflexivity between the individual subjective career and the inter-

subjective career community appears consistent with Weick's model of

self-organising stemming from career behaviour. The interplay and the

patterns which emerge from this kind of behaviour contrast with the

more formal and prescribed career patterns from the past. In the

future, career theory is likely to be called upon to explain greater

variation of career patterns than ever before. If or when that call comes,

self-organising suggests itself as an increasingly valuable theoretical
principle.

Emerging career communities

The richness of a career may reflect participation in multiple career

communities simultaneously. Membership in multiple career

communities facilitates the development of different aspects of self that
are integrated into a s5mchronous whole by the career actor. The data

in this thesis shows the importance to individual career actors of
including communities ttrat support growth and development beyond

the spheres of paid work. For example, the identification of the

development and maintenance of relationships with family is a high
priority in all cohort groups. Support community types were identifred
by all of the Rose Foundation, Leased Executives and pacific

Professionals. Career communities may therefore contribute to career

theory by indicating sites external to the workplace where personal

development and identity formation can occur. The effect of these sites

may be that as people gain a clearer appreciation of their own career

situation, greater diversit5r of career communities may emerge.

Career communities can be expected to attract new members and lose

established members as patterns of attraction change. Similarly, career

communities that lose their attractiveness for people's careers are likely
to wane, and new career communities are likely to form. The attraction
of career communities may be made explicit through a signalling
process which sorts out insiders from outsiders while creating career

opportunities for participants (Jones, 2oOO). Thus, the fluidity of the
individual subjective career may be reflected in changing participation
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in career communities as individual agendas self-organise into collective

affangements. Accordingly, "the future emerges through spontaneous

self-organisationo (Parker and Stacey, L994, p.41). Models of self-

organisation can be used to describe how local actions give rise to

macroscopic structures in which relationships of interacting micro-

components continually combine, recombine and change as a result of

their own interactions (Lee, 7997, p. 22l'.

The benefits of these changing arrangements accrue at the level of

society as people contribute through their career behaviour. Self-

organising systems are open and part of the larger environment. Career

communities emulate the new science view of enerry diffusion and the

self-directed gains in larger social and economic organising. That is,

career communities self-organise based on the distinctive and

overlapping career trajectories of the members. People develop within

these local environments (communities) through shared values,

expertise and relationships that facilitate free interactions and thus

sustain career growth and learning. As people interact they learn and

adapt to a changing environment. Career communities support the risk

taking, experimentation and failure which are all necessa{r factors for

change (Tetenbaum, 1998).

Thus, career communities represent an alternative institutional form to

the recognised company, occupation or industry forms that mediate the

relationship between people and society. Career boundaries are multi-

faceted in nature (Gunz et al., 2OO0). Similarly, the boundaries around

career communities may differ from the institutional boundaries with

which careers have been traditionally associated. Society provides a

mea.ns of shaping individual behaviour within certain bounds

determined by law, convention or ethical or normative structures.

"These laws, conventions and norms act, as it were, like attractors

holding individual behaviour within certain understood limits" (Parker

and Stacey, 1994, p. 85). The career communities identilied in this

research potentially appear as prominent alternative sources of

attraction. Once named and described, new concepts provide a first
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step towards shared recognition of emergent social phenomena. Thus,

the popularisation of the concept of career communities may itself

encourage people to more actively seek out and engage with these

phenomena, and thereby further enhance their relevance.

The naming of career communities would act as a precursor to their

being recognised as a viable alternative social structure from which

czreers emerge. This point has particular benefits for career

practitioners as they support people making sense of apparently

disjointed individual career experiences. In Bateson's (1994) terms,

giving the concept a name provides a vocabulary to allow people whose

lives do not follow the normative model of a successful career to

integrate parts, defying the concept of separate spheres, to create a

composition called the subjective career. Identi$ing career

communities as sources of attraction supports sense-making by

individual career actors of the way their personal experiences relate to

the whole composition of career.

Local sites of safety and stability offer a buffer for career actors as they

cope \ rith increasing turbulence and change in the environment.

Bateson (L994, p. 89) suggests that change and continuity are two sides

of the sarne coin. We make sense of the relationship between them in

layers, one flowing under or over or within the other at different levels of

abstraction. Therefore we see profound continuigr in change and

profound change in continuity. Such a description epitomises the

issues currenfly faced by career actors. Recognition of the role played

by career communities in accommodating complexity by offering

multiple possibilities for action, learning and growth in both personal

and professional spheres, would be a positive contribution to the

interventions and support offered by practitioners to career actors. Self-

organising systems are complex, and the interplay among the parts

defies traditional cause and effect explanation. However, the

interconnections are rich with feedback loops that act as potential

grow-th points for future personal.development.
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In conclusion, using metaphors from new science I have presented a

conception of career communities based on different underlying

assumptions from those of traditional career models. I submit that

career communities hold the potential to add value to career theory as

an alternative conception of emergent social structures that can sustain

career growth. Rather than suggesting that career communities

represent a "new waf , I suggest tfrat the concept is better understood

as a more inclusive representation of the relationship between

individual career actors and the socieer in which their careers

That is, from the perspective presented here, preceding career

are viewed as complementar5r and the overlap urmong them

better interpreted.

This thesis has demonstrated the importance of self-organising through

career communities. The participants in these research cohorts make

considerable knowing-why, knowing-how and knowing-whom

investments into larger self-organising communal settings, where their
investments take on collective value. In doing so, they engage in an

interactive processing of meaning-making through their career

investments. The research reported here suggests new directions for

career theory and inqurry, and in particular, for a shift in focus from the

career as an individual construct to the communities in which it is
embedded.

emerge.

tlreories

may be
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Appendix One

Development of the ICCS (lntelligent Career Card Sort)
lnstrument

lntroduction

The intelligent career card sort was developed in 1995 as the output of

my Masters thesis research. The purpose of that research project was

to empirically test the concept of the intelligent career and to design an

instrument to elicit the subjective career. The theoretical model of the

intelligent career (Arthur et al., 1995) provided the point of departure for

the research design that comprised four studies.

The research population

The shifting demands on middle managers in the workplace (Heckscher,

1995) and the recent evidence of the mobility of MBA graduates (Kotter,

1995), all suggest the likelihood of discovering boundaryless career

behaviour in a managerial sample. In a period of transition where old

patterns co-exist with emergent new patterrrs, a pu{posively selected

sample of Masters of Business Administration alumni were considered

to be the most likely to demonstrate the emerging new patterns.

In 1995 movement towards boundaryless career theory lagged behind

the acceptance of boundar5rless organizations (Mimis and Hall, 1994).

MBAs have been described as enterprising people seeking challenge,

autonomy and responsibility and many undertake an MBA degree to

increase their rcrnge of opportunities and career flexibility (Sinclair and

Hintz, 1991). As ambitious managers or aspiring managers, MBAs

could be expected to lead a response to new paradigms in management.

Raiher than merely see the future, these managers could be expected to

create it. Therefore, while recognising that they would be a convenience
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sample, MBAs were considered the most likely population to find

evidence of boundarvless career attitudes and behaviour.

Research design: Part One - Gase Studies

The research design comprised four parts. Part One was an exploration

of the case histories of four MBA graduates to answer the question 1{re

the pinciples of tlue neu) career paradigm as described in intelligent career

tlrcory, reflected in the enreer histories of MBA graduates?'

Four case studies using in-depth interviewing were conducted. Face-to-

face interviews were considered more effective than possible alternative

methods such a examining written curriculum vitae. Although the

latter method would have allowed for greater numbers to be examined,

the information gained from the interviews was deemed to be more

useful to understand career histories from ttre subjective perspective of

career actors. When the phenomenon under study (careers) cannot be

directly observed, the interview is the most appropriate method of data

collection (Patton, 19871.

Case studies

The four cases were purposively selected for evidence of old or new

paradigm principles. Hence the cases are instrumental case studies

(Stake, I9941in that they play a supportive role in helping to reline the

theory of intelligent careers. Each case was analysed to explore the

relative influence of bounded or boundaryless career phenomena. The

research design included a priori specification of constructs (Eisenhart,

1989), according to the "old career paradigm - new career paradigm

distinctions suggested by Arthur, Claman, and DeFillippi, (1995). Thus

the issues were already known in advance and the interview schedule

was developed to explore the personal career experiences of each

participant in the light of the employment principles specified in the

framework. A formal interview with a semi-structured guide was

planned.
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Each participant was asked the same questions in roughly the same

order to facilitate comparative analysis. Some initial questions related

to demographic information to gain a broad understanding of the

individual's careers. Later questions were more specifically related to

draw data related to the broad theoretical perspective of the intelligent

career, that is the person's motivation and interests regarding work,

their job related knowledge and expertise and the social contacts

through which they obtained support for their careers. The questions

were open-ended, allowing the flexibility for the participants to elaborate

as they desired.

The validity of the case study design was strengthened in this study in

the following three ways. Internal validity through comparisons of

empirically based patterns coinciding with patterns predicted from the

theory [Yin, 1989); external validity, stemming from accurate reporting

of participants' perspectives, by participants' feedback and involvement

(Merriam, 1988) and the overall design was strengthened by

triangulation of methods (Guba and Lincoln, 1989).

The interview data provided insights into the attitudes and values that

drove behaviour, and were supplemented with seconda4r data from

curricula vitae to provide external markers of career behaviour. The

external markers allowed for a cross-check on the information on

subjective careers thus increasing the validity of the findings.

Selection of participants

Understanding the phenomenon of an individual career requires some

prior knowledge of a person's career history to ensure that the cases

were well chosen or instrumentally selected (Yin, 1989; Patton, 1990).

Selection was based on the likelihood of learning from the particular

case, in that individuals would be representative of either old or new

career paradigm patterns. Two participants were expected to align with

the reported old paradigm principles, and two with the new.
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2.

3.

lnterview schedule

7. @nerq.l

. When people ask gou what you do, what do gou sag?

o How would gou define career?

. How does Aour definition relate to gour own career?

SpeciJtc

o I would like you to teII me about Aour cqreer....a potted history

Career competencies

. Knowingtahy: are tlere partictiar directions Aou are h.eaded in

Aour working lik tlnt influences Aour choice of emploger?

o Prompts included: senioritg; opportunifu; logaltg; priorities;
flexibilitg ; seanritg.

o Knowing-lww: wttat are the principle skflls Aou use in gour utorking
lik? Whnt additional slalls are Aou leaming nout? Hout do you
benchmark tlrc utorth of uhat gou alreadg lcrtout? How do gou
decide uhnt skills gou might need in tle future?

o Knowing-wlwm: How important are tle people you btout in the
deuelopment of Aour career? Whf,t part lws reputation plaged in
Aour career? How significant lnue specific people been for your
learning?

Results

The characteristics of each of the four participants' careers were

compared with the emplo5rment principles of the intelligent career

(Arthur et al., 1995). The frame contrasts old and new paradigm

thinking along five dimensions: mutual loyalty versus discrete

exchange; one-employer focus versus occupational excellence; the top

down firm versus organizational empowennent; the fortress firm versus

regional advantage and corporate allegiance versus project allegiance.

Each dimension thus represents a dichotomy in the inherent

assumptions underlying employment principles.

The four case studies provided a range of behaviours that were assessed

against new or old paradigm principles. The personal stories illustrated

the interplay between old and new paradigm employment principles
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from the subjective perspective of the career actor. One male

participant closely aligned with the old career paradigm principles in

theory and practice. One woman clearly aligned with those principles

while she was in the corporate scene but less so in recent times, after

she assumed self-employment. Her case represents a transition from

set of underlying assumptions to another. The other two (male)

participants presented mixed evidence of old and new principles.

Overall the semi-structured interviews were valuable in the generation

of information about personal career histories, showing support for the

intelligent careers framework, specifically the emplo5rment principles for

making sense of people's unfolding careers. The next stage of the

research process was to consider the broader personal career

competencies suggested in the intelligent careers frame.

Focus group interviews

The next stage in the development of an instrument to explore

boundaryless career behaviour involved hearing how MBA graduates

typically talked with one another about their own careers. Focus group

interviews, a specific qualitative data collection method which produces

rich description in the respondents' own words, seemed particularly

appropriate for this purpose (Kreuger, 1988; Morgan, 1988; Stewart and

Shandasani, 1990). Moreover, since they are grounded in group

dynamics, focus groups benefit from the prompting members provide to

one another. The method also utilises group interaction to access data

and insights that are not easily obtainable by other qualitative methods

(Morgan, 1988).

Further justification for the use of focus group methodolory is presented

in Chapter 4 of. this thesis.

Selection of participants

A "convenience sample" was employed of MBA graduates. The

litelihood that they would be the best sample to demonstrate attitudes

and behaviours congruent with the new paradigm has been explicated.
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However, there was an issue of generalisability to a larger population.

Morgan (1988) considers this to be an issue of sample bias because t|e
limited group size means random groupings are never going to be

generalisable. The exploratory nature of this work meant that this was

not an immediate concern.

Differences in the perceptions of career attitudes and behaviours were

not expected to be so sensitive as to create conflict within the groups.

However, there was an awareness that ttre composition of the groups in

terms of homogeneity of ethnicity, ag€, gender and socio-economic

status would influence the discussion (Stewart and Shandasani, 1990).

The participants in the focus groups were all MBA graduates from The

University of Auckland. The rapport established with other fellow-

graduates during the two-year MBA course was expected to have a

positive affect on the group interaction. Some writers suggest that it is

a disadvantage for group members to know one another (Kreuger, 1988;

Stewart and Shandasani, 1990), although others say that it is only a

problem if you ignore it (Morgan, 1988). In this case familiarity proved

to be an incentive for people to attend and participate.

Letters of invitation to participate were sent to 10O past graduates and

follow-up phone calls were made. Suflicient positive responses were

received to run three focus groups with a total of eighteen participants.

Of these 1O were men and 8 were women. The age range was from 29 -

45 and all were employed in professional positions.

The interview guide

The purpose of the focus groups was to listen to participants discussion

of their careers, and to extend the preliminary evidence from the in-

depth interviews of the previous stage. Thus focus group participants

were introduced to the "three ways of knowing" as a stimulus to

conversation.

An. interview structure guided

consistent for all three groups.

discussions in a way that was

need to maintain focus and cover

the

The
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the theoretical framework placed some constraints on the time allocated

to each of the three ways of knowing.. The interriew guide accounted

for four broad criteria of effectiveness of focus groups: range; specificit5r;

depth and personal context (Merton, Fiske and Kendall, 1956). Range

indicates any issues participants raised that had not previously been

raised by the researcher. Specificitg provides data that reflects concrete

and detailed accounts of the participant's experience. Depth is a

measure of the involvement of participants. Personal contert is the

perspective of an individual resulting form socialisation or individual

experience. People can clarify their own perspective through group

interaction, a feature of focus group methodologr (Morgan, 1988).

An interview guide was developed and pilot tested. It provided direction

through funnelling of questions from more general to more specific. An

icebreaker activity was conducted in which participants were asked to

jot down a few thoughts that immediately carne to mind when they

thought about their career. Sharing these was an effective way to

initiate the conversation. The subsequent interview guide was very

broad. The first question related to knowinga.pttg and asked "Can gou

talk about the mottuation behind Aour career beltauiour?" Prompts

included identity through work, priorities and trade-offs; family and

balance between work and leisure. The second question related to

knowing-hout arrd asked "W?Lat are the pincipal skflls gou utilise in your

career?o Prompts included where skills had been learned,

differentiation between skills in work and non-work, and how do you

learn? The third question related to knowingathom and asked "Cangou

tell me about the importance of otlrcr people in gour career"? Prompts

here included the role of mentors, the importance of alumni or

professional support networks, future development.

Gonducting the studies

As researcher, I facilitated all three focus group interviews. I also had a

co-facilitator for each to increase the accuracy of interpretation. Such

arrangements are congruent with guidelines for a moderator team

(Kreuger, 1988). A time schedule was outlined and participant consent
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forms providing ethics committee approval were signed. In each group

ground rules were set with group members and then the ice-breaker

activity was completed. Although each group was conducted according

to the basic pre-tested interview schedule, a rolling interview schedule

(Stewart and Shandasani, 1990) was adopted where the schedule was

revised for use in subsequent groups. The flexibility of structure

allowed for maximum information gathering although the trade-off was

tlat it compromised exact comparisons across groups. As the key

purpose was to determine attitudes and perceptions of group members,

and to generate items for the ICCS, rather than reaching a consensus or

solving problems, comparison among groups was not a key concern.

A content analysis of themes emerging from participants' discussions

was undertaken according to the three broad areas in which the

questions were asked. I(nowing-why themes included a pervasive sense

of self-awareness, extending to people's including knowledge of their

own learning styles. Individual motivational drivers were clearly

explicated and contributed to an intrinsic satisfaction achieved through

a congruence of work and personal goals. Participants had a clear

sense of purpose and separated personal identity from their jobs. There

was a suggestion of a changing locus of control to tlee individual and an

acceptance of a shift from expecting employment to developing

employability through personal development.

Discussion of knowing-how job-related knowledge and skills was

dominated by references to managerial skills, which is not surprising

considering the fact that all participants were MBA graduates.

Leadership and associated activities of mentoring, coaching and

supporting the work-related development of others were a significant

feature of discussion. Self-management skills were emphasised over

technical skills that were perceived to be quickly changing and in need

of continuous updating.

Discussion of knowinguhom significant others in the development of

career behaviour seemed to be the least developed area. There was an
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attitude of unacceptability towards the popular perception that is "who

you knou/ rather than "what you know" tJlat leads to career progress.

The divergence of opinion within the focus groups about both the

existence and the utilisation of their networks. However there appeared

to be a growing recognition of the value of networks to develop skills

and knowledge. The core networks of the men in the sample were

predominantly intra-company networks of relationships provided by

work. In contrast the networks of women were more extensive and were

perceived as support structures.

At this stage in the research process a more formal exploration of the

new career paradigm was required. The data from the focus group

interviews extended those of the semi-structured interviews. Botlt sets

of data were examined for the development of items for a questionnaire

to measure the career competencies of MBA students.

Survey of career competencies

A questionnaire consisting of 145 items drawn from results of focus

group interviews was developed. A pilot test revealed that the

questionnaire was too long and often repetitive. A refined version

reduced the item bank to 88 for the final questionnaire. Items were

randomised by computer over the whole questionnaire with a number

between 1 and 1000. Items were then sorted into three areas according

to the principal career competency under which the item was generated

in the focus group interviews, and ordered within that selection

according to their randomised number. Each item was considered a

variable. Example items were "I want to contribute to innovation at

work" (knowinguhfl; "I pursue skills and knowledge specific to my

occupation" (knowing-how); and uI develop and maintain relationships

inside my industrf (knowing-uhom|

Sample population

Thq questionnaire was administered to'three classes of MBA students at

The University of Auckland. These students were from Executive
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progralnmes, all studying part time while working full time in

management positions. The demographic characteristics of the sample

were 79.6T0 male, 2l.3Yo female reflecting the gender imbalance in the

MBA population. The age rurnge was approximately 25 to 45 with an

average age of around 34. A total of 118 participants received a

questionnaire and 95 full responses were completed and returned; a

response rate of 80.5%.

Data Analysis

Principal factors extraction with varimax rotation was performed on 88

items of the questionnaire using SPSS. Initially this was performed on

the full data set. This initial analysis did not succeed in identifying

meaningful factors, which was to be expected since the underlying

theory behind the intelligent career articulates interdependence arnong

the three ways of knowing. A subsequent confirmatory factor analysis

on each of the three areas of career competency was then undertaken.

The latter application appeared more congruent with the purpose of the

research which was to develop an instrument to elicit the subjective

career, and was supported by the advice of Nunally and Bernstein

[[19>or) that the researcher may find constructs from the literature and

develop items that "share a common core and concern different-

appearing item content" (p. 3271. Applyrng the analysis to the three

theoretical constructs of the intetligent career - knowing-uhg, krtowing-

how and knowing-whom - anticipated finding different aspects of the

three ways of knowing while not pre-empting what any of the three

factor analyses suggested.

Extraction and interpretation of factors

The determination of the criteria for extraction involved balancing the

tension between extracting the number of factors with salient loadings

for statistical significance and retaining factors that were essentially

variable specific (Stevens, 1936) because of the particular practical

releva:ece of the latter- Effectirlg a balance in the trade-off between

parsimony of data and all adequate fit between observed and
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reproduced correlation matrices was critical (Tabachnik and Fidell,

1989). Interpretability and the specificity of a factor to a variable both

affected factor extraction. If a small factor has a high loading for only

one item and very low loading for others, it might be discarded as a

unique factor not of concern. Smaller factors are retained if tley have

"sufficient substantive meaning to be interpretable" (Rummel, 1970, p.

3621. However, to be certain that all factors of any importance were

extracted, it was preferable to err on the side of extracting too many

factors rather than too few (Comrey, 19731.

The first criterion was to extract factors with eigenvalues greater than 1

(Child, L97O; Stevens, f 986; Tabachnik and Fidell, 1989). The second

criterion was to account for a specified amount of variance in the data

set. Stevens (1986) suggests an awareness of the percentage of variance

accounted for ensures practical significance which was important in

this study. Accounting for at least TOoh of the total variance is

considered a minimum but levels of 8O - 85% may be required for a

satisfactory solution (Gorsuch, 1974; Stevens, 1986).

The factors were rotated to improve the interpretability of the solution

(Stevens, 1986) as the relative importance of the factor stemmed from

the proportion of the variance associated with the factor after rotation

(Tabachnik and Fidell, 1989). Thus the interpretation was on the

rotated solutions, several of which were extracted to effect the most

satisfactory solution.

Varimar orthogonal rotation maximises the variance of variables loading

on each factor which minimises the complexity of factors. Selection of

the cut-off for a salient loading (Gorsuch, 19741 is subjective as there

can be no precise significance level for a salient factor (Comrey, 1973).

The cut-off varies according to the size of the sample (Gorsuch, L974;

Stevens, 1986) the suspected homogeneity of scores (Tabachnik and

Fidell, 1989) and whether a variable loads onto only one factor (Comrey,

L973), 19731. As a rule of thumb, a factor loading of 0.3 is a minimum

and commonly used cut-off for orthogonal rotation (Comrey, 1973;
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Tabachnik and Fidell, 19'89)" According to Stevens (Stevens, 1986) the

critical value for significant loadings is twice the standard error for

ordinary correlations at thc O.O1 level, particularly for small samples,

Interpolation betwe€n the guides (p-O.01) for samples of 1OO (O.5f2)

and samples of 80 (0.572), a salient loading for this research was set at

Q.562 for the sample of 95 (Stevens, 1986, p.34al.
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The results of the factor analyses were encouraging. In almost every

case, the factors derived from could be readily interpreted and labelled

from visible inspection of the items. However, the research project had

reached a critical juncture. I found a series of challenges on how to

proceed according to normative guidelines for factor analysis- The

challenges related to four distinct kinds of outcomes, narnely: namely: 1)

when variables did not load onto any factor; 2) when factors contained

only one or two variables; 3) when variables were "complex," that is,

they loaded onto multiple factors; and 4) when variables were 'pl-lre,'

that is, they loaded onto one factor alone in sets of three or more.

Non-loading variables

To follow the guidelines of traditional science would have meant

ignoring variables that did not load onto any of the factors identilied.

The underlying argument was that the variables neither clearly

distinguished themselves from, nor clearly associated themselves with,

any other variables in the analysis (Bryman and Cramer, L994). This

argument would have meant, for example, the following knouing'how

items be discarded: "I am becoming better at reflecting on my past

experiences,' and "I am getting training and development beyond my

current job." However, considerable emphasis had been placed on

these items in the earlier focus group discussions. It was therefore felt

that deletion of these items would have sacrificed some of the richness

of the data obtained.

One or two variable factors

The traditional science response to factors made up of just one or two

variables would have been to consider them unstable, and to also

discard them from further research (Tabachnik and Fidell, 1989). This

response would have meant discarding items such as: "exerting

influence over a changing environment" (knowinguhg), "working in job

situations from which I can learn" (knowing-lwwl, and "developing &

maintaining relationships with suppliers" (knowing-uhoml. Again, the

recommendation did not gel with what had been heard at the focus



group sessions, and what was conveyed about the underlying

importance of the variables involved.

Complex variables

For variables that emerged as loading onto more than one factor the

traditional science protocol would have been to resolve the complexity

by once more withdrawing the variables from further consideration

(Tabachnik and Fidell, 1989). Accepting this protocol would have

meant d.iscarding items such as: "being able to bring out the best in

other people" (knowing-howl, and "maintaining relationships with

previous employers" (knowing-whoml. However, these items were

viewed as having both theoretical and practical importance that was not

adequately covered by other items recommended to be retained.

Pure variables

This fourth kind of variable is the one most favoured by traditional

science since it loads onto a single factor along with at least two other

variables. In this "pure' case, accepting the mainstream advice would

have meant treating the associated variables as a single construct

suitable for inclusion in a multi-item scale (de Vaus, 1991). Accepting

this advice would have led, for example, to treating three (lcnowing-houtl

items about "pursuing and maintaining qualifications" specific to a) "my

industry," b) "my occupation" and c) "my compan/ as parts of the s€une

construct. However, from the intelligent career standpoint industry,

occupation and compzury were likely to represent distinct arenas for

new learning investments. The advice would also have led to combining

(knowing-whom) items about "getting to know people who will advance

my reputation" and "developing relationships to access new

information". Yet underlying intelligent career theory suggested

reputation-building and information-gathering were likely to represent

distinct purposes in people's use of relationships.

In sum, for each of these four outcomes traditional science protocol

suggested discarding distinctive items or collapsing a range of items

into generalisable objective measures. The essential tension here was
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between methodological parsimony and accommodation of meaning.

That is, in drawing the researcher toward the supposed "simplest

possible interpretation" of the constructs (Kerlinger, 1986, p. 581), the

analysis would have deleted items that had appeared important to

participants during qualitative data collection. It also would have

deleted items that were theoretically distinctive under the intelligent

career framework. The final set of items would have become artefacts of

the method of analysis employed. They would have been scientifically

"accurate" objective in their conclusions, yet divorced from the

subjective side of people's career behaviour. They would also have

compromised the practical utility of the intended instrument, by

excluding items which research participants had previously identified

as important.

As stated above initial factor analyses had served their purpose in

identiffing sensible factor structures in each way of knowing. The value

of further factor analysis was questionable and instead my focus turned

to an alternative methodolory that allowed respondents to reflect on

and discriminate among items. A different process was required to

allow the personal interpretation people attributed to their own careers

to emerge. Accordingly, Q-methodolory was investigated.

Q-Methodology

Q-methodolory was investigated as an appropriate method to compare

clusterings of people based on the adopted knowing-uhA, knowing-ltout

and lvtowing-whpm framework. That is, whereas factor analysis

measures the correlations among variables, Q-methodologr examines

correlations arnong people across variables. Stephenson (1953, p. 3) in

his foundational work on Q-methodolory, provides support for

movement away from further factor analysis in his assertion that it
(factor analysis) assumes that "everyone has the same psychological

attribute in some degree."

Q-methodolory is popular in counselling circles (McKeown, 1984) and

in particular for clarification of opinions, attitudes and values
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(McKeown and Thomas, 1988). Furthermore, a critical differentiating

factor of Q-methodologr is the capacity it holds to represent the internal

frame of reference of the respondent (Ozer, 1993, p. 15O) by tapping

directly into the subjective side of career. Thus the locus of subjectivity

returns from the viewpoint of the social scientist to the the viewpoint of

the respondent (McKeown, 1984).

Q-methodolory requires a "concourse" which embodies the universe of

statements that have been collected to represent the scheme of

knowledge existing about a phenomenon (Jelks, 1995). A concourse

represents a "population of statements" (Stephenson, 1953) rather than

statements of fact which may be proven or not. Therefore a-

methodolory applies to emotive as well as factual statements.

A Q-sample, derived from a concourse, is presented to respondents for

ranking in a Q-sort (McKeown and Thomas, 1988). The intelligent

career card sort items constituted a Q-sample which was

naturalistically derived from the completed quatitative studies described

above. Tlpically a Q-sort has 60 - 12O cards. Kerlinger (1986)

recommends that at least 60 cards be used for statistical reliability.

The Q-sample I had was a structured sample, tJre majority of which

were a direct outcome of the factor analysis. The Q-sample was

composed systematically and framed by the theoretical constmcts of

the intelligent career theory. Structured sampling ensures a broad

coverage of the concourse while the inclusion of variables of a theory

promotes theory testing to be built into the Q-sort (Aitken, 1988).

Different strategies may be applied in Q-methodolory. The conventional

Q-sort has a forced choice distribution in which means that

respondents "are required to distribute their responses in terms of a

fixed distribution, usually an approximately normal distribution" in

which all subjects will have exactly the same mean rating, the same

standard deviation of ratings, and the same distribution of ratings".

Thus. urelationships of persons' score profiles will not be attenuated by

score distribution differences, since differences will be identical for each
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person.' (Carr, Igg2, p. 5). Other distribution choices include mediated

rankings and unmarked graphic scales. The mediated-ranking strategr

provides more information (Thompson, lgSO) but the procedure is

reported to be time-consuming and tedious for the respondent if large

numbers of items are used. The unmarked graphic scale technique

requires responses to be rank ordered for comparisons across

individuals. Each mark on the scale is attributed a rank based on

proximity to a (superimposed) marked scale. Again, this involves a time-

consuming overhead- Results from any of the three approaches may

then be factor analysed (Daniel, 1989; Carr, 1992)'.

From a basic theoretical perspective, Q-methodolory brings other

complications. One is that Stephenson's (1953) original concern with

the subjective self appears to have been lost with one prominent branch

of Q-sort development, namely associated witJl the California

Psychological Inventory. This approach firmly locates the psychologist

as "judge' of the person's responses (Block, 19781. Thus any

subjectivity being measr-lred is essentially that of the judge rather than

the participant. Q-methodolory in this vein became a method of

objectifying the assessment of the observers rather than the assessment

of the subjective expressions of the participant. Block (7978, p. 35)

states that according to this technique, a person's own subjective view

may be seen as "simply a curiosity piece and not a datum of science'.

A second complication of Q-methodolory stemming from both

Stephenson's and Block's foundational work concerns the notion of a

"balanced set'. In the original Q-sort methodolory this consists of equal

numbers of opposite kinds of statements to which a person c€rn express

either attraction or repulsion. The balanced set assumes a two-tailed

normal curve in subsequent statistical manipulations (Carr, 7992l.. The

issue in a balanced set is that it requires both positive and negative

responses, namely items most descriptive and least descriptive of a
person's career behaviour, to be explicated. The proponents of Q-

methodologr have been principally concerned to assess personality and
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therefore prefer counterbalancing items that represent opposite ends of

personality dimensions.

In career assessment however, my practical experience with the ICCS

instrument indicated that asking people to select items that least

described. their own career behaviour was both confusing and

impractical. Furthermore, writers had indicated botJ: the time-

consuming nature and the tediousness of completing the forced choice

(two -taited) approach in research [Carr, 1992 #386; (Daniel, 1989).

The difficulties would be experienced much more frequently in practical

applications. Therefore, a one-tailed (positive) approach tlat directed

discussions around the items that relate to current or future career

investments appeared more appropriate and justifiable.

Expanding the Target Population

The evidence gained from the factor analysis led to a concern about

broadening the population to be studied. The sets of knowing-uthg,

knowing-how and knowing-whom items had been derived exclusively

from a local, and perhaps idiosyncratic, MBA population. For the

approach to have applicability to a larger population of workers, it was

anticipated that further items may be needed as well as further testing

for face vatidity with other kinds of worker. An extensive literature

search was conducted to explore recent sources about the changing

nature of work and careers, including recent research on Harvard MBAs

(Kotter, 1995) and middle managers (Heckscher, 1995), popular reports

about the broader restructuring of work (Bridges, 19941and soon to be

published contributions concerned with "the boundaryless careert

(Arthur and Rousseau, 1996). There was also an opportunity to inspect

reported motivations behind some 2O0 job situations explored in a

concurrent and subsequently published national study (Arthur et al.,

1999). As a result the items retained after factor analysis were refined,

and further items were added, culminating in 40, 36, and 35 items

under each of the knowing-whA, knowing-hout and knouing-uhom

headings respectively.
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A decision was made not to pursue further factor analysis at this stage.

The MBA student population, which had completed the questionnaire

anonFnously, were unavailable. Much of tJle learning from the

previous factor analysis exercise was utilised in the inclusion and

wording of new items. All items were written in the present tense,

consistent with a continuous learning perspective. Furthermore, items

were rewritten using the first person singular to engage the individual

completing the sort in a more personal manner. Care was taken to

ensure that all new items were conceptually distinct. The item set was

still under development, and it was anticipated that further field testing

could generate more items. Therefore the items from the variables in

the factor analysis plus additional items from the literature search were

printed onto cards ready for field-testing.

Application of the Intelligent Career Card Sort (ICCS)

The process of administering the intelligent career card sort

incorporates much of Heron and Reason's (1996) participatory

parad.igm which supports the emphasis on the subjective career, a

career known "only through tlle form tJle mind gives it" (Heron and

Reason, 1996, p. 41. Traditionally, career counselling has involved the

translation of personal identity into occupational roles. Assessment

instruments (such as the Strong Interest Inventory) are often used to

effect this translation (Herr, 1996). Eliciting the subjective career is

different and necessitates combining emotive, affective, imaginal and

conceptual dimensions of the person as well as cognitive ones (Heron,

Igg2l and thus involves whole person learning. Elicitation occurs

throughout a process in which inquiry is grounded in the experiential

knowledge of the career actor in order for them to map out what may be

possible in their future.

The subjective dimension of career development involves the private

meaning of work and occupational choice. Accordingly, the intelligent

career card sort involves people initially selecting items according to the

text on the cards. However, the personal meaning the person attributes
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to the item only emerges from deeper individual reflection on their

personal career situation. People are encouraged to compose their own

narrative account of their career, using the card items as platforms

from which to explore and personalise their experiences' With

individual counselling, private autobiographical journal writing is

encouraged so that people can examine and reflect on their careers to

identify themes that may be evident. Themes emerge from the patterns

and connections among experiences that extend beyond tlte arena of

paid employment.

The sorting process has some advantages over other methods of eliciting

subjectivity such as narrative writing without any prompts (cards) or

interviewing. The process of card sorting has long been used as a

clarifying technique in health education to provide a starting point for

people dealing with controversial or sensitive topics. There is also a

tradition of using card sorts for "Values clarification" in the arena of

personal career development (Mossop, 1994). While career clarification

may not be necessarily either controversial or sensitive, the shared

issue is in providing a range of possibilities on the topic for the person

to choose from. Thus, the researcher/educator is not imposing their

own ideas and the person themselves is not left to come up with all of

the ideas themselves. The cards may be arranged and re-arranged

according to the subjective perspective of the individual concerned.

This involves minimalist intervention or guidance from the researcher

while giving some support to the respondent.

From a practical perspective, self-awareness must be in touch \ rith

industqr, occupational and organisational frelds of opportunity to

balance the tension between subjective career aspirations and objective

career possibilities. A separation and then subsequent re-connection of

knowing-*hy, knowing-how and knowing-whom themes into a

composite set of insights incorporates both the subjective and objective

sides of career. A supportive counselling environment allows for

constructive focussed exploration of personal career situations and

associated meanings in a supportive and confidential environment. The
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finat integration of themes connects the subjective self with the

objective career situation. In turn, these themes are used as a basis for

developing personal action plans for the future. The ICCS data may be

supported by other supplementary data such as psychometric test

results, and formal and informal feedback from colleagues and peers.

Thus one benefit of the approach is that it allows for integration of other

data sources. Also these other data sources broaden the possibilities

for journal writing that may be integrated into that writing.

Administration of the ICCS in the final form in which it was developed

for this thesis involves taking 111 cards in three areas. The knowing-

whg sectron has 4O cards, knouing-lwut had 35 and knowingtahomhas

36. The respondent sorts each set and selects the top 7 according to

their current career situation. These cards are then ranked which

forces clarilication of the more important items.

Field testing

By the end of 1997,352 card sort applications had been administered

and the results were collated. Each respondent selected the most

relevant seven items in each of the three areas. These cards were then

attributed a simple ranking to illustrate a differentiation between cards

selected the most often and those selected as the most important.

While both importance and frequency are interesting in themselves, this

research, guided by Carr (Carr, 1992) sought to combine them into an

overall item weighting. A scale of weights was developed running from O

indicating no selections to 2 indicating a unanimous selection of the

card as top priority. In practice the emergent item weights fall in a
r€rnge from O - 1 (See Chapter Four for a fuller explanation).

It is worth noting that people were given the opportunity to write their

own cards if they had an item that was not covered within the existing

card sort. However, people consistently reported that the range of cards

available gave them a full opportunity to describe their own subjective

career behaviour.
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The following tables show the highest ranked seven card sort items for

each of the knouing-whV, knowing-lwut and knouing-whom categories

reflected in the first 352 responses. These clients were drawn from a

wide range of organisational and occupational settings and were

completely separate from the samples used to develop tJle ICCS. None

were participants in this thesis.

Knowing-why

Knowing-how

Weighted mean
score

item

0.91 I tike to gain a sense of achievement from my work

o.74 I want to be challenged in my work

0.43 I want to maintain Iinancial security

0.40 I enjoy being a member of a high performing team

0.39 I enjoy seeing how I help other people

0.36 I like to be recognised and admired for my work

o.35 I like having a choice about the kind of work I do

Weighted mean
score

item

o.82 I enjoy working with people from whom I can learn

o.67 I enjoy working in job situations from which I can
Iearn

0.57 I seek to improve my range of business skills

0.57 I am open to fresh ideas

o.49 I seek training and development beyond my
current job

o.47 I am developing knowledge about my own abilities

0.36 I enjoy working as part of a meaningful project
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Knowing-whom

Weighted mean
score

item

0.95 I develop and maintain relationships with family

o.82 I spend time with people from whom I can learn

0.45 I maintain relationships to keep old friends

0.41 I work with teams from whom I can learn

0.40 I develop relationships with people inside my
company

0.40 I seek to develop relationships to access new
information

0.36 I maintain relationships with school or college
friends

Within each area of career competency, the weighted mean scores show

that two items are substantially preferred over all others, clearly so in

both knowing-why and knowing-whom. In knowing-how the differences

are less marked. While their relative importance is evident, the tables

invite a question about the subjective meanings of the items shown, to

the people selecting them. As a first step in exploring that question, the

following tables illustrate principal differences between male and female

responses across the three areas of career competency so far identified.

EXPLORING INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

The card sort data shown above illustrate people's primary selections'

However to understand how these items reflect subjective responses

requires further interpretation. Rather than outputs in themselves, the

items are inputs from which individuals work to produce expressions

representing deeper personalised meanings. The examples below show

the variety of meanings that can emerge.

Rachrzel selected the "knowing-wh/ card "I like to gain a sense of

achieuement from mg worlt and used it to explain her desire to get
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ahead in her peer group. She felt her achievements would lead to

subsequent recognition by her colleagues. Rachael is 25 years old and

works as a management consultant. She had a yearning to experience

overseas travel while still young yet also recognises a need to develop

her skill base. A sense of achievement for Rachael also extended to

balancing the tension between estabtishing herself in her field, and

feeling she was in a position where she could take time out to fulfil

other goals.

In contrast Tom, ern experienced accountant, spoke about gaining a

sense of achievement in a different way. He enjoyed considerable

autonomy in his position as a partner in his company. His drive came

from an internal locus - which had developed in response to a lack of

feedback from authoritarian managers in the past. He had therefore

learned to set his own goals rather than respond to the expectations of

his peers and superiors. Tom also disliked the routine and repetition of

a nine-to-five timetable, and gained a sense of achievement from being

in personal control over how he allocated his time and doing what in his

judgement felt right.

In the above responses we see two markedly different career responses

to the sarne card item. Each respondent resonated witJ: the central

notion of "achievement through my worlf but each interpreted the

meaning and pursuit of achievement in a different way. It is only by

listening to the two responses that the differences become apparent.

Anabelle spoke about selecting the item I enjog utorking in job sifiiations

from uhich I can learn. She was second year teacher who worked in an

open plan classroom. She needed to build confidence in her teaching

skills gentty and slowly. Her class of 37 pupils (aged 9 - 10 years)

shared a space with older pupils and two other teachers. Anabelle was

a shy person whose enjoyment of her work stemmed from ttre

inspiration and support she was able to access in this environment.

Although there was little time for any formal sharing of ideas, the close

physical proximity permitted her to work alone without feeling isolated
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and allowed her to observe peripherally the work of her more

experienced colleagues.

Jane spoke about the same item from the standpoint of an extraverted

person whose perception of learning is very broad. She was a Sta-ff

Nurse in a public hospital with responsibility for running an acute

ward. She enjoyed the busyness of the environment and found the

interdependency between the medical specialists and the on-going

nursing care stimulating. She described how she watched others work

in order to learn more herself. She explained how she systematically

reflected on her practice and tested her ability to try out different

approaches. She listened to the student nurses when they had their

sections in the ward. However, a key aspect of Jane's enjoyment related

to her resistance to being fenced in. She said it was too narrow to think

of her learning as coming from paid work situations and described her

openness to make sense out of what she learned from her friends as

well. I learn from every situation she said.

Similarly, in the above responses there were two markedly different

career responses to the sarne card item. Here each respondent derived

enjoyment from learning from job situations while interpreting the

meaning in a way tJrat personalised it.

When Jenng spoke to I spend. time with people from wlwm I can learn she

explained that she had come to her current workplace from an entirely

different background from her colleagues. As a health educator, she

had worked with a lot of autonomy and was regarded as a senior in her

field. A shift into the corporate world cast Jenny back into a beginner's

role despite the many transferable skills she could identiff. She said it
was really important in her new role to have good people to learn from

as she do not have time to really start again. An essential aspect of

learning from people was an environment that allowed for mistakes to

be made. While Jenny accepted the responsibility for learning as her

owrr, she recognised the attitude of her colleagues largely determined

whether the situation was a 'make or break'one for her.

Kcitie's response to the same item described her learning as coming

from a variety of sources rather than just internal colleagues- As a
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psychotherapist working in a non-profit organisation, she was a

member of a clinical team. However, the pay scales were minimal and

the therapists were mostly part time, requiring other employment to

provide financial support. Consequently, the opportunities to meet with

the clinical team for case analysis were fewer than she would like. The

pressure was on balancing client time with other employment. Co-

counselling sessions were an essential aspect of tlle professional life of

therapists and Katie told of the personal learning she gained from these

sessions. Friends also provided significant learning opportunities for

learning in non-therapy issues. Thus, the external component of Katie's

networks was particularly important.

The above examples illustrate individual differences among

interpretation of card sort items. The point is to show how the

subjective career is unique and requires personal explanation for

accurate interpretation. The early results from the card sort provide

insights into the most popular items selected. Experience in
administering the card sort also reveals the extent to which subjective

responses to the same card selections differ.

My early experience with the card sort left me interested in whether the

kind of differences described could in part be explained by shared

occupational or social experiences. I became interested in pursuing the

issue of within-group differences more closely. This thesis on the

theorv of career communities builds on this foundation.
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